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Preface
The research on equipment design reported in the present volume

was carried out by the psychology staff of the Aero Medical Labors-
tory, Engineering Division, at Wright Field during the past year,
and by members of the staff of the Department of Psychology, AAF
School of Aviation Medicine during the past three years.

Chapters have been written by the individuals who carried out
the investigations reported therein. Many aspects of the research
program, however, cannot be credited to any one individual. Re-
search plans, in particular, usually have been formulated through
the joint efforts of many individuals.

The Psychology Branch at Wright Field owes its existence in
large measure to the support of Col. IV. R. Lovelace, who was at
Wright Field, and to Cols. L. E.-Griffis and J. C. Flanagan, who were
in the Office of the Air Surgeon, Headquarters, Army Air Forces,
when the branch was activated. After his assignment as Chief of
the Research Division in the Air Surgeon's Office, Col. Otis 0. Benson
give strong support to psychological research on equipment problems

The research carried on in the Aero Medical Laboratory, and the
preparation of the present volume, have been made possible by the
support and guidance of Cols. IV. R. Lovelace, L. E. Griffis, and E. J.
Kendricks, each of whom has served as Chief of the Laboratory.
Lt. Col. A. P. Gagge and Dr. J. IV. Heim have been of invaluable
assistance in initiating and carrying out research.

.Many individuals within the AAF Aviation Psychology Program
have contributed to the research on equipment design. Among these
are Col. A. W. Melton and other psychologists at the &hool of
Aviation Medicine who initiated equipment research in the AAF.
Credit is due particularly to those men who transferred to Wright
Field after other research units were closed at the end of the war,
bringing with them a rich background of experience in human
problems of aircrew selection and training.

Several individuals outside of the AAF contributed directly to the
rese:rclh reported in this volume. Prof. F. C. Bartlett of Cambridge
University discussed equipment-design research with the editor on
num(.rous occasions during the summer of 19.15, and permitted study
of r(:*:* arch elUil)I.nt and research techniques in his labratory. Drs.
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W. F. hunter and C. W. Bray, and other psychologists who worked
on equipment p~roblems for the Applied Psychology Panel of N. D.1R. C., did much to convince the AAF of the importance of psychologi-
cal research on equipment. Lt. Col. R. V. Garrett and Maj. Richard
Crane, both long-time advocates of standardization and simplification
of the pilot cockpit, gave much encouragement to psychological study
of aviation equipment. Dr. E. F. Du.Bois of the Committee on Avia-
tion Medicine, and Mr. D. K. Morrison, who was in charge of one of
the Committee's flight safety projects, stimulated a great deal of
interest in the reduction of pilot error through functional cockpit
design.

Recognition is due also to the Anthropology Unit of the Aero
Medical Iaboratory, which, through its excellent work on human
body-size requirements, won wide acceptance of the fact that human
considerations are important in airplane design and paved the way
for the cordial reception that has been accorded other research workers
in this field.

Miss Patricia Wall has supervised the typing of the report, Miss
Mary Cowles has been in charge of the art work, Miss Sally Bed-
worth has prepared most of index, and Mrs. K. D. Young has proof.
read the manuscript. Dr. Glen Finch has read and criticized the
report. Dr. W. F. Grether has been of constant assistance in planning
the research carried out by the Psychology Branch during the past
year and in preparing this report. This assistance is gratefully
acknowledged.
Wright Field, 1 October 1946. PtY M. Frrrs
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CIIATER ONE_____ _____

Introduction to Psychological
Research on Equipment Design

PAUL M. Frrrs

ENGINEERING PSYCHOLOGY AS A FIELD OF RESEARCH

The purpose of psychological research on equipment design, or
engineering psychology as it may be called, is to collect data on
the psychological capacities and limitations of individuals and to
apply these data to engineering design problems to the end that the
equipment which is finally produced will be adapted to the require-
ments of the man who is to use it. This is a relatively new field of
psychological research. In the past most engineering effort has been
devoted to improving equipment from the point of view of mechanical
efficiency. Engineers have been aware of the debirability of design-
ing equipment to meet the requirements of the human operator, but in
most cases have lacked the scientific data neces.sary for accomplishing
this aim. Psychologists, on the other hand, have centered their atten.
tion on the study of techniques for selecting and training men to uae
existing equipment rather than on the investigation of equipment
design problems.

Experiences of AAF pilots furnish many striking examples of
the need for designing equipment in relation to the psychological
characteristics of the user. The following description by a pilot of
the problems of making an instrument landing approach is an
example in point: "Before you hit the cone of silence everything is
strictly routine. Afterwards things really start popping. You
start putting the landing gear down, changing prop pitch, dropping
your flaps, making radio calls, and at the same time the most difficult
thing is to fly the beam. You only have a few seconds from the cone
of silence to the field, and you want to stay right on the beam. If
you have a good copilot and you train him properly the two of you
can handle it all. You only have to be a chauffeur and drive it (lown
the beam. Nine times out of ten, though, you get your wheels and
flaps down all right but wind up off the beam." This account is one
of a series of recordings obtained during interviews with AAF pilots.



The following description, obtained in the same manner, illustrates
further the need for simplifying the pilot's equipment. "Reaching
back from all the flying experiences that I've had, I find that flying
formation under combtat conditions in instrument weather was really
the most difficult. Not only was there mental strain and uncertainty
because you didn't know whether you were going to get through to
the target, but you didn't know whether there were other ships ahead
of you, and you didn't know where the rest of the group or the rest
of the wing was. You'just knew where that ship on your wing was
and that was all. And you knew positively that you were much
safer to stay with him than to break away from him under any con-
dition. You were determined before you got in the weather that
you were going to stay right there, but when you did get in the over-
cast you would start experiencing all sorts of sensations due to the
fact that you couldn't watch your instruments long enough to con-
vince yourself you weren't doing acrobatics, that he wasn't in a steep
turn, that you weren't losing altitude, and so forth. I found that
it wits a mental and physical strain all the time and it took a lot more
out of me to fly a mission in which I went through even a few minutes
of instrument flying in formation than it did to fly a much longer
one under normal conditions."

Results achieved in the space of a few years by psychologists who
have worked in the field of engineering psychology, and the growing
demand on the part of engineers for the type of information which
can be obtained only through psychological research, indicate the
scope and importance of this field of specialization in psychology.
Sufficient actual research has already been accomplished to show
that improveinents in operator efficiency which can be obtained from
minor design changes frequently turn out to be much greater than
improvements which can be obtained through months of intensive
training or through careful screening of operators on the basis of
aptitude. In other words, variations in operator efficiency resulting
from design changes in equipment sometimes are far more important
than variations in efficiency which are due to the aptitude or the level
of training of operators. Almost all types of equipment, whether for
military or civilian use, for business or recreation, can be improved
through the application of psyclological research techniques to prob-
lems of adapting the equipment to the user. However, psychological
research on equipment design is especially important as regards those
items of equipment that are difficult or dangerous to use, that can
be operated only by carefully selected and trained men, or that place
a premium on the final degree of proficiency attained by the operator.

IRelation of Engineering Psychology to Other Fields of Psychology
Most research on equipment design belongs to the field of experi-

mental psychology. The study of perceptual and motor-abilities prob-
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lems demands the application of research methods that date back to
early psychophysical experimentation in psychology. Problems in
engineering psychology also involve the psychology of learning, of
individual differences, and of the total reacting organism.

Research on equipment design overlaps to some extent the field of
industrial psychology. The latter has in the past been concerned with
such applied problems as the selection, training, and upgrading of
workers for particular jobs, and with problems of efficiency which
are defined by machinery now in use. Few industrial psychologists,
however, have attempted to improve the basic machines and working
tools used in industry.

Engineering psychology employs many research techniques used
for personnel selection and training, especial procedures for measur-
ing the aptitudes and abilities required for differeit jobs, and for
studying the effectiveness of training methods. The same criteria of
proficiency used in selection and training studies often can be used
in equipment-design studies. In addition, personnel research often
reveals characteristics of design which make it difficult for an indi.
vidual to operate an item of equipment effectively, and thus identifies
those aspects of the equipment that should be modified.

The principal difference between engineering psychology and other
bpecial fields of psychology is in point of view and final objectives.
In most fields of applied psychology, and clinical psychology in par.
ticular, the interest is in changing the individual or in placing the
individual in an environment or in a work situation where he can
adapt successfully. Engineering psychology is concerned with adapt.
ing one important aspect of the environment, the machines of a tech.
nological society, to man's own requirements. Broadly conceived, the
fechniques of engineering psychology can be applied to many aspects
of our present-day industrial civilization for tie purpose of improv.
ing them in terms of human requirements.

PLACE OF PSYCHOLOGY IN TIE ENGINEERING DEVELOPMENT
PROGRAM OF TIlE AAF

Interest in psychological problems of equipment design developed
rapidly (luring the recent war. The intense effort to produce new
weapons, the race against time in indu.t rial product ion, and the magni.
tude of the program required to train men to operate the-so new
machines resulted inevitably in many instances in which the final man-
machine combination failed to function effectively.

The earliest large-scale studies of equipment-design problems were
made by the Applied P.ychology Unit at Cambridge University, Eng-
land. This unit, early in the war, bgan work on problems in the design

3
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of aviation and of armored-force equipment (1, 2).1 Near the end
of the war, the German Air Force also was beginning to conduct psy-
chological research on equipment-design problems (3).

In the United States psychologists working for the National Defense
Research Committee carried on some research on equipment-design
problems during the war. The NDRC Applied Psychology Panel
initially devoted most of its efforts to selection and training problems,
but later gave much attention to problems of equipment design, espe-
cially the design of fire-control equipment (8). Division 7 of NDRC
also worked on psychological problems in equipment design (5).

Aviation psychologists in the United States Navy and in the Army
Air Forces became interested in equipment-design problems chiefly
as an outgrowth of their work on selection and training of aircrew. In
1043 Dr. William lleGehee, who had been working on pilot-training
problems at the Naval Instrument Flying School in Atlanta, carried
out an experimental study to determine the effect on flying proficiency
of different arrangements of flight instruments (6). At about the same
time the Department of Psychology of the AAF School of Aviation
Medicine, with approval from Headquarters, AAF, initiated a series
of studies on equipment-design problems. Much of the equipment re-
search at this unit was carried out by Dr. Roger B. Loucks (see ch. 8),
and by Dr. Joseph.Weitz (see ch. 13). Dr. Arthur W. Melton, the
Director, and other members of the Department of Psychology staff
collaborated in planning the studies.

A number of other agencies, both civilian and military, have been
active in equipment-design research during the past few years. These
agencies include the Special Devices Division of the United States
Navy, the Naval Medical Research Institute, and the Committee on
Aviation M.Iedikine of the National Research Council. Special men-
tion also should be made of the work of Dr. S. S. Stevens and associates
at the Harvard Psycho-Acoustic Laboratory (7).

O 29 May 1915, tie Iea dquarte rs of the Army Air Forces issued a
directive to th2. Air Materiel Command at Wright Field pointing out
the need for establishment of a psychological-research facility at
Wright Field to study equipment-design problems. As a result of
this directive there was activated on 1 July 19.45 a Psychology Branch
of the Aero Medical Laboratory. This was the last unit within the
AAF Aviation Psychology Pogram to be established during the
war. The Psychology Branch is now part of the peacetime AAF
Aviation Psychology Program and is the unit responsible for all
aspects of engincering psychology for the Army Air Forces. A list
of personnel assigned to the branch during its first year of opera-
t ion is given in Appendix A of this report.

I Throughout this report, boldface numbers In parenthees are used to refer to the nw.
fted rilfrence.s 11te4 at the end of the chapter.
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Organization of Psychological Facilities In the Air Hatiriel Camsmat
The official mission of the Psychology Branch of the Aero Medical

Laboratory is to conduct "psychological research to determine the
capacities of individuals to operate new types of equipment ns an aid
in the designing of such equipment to the end that the final project
will be best adapted to the man who must use it." This responsibility
extends to contracts for psychological research on equipment design
problems carried on outside of the command. Research in the Psy-
chology Branch is conducted by a staff of professional psychologists
assisted by psychological technicians, apparatus technicians, and stat-
istical and clerical personnel. The staff is composed chiefly of civilians.
A few rated flying personnel and a few enlisted men also are assigned
to the staff. The predominance of civilian over military personnel is
in keeping with the general organization of Wright Field, which in
peacetime provides for a staff composed primarily of civilian engineers
and research workers.

The Aero Medical Laboratory, of which the Psychology Branch
is a part is one of 15 laboratories making up the Engineering Divi-
sion of the Air Matdriel Command. The Aero Medical Laboratory
was initially established in 1935. It is responsible for many aspects
of human requirements in relation to equipment. Physiologists, bio.
physicists, anthropologists, biologists, physicians, nutrition experts,
physicists, psychologists, and engineers in the several branches of
the laboratory work on a coordinated program of biological research.

The Engineering Division in turn is responsible for development
of all types of equipment peculiur to the needs of the Army Air Forces.
This includes responsibility for development of new airplanes and
equipment employed in aircraft or used in communicating with air-
craft. The division is also responsible for development of special
training equipment used by the AAF. The primary mi.sion of the
Engneering Division is equipment development. During peacetime,
however, substantial emphasis is given to basic research.

It will be seen that engineering psychology in the Army Air Forces
is centralized in the command that is respunsiblo for all engineering
development, and in the laboratory that houses the biological sciences.
The Psychology Branch is also a part of the AAF Aviation Psychol-
ogy program which is directed through a chief psychologist in the
Office of the Air Surgeon in Ieadquarters, Army Air Forces.

The advantages of the present location of the Psychology Branch
are numerous. The present centralized organization pennits a de.
sirable amount of specialization. Psychologists can work on prob-
lenis that are common to many diffTerent types of equipmnt. For
example, an individual can specialize in perceptual problems, in
motor abilities problems, in fatiguie problems, or in some other field
of primary interest. A centralized organization prevents duplication

7033-- - $



of effort and lends itself to maximum utilization of limited research
persomel through a jointly planned research program. Other ad-
vantages include close contact with engineers and with the labora-
tories that are working on all new engineering developments. It is
also of advantage to be associated with other biological scientists
and to be able to engage in cooperative research on problems that
overlap several specialized fields.

Activities and Responsibilities of the Psychology Branch

Activities of the Psychology Branch fall into four areas: (1) re-
search activities; (2) coordination of university research projects;
(3) consultation with scientists and engineers from other Wright Field
laboratories; and (4) liaison with outside agencics. Of these areas,
research is considered most important and receives most attention.
The research program in turn is concerned with problems of three
levels of generality: practical problems that are specific to one or a
few items of equipment; basic problems that arc of importance for the
design of many different items; and broad theoretical problems. In
general, specific practical problems are not investigated unless the
problem is of sufficient importance to justify the effort. The majority
of research projects are designed to obtain answers to basic questions
that are common to many engineering design problems. In the long
run it is much more efficient to emphasize this type of research. A
certain amount of time also is devoted to research that is of general
theoretical interest and to the study of methodological problems. Re-
gardless of the level of the problem, however, every effort i§ made to
design experiments in such a way that findings will be of as wide
appliation as possible.

Anotht.r activity of the Psychology Branch is consultation with en-
gineers and scientists from other laboratories and from industry. Con-
simltation s(rvices may involve interpretation of available information
or giving of professional advice on design problems requiring an
im,|ediate inswer. Staff members also participate in mock-up studies.
.Many questions that arise in connection with the planning of crew
positions awl layout of equipment and working space for these mock-
ups are psychological in naturo and can be answered on the basis
of wel -est: h isled ps.,ychological principles.

A further respoinsibility of the Psychology Branch is the coordina-
tion of research which is carried out by universities under contract
with the Air Mnt6riel Command. After a general problem has been
alsigned, it is the po(licy to allow universities a great amount of free-
do( in designing experiments and in carrying out research. How-
ever, the Psychology Branch offers assistance in defining )roblems and
in supplying informnation regarding new engineering developments

to be encomntereI in future aircraft. The branch also is responsible
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for maintaining liaison with other military and civilian organizations
engaged in the psychological study of eqcuipment-design problems as
well as with the aircraft and equipment industry.

RESEARCH AREAS

Problems of equipment-design research can be classified in terms
of types of equipment involved or in terms of the nature of the psycho-
logical questions which must be answered. Classification in terms of
psychological problems is considered to be more meaningful. When
this basis is used, problems fall logically into five areas: (1) design
of display systems in relation to human perceptual abilities; (2)
design of control systems in relation to human motor abilities; (3)
determination of human limits in operating equipment; (4) study of
the user's acceptance of his equipment; and (5) problems involving
the design of complex systems of equipment. It is obvious that these
various areas overlap to a considerable extent. The first two are
treated in detail in the two following chapters.

Display Problems

The design of a display system involves the problem of presenting
through instruments, necessary information that otherwise could
not be perceived. Design of devices for providing this information
is in many respects a psychological problem, involving selection of
the sense modality to be utilized, selection of the specific cues to be
provided the operator, and choice of ai method of indication. The
design of aircraft instruments, of radar scopes, of communication
systems, and of warning devices are problems in this area.

An important equipment-design problem is the design of flight
instruments that can be read quickly, yet accurately. The following
account illustrates this particular problem: "An instructor had his
ship and five cadets in AT-6's at 18,000 feet. lie gave directions to
break up the formation and descend to 10,000 feet, then practice three-

turn spins and return to the field. This cadet didn't follow instruc-

tions. He started his spiln at 18,000 feet, thinking lie would practice
a spin on the way down and break it at 10,000. Of course, spins don't
break as fast at that altitude. The cadet thought the ship wa.mi't coin-

ing out of the spin. Ie had been instructed to bail out of a spinning

ship when it got down to 3,000 feet, so he looked at his altimeter.
It read 13,000 but he thought it read 3,000, so he bailed out. It took
him a long time to get down to old mother earth. We lost one AT-6
on that deal." An account of another pilot's experience which did not

turn out as well illustrates a similar difliculty with the -aime iitru-
ment: "A buddy of mine was flying at 1,500 feet. lie looked up and
there was a bunch of trees in front of him. The funny thing was,
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after it was all over and the plane had crashed, he felt and saw that his
bones were all OK and said, 'Well, I guess I must have hit a tree.'
What had happened was that he had misread his altimeter. He was
actually flying at an indicated altitude of 500 feet, which was just
the altitude of the terrain at that point."

Control Problems
Many different types of controls can be used with most machines.

Problems for psychological research in this area include investigations
to discover which design variables have an important influence on the
effectiveness with which an operator can use a control. Psychologists
also should determine the quantitative relationship between each im-
portant design variable and the effectiveness of over-all use, so that
controls can be built especially for the kind of control operation re-
quired. Basic to the study of problems in this field is the study of
human motor abilities.

Accounts of flight experiences frequently contain descriptions of
mistakes in the use of controls which might have been prevented by
better control design. The following experience of an AAF pilot
is an example: "The mistake of which I am speaking was made on the
way from Gander Lake, Newfoundland, to Marrakech, North Africa.
Our 3-29's were on their way over. We had been out from Gander
Lake about 2 hours when we encountered fuel-pressure trouble in
number-one engine. The gage was reading about 4 pounds per square
inch and the motor was backfiring. I told the engineer to try to clear
it out and bring the pressure up. In trying to do so in a hurry, he
pulled off number-four engine, the wrong one. For a while we sat up
thern with just two engines while he was trying to get number four
started eogain. Eventually we had to feather number one and go on
into Marrakech on three engines. I believe that the reason why our
engineer, who was a green man, made this mistake was because the
engineer on the B-29 faces aft. In an emergency he got excited and
pulled the engine control which, if he had been facing forward, would
have been the nunber.one control." 2
Study of Hum'an Limitations

In the design of many items the question of the limits of human
ability in operation of the equipment is of special importance. Re-
gardless of how well an iter.l of equipment is designed in relation to
the human requirements of the operator, there are always finite limits
to the speed and accuracy with which the operator can use it. Such
lilitations must be studied and defined in order to predict whether it
will be possible for individuals to use proposed new items of equip-

I For an Individual facing forward In an aircraft the engines are numbered from left to
rIght. Hiowever, since the engineer, in this case. was rldlng backwards, the number-one
egine actually was on his right. The controls, howerer. Kere arranged with the number.
one control to his heft and number four control '10 his right.
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ment. The determination of human limitations is especially impor.
tant in relation to the prevention of accidents. In order to be certain
that equipment can be operated safely it is necessary to know not only
the average performance of individuals who use its but also what the
extreme range of human variability in its operation will be.

Acceptability of Equipment

Studies of the acceptability of equipment involve such problems as
pilot comfort, the confidence of the operator in his equipment, and the
amiount of pride and satis.faction involved in its use. 'Many cases are

known of operators who have refused to use an item of equipment
such as a crash helmet, a pair of goggles, or a new instrument because
they did not like it, in spite of the fact that it was satisfactory from
every other point of view.

It is important that the user have confidence in equipment, such as
his blind-flying instruments, that is used during critical periods.
Pride in his flying clothing, parachute, and other personal equipment

* is also desirable.
Comfort is a special problem in this field. Apart from any posible

causal relationship between subjective feelings of discomfort and loss
of efficiency, it is desirable that comfort be considered in its own right.
Problems of comfort include the design of seats (to which anthropol-

* ogy has made a special contribution), the provision of adequate work.
ing space, of adequate lighting, of protection froin undue noise and
vibration, and the relief of monotony and boredom.
Equipment Systems Problems

Problems for study in this field include questions of the arrange-
nient of controls and displays for motion and time economy in sequen-
tial use, and the arrangement of complex systems of equipment for
efficient over-all operation. A special problem concerns the integra-
t ion of systems of equipment to be used simultaneously or consecutively
by a number of different operators.

Arrangement of equipment in the pilot cockpit recently has received
much attention. In the past, equipment often has been located in the
cockpit without particular regard to the over-all problems of pilot
efficiency. Placement of the pilot seat and location and arrangement
of the numerous instruments and controls in the cockpit so that the
pilot can see out of the airplane, check his histruinent., and operate
controls without getting out of his seat, is a difficult problem. Becaurse
of their complexity, the study of these and other systems-engineering
problvis requires the use of special research methods and techniques.

Other equipment systems of importance, especially in new types
of aircraft, are those used by the navigator, the radar operator, the
bombardier, the gunner, and the radio operator. Development of
remote-control systems for guiding airplanes and missiles from a dis-
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tance is another system:-engineering problem which deserves psycho-
logical study.

The communication systein between different members of an air-
crew and between the ground and the airplane also presents many
psychological problems. A combination of voice communication and
radar equipment is coming into use for controlling airplanes from the
ground. Control of aircraft traffic around an airport and control of
aircraft from the ground during blind landings involves communica-
tion b-,tween the pilot, the ground controller, and often a number of
special radar operators. This complicated system involves many
psychological links and human reaction times. The entire system, as
well as its components, presents a problem worthy of considerable
psychological study.
Relation Between the Various Research Areas

The first two areas discussed above, display and control problems,
lend themselves readily to experimental designs in which one variable
at a time is studied or covariation of a few factors is allowed. The
study of human limitations is in some respects a special case of the
first two areas. Study of the acceptability of equipment to the user is
clearly distinct from the first three areas in that the emphasis is upon
a subjective rather than an objective criterion. The last area, that
of systems problems, differs from the others chiefly as regards the
complexity of the variables being studied. Systems-design problems
do not lend themselves to systematic experimental evaluation of each
variable in the system. In comparing different systems it is possible
to arrive at an over-all quantitative determination of the efficiency of
any two systems; however, the identification of the specific factors re-
sponsible for the superiority of one system over the other or the iden-
tification of features which, if modified, would lead to over-all im-
provement, requires the use of techniques such as those employed in
motion and lime analysis. In general, it is believed that the first two
areas are the most important at this stage and should receive major
attention.

METHODS AND TECHNIQUES

In the application of psycholo6ical research to problems in a new
field, such as equipment design, it is to be expected that many prob.
lens of nethodoloaq will be er countered. Much of the work of the
Psychology Branch during its first year of operation has involved
consideration of techniques suitable for use in equipment-design re-
search. Mo,,t of the following discussion concerns problems of
methodology rather than the answers to these problems.

Methods for Clarifying Psychological Problems In Equipment Design
Initiation of a program of research requires consideration of prob-

lems to be studied and an evaluation of their relative importance.
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The implications of different problems, the likelihood of obtaining
psychological findings of wide application, and the techniques suitable
for use in studying problems are factors to be considered.

Six different techniques have been employed in exploring equip-
nien1t-desig11 problems to the extent necessary to clarify the psychologi.
cal questions involved. These techniques are the following: (1) an-

alysis of experiences and opinions of operators who have used the
equipment; (2) observation of operator behavior; (3) participation
by psychologists in the use of equipment; (4) analysis of available
records; (5) analysis of the opinions of engineers; and (6) review
of reports of related research findings. Often several of thes pro-
cedures are used. Each of these techniques will be discussed briefly.

1. Useful information often can be obtained from individuals who
have been using existing types of equipment. Descriptions of per-
sonal experiences in operating equipment are valuable. An investi.
gation is now under way, for example, in which a series of 100 pilots
is being interviewed and descriptions obtained of specific experiences
in taking off, flying on instruments, landing, using controls, and using
instruments. These accounts of specific experiences are relatively free
from most of the biases that influence statements of opinions. Fol-
lowing the collection and analysis of descriptions of cot, rete experi-
ences, it is often worth while to investigate certain questions in greater
detail through the use of questionnaires or other techniques for obtain-
ing responses from large numbers of individuals.

2. Reports are sometimes received that operators are experiencing
difficulty in using an item of equipment or in carrying out a particular
operation. Often the exact cause of the difficulty is not known. In
this case it may be desirable to observe or to obtain records of be-
havior on the job. In such preliminary observation no attempt is
made to control the conditions of work or to introduce experimental
variations in procedure.

3. A somewhat similar technique is involved when a trained psychol-
ogist learns to operate an item of equipment in order to become
familiar with its use, and to observe his own difficulties as an operator.

4. In some cases records of difficulties or errors in the use of equip-
ment are available and can be studied by the research worker. Acci-
dent reports are an example of records of this sort. An analysis of
navigator logs by the Psychological Research Project (Navigator)
served as a st imulus for the study of psychological factors in the design
of air navigation plotters which is reported in chapter 5 of this
volume.

5. Another valuable source of information in clarifying psycliologi-
cal aspects of equipment-design problems is the opinion of engineers.
This source is particularly valuable in the case of items of equipment,
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such as new-type radar sets, which have never been placed in opera-
tional use.

6. A review of the psychological literature sometimes results in the
location of information of value in planning research on a new prob-
lem. In genera), however, it has been found that little of the research
reported in the literature gives pertinent answers to the questions asked
by engineers.
Planning Experimental Procedures

Having clarified the question at hand, the next step is the selection
of suitable experimental procedures for studying the problem. This
requires decisions regarding (1) the level of behavior to be studied,
(2) the conditions under which research is to be carried on, and (3)
the experimental design to be employed.

Level of behavior studied.-A distinction can be made between
different levels of behavior in terms of the degree of complexity of the
response required of the individual and the complexity of the total
situation employed by the experimenter. The lowest level of behavior
which lends itself to equipment studies is that in which the experi-
menter is concerned primaril with perceptual or motor processes of
the individual. Sensory or motor tasks often can be made quite
specific and one variable studied at a time. The next higher level
of behavior which lends itself to equipment design studies is that in
which the individual is required to carry on some simple perceptual-
motor activity. The study reported in chapter 17 of this report
involving the use of a simple pursuit task furnishes an example of
research at the second level of complexity. At a still more complex
leve! it is possible to simulate in the laboratory the characteristics
of the tt,.al job situation. Studies such as the one employing the Link
Instrument Ground Trainer, reported in chapter 8 of this report, or
the study involving simulation of the task of an aerial gunner, re-
ported in chapter 18, are examples of research studies carried on at
this level. The simulated job is a useful experimental situation pro-
vided the task can be standardized and suitable scoring devices de-
veloped. The final and most complex level of behavior that can be
selected for study is the performance of actual task, for example,
the study of pilot reations in the air. Research conducted in the air
is admittedly both difficilt nrad expensive. However, it appears desir-
able at tinmes to verify l:boratory findings in the air. In general it is
believed that flight testing should be employed as a final step after
the copletion of as much work as can be (lone efficiently in the
laboratory.

Condition., of rcsearch.-Choice of the level of behavior to be studied
often determines al~o the conditions under which research should be
conducted. Experim.ntal studies of equipment design can be carried
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on in a laboratory, in a specially equipped aircraft, or at a station
where training or routine flying is in progress. The majority of the
work of the Psychology Branch has been and will continue to be done
in the laboratory. Flight testing is carried out on a limited scale.
Field studies usually are limited to the collection of data needed
to clarify psychological questions ir volved in equipment design.
Occasionally, in addition, it is planned to utilize routine training
activities or flight operations as a means of collecting data.

Number o/8ubject.-Equipment usually is designed for the average
individual. From this point of view, therefore, it is important to
obtain as representative a population as possible and thus to maximize
the number of subjects. However, economy in the collection of data
usually makes it desirable to secure considerable data on the same
individual, once he has been scheduled for testing. In practice,

experimental designs should call for a sufficient number of represen.
tative subjects to provide an adequate sample of the population and
sufficient measures on each individual to provide the required amount
of data.

In equipment-design studies individual subjects frequently can be
used as their own controls. Where this is permissible it is much more
efficient to use the same individuals under experimental and control
conditions than to use different individuals.

Choice of experimental deign.-In many equipment-design prob-
lems a large number of experimental variables can be thought of
which it might be important to study. The use of experimental de.
signs which make maximum use of small samples frequently is indi-
cated as an initial step in selecting from this large number of variables
those which are most important in determining operator efficiency.
The variables selected in this manner then can be studied systemati-
cally with larger numbers of cases in order to work out more exact
quantitative relationships between each variable and the criterion.
The study of any selected group of variables demands also that the
interaction between variables be investigated. Frequently it is de-
sirable to determine which variables are subject to interaction effects
and then to adopt an experimental design which permits systematic
control or study of these interactions.
Choice of Appropriate Criteria

The problem of the criterion has been recognized in many fields
of psychology. The choice of suitable criteria is an important step
in planning equipment-design studies. The obvious criterion is pro-
ficiency in using the equipment in question. Choice of a criterion
of proficiency, however, revolves around the purpose for which the
e(illipment is used. In some cases, for example, speed of operation
may be of major importance. In other cases precision or accunicy
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may be more important than speed. Special items of equipment
place a premium on still other response characteristics of the oper-
ator. Lead-computing gun sights, for example, often require great
smoothness of operation since irregularities in the rates of motion
imparted to the sight are amplified by the computer.

In investigations where the acceptability of equipment is the chief
interest special criteria are indicated. Since acceptability often is
defined in terms of the subjective feelings of the individuals who are
to use the equipment, techniques must be employed for measuring at-
titudes such as confidence in the equipmentL

A criterion of considerable importance is the amount of learning
time required to reach a satisfactory level of proficiency in equipment
operation. Apart from the probable relationship between rate of
learning and final level of proficiency, the amount of training required
on a new item of equipment is an important practical consideration.
For example, the design of a parachute opening device, or the opera-
tion of a fire-extinguisher button in the cockpit should, if possible, be so
simple that the operator will be able to use it instantly after long
periods of no practice. Economy in training also is important. For
example, an over-all reduction in the amount of time required to learn
to fly safely would be highly desirable, not only for the training of
military personnel but for the training of civilian flyers.

Often it may be desirable to utilize several criteria. It is common
practice, for example, to obtain both speed and error scores. Often
research apparatus can be designed to provide simultaneously several
different scores. If possible, criteria should be chosen that are subject
to precise objective measurement and to the recording of quantitative
total scores. In the final analysis, choice of criteria involves an evalu-
ative judgment by the experimenter.
Development of Research Equipment

During the first year of its existence at Wright Field the Psychology
Branch has directed a major portion of its work to the design and
development of suitable research equipment.* Some problems have
been studied without special equipment or with simple apparatus that
was available.

Perhaps the most economical research medium is the printed test.
The research projects reported in chapters 4, 6, and 11 of this volume
employed printed testing materials. This technique is particularly
well adapted to the study of perceptual problems.

The assembly or development of equipment for laboratory studies
of perceptual and motor capacities is a relatively straightforward

I A number of Indlhytilunl havr contributed significantly to the development of research
equipment used In the research studies reported in this volume. Special credit is due to
1. Ilakalas, J. P. noory. J. R. Brick, M. M. Ducody, I. Muehblhauer, R. J. Roettele. and
P. B. Smith.
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problem. In many cases existing equipment or modifications of stand.
ard laboratory equipment can be used. Tests employed in the AAF
aircrew selection program, for example, have been used in studying
control problems.

The development of apparatus for simulating activities of a high
level of complexity, such as instrument flying, however, presents a
difficult problem. Many training devices, such as those for simulating
on the ground performance of blind flying instruments and radar
equipment, are already available. Few existing training devices, how-
ever, can be used in psychological research without considerable modi-
fication. Most synthetic trainers have no provision for quantitative
scoring, and little attention has been given to the requirement of day
to day stability.

It has been necessary, in several cases, to contract for the develop.

ment and manufacture of special research equipment by outside cn.
gineering firms. Plans for the coming year call for the delivery of
equipment for simulating instrument flying problems, and for measur-
ing pilot behavior and aircraft performance in an air-borne laboratory.

Selection of Subjects
It is not possible at the present time to estimate accurately the extent

to which research findings in the field of engineering psychology may
be infliuenced by characteristics of the population from which the data
are secured. The general aptitude level of the population employed
as experimental subjects is probably an important factor. Pilots and
other airerew members are very highly selected as regards coordina-
tion, perceptual ability, mechanical aptitude, and similar character-
istics that are important in learning to fly. It has been considered de-
sirable for this reason to use only aircrew members or individuals of
similar levels of aptitude as subjects in studies of aviation equipment.

Age, height, weight, visual acuity, and auditory acuity are other
factors that may be of importance in selecting subjects. In all of
these characteristics aircrew members represent a more homogeneous
group than the general population. Thus far it has not been feasible
to investigate the importance of each of these variables in a system.
atic manner, but such studies are planned.

Another question is the desirability of using trained subjects or
of using inexperienced subjects. Where new equipment is to be
used by individuals who have already had a large amount of special-
ized training with similar equipment, it is considered desirable to-
iuse as research subjects individuals with a similar level of training.
In other instances it has been considered advisable to use inexperienced
subijects. In studies such as the one reported in chapter 5 of this
volume, in which the design of air navigation plotters was .tudied,
high-school mathematics students were employed because it was con-
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sidered advisable to use as subjects individuals with no previous
specialized navigation training. An alternative procedure would
have been to give a group of experienced navigators a considerable
amount of practice in the ute of the new plotters before making the
experimental comparisons. In many cases it will be desirable to
use both experienced and inexperienced individuals as subjects, inorder to evaluate the design requirements of both groups.

RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

'The objectives of research on equipment design can be summarized
as follows: (1) identification of those variables in design which are
most important in determining the ability of individuals to use
equipment; (2) determination of quantitative functions defining the
relationships between these design variables and operator efficiency;
and (3) application of these findings to engineering design problems.
Much careful research will be required in order to achieve the first
two of these objectives. However, it is believed that the responsi-
bilities of the research worker do not end with the completion of his
research and writing of a research report. He has a further re-
sponsibility to see that his findings are reported in such a way that
they can be used by the engineer, and that correct applications are
made.
Identification of Significant Design Variables

As stated in the section on methodology, the psychological research
worker first is confronted with the problem of clarifying the psycho-
logical problems involved in equipment design and in determining
which design variables are important from the human point of view.
The identification of these variables is the first objective of research.
Characte::istics of design that are of no particular importance to the
human o;?erator can be decided entirely upon the basis of engineer-
ing considerations. Variables that are found to be important for
the humatn operator should be studied systematically so that when
equipment is designed the pertinent data on human requirements
will be available.
Defining the Relatlomb hips Between Specific Design Variables and Operator

Effletiveness
Experimental psychologists will agree that much of the research in

psychology has been concerned with establishing qualitative differ-
ences. The most commonly used statistics in psychological research
are those employed in testing the mill hypothesis. In the field of
equipment design, however, it is usually not sufficient to be able to
say that one design is preferable to another or that a statistically
significant difference exists between two alternative designs. Mlost
engineering problems require the expression of psychological find-
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ing in quantitative terms and the determination of functional rela-
tionships over a wide range of conditions. For example, it is not
enough to know that the legibility of instrument dials is influenced
by the size of the dial; it is necessary to know how accurately dials
of various sizes can be read and to express quantitatively the speed
and accuracy of reading for a continuous range of dial sizes The
engineer may want to know how small a particular dial can be made
and a man still be able to discriminate a given number of differences
in the position of the indicator hand. In this example, as in many
other cases, the design of equipment frequently is a compromise
between many conflicting demands, and quantitative data over a
wide range of conditions are required if the most intelligent compro-
mise is to be reached.

A further objective of psychological research on equipment prob-
lems is determination of the extent to which research findings can be
generalized. It is important not only to determine quantitative

* relationships but to specify precisely the types of equipment or situa-
tions to which these relationships apply.

Application of Research Findings to Engineering Design Problems

Psychological findings can be applied at different stages in the
design and production of equipment. The most immediate applica-
tion comes in the modification of equipment that has already been
built. Application at this level, however, not only is expensive but
frequently requires retraining of individuals who have already learned
to use the older equipment. Therefore, it is not feasible to apply
psychological findings at this stage unless sufficiently important results
will be achieved by the modification.

Application of psychological research can be made at the final

assembly or mock-up stage where various finished items of equipment
are being assembled into a complete system. Psychological principles

relating to the layout and arrangement of complex systems of equip-
ment can be applied with great benefit at this stage.

Psychological findings can be applied to the redesign of prototypes
of specific equipment items. Frequently manufacturers make a few

models of a new item and subject these prototypes to preliminary tests
before mass production is started. During this stage it is possible to
change the equipment as a result of psychological findings. However,

only limited changes are possible since the basic design of the equip.
ment has already been fixed.

Undoubtedly the most important point of application of psycho-

logical data is during the initial designing of new items of equipment.
At this stage the engineer has much greater freedom to adopt designs

that will meet psychological requirements, and the human factor can
he given its rightful consideration. Therefore, the primary objective
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of psychologicP1 research on equipment design should be to provide
information which can be used by the engineers who are engaged in
the initial design of equipment. This objective often requires that
psychologists anticipate problems that will arise in the development
of new equipment and that they have the answers to these problems in
time to influence the initial design.

An even more basic application of psychological findings is in
determining what new types of equipment should be developed.
Psychological data could be applied, for example, in determining the
kind of information required by an aircraft pilot in carrying out
specified operations. Psychologically one of the primary problems of
the pilot is to maintain his orientation in three-dimensional space.
Psychologists should be able to determine the minimum amount of
information that a pilot must have in order to remain oriented con-
stantly, and to determine also the simplest methods of displaying this
information so that he can fly efficiently without any outside visual
reference. Knowlel-e of human abilities and limitations is also
needed in deciding what equipment should be operated by the pilot and
what equipment should be made entirely automatic.

In the practical application of research findings to design prob-
lems a question frequently arises as to the relative importance that
should be attached to different criteria. The following are ex-
amples of such questions: Should displays be designed for use dur-
ing normal or during emergency flight conditions? What relative
importance should be attached to speed and what importance to
accuracy data? The answers to such questions more often involve
judgment of relative values than an application of existing infor-
mation. For a further discussion of objectives of psychological
research on aviation equipment design the reader is referred to a
previous i rticle by the writer (4).

ORGANIZATION OF THE PRESENT VOLUME

It will be apparent to the reader that the present report introduces
a program of research in a new field of psychology. The chapters
which follow corit'iin discussions of research problems and objec-
tives and reports of 17 separate research projects. Fifteen of the
chapters reporting specific ,:.search projects were prepared by present
or pa-t a.af mnembers of the Psychology Branch at the Acro Medical
Laboratory and two by former staff members of the Department of
Psychology itt the AAF School of Aviation Medicine.

Chapters 2 and 3 contain comprehensive discussions of research
problems and .iggestions for programs of research in the two most
iIPortant aireas of equipment design. These chapters cover percep-
tual problems and humjian motor-abilities problems in relation to
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design of equipment. The research reports which make up the ma-

jor portion of the volume will give the best introduction of all to

problems of research on equipment design. Some of these reports
are preliminary in nature and represent the results of an initial at-
tack on a new problem. It is believed that all of the research studies,

although oriented in terms of more or less practical problems of

equipment design, make a contribution to the methodology and body

of scientific knowledge of psychology.
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CAPTER TWO.__

Survey of Display Problems in the
Design of Aviation Equipment

WALTR F. Gur=ER

ti INTRODUCTION
In the field of equipment design the term "display" has come into

common usage as meaning any method of providing information which
cannot be obtained directly through the sense organs. In flying, par-
ticularly under instrument conditions, very little of the essential
information about the attitude, performance, and location of the air-
plane can be directly perceived, and that which can be perceived is
often erroneous or inaccurate. The kinesthetic sensations, for ex-
ample, are notoriously misleading as indicators of the attitude in
space, and must be deliberately ignored by the pilot in favor of visual
displays of the airplane's attitude on the flight instruments. Infor-
ination regarding the direction of flight, air speed, condition of the
engines, fuel supply, and many other things is likewise registered on
visual indicators. Displays are by no means limited to the visual
winse, however, since hearing and, to a lesser extent, the kinesthetic and
tactual senses are also employed to transmit information to the
aviator.

There are few, if any, situations where the human being is provided
with such a variety of displays to which the appropriate reactions must
be made as quickly and accurately as in the airplane. Likewise,there
are probably no other common situations where failure to react cor-
rectly to the displayed information can lead to such serious conse-
quences. Thus, the achievement of maximum efficiency in methods
of display in aviation is a goal which should need no elaboration.

The actual display problems in aviation are as numerous as the
devices and instruments used to convey information to humani beings
in any way working with aircraft, either in the air or on the ground.
In this chapter, however, the discussion of problems will be limited
Prinmirily to the equipment used in actual flight or on the ground to
control aircraft in flight. Such equipment may be grouped into sev-
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IJ
eral IIjo" categorie. : (1) instruments of all types used to present
primarily quantitative data; (2) visual and auditory warning de-
vices; (3) radar and television scopes; (4) gun and bomb sights; (5)
tables, graphs, check lists. computers, plotters, and maps; (6) identi-
fication marks and operating in.,tructions on controls and miscellane-
ous equipment; (7) radio navigation aids, radio voice comnunica-
tion and interphone systems; (8) signal flares, airway beacons, and
runway lights; (9) miscellaneous cues, such as flight-control pressures,
control-knob shapes, engine noise, and vibration.

Not all of the multitude of equipment items covered by this listing
can be considered as problems for research in equipment design. In
many cases excellent and successful display methods are already in
use. In other cases, the nature of the equipment is such that even a
crude method of display accomplishes the purpose. There are many
types of equipment, on the other hand, about which there is consid-
erable disagreement over the best method of presenting information,
or concerning which records of operator errors indicate the need for
improvement. It is toward basic problems in the design of equip-
ment of this latter type that psychological research is being directed.
In the psychological study of aviation display methods, with the aim
toward their improvement, it is helpful to group the existing prob-
lems in terms of psychological research areas rather than types of
equipment. The ensuing portions of this chapter are therefore classi-
fied into sections on sensory discrimination, attention-getting value,
and similar psychological categories.

The discussion which follows is intended not as a complete cata-
loging of the psychological research problems in the field of aviation
displays. It is intended, rather, to illustrate the nature of problems
which exist and to point out the kinds of research investigations
which should be most fruitful. Although no attempt is made to in-
clude a comprehensive review of the research literature which
applies to the problems mentioned, occasional references are included
to studies which are particularly pertinent.

SENSORY DISCRIMINATION

All types of displays must, of course, involve sensory discrimina-
tion in some form, but isj most instances the stimuli to be differen-
tiated greatly exceed the threshold requirements. Where difficul-
ties exist, they are usually in the interpretation of the stimuli rather
than their differentiation. Nevertheless, there are a considerable
number of situations where sensory discrimination constitutes the
basic problem.
Sensory Adaptation

During night operations it is usually necessary to maintain the
best possible visibility of outside objects while, at the same time,
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preserving the effectiveness of visual displays within the airplane.
This is tie familiar problem of dark adaptation for which the major
governing principles are already well known and for which solutions
already are available in terms of cockpit lighting. Adaptation of
the retinal rods can be preserved best by using dimly illuminated
red markings in the cockpit. This can be done with red floodlighting,
red indirect lighting, or with ultraviolet light projected upon reddish
fluorescent markings. Although such systems are successful in pre.
serving dark adaptation, their use brings in other problems of main-
taining objects within the cockpit sufficiently above the threshold to
be adequately visible.

A somewhat different problem of visual adaptation arises in the
use of radar and television scopes on which the maximum brightness, of the image is limited. In some situations the operator is required
to shift his fixation from brightly illuminated objects to a dimly lit

* scope, and vice versa. Very often this shift must aso be accom.
panied by a radical change in accommodation of the lens of the eye.
The resulting eye strain, loss of time, and added chance for erroneous
scope readings is obviously undesirable.

Color, Brightness, and Pattern Discrimination
:Numerous situations exist in which discriminations of color, bright-

ness, or pattern differences play a major role. Early in the war, for
example, it was found that at a distance the insignia on American
planes were easily confused with those on Japanese planes. This
problem was solved by adding a bar to the American star and circle.
Similar problems arise wherever identification marks or signals must
be noticed and correctly perceived at great distances. Maps, control
knobs, cargo parachutes, navigation lights, signal flares, and warning
lights are other examples of the use of brightness, color, and pattern
differences to provide essential information. To meet the problem
of achieving maximum visual differentiation in such equipment, the
large amount of available visual data can often be applied success-
fully, although actual field tests are desirable as final proof of the
successful application of known general principles.

A somewhat related visual discrimination problem arises in the
identification of targets or other data on radar and television scopes.
Because of static and other imperfections in the scope image, the
critical pip or blip may be so near the visual threshold that it will
pass unnoticed, particularly if the operator is not maximally alert
and prepared for the stimulus. In this case, the possible methods
of increasing the discriminability in the image would seem to be (1)
improvements in image definition, (2) selection of optimum image

brightness and color, (3) selection of optimum scanning rates, and
(4) selection of optimum scope size.
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Auditory DMcrImInation
Aldit rry II- t d layi an imt.ortailt role iin the use of some

I)pe-, of i-timuis-~Wl, |o,grtomlarly in radio and hmerl-hone systemas.

The und|r4-tal bg fit -1wt-ch, e, le, or ratlio-tam signals is often

dfi. ftf Iq 1f1rt f"1,4i-fng oA the eqtuipment,

and the hAgh 1,%i el %l hi airi aft. ImplAvient auditory

di,Armfiisialn can be brought abut in a number of ways, such s

(1) traiiing in nith,,o, of - w.aknig and in ]lice of %%ordi (2); (2)

Olieliing 4f heat -0s; (3) iticreaw in 641elty of -ond reproduction;

(4) ume of ,v*erit kindl uf ,,etiim" diAtio.i, (6) ; and (5) .pletion
of code and radio ti-ane i-ual #;f imiximtim 1hiriminability. T11

evaluait io of S 10 ,lifit'At iw, in he tilmpent or operating tech.

niqtt" rxqiuirus atal perfornidlme Itri-oni by nmans ,f stand.

anl p~sychohgival teviniques.

Tactual and Hlnesthetit DiscrImInatlon

Tatual and kinettlutir di-scriniiniation- are involved in several types

of aiht ion equipmetit. Prt"-ure tin the flight controls is used by the

pilot a- a cue in flying the airplane. Likewise, the shapes and loca.

tions of control knobs aid the pilot, radar operator, and bombardier

in uonvisual identifieatinn if control-. Because of the close relation

to inor pvrformance uche discrimination is cor-idered as a phase

of control jproblens discussed in chapter 3. Some research in this

area is reported iii chapters 13, 14, 15, and 16.

ATTENTION.G'TTING VALUE

Although 'losely related to sensory thresholds, the attention-getting
value tf aviation displays constitutes a fairly di4irvt area of research.

The grenuer he extent to which a stimulu exceeds the sensory
threshold, the more likely it is to be noticed. However, there are

factors b,shies mere extent above threiliold which determine the

attention.getting value of a stimulus.

Attention-getting value is of primary concern in the design of

varions m irning devices, although it is often difficult to distinguish
between a pu-,,ly warning device and an instrument. Readings on

ino4 instrulents, f outside normal limits, constitute warnings of

impending danger. For (hi-. reason the practice has ariwen of placing
colored marks on ins~runet faces to indicate tolerance ranges for

m!eral operating conditions. Other displays, however, serve purely

as warnings of entergency conditions, and usually use lights or sounds

as stimuli.

Although considerable data are available on the stimulus factors

which determine atteution-getting value, additional studies are re-

quired in biniulated flight situations. The most helpful research

tulies in this field would seem to be the following: (1) relative
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attention-getting value of various dunges in visual stimulation,
presented with degree of contrast, area, and distance from the major
Iixation point equalized; (2) effectiveness of visual warning stimula-
tion as a function of location of the stimulus with respect to the area
of major fixation for the best types of stimulus change, other factors
being held constant; (3) effectiveness of warning stimulation as a
function of color differences for the best types of stimulus change,
other factors being held constant; (4) relative attention-getting value
of several changes in auditory stimulation presented to subjects wear-
ing headphones (but not presented through headphones) under con-
ditions simulating noise levels occurring during flight; (5) relative
effectiveness of warning stimuli in Several sensory modalities; (6)
effectiveness of warning devices as a function of the number of similar
devices present; (7) methods of differentiating among various types
of warnings and indicating the response to be made; (8) comparison
of tolerance marks on instrument dials with other types of warning
signals.

LEGIBILITY

Legibility, like attention-getting value, is in many respects merely
a special problem in sensory thresholds. But since it represents a
rather distinct area of psychological research, namely, the speed and
accuracy of reading printed materials, it is given separate treatment
A large number of research data on legibility are available in psy-
chological literature (7). Some additional data are required, how-
ever, for the particular problems of legibility which are unique to
aviation. Some of the more significant problems in this area for
psychological research are as follows: (1) print-size requirements
for a variety of specific aviation conditions; (2) style of letters and
digits which are differentiated most easily and Qre least likely to be
confused when rotated from the normal position; (3) speed and
accuracy of dial readings as a function of dial size; (4) speed and
accuracy of dial readings as a function of spacing of dial graduations;
(5) speed and accuracy of dial readings as a function of shape and
size of pointer and shape and size of scale graduations. For some
preliminary research data on this problem, see chapter 7.

INTERPRETABILITY

Even though a display may be excellently designed with respect to
:eQsory differentiation, attention-getting value, and legibility of the
lrint and scale markings, the operator may still fail to react quickly
and in a manner that is appropriate to the displayed information.
This factor in the design of displays, for lack of a better term, has been
Ilheled "interpretability." Of all the difficulties encountered in tile
designihg of adequate aviation displays, this is probably the most
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serious and the most elusive. The psychological principles which
govern interpretability appear to be relatively unknown, and this
would seem to be one of the most challenging areas of psychological
research in equipment design. As an aid to the discussion of problems
in this area, pictures of some of the instruments to be discussed are
shown in figure 2.1.
Graduated Scales

An interpretability problem which is common to many displays is
the design of graduated scales used on instruments, computers, and
other devices. There are many ways in which scales can be varied,
among them (1) graduation intervals (usually 1, 2, or 5 units), (2)
differentiation among graduations (usually by length or width of
line), (3) intervals between numerals, and (4) method of indicating
shift in graduation values on nonlinear scales. Suitable research on
these variables should provide general principles which can be applied
in designing a dial for any specific purpose.

A unique scale design problem has been noted in the Weems naviga-
tion plotter, where the protractor scale increases from right to left
instead of in the conventional direction. For a more detailed dis-
cussion of this problem and research applied to it see chapter 5.
Linear vs. Circular Instrument Scales
Tie scales on aircraft instruments are almost universally circular.

It has been suggested that many types of quantitative values would
be more easily interpreted on linear scales in either the vertical or
horizontal plane, depending on the type of data being presented.
There has apparently been no research comparing the relative ease
of inteipreting circular and linear scales on aircraft instruments.
Dial vs. Counter Type Instruments

Another suggestion which has been made frequently for improve-
nent of aircraft instruments is that the dial and pointer be replaced
with a counter type of indicator from which the numerical value can
be read directly. Although this should eliminate many errors, the
reading of actual mumbers may in some cases require more time than
the mere checking of the position of a pointer on a dial. The writer
is not aware of any research showing the relative merits of these two
types of display as aviation instruments.

Graphs vs. Tables
Many items of information for use in cruise control, navigation,

and bombing are su'pplied in the form of graphs or tables. Many
errors are known to occur in the use of these, and the extraction of
tie necessary data may require excessive time. There are doubtless
many improvements possible in the manner in which graphs and
charts are made up. Furthermore, there is little known about the
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relative merits of graphs versus tables for specific purposes. For
further discussion of this problem and some experimental data, see
chapter 4.

Labels
There are many items of aviation equipment on which there are

printed labels and rudimentary operating instructions. In some cases
the equipment is for emergency use only, and it is highly important
that the instructions be brief ahd easily understood. The choice of
words in such displays is very critical. Although it might be difficult
to derive general principles to cover such labeling problems, psycho-
logical research could doubtless make some contributions.

Special Instrument Problems
Many instruments used in aircraft present unique problems of in-

terpretation. In some of these instruments the primary problem is in
the direction of movement of the moving element. These will be dis-
cussed in the following section on "Relation of Indicator to Control
Movement." One instrument which presents a unique problem is the
clock or watch used by the aviator. In military usage, time is expressed
on a 24-hour basis, without a. mn. and p. in. to differentiate between
before and after noon. Thus, 3 : 47 p. in. becomes 1547 in nfilitary time.
The reading of military time from a conventional clock thus involves
a mental addition process. But clocks with 24-hour dials, designed
for reading directly in military time, produce interference with firmly
established clock-reading habits. For further discussion and researcl
data on this particular problem, the reader is refered to chapter 6.

Another instrument which presents an interpretation problem is the
altimeter (see fig. 2.1), which covers the altitude range in 20-foot
steps. This is usually done with three pointers on a single scale. The
first pointer indicates feet of altitude in hundreds, the second in
thousands, and the third in ten-thousands. The synthesis of 'these
three pointer readings is very confusing to the novice. Moreover, the
altimeter includes another scale for setting in barometric pressure,
which is expressed in inches of mercury rather than pressure altitude
in feet. Some simplified method of indicating altitude and barometricpressure would be desirable.

Combining of Instruments
The whole array of instruments which the pilot faces is in itself a

serious problem. Under some flight conditions it is virtually im-
possible to read and synthesize all the information displayed. To make,
the problem more pressing, new instruments are continually being
developed which are added to the instrument panel without others
being removed. To solve this dilemma it would seem desirable to
determine which instrumental indications are most necessary and
then to find the most simple, natural, and direct methods of displaying
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i
this inforination in the optimum area of the instrument panel. The

in ,trnnents of lesser importance, if they cannot be eliminated entirely,
might then be located in less conspicuous positions where they can be

read if necessary.
There are a number of current trends toward the combining of

di-pla'ys into single instritnents. This would seem desirable provided
the indicat ions are simple and nat ural. There is one danger, however,
in carrying this trend too far. It is claimed that continued fixation on
one instriuent often induces a hypnotic state which may seriously
impair tie pilot's general alertness.
Radar Scopts

Problems of interpretation also arise in the use of radar scopes.
The ilnage on the scope has onl slight resemblance to the actual land-
scape, or photograph of it, which is represents. The relative bright-
ness of objects is often reversed, details are less clear, the proportions
may be distorted, and the three planes of space may be differently
presented. In some applications it is necessary to present three.
dimensional space on a two-dimensional surface. All three dimensions
can be represented at present with two separate scope images, but this
int roduces possible confusion of range with either azimuth or elevation.
One type of radar scope presentation (B-scope) causes gross distortion
of the terrain presented. For a report on the relative interpretability
of this type of scope, see chapter 11.

RELATION OF INDICATOR TO CONTROL MOVEMENT

Simple Quantitative Instruments
A consilerable proportion of the instruments used in aircraft re-

spond directly or indirectly to control manipulations. Some of these,
such as temperature gages, are unrelated to the attitudinal movements
of the plane. It would seem desirable for the direction of movement
on such instruments to have the most direct and natural relation to the
movement of the control which affects it. Research is needed to de-
termine what are the most natural or habitual relationships between
control andi indicator movements. Additional variables to be included
in such research would be (1) the spatial location and plane of move-
ment of the control with reference to the instrument; (2) the form of
the control (whether an unstructured or pointed knob, a switch, or
a lever) ; and (3) the mealning of the graduations on the instrument.
Some experimental data on this problem are presented in chapters 9,
10 and 17.
Flight Instruments

In the so-called "flight instruments" there is an additional major
variable in this direction-of-movement problem. That is the move-
ment of the airplane which the display indicates. Here it is im-
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portait to achieve the most natural combination of indicator move-
iiient and control movement in relation to the response of the airplane.
This problem can be illustrated by reference to a number of current

instruments (see fig. 2.1). The pointer on the rate-of-climb indi-

cator moves down when the plane is nosed downward by pushing

the stick or control wheel forward, and vice versa. The pointer on
tile turn-and-bank indicator moves to the left when the plane is turned
to the left by application of pressure on the left rudder. In these

examples the indicator and the airplane can be said to move in the

direction in which the controls are displaced. Other instruments,
however, move in the opposite direction. On the artificial (gyro)
horizon, the horizon bar moves up (with reference to the instrument
panel) when the plane is nosed down and rotates to the right when
the plane banks to the left. The pilot director indicator, used in
bombing, when displaced to the right, signals to the pilot that lie is
to turn to the right. But as he turns to the right, the indicator moves
to the left. On the cross pointer, or localizer glide-path indicator,
used for blind landings, the pointers indicate the direction of the cor-

rect flight path from the airplane. Thus, for example, as the pilot
noses the plane downward the pointer moves upward, in a direction
opposite to the control being made. It would seem desirable, where
possible, to eliminate these apparent inconsistencies in direction of
indicator movements. Before this is done, however, research must
show which movement relationships are most satisfactory. In two
studies of the artificial horizon a reversal of the existing movement
relationships was found to be superior (3). See also chapter 8.

Frame of Reference

The problem of direction of movement is not actually as simple
-is the preceding discussion would imply. There are often special cir-
cumstances to be considered. On the pilot's magnetic comp-ass and

the directional gyro indicator, the cylindrical card bearing the scale
Mid degree markings moves toward the same side as the plane is turn-

ing. But this is confusing since the true compass directions are dis-
placed 180" on the card, as is necessary for viewing the card from
the back. On the conventional compass and directional gyro, further-
niore, it is possible to consider the lubber line as being the moving
.fenment rather than the card. On the artificial horizon the small
reference plane, rather than the horizon bar, must be considered as
being the moving element if correct sensing is to be achieved. Ac-

u:lly, in terms of the earth below, the lubber line on the compass
and the reference airplane on the artificial horizon are the moving

'hmeints. In the visual bomb sight an image of the terrestrial target
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is niuved under a pair of cros hairs which remain fixed in the visual
field. Sonic bombardiers consider thenselves to be moving the cross
hairs, others to be moving the target.

The direction of movement problem is thus complicated consider-
ably by the operator's frame of reference while performing the control
task. To specify the optimum direction of movement in any given
display will thus require an tnder.'tanding of what the operator uses
as his frame of reference. The Gestalt principles governing figure-
ground relationships should be te.sted for application to this problem.

DIRECTIONAL ORIENTATION

The uwe of compass directions is basic to all forms of navigation,
whether by the navigator, pilot, or radar operator. The bombardier
must also use compass directions in identifying his target and con-
trolling the bombing run. In tle air most of the usual cues for main-
taining directional orientation are lacking, and complete reliance
must be placed on instruments. There is considerable uncertainty
about the instrument designs for most effective presentation of direc-
tional information.

There is, for example, disagreement regarding the optimum design
,,f the remote-indicating tyr/c of magnetic compass, where directions
are premnted on a dial. There are a number of possible arrange-
ments: (1) the dial may be fixed, with North at the top; (2) there
may be a fixed lubber line at the top, with the dial rotating behind it;
(3) the dial may be adjustable by the pilot so that he can set his
compass course at tile top, with the pointer indicating his heading
% ith reference to the dial; (4) the dial may be fixed, with one pointer

used to indicate the desired course and another to indicate the actual
heading (as in fig. 2.1). No doubt still other arrangements are
po ilde. Actual performance measurements, with different methods
of indicating direction, will be necessary to determine the relative
merit of the varions possible designs.

Similar directional orientation problems arise with equipment used
by the nav'*jator, bombardier, and radar operator. Some air-borne
radar equilment is provided with azimuth stabilization which keeps
Northl at the top of the scope image, regardless of the direction of
flight. The sane type of directional orientation of the visual field
may be po-s.iblh in periscopic bomb and gun sights. There are prob-
ably some situations in aviation where such azimuth stabilization is
helpful, but there has been no adequate determination of which situa-
tions these might be. Probably tile direction in which the operator
faces with reference to the direction of flight is an important variable
in this problem.
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INFLUENCE OF ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS

The aviator is exposed to a variety of atypical environmental con-
ditiolls. Some of these, such as extremes of illumination and vibra-
tion, have a direct influence on the effectiveness of a display. Other
en-ironneltal influences, such as lowered oxygen pressure at altitude,
do not influence the display itself but may reduce the ability of the
operator to use a display. This loss may be either in ability to inter-
pret the display or in ability to perform the appropriate control move-
Inents. It is with these environmental effects on the operator, rather
than on the display, that this section is concerned. It is important
to identify and measure these effects of the environment so that suit-
able corrective steps may be undertaken. In the past, most of the
work in this field has been carried out by physiologists, probably
because the physiological effects of the environment are more easily
identified and measured. During the war, however, a number ef
psychologists cooperated with physiologists in such studies, partic-
ularly on anoxia.
Aoxia

The deleterious effect on human efficiency of reduced oxygen pres-
sure with increase of altitude has long been recognized. For moderate
altitudes this problem has been solved by the use of oxygen masks and
pressurized cabins. The prevention of anoxia at extreme altitudes
to be flown in future planes is a problem not yet solved. One of the
earliest and most serious effects of anoxia is known to be reduced
effectiveness of visual discrimination and visual perception.

Acceleration (G)
As the accelerative or G forces encountered in maneuvering aircraft

are increased, resulting in disturbance of the normal distribution of
blood to the brain and other parts of the body, there is known to be
first a narrowing of the visual field, then complete loss of vision, then
loss of hearing, and finally loss of consciousness. Effects are some-
wi,:t different for positive G (head to foot) and for negative G (foot
to head). Human tolerance to G can'be increased somewhat by the
G suit and by voluntary muscular contractions, both of which resist
the flow of blood away from the upper part of the body. It is not
known what, if any, losses occur in sensory and interpretive processes
at G levels below those necessary to produce narrowing of the visual
field. Research is needed to show whether or not such losses occur
nd whether there is a selective effect on different perceptual processes,

so that equipment or tactics can be modified if necessary. Results
also may have important implications for an understanding of cere-
bra functions. For ome experimental results in this area see chap.
ter 20.
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Fatigue

The piloting of aircraft on long flights, while causing subjective

feeling of fatigue, is believed also to ,atise an increased tendency

toward pilot error. One of the most difficult operations in flying,

landing under instrument conditions, is often required of the pilot

at the end of a long flight when his proficiency is probably lowest.

Fatigue, whether in aviation or other situations, is a condition which

is poorly understood. In the case of physical exertion the cause of

fatigue can be reasonably well identified. The causes of the fatigue

experienced by the pilot are much less specific. Probably the high

degree of concentration required by the task, inability to move around,
the inher,.nt danger, the noise, vibration, and extremes of temperature,
and the monotony are all contributing factors. The effects of long

flights on the pilot's efficiency in performing his duties have likewise

not been determined. The psychological effects of fatigue are very

elusive when subjected to experimental study. When a fatigued sub-

ject is placed in a test situation he seems to be able temporarily to

counteract the effects of the fatigue on the performance being meas-

tired. Thus, the objective record fails to reveal any loss of efficiency.

Two British investigators, who carried out research on fatigue during

the war (4, 5), suggested that the actual losses caused by fatigue are

not so much in ability to perform the primary task as in more subtle

aspects of behavior; namely: (1) a lowering of standards for per-

formane, of the task; (2) a tendency to respond to single instruments

rather than the situation as displayed by the entire instrument panel;

(3) failure to attend to instruments not related to the primary task;
and (4) increase in irritability and tendency to blame difficulties on
the test appartaus. This picture of fatigue is interesting and sugges-
tive but shuhl be subjected to further experimental tests. Adequate
understanding of fatigue is necessa,'y for achievement of maximum
safety in long flights. Such knowl,.dge should aid in designing equip-
iient such as warning devices or blind-landing equipment which is

much better suited to the fatigued pilot. Moreover, if the major causes

of fatigue could be identified, it should be possible to reduce or elimi-

nate them.

Emotional Stress

Stressful situations arise frequently in the air because of malfunc-
tioning of equipment, human errors, or weather. It is at such times
that the reactions of the human beings to their equipment become

most critical. A number of psychologists have asserted that emotional.

stress results in reversion to more prinitive reaction patterns. In

aviation situations this would mean lapse of most recently learned

skills in favor of older or more rudimentary forms of reaction. Thus

an instrument which can be interpreted correctly only after consider-
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able training may be reacted to incorrectly during stres. Conversely,
an instrument which displays the information in the most simple,
direct, and natural manner would be more likely to elicit the appro-
priate reaction. The cross pointer (see section on "Relation of Indi-
cator to Control "Movenient") which is extremely difficult to use (1)
provides an illustration of this principle. As the airplane nears the
end of the runway the instrument becomes more and more sensitive.
3any naive pilots, performing this increasingly difficult task, have
been observed suddenly to reverse their interpretation of the instru-
ment in the course of a last-minute desperate effort to bring the pointers
back to center.

Other Environmental Factors
A number of environmental influences probably act upon aircrew

personnel in ways which influence their reactions to displayed infor-
mation. Those factors deserving experimental study would seem to
1e (1) temperature, (2) noise, (3) vibration, and (4) clothing and
other encumbering equipment such as goggles, oxygen masks, pressure
suits, and survival equipment worn on the body.
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CHAPTER THREE

An Analysis of Human Motor
Abilities Related to the Design of

Equipment and a Suggested
Program of Research

JuDsoN S. BROW- A'D WIILLIA 0. JENKINS

INTRODUCTION

The study of human motor abilities received a definite impetus dur-
ing the war because designers of aircraft equipment, gunnery equip-
ment, radar equipment, and similar complex devices discovered that
the efficient operation of such equipment depends in part upon the
degree to which the design of the device is adapted to the motor capaci-
ties of the operator. As a result it has become increasingly evident
that there is a definite need for basic information regarding the capac-
ities of human beings to make positional, rotary, translhory, and
rhythmical movements of members of the body.

Although psychologists and physiologists have made extensive and
elaborate studies of the sensory and perceptual capacities of human
beings, relatively little time and effort have been expended in studying
motor abilities. Thousands of pages have been devoted to vision,
audition, gustation, olfaction, and touch, but few to fundamental mo-
tor capacity. A survey of current psychological texts and reference
works reveals a somewhat surprising paucity of relevant material.
A few pages are devoted to studies of the acquisition of complex motor
skills, such as typewriting, and to the transfer of such skills from one
member of the body to the other, but little is said regarding the accu-
racy with which an individual can position or move his limbs.

I the present chapter, an attempt has been made to classify motor
raet ions into several fairly distinct types and to suggest experimental
procedures and significant variables in each case. In general, the scope
of the treatment is restricted to the study of movements of the articu-
late members of the body. No space is devoted to complex motor ac-
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tivities, such as walking, running, arid swimming. which involve more-
or-less gross movements of the entire body, sinct: such activities are,
for the most part, of little significance for the design of equipment.
Furthermore, the complex problems associated with the learning of
skilled movements are not treated herein. In studying the acquisition
of skilled movements, the customary procedure is to hold the task
constanlt while varying the number of trials, the degree to which trials
are massed, the amount and kind of interpolated activity, and other
factors calculated to affect the degree and rate of learning. Here,
however, the primary concern is not with the course of learning on a
single task but with the basic initial abilities of individuals to perform
a variety of tasks. Research of this type can, of course, lead directly
into extensive studies of learning where it may be desirable to discover
not only which movement or series of movements is most efficient
initially, but also which leads to the highest level of proficiency after
extensive practice.

It has been customary, in thinking about the psychological principles
of equipment design, to divide the problems into two major groups:
those related to design and operation of control mechanisms and those
related to methods of displaying information to the operator. The
research outlined here bears directly upon the problems of operating
controls, since information about the capabilities of the operator is in
most cases a necessary prerequisite to the design of a psychologically
adequate control device.' It is believed that the accumulation of ac-
curate data on motor abilities will solve a great many of the most
general control problems. Many questions about specific pieces of
equipment cannot, of course, be answered without additional detailed
reseaiirh.

It is to be hoped that the material presented here will form the basis
for a systematic series of integrated studies of basic motor abilities.
In the concluding section, most of the existing publications on motor
abilities that were available to the writers have been summarized.

0
TYPES OF MOTOR REACTIONS

Human motor reactions can be separated for convenience into three
fairly distinct classes. These are (1) static reactions, (2) positioning
reactions, and (3) movenient reactions.

The term static reactions includes all of the instances where a bodily
member is held for a time in a fixed position in space, the maintenance
of that position being the central task imposed on the individual con-
cerned. Although static reactions constitute, from the point of view
of equipment design, the least important class of motor reaction, there
is a definite need for sound empirical data on individual differences
in static motor ability, on the relation of such ability to other more
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complex adjustments, and on the degree to which static reactions are
affected by the position of the limb, fatigue, knowledge of results,

and numerous other conditions. The two characteristics of static
reactions which appear to deserve attention are (1) the relatively
minute, high-frequency tremor movements and (2) the large, slow
changes in static position.

Positioning reactions are those in which the members of the body
are moved from a position of rest to a specified position in space.
Here the terminal accuracy of the positioning movement is of primary
significance. The ability to perform such reactions has never been
carefully investigated, and it is believed that a systematic study of
their variability and of their sensitivity to changes in experimental
conditions would provide valuable information about human motor
ability. The study of positioning reactions may be regarded as an
investigation of motor localization-an analogue on the motor side of
the well-known psychological studies of auditory and tactual localiza-
tion. In experiments designed to investigate positioning reactions, the
,ubjects might be required to move their limbs to a point straight
ahead, to a point 900 to the left or right, or up or down, etc. Or the
subjects could be instructed to bisect a spatial interval by moving a
limb to a point halfway between two limiting stops, to draw a line of
specified length, and so forth. Since the ability to make accurate posi-
tioning reactions seems to depend upon the ability to discriminate
direction and extent (in motor, not perceptual terms), the experi.

mental procedures reported in a later section have been divided
accordingly.

Movement reactions are simply movements of the bodily members
at given rates, in given directions, and along dpecific pathways or
courses. Movement reactions are.the most important, the most numer-
ous, and the most complex of the motor reactions being considered.
The number of possible studies of movement reactions is almost un-
limited, since extensive variations may be introduced in the manner
in which the stimulus is presented, in the kind of responses required,
in the mechanism (if any) which is manipulated, and in the method
of measuring the reactions. In the more detailed outline of move-
ment reactions given later a distinction has been drawn between dis-
crete movements, repetitive movements, serial movements, and
continuous movements.

In the present report, eaci of the three types of movement is treated
separately, and the suggested research program covers only the study
of each in isolation from the others. The problem of the interrela-
tions of the abilities involved in the three types of movement would
constitute a desirable extension of the present program. A few ref-

erences pertaining to this area are summarized in the concluding
section.
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GENERAL EXPERIMENTAL VARIABLES

A survey of the factors which can be varied experimentally in

studies of motor ability reveals several which apply rather generally

to all types of motor reactions. These general variablc8 are the fol-

lowing:
1. Bodily member employed.
2. Limb position: This includes the position of the reacting limb

with respect to the body; the positioas of other limbs; the degree of
flexion of the joints; the point of limb support; and the position of

the extremities of the limb with respect to the more proximal joints,
plarticularly the degree of supination, pronation, flexion, or extension
of the wrist and hand.

3. Knowledge of results: This includes the manner in which the
subject is informed of his success; the amount of information given
him; and the particular sense modalities furnishing the motor-
corrective cues, whether proprioceptive, tactual, visual, or a combina-
tion of these.

4. Environmental factors: Included here are such items as tem-
perature, vibration and jolting, anoxia, drugs, acceleration, and de-
celeration.

5. Work output: This includes the degree to which the reacting
member is artificially restricted by loading and/or frictional resistance.

6. Activity level: Included here are the amount, duration, and type
of preceding, simultaneous, and/or interspersed motor activity of the
reacting limb and other members, including the head and trunk.
Fatigue, frequency of reacting, number of practice trials, and coopera-
tive use of two limlls are subsumed under this heading.

STUDIES OF STATIC REACTIONS

As has been suggested above, the study of static reactions involves
(1) the measurement of minute tremors, and (2) the measurement of
gross drifts of the limb from null position. The experimental pro-
cedures for testing such reactions appear to be relatively simple.
Verbal instructions, supplemented perhaps by a visually presented
target, would serve to acquaint the subject with the experimental
situation and the desired reti-tion. Ile would then initiate and main-
tain the response until notified that th trial was ended. 'Te char-
acteristics of the response would be measured by any of a number of
graphic or photographic miethods. In the case of positioning and
movement reactions, however, the experimental procedures for de-
fining the reaction to the subject and the methods of measuring his
responses are much more complex. These will be discussed in detail
in the appropriate sections.
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From a practical standpoint, the study of tremor may be important
for those motor operations in which extremely fine adjustments must
be made of delicate mechanical parts or assemblies having insufficient
inherent hiertia to damp out the fundamental unsteadiness of the ad-
justing limb. Experiments in this category would be concerned with
the factors which affect the amplitude, frequency, and plane of oscilla-
tion of limb tremors. As a secondary objective it would be desirable
to study a sufficient number of subjects so that normative data on
steadiness could be provided for each of a number of experimental
conditions.

If the apparatus for recording tremor were suitably constructed,
it would be possible to obtain simultaneous records of both tremor
and the extent to which the limb gradually drifts away from its initial
position. The study of slow changes in the basic limb position,
especially as they are affected by the position or movement of other
limbs and the head, is of practical importance in connection with the
operation of high-speed aircraft at altitudes below about 100 feet.
In such a situation, an unintentional forward or sideward movement
of the stick may result in a sudden and disastrous loss of altitude.

No studies of these slow changes in limb position have been made, so
far as the writers are aware.

The general experimental variables listed above apply here. How-
ever, the use of vision in providing sensory cues applies to tremor
only, since its use in the case of slow changes would eliminate the
phenomenon being studied.

STUDIES OF POSITIONING REACTIONS

A preliminary inquiry into the psychological factors involved in the
performance of positioning reactions indicates that the ability to
discriminate the direction of a motor reaction, and the ability to dis-
criminate its extent, are of primary importance. In studying such
discriminatory abilities, the use of vision would, for the most part,
be precluded, since its use in either case would reduce errors to an
insignificant level. Because both directional and extentional judg-
ments are involved simultaneously in the majority Af positioning
reactions, the relative accuracies of the two judgments can be deter-
mined only by the use of experimental techniques which isolate one
from the other. Accuracy in performing directional reactions, unin-
iluenced by cues arising from the discrimination of extent, can be
-studied by holding extent constant and measuring errors in it plane
perpendicular to the line of movement followed by the limb in arriving
at the terminal position. In studying motor discrimination of extent,the effect of secondary cues due to direction can be eliminated by
restricting the movement to a single dimension, errors being measured
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along the line collnectinlg the starting and terminal points. If de-
sirable, the over-all accuracy of positioning reactions, involving
both directional and extentional cues, could be determined by measur-
ing errors in three dimensions from the target position.

Dat; obtained in studies of discrimination of direction would have
considerable practical application in the design of complex equipment.
Information regarding the variability of such reactions as a function
of direction and remoteness could be used in determining where
control handles or switches should be located with respect to the oper-
ator and how widely they should be separated to prevent errors.
Similarly, studies of the ability to discriminate extent would enable
the equipment designer to achieve a better match between the range
of excursion of controls or their degree of sensitivity and the capaci-
ties of the operator.
Discrimination of Direclon

In experimental studies included under this heading, measurements
would be made of the ability of an individual to move his limbs accu-
rately to a specified terminal position. The location of that position
would be varied in azimuth and in elevation, errors being measured
radially about the target in two dimensions. The remoteness of the
terminal position from the subject would be held constant for a par-
ticular group of directional reactions, but its effect upon such reactions
could be studied systematically.

Experimental procedures for defining the standard reactions, along
with relevant methods of measuring the subjects' responses are listed
later. Also listed are those experimental variables which, in addition
o the general variables given previously, apply specifically to the

discrimination of direction. The question of which variables to com-
bine with which procedures can, in all probability, be answered most
efficiently by exploratory experiments.

rcrinwntal procedures.-The desired reaction could be defined to
the subject in purely verbal terms by telling him to point straight
ahead, directly to the right, etc. His ability to translate such verbal
instructions into movements could then be estimated by the method of
production I or by the method of recognition.'

The terminal posiition ,night be defined by visual means by showing
a subject the target at which he is to point. If, during the time he is
.lown the target, he is allowed to practice by moving his limb out to

1 In the method of production. as used here and in succeeding pages, the subject makes
a responxe following a verbal or visual definition of the desired reaction, without having
previolwy made that same response in the experimental situation. Thus, he emits or
lroducre the response without benefi of proprloceptive cuesm from a previous reaction.

s In the melthod of recognition, the subject makes a choice from amongst a group of
utlmuli or movements, one of which Is the same as that presented originally. The choice
would never be nade by the use of vision alone, but would always Involve either an active
or pas ive motor reaction.
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the target, either the method of reproduction: or the method of recog.
nition could be employed in testing his ability. If the subject is not IIallowed to practice, the testing procedure is limited to the method of

production.
The terminal position could be defined by passive movements of the

subject's limbs to the desired position, with either the methods of
recognition or reproduction being subsequently employed.

Active positioning movements of the subject himself might also
serve to define a terminal position. Thus he could be instructed to
move his limb out in any direction, note the point achieved, and then
either reproduce or recognize the position. In general, this method
would probably be unsatisfactory since the standard reaction is gen-
erated by the subject and is not, therefore, under the control of the
experimenter.

No especially elaborate apparatus would be needed for the majority
of studies of discrimination of direction. Paper targets could be
mounted in various locations with the subject7s reactions indicated
automatically by a marker held in his hand (see ch. 15). The
labor of record reading could be eliminated by having the subject hold
a stylus to which a thread is attached. The thread would run through
a minute hole in the center of the target and would have a small weight
at the other end. The position of the weight on a vertically mounted
scale would indicate the magnitude of the radial error, but not its
direction.

Experbnental tvariables.-Starting position and direction and re-
imoteness of terminal position could be studied. With these factors
defitted, limb position and degree of limb flexion are automatically
determined for a subject of a given size.

Temnpo:.'al factors also could be studied, for example, the time be-
t ween presentation of standard stimulus and the reaction, time between
successive reintroduction of the standard stimulus, time between re-
actions, and time between initiation and completion of a reaction.
Discrimination of Extent

In the studies to be included under this heading, measurements
would be made of the ability of an individual to move his limb a
specified ditance from one point to another. Errors would be
measured alon? the line connecting the two points. The experimental
procedures and variables for this area of research are listed in the
following paragraphs.

Qepeirental proccdures.-The desired reaction, in this case the
distance_ to be covered between two points, could be defined to the

'In the method of reproduction, the subject attrmpts to duplicate a motor reaction
'Ich has bmen made previously. In a certain sense, every trial following an initial trialInvlvts reproductlor, although In that case it is not a reproduction of the standard reac.tin but of the subjectsa own relatively Inaecurate attempt to duplicate that reaction.
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subject in verbal terms by telling him to move his limb a certain

number of inches from a tarting position, or by telling him to move

his limb to a point halfway between two points, etc. The methods

of production and recognition would then be applied.

The correct distance could be specified by means of a visual display,
the subject being shown the position of two points and the distance

between them. If practice trials are allowed, the methods of repro-

duct ion and recognition could be employed, otherwise only the method

of product ion would be applicable.
The distance could be (-fined by passive movements of the subject's

limb between the two points marking the limits of the distance. Re-

production or recognition could then be used in estimating proficiency.

Active movement might be required of the subject in defining the

standard distance. Iere he would be asked to move his limb from

left to right between two stops and then would be required either to
reproduce or to recognize the reaction.

The apparatus could be extremely simple; perhaps a piece of paper
and a pencil would suffice for the most part. However, if it were
necessary to keep the factors of limb loading and friction down to
tn absolute minimum, more delicate photographic or graphic record-
ing methods would be indicated.

Ezperimental variables.&-In addition to the general variables, the
effect of the following factors could be studied: (1) extent, starting
position, direction, path, and rate of movement; and (2) temporal
factors (see those lited under Discrimination of Direction).

STUDIES OF MOVEMENT REACTIONS

Expe iinental studies of movement reactions are undoubtedly of
greater inl)ortance and of :re general interest than studies of either
static o7 positioning reactiWns. Although data on these latter types
of motor activities tire, as has been noted, of some significance for the

design of complex equilment, such activities are far less frequent in
the over-all operation of control mechanisms than are movement re-
actions. Moreover, although the act of reaching out to a given posi-
tion in space and grasping a control lever (positioning reaction) is
obviously the first step in operating that lever, the manner in which
it is moved is ordinarily the most significant feature of the reaction
in terms of the effects produced.

A preliminary examination of the many possible kinds of move-
ment reaetions suggests the feasibility of dividing them into four
major groups: discrete miorements, recptcthe moreinen ts, serial move-
Inerit, and continuotius movements. The criteria for making these
distinctions stem principally from the experimental procedures and
operations eniployed in the st udy of movement reactions. Qualitative
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differences are useless as differentiating criteria because of the fact
that movements in one group may have the same characteristics and
involve the same musculatures as do segments of movements classed
in another group. Although the four groups form a series in which
complexity, loosely defined, increases from discrete movements to
continuous movements, many inversions of the order could result
from the expvrimental procedures employed in each cast. In the
material which follows, a detailed description of each of four classes
of the movements is given, along with the operations and characteris-
tics which appear to differentiate them.

Discrete Movements
For purposes of the present study, a discrete movement may be

defined as a single unitary movement of any articulate member of the
body from any position in space to any other. Studies of discrete
movement could be concerned primarily with the rate at which the
movement was made and its path through space. Thus a subject
might be required to move his arm at a constant or varying rate, in
a straight or curved line, in any direction. His accuracy in attaining
the prescribed rate and in following the designatzd path would be
determined. Because of the fact that the term discrete movements,
like most topical headings, i not without ambiguity, it is essential
that the labofatory operations and characteristics which differentiate
these movements from others be specified. These are as follows: (1)
The reaction occurs after the stimulus has ceased to act, the stimulus
here being the words used by the experimenter or the visual display
introduced in order to define the required movement to the subject.
(2) The accuracy of the movement is defined in terms of the degree
to which it deviates in rate or in form from that of the movement
specified by the experimenter. (3) On successive repetitions, the same
stimulating conditions are maintained, the same measurements are
nride, and approximately the same response is evoked.

Experimental procedurcs.-The desired movement could be defined
verbally by telling the subject to move his limb at a constant rate
from left to right, around in an arc, etc. The methods of production
and recognition would then apply. The use of the method of recog-
nition in this case would require that the subject's hand be moved

passively at several rates over a given course. He would attempt to
recognize the one movement in which a constant rate was maintained
between two points.

The standard movement could be defined visually. Here a static
model, such as a line drawn on paper, would be adequate to indicate
the path, but a moving display would be needed to indicate rate. If,
during the presentation of the visual display, the subject were allowed
to practice by moving his limb along the path at the desired rate, his
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aibility to ierornm tile ilovemlent, would be estimated by either the
method of repriductiox or by thiat of recognition. If he were not
allowedl to practice, but increly observed the display, the methods of
;zrcAuct ion or reco,#,Imitiofl would be applicable.

'fhe standai~rd itovement mighit also be defined by moving thle
-libject's limb passively along a given path at a particular rate-
Eithier reproduction or recognition could be used in evaluating
proficiency.

The rate of the standard movement mighit be defined by allowving
the subject to iiiove his hand actively along a visually presented path-
wvay at his own rate. On thie following trial hie would attemipt to
reproduce both his own self-generated rate and the correct path. It
is p~robalbly not. feasible to allow the subject to define his own path by
-in active movement

j Thle ap~paratus uised in studying discrete movement sh~ould be capa-
ble of recording the rate of tie movements and their course (preferalj in three dimensirsns) -without appreciably interfering withi the move-
mnents being studied. Photographic techniques, in which a flushing
light4 or spark gap is attached to the moving member, satisfy these
requirements r. sonably well. Mu"tch simpler graphic methods would,
of couse, suffice in some case&.

.Eaxperiment2 varia~cs.-The fooing variables, in addition to
the general variables already listed, are relerant to the study of dis-
crete movements: (1) rat@ of movemtent; (2) magnitude, direction,
RocntiOen, anld formi of the path; (3) temporal factors (See those listed

and the airplitude of moveriment of the indicator; the relation bietween,
tile planie (ef nmovernent of the cointrol and tlh-e plane of -movem enit of
the indirator; the xvlation'between the typ o nvm tofth

contrl (rtary ihe r ~ and the )typ of mor itint of the indi-
cator; the rel-tian of the direction of movement of the control to
direction of niovensent of the yoirter; mnitude of lag; and degree
0.11 backlash.Iedtv oeet

The itenibers of this class, which includes such movements as tap-
pill, and turitingr a crank handle, are characterized by the fact that
ahey are, in essence, discrete movements which are performed a num-
ber of times in fairly rapid succession. In sonic instances, e. g., in
tapp)ing, each discrete movement is followed by a return movement
functioning principally to bring the limb, back into position for the
next disc-rete movement. In others, e. g., turning a crank, the initial
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movement is such that its termination automatically leaves the limb
in a position for the succeeding movement. Here the discreteness of
the movements may become almost completely obscured, and the over-
all result can be distinguished from continuous movements only by
reference to other characteristics of the situation such as the stinuilus
conditions.

For the most part, investigations of repetitive movements would be
directed toward the study of the maximum rates obtainable, the nature
of motor blockage which occurs as the rate is increased to the physi-
ofogical limit, and the form of the movement elements as a function
of rate, amplitude, and other factors.

Data obtained in studies of repetitive movements would relte
directly to the problem of equipment design wherever crank-turning
movements, tapping movements, or reciprocal pumping movements
are required of the operator. Fewer movements of this type appear
to be involved in the operation of aircraft equipment than in the oper-
ation of artillery pieces, tank guns, and machine tools.As in the case of simple discrete reactions, certain characteristic

conditions serve to distinguish repetitive movements from other types.
These are as follows: (1) The type of repetitive reaction required is
first specified by the experimenter; the subject then performs the reac-
tion in the absence of-corrective stimuli other than those which am self-
generated. (2) Proficiency is determined by recording the number of
movements made in a given time, by analyzing the shape of the com-
ponents, by measuring the variability of timing and form within a
series, by recording the occurrence of motor blockage, etc. (3) The
component unit-movements are nearly identical, each involving
approximately the same muscle groups as the others.

Ezpcrimntal proccdure&-The desired reaction could be elicted
by verbal instructions alone or by a combination of such instructions
and visual or auditory displays. The method of production would ap-
ply in the majority of instances since usually the subject would be told
to tap as rapidly ts possible, or to tap at a rate of, say, once a second,
and so on. The methods of reproduction and recognition wouldclearly not apply if the subject were instructed to move at his maxi-
Inum possible rate. Nor would they apply to the tasks in which the
subject would be required to translate a verbally defined rate into motor
terms.

The rate of a repetitive tapping or turning movement, as well as its
aMIplitude, could be defined by attaching an appropriate device to the
suljet's limb which would move it passively in the desired manner.
'rhP methods of recognition and/or reproduction might then be
eMPloyed.The apparatus required for studies of repetitive movements would

be extremely simple if only maximum rates of tapping or winding were
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to be measured. Electromagnetically operated counters and tachom-
eters would ineet most requirements, Were it desired to record the
detailed characteristics of the component reactions, however, recourse

would be had to niore elaborate graphic or photographic methods.

l'xpcrmwittal rariable..-In addition to most of the general ex-
periiiental variables listed previously, the following apply directly to
repetitive movements: (1) amplitude (of reciprocal movements) and
radius (of turning movements)--this would include the determina-
tion of optimal amplitudes for various rates; (2) rate; and (3) kind of
movenient, for examnple, path traversed and direction.
Serial 'Movements

Serial movements nuty be defined provisionally as those which are
composed of a number of discrete movements involving starting and
sto ping of the moving member, changes in direction, and the like,
each component being made in response to a specific, relatively discrete
change in the external stimulating conditions. Here the primary
concern is with the ability of an individual to perform the entire series
of reactions, with little or no significance being attached to the more
minute characteristics of the components. The study of movements of
this variety may have considerable practical importance, since there
are a number of airerew positions as well as industrial situations
where it is desirable to be able to perform a series of knob-turning or
switch-throwing reactions with speed and accuracy. One related
problem which desorves considerable attention concerns the ways in
which discrete movements can be combined into a series in the most
elflcient manner.

Scerial movements may be distinguished from other movement reac-
tions by the following properties: (1) The reactions ordinarily occur
in the presence of the stimuli. (2) The over-all task may be such that
the subject paces his own reactions (i. e., the completion of a reaction
automatically results in the appearance of a new stinmulus), or the
rate of reaction may be predetermined (new stimuli appear at certain
time intervals regardle s of whether the reaction has occurred or
whether it is correct). (3) Different, relatively discrete stimuli are
a. -ociated with each of the different component movements. (4) Pro.
fic-ency is measured primarily by recording the total time required
to complete the scries oi movements and by noting the number of errors
made. The detailed characteristics of each of the components could,
of course, also be me:asured. (5) During the initial runs through the
re:ction sequence, each response will be relatively independent of
every other, but on repeated trials as learning takes place, some re-
spons will acquire the capacity to serve as stimuli for other responses,
and sumie stimuli will acquire the capacity to evoke responses some-! what removed in the series.
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carry the adjusting filib froin one control mechanisni to another. I
For purposes of exposition, thesec movements will be referred to here-
after as adjustiL'e and coniwctivc movements respectively. By varyingI
the nature of the serial-reaction task, either adjustive or connective
mlovements may be studied in relative isolation. Connective move-

nents can be eliminated from the task by using a single control mneclh-
anism, such as a knob with a pointer attachied, and requiring the sub-
ject to perform a series of adjustive movements With that control only.
The elimination of multiple controls and hence the factor of their
spatial separation excludes the connective movements. Likewise,
the task iay be set up so as to reduce adjust ive movements to a mini-
mum by requiring that the limib be moved as rapidly as possible f romn
one to another series of points in space, pausing at each Point only

long enough to push a button or make a mark on a piece of paper withI

The Complex Coordination Test developed at the AAF School of
Aviation Medicine is probably a good example of a serial-reaction
task in which adjustive movements (as differentiable from the con-

nective movements) have been eliminated. In thiat test, the subject
moves iL stick and a rudder bar to one after another of a series ofI
positions indicated indirectly by means of rows of lighit. Here the
connective movements are, in essence, thle only reactions required; once
they have been made correctly, the light, signals change to indicate the

direction for the next connective movement. No qualitatively differ-
ent movement reactions take place after cach of the basice positioning '
or connective movements has been performed.

In serial-reaction tasks where it is desirable to include both adjustive
ind connective movements, experiments could be designed in which

either type or reaction is held constant while the other is varied. (See I
Experimental Variables listed below.) This procedure is in contrast
with that d ecribed previously 'where either of the reactions could
be reduCed to an unimportant minimum. Experiments conducted
along theme lines should yield (data, on how best to combine connective
Mnovements with adjustive movements in order to increase over-all
performance efficiency.

A'xcriImcntal proccdure&.-The p~rocedures fc-. defining the task to
thle subject are less complex- in the case of serial-reaction situations
than in thiecase coflpositioing reactiois anid discrete movemienits. Oita
reason for this difference is thait in serial-reaction tasks the subject is
IINHally allowed almost comlplete freedomn in determining the exact
pathis h1is m1ovementlls Will follow anid thle rates at Which the muovemnents
'Ire made. It is only the end result of the movements, i. e., the turning
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of a given knob through an angle of, say 180*, which is ordinarily

specified in detail. In general, verbal instructions, supplemented by

visual inupection of the apparatus and perhaps preliminary practice
trials would suffice to acquaint the subject with the task.

The nature of serial-reaction tasks is such that the methods of pro-

duction, reproduction, and recognition, as employed for positioning

movements and discrete reactions cannot be applied without seriously

distorting their original meanings. If interpreted rather loosely, the

method of production is relevant to some extent, since the subject

converts the verbal statements of the experimenter into action and

hence produces the desired response. On the second presentation of

he serial task, or on a trial following a practice trial, the subject may in

a sense be reproducing his reactions of the previous trials. Since he is

not instructed, however, to follow exactly the same movement paths

on successive trials, but only to accomplish the over-all task as rapidly

and efficiently is possible, the method of reproduction is not, strictly

speaking, applicable. The method of recognition could be employed
only if a rather large number of serial-raction apparatuses were to be

constructed to serve as comparison tasks, a procedure that is obviously

impracticable because of the time, effort, and expense involved.

The type of apparatus required for studies of serial-reaction move-
ments would depend entirely upon the variables being studied. In
exploratory studies conducted in the Aero Medical Laboratory, use
has been made of the Finger Dexterity Test employed in the AAF
Aviation Psychology Program. This test consists of a board in which
48 square holes are cut. Round-headed pegs with square bases are
inserted in the holes. The basic task is to lift the pegs from the holes,
rotate them 1800, and reinsert them in the holes. By varying the
spacing of the pegs and the required direction of rotation, a large
number of serial-reaction tasks can be devised, in which either the
connective or the adjustive movements, or both, are varied
.stenmatically (see ch. 16).

EApcrhncnal variablc&.-In addition to the general variables out-
lined in an earlier section, the following apply specifically to serial-

reaction situations: (I) Ad.ustive movements. For example: Direc-
tion of movement (clockwise, counterclockwise) ; types of movements
(twisting, pulling, pushh;g) ; amplitude of movement; homogeneity

or heterogeneity of types of movements within the series, etc. (2)

Connective movements. Here variations could be introduced in mag-

nitude, degree of uniformity, direction, in the ways in which different

connective movements are combined, etc. (3) Characteristic of the

mechanical system. (See paragraph with this heading under the ex-
perimnental variables listed for Discrete 'Movements.) (4) Type of

display. This involves variations in the kinds of cues provided to the
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subject so that the adjust ive movements can be performed in the right
nianner and in the correct order.

Continuous Movements

The movements which appear to fall logically into this class are
those in which continuously changing motor adjustments are made in
response to continuously changing stimulus configurations. The task
of the aerial gunner in tracking a rapidly moving target by the inanip.
ulation of suitable controls in a turret is an excellent example of what
is meant here by a continuous-movement reaction. In general, most
of the tasks, which in the literature on psychomotor tests are referred
to as pursuit tasks or eye-hand-coordination tasks, fall into this cate-
gory. As was noted in the introduction to this report, complex motor
activities (many of which are obviously continuous) involving gross

, movements of the whole body, are believed to be relatively unim-
portant with respect to the design of equipment and hence are not
considered here

Continuous-movement reactions may be distinguished from other
movements by the following characteristics: (1) The reactions take
place in the presence of the external stimuli which both evoke and
guide the movements. ('2) In some cases, the stimuli are completely

S independent of the reactions, whereas in others, the reactions alter the
nature of the stimuli. (3) The stimuli are in a constant state of flux
and demand therefore coordinate variations in the reactions. (4)
The desired movements are not specified in detail by the experimenter
prior to the test period, but are determined more or less continuously
by the stimuli occurring during the course of the testing. (5) Profi-
ciency is usually determined by obtaining a continuously integrated
record of the disparity between the subject's control movements and
the movements which would have resulted in a perfect performance.

For purposes of study, the continuous-movement reactions of impor-
tance for this report can be divided into two major clas-cs which are
differentiable in terms of the stimulating conditions presented to the
subject and the reactions he is required to make. The two classes are
f6ltowwng-pursuit reaction.v and compensatory-pursuit reactions.

In following-pursuit reaction situations, the movements of the stim-
ius are completely independent of any controlling actions perforped

by the subject. As a result, the physical aspects of the stimulus can
be accurately specified and controlled. Here the operator manipu-
lates certain control mechanisms in order to keep a pair of cross hairs
or other indicator superimposed upon, or adjacent to, a moving target.
The displacements between the indicator and the target, as well as
the general pattern of movement of the target, serve as cues to the
( erator to enable him to follow the target.
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The compensatory-pursuit task differs from the following-pursuit
in that the subject's control movements act to keep the moving target
or indicator from drifting away from a stationary null position rather
than acting to keep a moving indicator in coincidence with a moving
target. A pilot who is flying by reference to the artificial horizon
alone is performing compensatory-pursuit movements of this type.
Thus the movements of the control mechanisms compensate for move-
ments of the indicator (or indicators) from the null position. Because
of this characteristic, the st imuli received by the subject from the indi-
cator change markedly as a function of his reactions. This means that
the physical aspects of the stimulus situation differ from subject
to subject . cannt,. b .:z=ritcly controlled or easily measured.
Furthermore, the magnitude of the st0it:sl,, deviations leading to the
evocation of compensatory movements is inversely related to the level
of proficiency attained; the better the subject's performance, the
smaller the drifts of the pointer from the null position. In the case
of following-pursuit tasks, an increase in proficiency does not reduce
the over-all movement of the target, although it does result in a
decrease in the average distance separating the target and the follower.

Probably both the following- and the compensatory-type of pur-
suit can, by changing the stimulus conditions, be converted into a third
type which might be called planned pursuit. In the planned-pursuit
task, te subject is able to obtain information about the kinds of reac-
tions he will be required to make at some time in the future. If he
can see the course he will be required to follow while he is reacting to
some other portion of the course. he will be enabled to plan and to
antitate. The task of landing an airplane under contact condi-
tions, wh,-re the pilot can see the airport and its runways some time
before he must make his corrective movements is an example of what
is meant here by a planned-pursuit task.

Expjrne;ntal procdures.-As in the case of serial-movement reac-
tions, the task set for the subject in the continuous-movement situation
is defined by verbal instructions and perhaps by the use of preliminary
practice trials in which errors may be corrected. In the following-
pursuit and comanpensatory-pursuit tasks, the particular movements
which must be performed at each moment are indicated by the position
of the moving target wit!, respect to the position of the follower or the
location of the zero point. Usually no specific instructions are given
regarding the kinds and rates of movements to be used, the subject
being free to nake whatever movements are most suitable for solving
the problem at hand. As a consequence of these characteristics, the
methods of production, reproduction, and recognition apply only to
the same limited extent that has been indicated for serial movements.

Expcrmental rariablcs.-The general variables listed above apply
here, and in addition the following: (1) Stimulus characteristics.
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Variations can be introduced in the speed of movement of the target,
direction of movement, amplitude, path, conditions of illumination,
design of indicating elements, etc. (2) Control mechanisms. This
includes the radius of action of the control levers, the type of control
(wheel, stick, rudder), kind and degree of damping, pressure required
to operate controls (absolute magnitude, degree of linearity), number
of controls (whether in a task involving several dimensions of move-
went several controls are used, or only one), etc. (3) Characteristics
of the mechanical system. In addition to factors already listed in
paragraph 4 under Experimental Variables for Discrete Movements,
the mechanical system can be varied to provide either velocity control,
direct control, or aided control. (4) Task characteristics. The over-
all task can be changed by increasing the number of pursuit tasks
which must be performed simultaneously, by comparing foot-operated
controls with hand-operated controls, by comparing the performance
of two men in operating a two-dimensional tracking device with that
of a single individual, etc. (5) Because of the wide variety of pursuit
tasks which could be designed and constructed, no general recom-
mendations can be made regarding the kind of apparatus which would
be suitable for the study of continuous movements.

SUMMDARY OF AVAILABLE LITERATURE PERTAINING TO MOTOR
S1 ABILITIES

As mentioned in an earlier section of this report, many pages of the
psychological literature are devoted to studies of the sensory and per-
ceptual abilities of human beings, but few to fundamental motor
ability as described here (see Boring (7), Woodworth (65), and Tro-
land (59) in this regard).

Historically, research related to the area of motor abilities is of
interest. During the latter half of the nineteenth century, research
on motor activity dealt principally with the idea of the muscle sense
or kinesthesis. Studies conducted at that time emphasized the intro-
spective and histological methods and were directed almost solely
toward an analysis of the various types of sensations arising from
movements of the limbs and toward an attempt to discover the specific
receptors in the muscles, tendons, and joints which might be capable
of mediating the various sensations. Reference may be made here
to the work of Bell, Feclner, Goldscheider, Sherrington, Titchener,
all ot hers reported by Boring (7) and Troland (59).

In the early part of the twentieth century, the work of efficiency
experts such as Taylor and Gilbreth led to numerous studies of move-
muent efficiency in industrial situations. This work has been ably sum-
!Uarized and criticized by Farmer (18). These studies were aimed
:ilmost without exception toward the discovery of techniques for the
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elimination of waste motions and the consequent increase in work
output per unit time. Considerable emphasis was laid upon proper
posture and the use of smooth, circular, and rhythmical motions.
Little information, however, was gathered about the basic abilities
involved.

Stetson and his students (26, 32, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55) and others, e. g.,
Davis (15), have, in recent years, made extensive studies of skilled
movements. Through the use of action-current recording devices

imese investigators have been able to specify accurately the particular
muscle groups involved and the phasing of their contractions with
respect to the total movement cycle. They have not, unfortunately,
provided us with data at the macroscopic level on the gross character-
istics of simple human movements.

A few items of literature are available concerning basic motor abili-
ties as related to equipment design. Among these may be mentioned
the work of Craik and his associates (3, 12, 13, 14, 28, 29, 30, 60, 61),
the details of which are given below, and the work of German investi-
gators reported by Fitts (19). A recent memorandum by Jenkins
(35) summarizes a number of the problems on the design and use of
controls in the equipment field.

In the sections ivhich follow, publications accessible to the authors
have been summarized under the same organizational plan followed
in the earlier part of this report.

Static Reactions
An examination of the available literature indicates that a number

of studies have been niade of tremor-type reactions, but that a majority
of theset have been somewhat unsystematic in their approach to the
problem. No differentiation appears to have been made between
tremor and drift reactions in this area and the latter type of behavior
has not been investigated in the case of limbs, although investigations
of body sway are plentiful in the literature. Measures of tremor have
been mostly in terms of amount of movement in inches or millimeters,
or frequency of tremor reactions per second.

Whipplo (6.1) describes typical apparatus for measuring steadi-
ness-type static reactions and summarizes the literature available in
1924.

Two examples of apparatus for studying tremor may be cited. In a
recent article, Edwards (17) describes a work-adder type of device for
recor~ling finger tremors in three dimensions. By means of three
threads attached to the finger, small riders were caused to move up
inclined planes, one for each dimension. The positions of the riders
on the planes indicated the summated tremor. Fossler (20) studied
frequency of finger tremor by means of a small movable coil suspended
iN the field of a strong electromagnet, a device developed by Travis
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and htunter (58). The current induced in the coil was recorded by
a senlsitive oscillograph on motion-picture film.

The results of a number of studies of the effects of various factors on
steadiness may be summarized as follows. It might be noted that
many of these findings should be checked with additional experimen-
tation.

Great variations from individual to individual and from day to day
are reported by a number of investigators (17, 20, 64, 66), although
Paulsen (43) reports odd-even reliabilities of 0.98 and test-retest corre-
lations of 0.73.

Tremor appears to decrease as age increases from childhood to early
inaturity (17, 64).

Men may exhibit greater tremor than women, but the evidence is
s:omewhat equivocal (16,17,64).

Steadiness in maintaining a fixed position with a lever is greatly
increased by friction (12).

Most studies of the use of visual cues in tremor reactions indicate
that steadiness is improved with visual reference (12, 17,44). Young
(66), however, found that the use of visual cues did not decrease
tremor.

Young (66) reports that tie greater the effort exerted in maintain-
ing the fixation, the less the success and, presumably, the greater the
trenor.

Praise and reproof have ambiguous effects (16), with praise increas-
ing the steadiness of women and decreasing that of men and reproof
acting in the opposite fashion.

Fatigue decreases steadiness; the rate, amplitude, and irregularity
of tremor oscillations varies directly with fatigue (8).

Exercise is reported (44) to decrease steadiness, but according to
other investigators (16, 17), exercise has small or ambiguous effects.
Static and mental work apparently decrease steadiness (44).

The amount of tremor decreased in Edwards study (17) as the point
of limb support was shifted from none, to elbow, to wrist, and to
palin; whereas Fossler (20) reports that the point of support has only
a slight effect.

Less tremor is found when the subject is seated than when he is
standing, and position of the liib relative to the body is reported to
have appreciable effects on steadiness (12, 17). Craik (12) found that
with visual reference, s.,bjects were able, on the average, to keep a
pointer on a line, though oscillations still occurred. Tremor in-
creased as the hand was moved more than 8 inches above or below
tho heart.

React ion-time is significantly shorter amd variability smaller when
the -timnulus is introduced at the top or bottom phase of tle tremor
cycle (56).
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Foss.ler (20) found tremor frequencies ranging from 5 to 5M0 per
Secoind, with roughly 70 percent ly-ing in the range from 8 to so.

Subjecting the hand to heat (20) is reported io decrease the loi
frequencies while cold tends to decrease the high ones.

Positioning Reactions
Excerpts from the available literature which pertain to discrimina-

tion of direction and discrimination ofexent arm summarized in the
0IoIllowing paragraphs.
Dixerininat ion of dircclion.-Literature concerned with the prob-

lem of how accurately subjects can attain terninal, positions with the
limnbs in the absence of vision appears to be nonexistent Studies
involving the use of vision bare been summarized by Whiipple (64).
A sihuantion wvas emp~loyed in which the subject, struck a target in
timec with the beat. of a mietronome employing a ballistic-type move-
ment. Accuracy %wau measured radially about the target. 'The diffi-
culties of controlling the type of reaction are obviome The findings
suggest the following conclusions: accuracy increases gradually 'with
age, particularly in the range of 5 to 8 years; sex differences are not
appreciable; normnative data indicate that rnean error 'for college
subjects is about "- mm., with a range of 3-9 mm.; the Performance
of the right and left hands correlates 0.64.

A study has been completed recentl.y by Fitts which yields informa-
Lion concerning the ability of individunls to locate equidistant targets
With their hands in the absence of direction vision (se4e. Ch. 15).

Thle work of MceNeill, (37) in France concerning the form, dispersion,
and speed of trajectories of hitting im-ovements, performed both with
and withnut the aid of vision, appears to be relevant here, but the
original material was not available at the timne of writing.

.01scrintination of extent.-The available literature with reipard to
this problemn is somiewhdat more voluminous than that for discrimina-
tion of direction. The findings may be sumimarized. as follows:

When visual corrective cues are not employed, short distances tend
to he overestimnatedl (45). The use of vision increases the accuracy of
performance appreciably (1, 45).

True use of a pointer held in t'hei hand results in a tendency for extents
to bo und(erestimiated as compa~red wvith Judgments of the same extents
with the finger (9). Presumably vision was not employed.

A finding indirectly relevant is that size of objects judged by touch
or manipulation is smaller than that judged by vision (4, 11). The
judgment without visuial corrective cues appears to depend on the esti-
ination of thie length of the sides or diameter involved (11).

Somewhat equi vocal experiment al evidence obtained by Weber (62)
and Weber and3( Dallenbha (6-3), sligge~ts that extents are underesti
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r=ted when the subject's moements are imede. b ictional resist-

Robinson and .itichardsa-Robin-on (4.) sudied the bilitly of St
women unde-rmduates to draw lines varying in length from 6 to 33

-wtimeters in -teps of 3 centimeters. Corrected odd-even correlations
=r, computed among the sets of reproduced lenVhs. The co-rela-
tions were higliess between lines of the swne z.pproximate length and
dcreased in a roueidy liner fa.tion as the magnitude of thm differ- i
encebetween the correlated lines increase The range of corela-tions f
was from 0-,6 to 0.35.
316rezmt Reactkas

A few swattered studies are available in ti,_ literature vhich deal
direetly with movement reactions. The reports of investigations avail-
shle to the writers are summarized below according to the catego,-sI
of dicrete move-rmnL% repetitive rnaemet% s"ia movements and
continuous moven t&

DhcmfJe =reit&-*With regard to the rate with which disrde
movements can be. made and the variables affecting this rate, th.
following suatements may be made.

IBcJer (5) found that rate of movrement with a ontrol stick was
gmater for push than for pull; maximar-u rates increased both with a
decrease in maximum sick force and an increase in naxnnm stick
displacement; and maximum rates with zero form were 251 in/sec. I
for push and 140 in./bec. for pulL Hertel (27), however, reports con-
siderably lower figures. He also states that the rate of movement of
th feet is less than thai of the hands.

An investigation of rate as a function of loading indicated that the
former decrea.-d directly with the latter (36). Maximum velocities
of the hand averaged 139 in./sc.
Glanvile and Kreezer (23) found that the left arm could be moved

more rapidly than the right, flexion movements were slower than
extension movement, and averaged velocity was about 0.-=5" per milli-
second.

Iesearches by Montpellier (40) dealt with acceleration as a func-
tion of time. Subjects were r"-uired to move objects from one place
to another with rapid and slow movements. Among other findings,
it was noted that there was a continual variation in acceleration, i. e.,
the speed of the movement was not constant at any one point, and that
%he niaximum acceleration was located usually in the first and last
quarters of the movement

Tith regard to force as a variable operating in discrete movemnent3
the following studies apply. The maximuin push exertabi. on a foot
pedal has been studied as -a function of the position of the pedal rela-
tive to the scat (33). It was found that maxinnim, push could be
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exeddwhnihe stinof h m& was sra tint the ane ofthelwrleg with respect to the thghvs 16P h neunforce
exr- y 3S s-1jcds witen seatded a-rerged 700 m' ds, wihth 6 sub-

I jocts pushinig over 900 pounds. In addition it was fozmd tha*d with a
knee angl,,e of 16-50 maximum pficould beexerted when tefo

Ipedil atthe end oifts travilwa in sucha poston tbatthe line of
the sb*Vds phg was 2V above the horizmntal.5 TMte] (27) reports that the maximum. forxxs which can be exerted
on airpl~atx tonwrot are 2:. fefois: (1) Elevator operation of aIstick: two-handed pus, 22D pounds; two-handed pull, 1S5 potids;

I one-handed pull or push, 1.30 pou-nds (2) Ailern operation of a
I stick: two-h=Amd push or Dull 50 poands; one-bandeW pushi, 40I 1 pounds; cue-Landed pull, 35 pound&. (3) Aileron operation of a

wheel-type control: two-ban~ded turniing, C2 pounds. (4) Rtudler
pedAl operation: pmshn., with I foot 1 476 pounds. Gough andBeard
(24) report cornpaxible valves for: aik-tyecontrol

foxces to reltivel castantr -eforces ina weary isomet.ric situation

adde toa sead musahrforeimtheir means sbifted in the dime-
tion o ass ompard wit the condition of no or snull
basic foroe- This ovrshooting was most mari Wd with reiaaziens from
a steady pulL The shiftof the rmeawas ofthe order of 5to 15 per-

c%, fo ' ai fo m, of 4 pounds. Jerl~ns has found that Weber's
law holds from about 10 to 410 pounds in a sitauation requiring pressure
to be exeeled on an approximately izsometric stick-type control (seef ch. 12). Below 10 pounds, reliative accutaey decreased rapidLy.
Absolutu: aecirracy increa-sed in a rougly linear fashion fromi 1 to
40 pound*.

Findings of studies concrued with the path. or formi of discrteI react ionsimybe sumiiezed as followrs: It has been found that coun-
terclockwise rotation for the right hand is more aiccurate in a situation
involving the drawing of circles, spirals, and the like (47). This find-Iing held i-fr both right- and left-handed individuals whereas the

I opposite tendency appeared for the left hand.
Geint-1hi (21, 22) f'ound thait the mnovemnents of subjects wrho were

I requested to trace comnphcatil figures on a flat surfaice were composed
1of a series of discm-te niovements. The frequencies of these step-wrise
I discontinuities ran parallel to the square roo,- of the angular velocity.
I Practice resulted in a decrease in errors and th acquisition of more

characteristic form by the movenient. As the movement became moreIprecise, the number of discontinuities became prog-,ressivelyv greater.
NIontwhiir (39) reports the eadstence of a conflict between least

.ffort and the tendency toward exact ri-production of the model in a
Iracing problem
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Graphic x'eceo-&- nude by Stetson (52) of beating movements with a
tiAton showed a rounded point at the end of the up stroke as compared
with asarp pointLt he edof e don strle.

iLsiao (31) studied thte nbility of children to trace between two
parll Th'es of four different kinds. 'The results indicated that
curved movements were easier than horizontal or vertical movements

and regular movements -were easier than irregular onesm
Rcpadivet' reaction8.-The literatr- on repetitive m. ctions appears

to be moderately voluminous although m.-iny of the studies w,~ not
directly pertine-nt to the design of equipmnent. Some studies involving

the task of tapping were arailable. Findings of experiments in this

pertain to the design of orjuipnient
W1-ide individual differences hare been reported in tapping rate

along with relatively constant. individual performances (10, 38,64).4
The maximum rang -d from 8 to 13 per second after p.- ctice, accord-
ing to Von Kries as roported by Bryani (10).

Rate of tapping dor-s not appear to be a function of the distance
covered witin the range of 1 to 40 millimeters (10). Bryan (10)
reports the hihest tapping rate for an emcursion of 20 milhimneteram

Bryan (10) reports that the highest rate is for froe tapping, next
greatest for tapping with wrist and elbow, and slowest for the middle
and outer joints of the forefinger. Whtipple (64) reports the bMghs
rato when the movem~ent- is performed by the elbow joint. Tinker and
Goodenough (57) report tMat in children and -adults the index- and
mniddle-finger tapping scores are approximately the sarne, the little
fingeor is slower titan the other fingers, and bimianual tapping is slower
thtan unimanual. Tapping with any finger correilates well with tap-
ping of any other finger.

Rate of tapping with all joints increases directly with age from 6 to
16 years in a sample of 7 89 s-hiool children (10).

'When subjects are required to accelerate at their own pace they do
it in steps ,%with Weberls law holding for the relation between successive
Steps (34 ).

When subjects are allowed to tap at their preferred rate this ranges
from 1.5 to 5.0 taps per second (38).

Wien a different ry-thni is introdued~ and the suboject, is then required
to return to his prefermel ra te, it is found that the latter is changed
in the direction of the introduced rate whether faster or slower (48,46).

Small correspondence is found between the tapping scores of child ren
obtained, with hand and armn unrestrained and with hand and arm
restrained (57).

Boiler (6) reports that interpolated activity of the samec or opposite
armi and hand reduces speed of tapping, changt-s the paittern, andreduces the excursion. 
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Hick (23) reports that friction, as might be expected, reduces the
speed of repetitive winding movements.Pacaud-Korngold (42) found that in. turning cranks in the hori-
zontal and vertical planes with various combinations of diectons
for the two hands operating simulanreously, coordinated action of
oh linnds was usually slower than movements of a single hand.HIorizontal movements of one hand were not slowed appreciably by
vertical movements of the other hand, but verfical movement of

one hind was retarded by horizontal action of the other hand.
In studying rhythmical movements, Stetson (52) required subjectsto make up and down beating movements with a baton at the fse

poible rate The velocty of the down beat was about two or threetimes as great as that of the ba-ck stroke. The velocity of the beat

strorm wras dependent on the length of the stroke, but not on the
tempo of the rhythm. The duration of the beat stroke was strik-
ingtv uniform and was independent of either the tempo or the laigth
of the sltoke. Introduction of an obscle against which the limb
struck at the end of the stroke did not appear to alter Mhe character
of the strolae.

ScriaZ rc=afiorsc--Typical samples of studies of serial reactions are
available in the literature jertainin- to industrial time-and-motion
investigations such as those described by Barnes (2) and Farmer (18).
Most of thso studies have been concerned with the analysis of per-
formance in a particular position with a view to increasing outpuL
Barnes and his associates have investigated such items as simul-
taneous symm etrical and asymmetrical hand motions, but unfortu-
nateiy the original reports were not available to the authors at the
time of writing. From the literature available it appears that -ystem-
atic re-earches have not been conducted on the effect of the vari-
ables listed in an earlier section of this report on serial-type motor
activity.

Continuous rcactiomr.-The literature on the effect of a number of
factors upon continuous reactions is summarized below.In a study of the effect of asymmetrically placed aircraft controls,

Ioncymnan and Yallop (30) found that in a three-dimensional com-
pensatory-pursuit task, offsetting the control column to the left pro-duced a tendency to pull it to the right and vice versa. When the

rudder was displaced to the left of the central position there was a
tendency to give right rudder. They conclude that if an unusual
posture is required, novements of control become less well adapted.
Fatigue or stress may produce even more marked deterioration.

Vine (60) has studied the relation between the direction of move-ment of the control handle and the direction of movement of thedisplay pointer. In general, errors in the "unexpected" direction



wee satitically greater than those maide in the "expected" dire,-
tion. The difference between the two directions was found to be re-
lated, however, to the time interval between reactiom When only
one reaction was required every 4 seconds, the numbers of errors in
the two directions were about equal. At intervals of less than I
second, however, the errors with the "unexpected" connection rose
to more than twice the numnber with the "expected" connection.
Wrhen the direction of control was reversed in the middle of a series
of trial some of the subjects did not notice the change. The sub-
jcts made fewer subiequent errors than those who did notice the

Vince (61) reports that in traeing a vr.ying course with linear and
nonlineat control levers no consistent difference was found between
errors under the two conditions. Also the learning curres did not
appear to be affected by the change from linear to nonlinear and vice
-ersa. However, when linear and nonlinear levers were used in cor-

recting large misailements of & display pointer, the difference in
favor of the linear lever was statistically signifcaunt In general a
sudden change in direction produced marked errors with the nonliner
.ever. Practice tended to make performance with a nonlinear lever
almost as good as that with linear.
Cmik (13) found that in positional laying of constant-specd cours*s,

h k of clarity of the display introduced errors of unusually long
period. A slight acceleration increased the magnitude of the errors
greatly as compared with a constant spx-ed course. Craik lists the fol-

* lowing factors as of importance in affecting accuracy of movement in
a tracking.type situation: limb employed, mean position of the limb
and its point of support, amplitude of movement required, force rM-
quired, and direction of movement. No clear-cut data bearing on
these points were presented.

Craik and Vince (14), in studies of psychological and physiological
aspects of gun-control mechanisms, attempted to anal)zo the nature
of the errors obtained on constant-speed courses. In the early stages
of learning, the errors resembled damped oscillation& As learning
progressed, the oscillations about the correct courms became approx-
imately constant in amplitude and period; and in the final stages of
learning, the subject anticipated more, moved his control moresRtioothly, and only occasionally relapsed into the oscillatory typo of
rn:Ietions. On variable-speed courses, the oscillations were about
twice as rapid as on constant-speed courses, the difference being highly
sigificant statistically. Laying accuracy was not improved by
spring-Lentering of the twist-grip type controls, nor by varying the
amplification of the control in a ratio of 1.9:1.
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Interrladons Among Moctor Reactimas
wiral investigatins have been concerned with the relationships

anig a number of moator abilities. The available reports may be
minunarized as follows.

I arrison and Dorcus (25) required 50O subjects; to perfonn a number
of different, noventents at their own chosen rates, with. tlhe purpose
of the experiiment fvn amulaged. Results of the timing of these

perorances indicate that (1) there is no unitary spe trait which
is characteristic of various spontaneots; movements or motor adjust-
nzenis of an individual, and (2) individuals tend to perfrmi at a fairly
constant r2!e fron one time to another.

Pacaud (41) concludes that a basal relationship exists amnong an
individual'., several reacta.ion limes for arm movements, whether in the
circular-horihontal or circular-vertical plane and whether isolated or
variously coordinated. A particular reaction time, howe-mr, is in
reality representatire only of those movements of the same mature.

It is misleading to spenk of an? individual's general reaction time,
nor is it satisfactory to accept the reaction time of one group of move-
ments.-ts a general motor characteristic of the individual.

Sea-shore anid associates (49, 50) have carried out extensive corre-
lational and factorial analyses of individual differences in sensoryI miotor coordinntions. Evidence was found for the existence of cer-
tain group factors or areas within which tests were at least moder-
ately related-. Examination of the nature of these groupings of tests
showed that the boundarieks of the groups usually cut across those of
(1) specificnmusculature and (2) specific sense fields. Thusthe varn-
ous skilld actions of a given museulature were not found to be signi-
firantly correlated, but similar skified actions of different znuscu-
at tres were closely correlaited. SiAmilarlythie various slled a.ctionls

involving a given sense field were not ordinarily correlated, but similar
skilled niuscuhur reactions involving different s-ense fields were usually
at least moderutely correlated. In general, the factors correspond
to qualitative similarities in the pattern of action -Ind not to basic
biological constanits of sense field of musculatures.
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CHAPTER FOUR_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

The Relative Effectiveness of
Presenting Numerical Data by the

Use of Tables and Graphs'
L.tuwoR F. C.RTR

INTRODUCTION

The flight engineer, bombardier, and navigator must frequently
refer to different mathematical functions in performing their flight
duties. Since these numerlcaZ functionz are usually presented in
either graphic or tabular form, it is desirable to reduce the degree of
error found in their use by determining the beAt means of presenting
these relationships. The Flight Data Branch of the Aircraft Projects
Section requested the Acro MZedical Laboratory to study this problem
and recommend the best methods for presenting data for use by air-
crew members.

There are a number of different factors, such as type size, grouping
of data, selection of units for the axes of graphs, and relationship of
lines to white space, which should be investigated, but the fundamental
purpose of this study was to compare the relative efficiency with which
data presented in tables and graphs can be used. It is desirable to be
;ible to recommend that given types of data for certain uses be pre-
sented by resort to tabular or graphic techniques.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

To present comparable data in graphic and tabular form, a table
and a graph for each of the following equations was prepared. The
form of the material presented was as follows:

Table I and graph I, y=1.2x

Table II and graph IT, y=

'Thik haipter is based upon research 11ndings reported In Headquarters AMC. FnatInoar-
I,.; DmiIon Memorandum Reports Y ,. TPA'tA C94-1 and TSEAA-894-1C.
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Table III aind graph 111, ycx; c= 1.21 IA., 1.6; 1.8% and 2.0

Table IV and, graph IV, y= Y; c=60, 70, 80, 90, and 100

The taibles were preparedI with five-unit increnieritts in the argument.
Each of the graphs was plotted on standard -raph paper (Frederic
Post Coipaiiy, Numnber 317-S, 20 x 20 lines to the inch) with one 1!nit
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Piountr 4A1 Sainple shoi.ng the typc of graph used In the study.

on the abscissa equaling one unit, in the argument and one unit of
ordinate for figure I and one-hialf unit for all other figures equaling
one unit in result. Table 4 and figuire 4 of the experinttal xnaterial
tire presented to illustrate the tables and graphs used.
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The master copies of the tables were typed. T e graph6s were drawn
with india ink. Th-se master copies were then photographed and '_i

glossy prints of each table nd graph were made. Answer shets were
drawn up requiring the subject; to write down the res-,lt to the arga- I
ments given in each item. For the simple tables and graphs the
.ubjects were required to give answers both where the arguments were
tabulated and where interpolation va!5 "equired. For the tables and
.graphs presenting families of data, the -ubjects were required to work

with arguments for tabulated values, aln- with argumen!s requiring
both single interpolation and double interpolation. Identical pieb-
lems were presented for both the tables and graplL, but the order of
problems within a series was randomized so that the subjects would
n.ot recognize that they were working the !ame problems. Earl-
subject worked problems using each table and each graph. Th.A
material was presented in the following order: table I, graph 1, graph
II, table It, table III, graph III, graph IV, table IV. Time limits
were established so that none of tie subjects were able to complete all
the problems presented. The time lintits used for each part were rs
follows:

.I3 ...............
T ', -1vrapthi ................. .. Irn. ,............ 3 . ........
T ." III .tV 4'. ........................ ll .45............ .. ...... I :t40.

iv.............. ... ....... . . . . .. .
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Before the nmterial was adminterxd the m]esboa of "-.etering euch
lab!e a d grph was explained, The subjects were also giren a short
reiew of the techniques of single and double interpolation.

W1ith this material, it was pos.ible to investigate whether tabular
or grapikal presentation is s:perior for linear and curvilinear data,
for gringle sds of data and for families of data, and which is superior
when the subjects are required to enter tie table with tabulaied values
and when they are required to interpolate by using nontabulated
argumenta.

&%utnr.1&RESULTS

Te results of administering this material to 27 subjects (06 pilots
and I navi,.tor) were annalyzed from two points of view: speed and
accuracy. The measure of speed used was simply the number of
problems completed in a given time, but several mez.mres of accuracy

were used. Table 4.- shows the results of the administration when
[ ianaly-zed for numbekr of problems completed. Figure 4 1. shows the

Iarerage number of problems completed per minute when using th6
tables and graphs.

From table 4.2 and figure 42 it is quite evident that, as far asqxed
of use is concerned, the table is superior to the graph whenever the
arguments used in entering the table are tabulated, but that when the
arguments are nontabulated, the gruphical presentation is superior.
In all cases the difference between the performance on the table and
on ths graph is so great that the statistical probability is less than
one in a thousand that the direction of these differences would be
changed if the experiment were repeated on a similar group of men.
TA=Z 4.1.-Mcaxi. standard derialtion. and significance of di[fcrence bctwcem

table. and graphs in crmis of tho numrbcr of pro-?cme conplfecd

ftlfl ~U~f Standard deTlati

CP.t
] Graph Tahl Graph

?ASML"lAT- TALCE X

Tab!* I and graph I .......... .41 13.04 518 2.01 1?.1
Tabt 11 an griph l ............................ 2 52 4.1 . 21.1
Tai e IM! atn) fraph III ........................... 2o.01 11.67 2.43 2.CA M .44
Tab'l IV and Cralth IV ............................ 20.52 9. 4i 3. 2. 11 21711

Table I ghaph I ................................. 13.67 7. S &42 4.04 .i
TaI.e 11 ",1 mpa~h IL......... ........... ... ... 10.,12 120.19 3.M .0 3. 16

3Tat-Is III and) tra, III...........................22z43 17.30 3.31 &O 6.&41
Table IV ani grh IV ............................. 3M.14 11.41 2.65 41 &93

DOrDLE IN. 1Z,'OLAI1O6

Talitu III anl rrih lIt ........................... z4 10.22 1.14 3.27 31.21
Table IV and gralh IV ............................ 3.15 M5.07 1.0 0 29 11.07

s There crlkl--P ratl.s were conlpule.1 by the Ir', "Wze ,"I-I on ,p. 1.5 it. of Peters, C'. C. and Van
Vcgbhb W. Ri., .ladkd pio:du.ta 4 13131 ,..",,m~t/r £4111. %ew York: .Mc(rw.Iltul Book Co.
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Probiata ror -iehih Tebulatod values Are !Use

Tible I -. .

M ~e 11- .... sIi

75 bS r - N -

GraphLIf i

T-ableobles for Thih S3.ls ltorpolston II Ia.4Graph U.

Table I

Graph 1 !

Table 11
Groph 11Table III

Graph IV I

i oTble--. for Whi~h Douible Interpolotion Is Used

Table III. _..

Table IV~:

'( problems Completed Par Hinute

FauuvR 4.2. Relative speed In obtaining Information firu tables and from grapl.'

The criterion for accuracy is not as clear cut as is that for speed.

A number of small errors may not be as serious as one or two large
errors. Table ,.3 shows the number of errors made, the average
magnitude of these errors, and the average ma gni tude of the erron/
in terms of the total mmber of problems attempted. In all cases an
error is any answer which differs from the correct answer by oue or
I1ore units.

It was not thought wise to co)ipute imore elaborate statistics for the
,rror dlata since the listributions were very skewed, being almost J

Am~ped.
A second measure of accuracy is the percentage of problems at-

te;il)tvd for which the ansiver was in error. Table 4.4 shows the per-
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TAnMr 42..-Sum bcr of crrore and heir arerG agni. 9ie

I -. ,erar r u

T"umber X neTamv. each error per
oetri I eh aenmr problem com-

Tzb Oraph Table Graph Table Or&*

Table I__ _ _ _I .. . .................. 2 , -. 100 0.02 &21

Table I and daph It ..................... 4 32 175 6.85 .02 LOSTabe I! In arA mI I I ................... 12 6,5 &42 & of .19 L.3
Talk. IV and tri IV ................... 23 221 12.&1 t26 .3 1.=

MWOLZ IXT ZM"OJO

rsl T sa- graph I ....................... at1 5I3 2.46 102 .34 .08
TWO e I and graph It ..................... 71 233 &3 3.60 LAI L4
Table III and graph lit .................. 130 192 &-89 t.s i.3 18
Table IV and 1pph IV ................... 93 4.52 4.oo L47 .94

DOUSML 1IMOLAt3ONI

Tab l and Iaph lit ................... 44 257 12.02 7.47 Lft
Tabl IV " ap IV .................. 61 360 &. 11 2.% 4.36 104

TA.zL. 4A.-Pcrcntage error it. using tablcs and graphs

'umber of erros 41- Numbec j.rstr
vlded by tot2 com. than one dlvided byPlowe x 100 tot~rl €oMv 110

Table Graph Tabl Gr&p

?TAUITZD ?ALUN6

Tabe I and vsph I .................................... 0.3 10.S 0.3 2.0
Table 1 1 i.a aph 1! ................................... .5 1.4 .2 .A
Table III and raph II ................................ .2 20.6 t0 7.3
Table IV mod graph IV ................................ 4.2 47.5 .4 12.3

SIoL1 L"I MUOLA"XTO

Tabl I and ph I .................................... 21.9 29.6 7.3 4.1
Tal,e Ii and 1.raph 1 .................................. 27.5 42.7 12.3 1l.
Table Ilt and arph IIII ................................ 3.6 41.1 0.8 15.2
Table IV and grsph IV ................................ 32.6 71.9 1l9 29.4

DOUDLX INTL LAfION

.Tablie and graph III ........................... 62 69.5 49.8 24.0
Table IV and graph V ............................... 71.8 784 1..9 48.

centago error in terms of the number of problems attempted and also
the percentage error where the error was greater than one unit. This
latter statistic is given since in graphs II, III, and IV the smallest
division on the ordinate of the graph represented two units and it is
not reasonable to expect the answer to be correct within less than one
ureitL
The data in table 4.3 and table 4.4 support the same conclusions re-

garding the accuracy with which the material is used when presented
in gra)hic and tabular form. It is ap)arent that when the tables are
entered with tabulated values we find the table to be superior to the
graph in both speed and accuracy. On the other hand, whenever the
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table cannot be entered directly and some type of interpolation must
be used, the data gathered from the graph is just as accurate and per-
haps more accurate than that gathered from the table. With the
graph a large number of errors are made but they are usually very
F11all errors.

It seems apparent that when relatively accurate answers are required
and it is not possible to tabulate all the values that will be used, the
ainterial should be presented in graphic form. On the other hand, if

speed is essential and some accuracy cain be sacrificed, it seems better to
have the material presented in tabular form and not to require any
interpolation by allowing all entries to be made with the nearest tabu-
lated argument.

FURTHER RESEARCH

The results reported above suggest that further research should be
done to determine the best composition of graphs and the best length
for tables. As was demonstrated, a table can be used more rapidly
and accurately than a corresponding graph when the arguments used
in entering the table are tabulated. However, when the arguments
used are such as to require interpolation in the table, its'use is slower
than is the use of the graph. This suggests that it may be possible that
a table in which all of the unit values are tabulated can be used more
rapidly than a graph since there will be no need for interpolation with
such a table. Of course such a table is more complicated to construct
and may have ten or twenty times more pages than the corresponding
graph. If such a table is too cumbersome, then a table in which every
other point is tabulated might be superior since most of the arguments
would be tabulated and those which were not would require only the
simplest interpolation: that is, interpolation exactly halfway between
two tabulated values.

It is also possible that the composition of graphs may bo improved.
Perhaps graphs in which the coordinate lines are spaced further apart
would be read more rapidly and just as accurately as those in which the
coordinate lines are closer together. It also seems possible that gnphs
should be entered on the y-axis rather than on the x-axis as is tradi-
tionally done. All of our reading habits involve reading from left to
right and from the top of the page down, but the traditional method
of entering graphs requires reading from the bottom up and often from
right to left.

To investigate these different possibilities, a second experiment was
designed. In an attempt to det ermine the opt imnal number of tabulated
points in a, table three different tables have been constructed: one in
which every fifth point in the major arguilnent and every tenth point in
the minor argument is given, another where every second point is
given for both arguments, and a third with every point given. Three
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graphs h-.e been constructed in which the distance between the co.
ordinate lines has been varied; one graph is drawn on 20 x 20 lines-to.
the-inch graph paper, another on 8 x 8 graph paper, and the third on
4 x 4 graph paper. Finally one graph has been constructed on 20 x 20
graph paper in which the independent variable is plotted on the y-axis.
At the time of writing, this material is being administered through the
cooperation of Dr. Clarke Crannell at Miami University.

SUMMARY

1. A comparison was made of the relative speed and accuracy of
individuals in using graphs and tables. Identical mathematical func-
tions were presented in both graphic and tabular form and experimen-
tal subjects solved the same set of problems with each presentation.

2. It is concluded that the table is superior to the graph in both speed
and accuracy of use whenever the arguments used in entering the table
are tabulated, but that whenever the arguments are nontabulated a
graphic presentation is superior to a tabular one in speed of use and
that it is just as accurate.
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CHAPTER FIVE

Psychological Factors Involved
in the Design of

Air Navigation Plotters'
JULMEN X. CHRmTssOX

bi! INTRODUCTION

One important part of the aerial navigator's job involves the measur-
iug and plotting of various vectors and lines of position. In order to
facilitate these measurements and plottings, the navigator employs
an aircraft plotter. The plotter is an instrument combining a special
protractor and straight edge. It is used to measure given angles and
to plot lines along angles of specified numbers of degrees. Previous

investigations have shown that an appreciable percentage of the errors
made by navigators can be attributed to their plotting instruments.
In a recent unpublished study by Robert T. Joseph of this laboratory,
rated AAF navigators were required to measure and to plot 20 single-
leg courses. The incidence of error (i. e., an answer differing by more
than 10 from the correct answer) in this simple task was about
5 percent. In another test carried out in 1945 by the Psychological
Research Project (Navigator) of the Air Training Command the
common types of dead reckoning and air plot problems were adminis-
tered to rated AAF navigators. The authors reported the incidence
(f plotter error to be as high as 31 percent.,

PURPOSE

The present experiment was designed so that variations in the basic
components of air navigation plotters could be studied. The results
•re to be used as a basis for the design of a plotter which incorporates
those features which contribute to error reduction and facility *,t
tie handling of the instrument.

'This chapter Is bared upon rcfl, rch findings reporied In IIeadquarters .AMC Engineer.
In, DIvision .Memuorandum Iteport No. TSE.AA-094-1D.

Itti-oarch bulletIn 45-3. Pychologtcni Section. Ome of the Surgeon, AA'TC.
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'4

DESCRIPTION AND DEFINITION OF PLOTTER ERRORS

Plotter errors may be classified into precisely defined groups. Ap-
proximately 90 percent of the plotter errors fall into the four groups

termed reciprocal, tolerance, reversal, and reference.
A reciprocal error is defined as that type in which the navigator

reads the value of a measured or plotted line exactly 1800 in error. It
is apparent from examination of the plotters that one reason for this
is the fact that each position on the protractor is shared by two scales
whose values differ by 1800.

A tolerance error is defined as that type in which the navigator
reads a few degrees in error either because of carelessness or inability
to read the scale with the required accuracy. A tolerance of 11 on
either side of the correct answer was allowed. Thus, if the correct
answer was 1030, answers 1020 and 104 were also considered correct.

A reversal error is defined as that type in which the navigator
reads in the wrong direction from a numbered graduation mark. Thus,
if the navigator meant to plot a value of 930 , he made a reversal error
if he read in the wrong direction from the 900 mark and plotted
an erroneous course of 80.

A reference error is defined as that type in which the navigator
measures or plots a course using East or West instead of North as a
reference of zero. Such an answer is always 900 or 2700 in error.

Miscellaneous errors were found to include the following types:
1. Confusion between the figures 3 and 5. The inverted flat-topped

threo (2) and the inverted five (9) are quite similar in appearance.
2. Transposition errors. For example, plotting 1930 for 1390.
3. Misreading a number. For example, reading 22G0 for 2660.
4. Inverting the plotter and using it wrong face up.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

In order to determine the causes of plotter errors and in order to
be able to recommend methods of eliminating these errors logical
variations were made in the design of the basic elements of plotters.
Tests were carried out to determine the relative effectiveness of these
variations. Four basic c,,parisons were examined in this experi-
ment. In order to examine these four comparisons it was necessary to
design, and construct five experimental plotters. Each experimental
plotter was designed for use in the study of one basic comparison;
therefore, none of the experimental models should be considered a
plotter recommended for general use. These were used in conjunction
with a model which, exiept for the scales on the base, is a copy of the
plotter used at r'sent in the Army Air Forces.
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Design of the Experimental Plotter Models.
The first comparison. involving the models shown in figure 5.1, was

designed in order to determine whether it would be better to have one
or two straight edges on a plotter. It is practically impossible to
measure a course within one plotter's width of the top of the chart
with the single-edged plotter unless it is inverted. When the single-
edged plotter is inverted it then becomes necessary to read all scales
upside down and in a direction opposite to that used when the plotter
is in the normal position. 'When using a two-edged plotter the oper-
ator merely has to slide the plotter down and use one of the parallel
lines or the top edge. It is never necessary to use the two-edged plotter
topside down.

The second comparison, involving the models shown in figure 5.2,
was designed in order to determine whether it would be better to have
the protractor scale read from left to right or from right to left. The
scales on the present AAF plotter read from right to left. This is
contrary to normal habit. The left-right reading habit is well estab-
lished. Practically all reading matter, tables, rulers, etc., are read'
in such manner.

The third comparison, involving the models shown in figure 5.3,
was designed in order to determine whether it would be better to num-
ber the graduations on the proctractor scales every 100 or every 50.
On model II the 50 graduation marks as well as the 100 graduation
marks were numbered. It was thought that numbering more of the
graduation marks would aid in the prevention of reversal of errors.

* The fouith comparison, involving the models shown in figure 5.4,
was designed in order to determine whether it would be better to have
two protractor elements or one protractor e.pment on a plotter. One
element was set 1800 in azimuth from the other so that the figures of
one would always appear right side up. If the navigator wished, he
could obtain independent readings on the two protractors and use one
reading as an accuracy check on the other.

In order to facilitate drafting and increase the accuracy of the
reduced printed model the designs for the six plotters were drafted
on a linear ratio of 2: 1. The models were drafted by Paul Galloway
of the Acro Medical Drafting Unit and printed by the AMC print
shop on 0.0S0-inch plexiglas. The Machine Shop Branch trimmed
them and drilled the reference holes.

Design of the Experimental Test Materials.

The test materials designed for use with thco plotters consisted of
2G measuring items and 2G plotting items. Twenty-six items were

printed on a Mercator chart. The remaining 20 items were printed
on a type of chart similar to the Mercator except that the meridians
Were approximately as far apart as the meridians on a sectional
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neronautical chart. This type chart was used In preference to a
Lambert conformal chart, as it simplified teaching the high-school
students to use the charts. Six similar alternate-charts were con.
.tructed. Sample charts are shown in figures 5.5 and 5.6.

The first six items were used as warm-up problems, so the graded
test consisted of 4G items. In order that an adequate sample of both
measuring and plotting could he obtained, the subjects were required
to measure aml to plot in :dternate order. Six alternate forms of the
test were conbIructed. An idea of the reliability of the tests may
be obtained from the fact that the Pearson product-moment correla-
tion using different plotter models on alternate forms was of the order
of 0.75. The reliability of each test is necessarily as high or higher.

I ~~ T- T r.j.i 4

I II ? j:-T:
_ -l--: __--i ~

, :1:: 1''E E* ,,

iiI_ - I -.- --

Fiumi: 5.5.-Test chart No. L

The act un chart was 15'," by 12%1".
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The actual chart was 15 s ue' by 12'%".

Administration of the Tests.

Oheeor ondeac o th succe.stive s ool days was spet with each
of four classes at each of four Dayton, Ohio, high schools.' The fitday was devoted entirely to teaching each clatss the use of thle chatrts
andl the appropriate pair of plotters. Each of the subsequen~t days
was devoted to a war'm-up period followed by'a test on one of thle two
L'xperlnmetal plotters used with that part icular group.' Subjects were
('Ucour'aged not to omit any problemns. I~ach sbetwre ihbt
plIotter's of at designated pair', thus serving as his owil cotitrol. The

STh,' author Is 1nmlettd to HL. Llioda, Assistanit Suptrlntend~:at of Schools for Dayton,
tilhi,, (or nmaking pox~Iblo th,' testlng Iprograln In the Thayton 1Iiigh Schools.

' The author Is Indited to James arith. Melyin WArrick, antnd George Airamns for oxAmt.

ahe In awInlnivterIng the tOtg st the four hIgh schoolo.
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plotters were taught and the tests were administered in an order
ianned so that no advantage would accrue to any of the experimental
plotters. Using plotters I and II as an example, plotter I was taught
first and tested first at the first school; plotter I was taught second and
tested first at the second school; plotter I was taught second and
tested second at the third school; plotter I was taught first and tested
second at the fourth school. Compensation for differences in learning
ability among the plane geometry, advanced algebra, and trigonom-
etry classes was made by matching insofar as possible an equal number
of each type of student taking a particular plotter first with an equal
number of each type of student taking the alternate plotter first.

A time limit of 25 minutes was used at the first school. As 56 per-
cent finished the test the second day, the tine limit was reduced to 20
minutes for the three remaining schools. To adjust for this, the first,-
day means for the first school for "number of items attempted" were
multiplied by 0.80. The second-day means for the first school for
number of items attempted were estimated by using the means of a
similar class which took the same test in another school and used the
20-minute time limit. This estimate was accurate enough as only a
cursory analysis of speed was deemed necessary. It is important to
note, however, that the longer time limit at the first school would not
significantly affect the percent of error scores, since the students who
finished the test did not go back and check their work.

ANALYSIS OF RESULTSI The types and numbers of errors are summarized in table 5.1.
Inspection of this table discloses that 55 percent of all errors were
errors in measurement and that 45 percent of all errors were errors in
plotting. Further inspection discloses that reciprocal errors occurred
most frequently. Tolerance errors were the next most common
type and reversal errors were third. These three types constituted 84

PxADZ 5.1.-Total measuring and plotting crrors by type'

Measuring Plotting 'plotting
Type of eo __ .

Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent

Reclprocl ................................ 611 49.1 124 11.7 755 32.
Tolerance' .............................. 361 12.8 538 50.3 702 30.0neveral .................................. 2'J9 23.3 212 2D.0 ill 21.8
Reference ................................. 148 11.5 47 4.4 195 &3
Miscllaneous. ........................... 42 3.3 139 13.1 181 7.7

Total .............................. ,2S4 100.0 1,060 I00.0 2,M344 I Iwo

I For a deflilith"1n of thr . t "e3 of drturo see "Demcrlltlon and Definition of Plotter Errors."
I "Cmo nantl nZ" trrurs arc Inihlutd unde,,r the two titles applicable In each ca.. Thus. If an Individual

made both a r, "Iri ,nud rev, r. |. error on one problem. the error was tabulated once under rcclproc¢l and
once uudct revrrl. 1 rre were 3 3"cviubatlun -errors.
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percent of the total number of errors. Thus, variations that reduce
these three types of errors should appreciably reduce the total number
of plotter errors. High-school advanced-nathenatics students made
approximiiately twice as many errors as did rated navigator., but their
errors were in the same general proportions of reciprocal, reversal, and

. tolerance, as shown in table 5.2. These three types of errors con-
Btituted 81 percent of the total for both populations.

TAliBL 5.2.-Brcak-down of plottcr errors by typcs: Comparison of a group of
AAP navigators and a group of high school advanced mathenaties students

O AAF 34S m.the.
Typ of error navigators mattcs Stu.

(pwnot of dents (pe.rent

total crr.,s) of total erro)

Peciprocal .................................................................. 22 32Tol~emn ................................................................... 43 30
Reversal ............................ .................................... 19 22

eferenc,. ............. (I $
I l ella.. . . . . . . ............... 14

Total .................................................................... . .. 100

I This report makes no referenme to reference errors. It is not known whether reference errors wie
never made by rated navigators or whether they were Included with the mrkcellaneous errors, How.
ever, the Incidence of this type of error Is low and has little bearing on tb. comparison.

Further inspection of table 5.1 will show how the various errors were
divided between problems involving measurement of a given vector
and problems involving plotting a vector of a specified number of
degrees. It can be seen that 631 out of a total of 755, or 84 percent, of
all reciprocal errors were made on measurelnent problems; only 16 per-
cent were made on plotting problems. Measurement would seem to
be a simpler operation than plotting. The subject merely placed the
plotter on the course, made necessary adjustments, and read the answer.
The high incidence of this type of error might be explained by the
fact that this process soon becomes highly automatic for an experienced
navigator and so, without thinking, the subject apparently often read
the most accessible figure and thus made a reciprocal error. Analysis
shows that the high-school students made reciprocal errors by errone-
ous reference to the outer scale more frequently than by erroneous ref.
erence to the inner scale by a ratio of 1.21 to 1.00. This proved to be
even more strikingly true in the earlier study of navigators carried out
by Joseph.5 He found a ratio of 2.6 to 1.0, using a sample of 100 ex-
perienced navigators.

Analysis of Four Basic Factors of Plotter Design
The criterion established for the determination of the relative

effectiveness of various basic plotter designs was accuracy. However,
the gain in accuracy must not be at the expense of such other important

Prom an unpuldil4hed report by Robert T. Joseph, Acro Metleal laboratory, Wright
Field, Dayton, Ohio.
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Mm. 5..-Effectivcneis of different plotter variations hi reducing errors.

fwtors as speed, size, weight, adafStability to crowded working con-
ditions, aned durability.

A "percent of error" score was computed for each subject by divid-
ing the total number of errors committed by the number of problems
completed. Values of t were computed for the four basic comparisons
by using the method of differences between paired scores. The results
shown in figure 5.7 indicate that if accuracy were the only criterion
the ideal plotter should have a double edge and a single protractor.
The question of left-right scale versus right-left scale was not so clear.
The p value was .30. However, the mean for the left-right scale was
lower, and, as a choice must be made, it would seem preferable to use
the left-right scale. The same is true to a lesser extent for the 5o vs.
10° scales, as the p value was only .18. More experimental evidence
is being collected on the left-right vs. right-left reading habits and
their application to dial and scale design.

TAnUIA: 5..-Olattributlon statistIca of plotter rrora and t valuc for four baxic
plotter compartsons

Means
Percent of the RangSof ohe 8)of

Comparl~u N of 1rcene differ. differenC hrenoe SE ,41 p
errorsece sores

3TTOtS reS oi1

I 901 tter I (1"cle) ......... 10."3 0 . 1.,4 -27.21o+35.3 9.90 1.09 1.41 0.1S

Plotter I (doUblgedlie).. 97 1.74 .77 2.56 -30.5 to A37.0 S.50 .87 193 .01

i, l)..................067 7.83 31.53PIhtterV (rIht.h ftale) 07 9.02 30.47 3.19 -35.4to-+33.8 9.27 1. 3!.04 .30
lotter IV (double lrg-

tractor) ................. 99 11l1 9.83
'lotter , (single prt1so1 3.00 -33.0 to +30. 9.01 .91 .30 .006
to() ..................... 99 .3 & 04

0 The hlihtr the nI'ttl. the gmtt'er the iorvet of error: thervforo, the plo)tter %, Ith the higher mean is the
' orm ih re.l'vet to hikxunwy. Tite error -c'ra Ie 1 synony)mous with the 3ercttit of problems wrong.
Cot~ufl~itlMon rrvros (tuo errors on one prubh.m) nre tct ounted twki.

IThe dultrentv kcre of one NuIPJvt tus 4.7 vguin from the mean of the difference scorcq. IlLs Soore wbs
omilted.L 84
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The distributions of the percent of error scores were appreciably
skewed as can be seen in table 5.3. However, the distributions of the
difrerence scores were quite normal. In the interpretation of the
mean and sigima values of the difference scores the range should be
loted, as a large proportion of the difference scores were negative.
It was these difference scores that were used in the calculation of the
t values.

TABLE 5A.-Mcan n1u1mber of problcnis comptlcd by plottcrs tor four basto
plottcr comparisons

.Mrin num,
Comparbe N bet coin. Dt erern

pkted

1o ter 1-10 degree scale .................................................. &S 3C at .. 04
Plotter 11-5 degree a............................................. 3&47......... _
Potter I..gle ep ............................................. 97 3&.oh.........
Plotter V -double edge ............................................. ..... 3 X 0 . 49
Plotter I1 l-left-right Sc ................................................ 67 3C ..........
Plotter V -riehtleft s le ....................................................... .C .00
P t - ubll prott-Wt ............................................. 99 33.48 ............
Plotter V-single protractor ............................................... ... 7 36. S

Table 5.4 presents the pertinent data of the speed analysis. Eight
Pearsonian coefficients of correlation were computed between percent
of error and number of problems attempted. All were negative and
ranged from -. 11 to -. 46. The median coefficient was -. 30. This
finding is compatible with the psychological principle applicable to
tasks of this nature; namely, that the most accurate performers are,
in general, also the most rapid. Perhaps the most significant single
conclusion that can be drawn from the data in tables 5.3, 5.4, and 5.5
and figure 5.7 is the fact that error scores can be reduced by making
changes in basic plotter design without reducing the speed with which
the subjects can handle the instrument. In fact, working speed is
generally increased (table 5.4). It seems obvious, however, that the
major emphlasis should be placed on error reduction and not on speed,
as, unless the speed differences are very great, the time the navigator
spends with a plotter is relatively unimportant when compared with
the importance of obtaining afi accurate answer.
Other Findings of Importance

In grading the papers it was apparent that a flat-topped three (3)
and a five (5) were confused when inverted. It is believed that a
figure 3 with a round top (3) would not be as easily confused with a
coventional 5. Such a finding should not be viewed its it contradic-
tion of Bierger's findings.6 His recommended number designs impjly
that the figures will be read in normal fashion. However, the navi-
gator often finds it necessary to read figures upside down on several

Blerger. Curt, "Stroke-wlith, form, And hiurlzoutnl pithaig of numerala as ideterral.
hants of the threshold of rvcotalthn," Jourmu! of .Ipplcd 'sycholo y, 2$, 1014. 208-231.
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H
of his instruments, When it is likely that readings are to be taken
with figures upside down, a flat-topped 5 is not recommended.

It is common knowledge to AAF navigators that the most difficult

vectors to measure and to plot are those which are nearly parallel

to a meridian. This was also true for the experimnental group. The
incidence of error on this type of problem was 21.2 percent as compared
with 8.9 percent for all other types of problems. "Further evidence
as to the difficulty experienced with these near-meridian vectors can be
obtained by examination of the problems omitted. Only 130 of the
14,823 problems read were omitted, but of these, 62, or 47.7 percent,

were problems within 100 of being parallel to a meridian. Yet this
type of problem comprised only 16.2 percent of the total problems read.

A RECOMMENDED PLOTTER

As a result of the analysis of the data of this experiment it is be-
lieved that, an improved plotter should combine the features described
in the following paragraphs. A model has been drafted in order to
show how the combination of these features would look in an actual
pilotter. This model is shown in Figure 5.8.

IH it.......L%WIA WA t00atM

..iiy ~ ~ ~ , .. . *.. .. . ,% ,, ,,, , . ,, , . , , . . ,,, .

tioua 5.8.-A plotter desigi comblinlng desirable variations of plotter elements.

This plotter has two straight edges instead of one. It has the pro-
tractor elment set down into the base proper. This feature is highly
desirable according to the accuracy criterion and slightly favored from
the standpoint of speed. The two-edged plotter never needs to be
inverted when mneasuring or plotting a course near the top of a chart;
the user needs merely to :;ido it down and use the other edge if lie

finds that lie cannmot get a reading with the bottom edge of the plotter

placed on the vector in question. A double-edged plotter is also far

more durable than a single-edged plotter as it has no points of stress
where tho protractor element joins the base of the plotter. Setting

the prot ractor element ito the base also pernits the eiployient, of a

larger protractor without increasing the over-till width of the plotter.
rhis makes it possiblh to print the graduation marks farther apart.
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This feature should enable the navigator not only to read the scales
miiore rapidly, but also to read them with greater precision. This
feature should materially reduce tolerance errors.

The left-right scale of the recommended plotter should materially
reduce reversal errors. The left-right reading habit is conventional.
Practically all reading materials (e. g., this line of print) are read
from left to right. "Most scales, such as those on common rulers, in-
crease from left to right. In a stressful or emergency situation and
moments of inattention it may be expected that an individual will
revert to the most deeply ingrained habit, which is to read from left
to right. With the plotter now in use this results in a reversal error,

A "staircase" scale has been employed in the design of the recoin-
mended plotter. It is believed that this type of scale will also aid in
the reduction of reversal errors. It will .be noticed by referring to
the recommended model that the larger unit figures arc matched with
the longer graduation marks. A navigator should learn promptly
that if a vector lies on or near a relatively long graduation mark, his
answer must be in the 6-9 range in the units place, and, correspondiing-
ly, if a vector lies on or near a relatively short graduation mark, tie
correct digit must be in the 1-4 range in the units place. There is
no reversal problem at the numbered increments. Admittedly this
does not completely solve the problem of the 5-degree reversal (e. g.,
reading 95 for 85), but it is hoped that the "staircase" effect will
cause tle user to realize as lie departs from a numbered graduation
that the reading must be smaller if he goes down the stairs, and larger
if he goes up the stairs. * Unique markings enable easy recognition
of the 5-degree graduation marks. A study has been initiated in an
effort to determine the effects of the staircase scale on reduction of
rever.al errors. The experiment is being designed so that the results
will have application to a number of problems.

It is believed that a 10-degree scale should be used on the protractor
element. A plotter with a 5-degree scale was used more accurately but
not more rapidly than a plotter with a 10-degree scale. As can be
seen in table 5.5 this increased accuracy was brought about chiefly
by a reduction in reversal errors. However, it can be seen by exami.
nation of the models with the graduations numbered every 5 degrees
th'at it was necessary to make the figures quite small. For purposes
(f the experiment, figures of this same size were used on all the experi.
mental plotters. Hlowever, tliese small figures would be ext remely (if-
ficult to read in vibrating aircraft anl under conditions of poor illumi-
nation, and for this reason it seems preferable to use larger figures and

place them at only the 10-degrce graduation marks. .It is a debatable
point and if the size of the plotter were unrestricted, a 5-degree scale
WoUld be preferable. It is felt, however, that the purpose of the
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5-degree scale (i. e., reduction of reversal errors) is served as well orbetter by employment of the staircase scale described above.

T.%ALc 5.5.-Error brcak-down by plotter types
[Measurint and plotting errors comblael)

!11 WM sI.
Totalerrors Reverml R -Reference T olernoe 1ancous

Plottermodel number R N N E

z r- z -iz z zt

1-10 scale ............. 85 n.M 3M 10.8 91 3.1 115 3.0 28 0.9 67 2.2 22 0.7
1-scal...................3.055 20 8. 58 1.8 82 2,7 32 1.0 68 2.2 22 .7

I-slnle edge ............. 97 3.U. 4 408 11.5 U5 2.7 124 3.5 36 1.0 113 3.2 40 1.1
VI-doubledge ............ 3.598 31S 8.8 63 1,8 102 2.8 27 .8 105 2.9 18 .5
IlI-L--Rscla .............. , 2,349 173 7.4 33 1.4 61 2.6 21 .9 48 2.0 10 .4
V-R-Lkale ............ .. 2.448 212 8.7 43 1.8 74 3.0 23 .9 56 2.3 16 .7
IV-touble protractor ..... 99 3.241 36,3 11.2 77 2.4 108 3.3 16 .6 131 4.0 31 1.0V-sinfle lrotraco. ......... 3. C6 290 &0 53 1.5 89 2.6 12 .3 114 3.2 22 .6

Totals. ............... 482T, 2,44 19.4 511 21 9 3.0 1 -0 2 o 2.8wzs 18 .1

Tho elimination or reduction of the reciprocal error is a more com-
plex problem. It is believed that most of the reciprocal errors are
orientation errors and not plotter errors. A competent navigator has a
general idea of the direction of a line of position or a vector before he
measures or plots it. Thus, if he is going in a northerly direction, he
knows that his course cannot possibly be in the vicinity of 1800. Or,
if he is heading north and drifting to the right, he knows that the wind
vector cannot indicate a wind from 900. However, the fact that
plotter lesign does play some part in reciprocal errors is evidenced
by the finding that navigators and naive subjects both prefer the outer
scale to thD inner scale. The recommended plotter combines the two
graduated scales. It is hoped that this will force the user to make an
intelligent choice between the two sides of the scale, each of which is
equidistant from the graduations, when lie takes a reading. The choice
between two sides of a single scale is a specific choice which is made
after the inechlanical operations of manipulating the plotter and de-
termining the point of intersection between the vector and the scale
have been Coml)eted.

Results of the experiment indicate that a single protractor plotter
is superior to a double protractor plotter. Tile double protractor
plotter appreciably slowed the subjects (see table 5.4) and did not
increase their accuracy (see figure 5.7).

The model of the revised plotter has a partial scale near the center
of the protractor. This "900 offset scale," as it is terined, is offered
as a solution to the problem of measuring or plotting lines or vectors
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liearly parallel to a meridian. When this scale is used, the parallels
of latitude instead of the meridians of longitude are used as zero
reference lines. In order to avoid confusion between the offset scale
and the regular scales, the offset scale extends only 200 on either side
of the zero point. The regular scales can be conveniently used when
the vector is greater than 200 from a meridian. It might be argued
that this offset scale would be useful only on a Mercator chart, as on
that chart the parallels and meridians are straight lines intersecting
at angles of 000. The answer to this is that an estimated 90-95
percent of all the navigator's measuring and plotting is accomplished
on a Mercator or grid, and even on such charts as the regional and sec-
tional, the error result ing from use of this offset scale will be found to
be negligible.

It is planned to adhere one small semispherical knob 11/ inches
from each end of the plotter. These two knobs (which are -not shown
in figure 5.8) will make it impossible for the navigator to use the
plotter wrong face up. The knobs also make the plotter easier to
pick up if it is lying wrong face down, as a tap on one end will
bring the other end up in the air, enabling the user to grasp it. This
is especially convenient if the navigator is wearing gloves.

The suggested plotter has one scale along each edge for measuring
distance in nautical miles. One scale is graduated in the ratio of 1 to
5,000,000 for use on sectional charts; the other is graduated in the ratio
of 1 to 1,000,000 for use on regional charts. The factor for converting
statute miles to nautical miles is also printed on the plotter. It is
believed that these two auxiliary scales are the only ones that are
necessary and that additional scales only foster confusion and impair

tie transparency of the plotter.
The plotter should be of 0.035-inch plexiglass construction. All

printing should be on the bottom side so that the possibility of parallax
errors in reading the scales will be eliminated. The bottom side of

the plotter should be covered with a thin acetate veneer to prevent the
printing from wearing away.

It is planned to compare directly the plotter recommeUded in this
study with the plotter employed at present in the AAF. The results
of such ali experinient will show how much is to be gained by com-
billing all the best features of the experimental plottersi and will in-
dicate whether the new plotter can be used with sufficiently greater
:ccuracy then the preseent plotter to warrant its ado)t in throughout
the AAF.

SUMMARY

1. TW Pre.'-Llt experiment was designed in order that variations in

four bIasic coimpomeit of air navigation plotters could be Studied. Six
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models were constructed and tried on 34S high-shool amdvanced-

mathematics students.
2. It wa.s found that a double-edg. plotter is superior to a single-edge

plotter, a left-right scale is probably superior to a right-left sale, .
50 scale is superior to a 10' scale, and one protractor element is better
than two.

3. A proposed new air-navigation plotter was designed, using the
findings of this study as a working basis.
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CPIER EIX__________
Design of Clock Dials for

Greatest Speed and Accuracy of
Reading in Military (2400-Hour)

Time System'I
WALTra F. GaRrrnx

INTRODUCTON

People commonly experience difficulty in using the 2400-hour time
system which has become standard. in military practice When mili-
tary time is read from a 12-hour dial, it is necessary to add 100 to &Ul
readlings after 12: 00 a. mn. The inental arithimetic thus required intro-
duces an opportunity for error and also someo delay in obtaining the

desired figure. On the other ]land, 24-hour dinls designed to give
readings directly in iigtary time are, at first glance, quite confusingi
to persons who have spent their entire life reading time from 12-hour
clock-s. In the 24-hour (hal, only one of the hourly positions can
nppe-ar in its conventional location. In addition, an interval of 1 hour
on the hour scale corresponds to 2%. instead of 5 minutes oil thle minute
sale. One of the major purposes of this experimientwas to find out

%diether thle 12-hour or 24-hour dial can he read more easily when
readings are rclquired in military time. A further purpose was to
evaluate a nuihcr of the possiible factors in the design of either type
of dial which ighwt infiluictce speed and accuracy with. which re-adings
are obtained.'

EXPERIMENTAL M1ATERIALS AND PROCEDURE'8

W~itht the assi~tance of pers~onn1el in (lie Instrunient and Navigation
13r:11tich of the Equipment Laboratory, 11 different designs of clock

Thu- cha~pter Is hl!iCed Ulo rerh Atlitss r.130nrt34 In [iiquarterm ANIC. Engineer-
In;, 11.In ib~ sz-mrrntlimn Report Numbewr T.1F.AA-G91-L

'This jprol-rn wa; a-uic':est tony the In41ruttrnt and Nard;ation flrsueh of the 1-juip-

3lDr. Jobn T. Cowle's nstIil1 In the prepratn of exrperimnental raateristsi fort this study.
T1-. nercyr 1-hotograj'Ial work vras doine by the Arro M1edical Laborittury I'ublleatons
t'nlt.
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dials were p~repared. A sample of each of thes designs is presented
in figure 0.1. 'rue first five clocks, types A through E, are variations
of the 12-hour ;dock. The remaining 6 are variations of the 24-hour
clock. The 11 clock dial designs used in thie experimen.t, weres --Iected
in orider to inake pos*sible a comparison of the following variables:

j 1. A 12-hour vs. a 2-I-hour dia.l.
2. Use of numeral1s v.& uo numerais on the minute scale.
3. U,"e of 1-minute vs. 5--minute, graduations on the minute scale.
4. Use of numerals at all hourly positions vs. replacement of some

nuiner.At with mere reference marks.
5. Addition of a 13- to 24-houir scale to the 12-hour dial vs. n; such

-Cale.
0. Placement of the 24-hour p)osition at the top vs. the bottom of

a 24-hour dial.
T. Placement of the G-minute position at the top vs. the bottom

of a 24-hour dial.
Mock-ups of the I I clocks were prepared with inmovable hands and

then photographed with the hands in different positions to mnake
up the actual itenis of a printed test. This test was made up in two
parts. In part I there were 10 reproductions of each clock face. The
different dial d.esigns were intermingled in a predetermined irregular
sequence so that the subject wa-s require,-' to change from one dial
to nnother as hie worked on the successive items of the test. A time
limnit was used for the entire part, and thus no speed data could be
obained for any individual dial design. Part 11 of the te-st was pre-
pared with 10 reprodluctions of each dial presented succsvely, thus
makingz possible the use of a time limit for each of the It designs
presented. Iii part II, therefore, both accura~cy and speed data couldI be obtained.

In selecting the time settings to be used in the actual test, an attempt
was mnade to control the avernge difficulty of the items for all clocks,
by eqiual in- such factors ns number of a. in. and p. m. readings,
number of readings at 5-minute positions, average magnitude of
minute readings. aind the number of hour readings at major positions
Mie, 3, 9,12, 15, efc.). In drterinining the "itqence in which the test
itemis appeared in p~art I of the bookict, preecautions were taken to
insuire that there was j,.- group~ing of it particular clock near the
beginning or esid of thie test. Thie actual test items used in part 11
of the test employed lime tiettings diffe,,rent from those used in part 1.

This test was administered to 62 ra ted military personnel at
Wright Field and to 100 advanced-inathematics students in a Dayton
high school. All Nib ects tookI- part I of the test prior to part 11. In
taking pairt II of the test, however, approximately one-hanlf of the
subjects began at the front of the test booklet. The ri-maining one-

hailf of ench group took part 11 of the test in reverme order. That is,
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they first completed the 10 items for the last dial design in the booklet
in the order in which they appeared, then those for the second last dial
design in the booklet, etc. For the rated military personnel, a time
limit of 15 minutes was used on part I of the test and a time limit of
45 seconds on each section of part IH of the test. For the high-
school students, a 19-minute time limit was used for part I and a
1-minute time limit for each section of part II.

RESULTS

A summary of the major re.-ults of this experiment is presented
in table 6.1, which shows the percent errors (of one or more minutes)
on each clock, for both parts of the test, and for both groups of
subjects. The table also shows the time per clock reading in seconds
for part II of the test, for both groups of subjects. At the bottom
of the table are shown the estimated differences required for signifi-
cance at the 1-percent level. Wherever the differences in the results
for any two clocks are equal to or greater than the differences at the
bottom of the table, they can be assumed to be genuine differences
and not the result of chance factors.

TATnTz .1.-Prcent errors and timc per reading for elcren expcrnicntal clock
dials

Rated millttry personnel Iligh-school students
N=02 N=100

Clock Part I Part 1i Part I Pat I!
type

Percent Prent Seconds Percent Percent Seconds
errors errors per etrors errors pr read

Ing Ing

A 7.2 &.4 ., 13.2 it's 7.82
8 5.6 7.1 5.39 8.6 13.8 7.88
C 19.0 19.1 5.61 27.4 23.5 865

S 8.7 13.3 5.G9 13.0 20.9 &24
7.3 14.5 5.34 13.0 23.9 8.10

I 7.4 8.0 4.93 13.3 MG. 6.00
4.2 &8 4.79 6.1 &4 6.56

10.8 17.3 & 40 353 22.8 7.95
118 17.7 5.45 19.6 .9.6 7.79
7.7 3.6 5.02 14.7 4.9 6.86
4 14.7 &64 35.9 14.2 7.82

,s~niflcance of lifferences

1'ereent Percent Periii
When the averare error Micore for 2 clocks being compartA Is ............... 5 10 20
The rev'illi Can, Ie cimidcred Imrniflc:ut (3.l.eretnt leel of confitence)

If ti .dlutrceiv.s wren, clocks wre equal to or grvater that the following:
Foir rated lovtmnel .................................................. 3. 4.7 & 2
For hrh.'hood students ............................................. 3 4.0 5.4

The tesialla fo time Ix-r clock repllne can be conshtered significant (.
lp'rc% fit level of cofl,,.nce) It the difTrrenes between clocks are equal
to or rrr.'trt th l the foloi luIn: &cod

For rated p-tonnel .................................................. .0 20
For high-sclool students ............................................... 31
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The results presented in table 6.1 are also presented in the form of
bar diagrams in figures 6.2, 6.3, and 6A. It will be noted in table 6.1
and figures 6.2, 6.3, and 6.4 that the data for high-school students and
rated personnel present substantially the same over-all )icture. In
general, also, the differences which appeared among the dials in part

Clock

A

, EjtC

Di

, Ei '-!0i

0 6 624 32 4
Foroent Frrora

Rated Aliltary personno| " N

, IHigI soho'l students N 100

IM'Zum 6.2..-.Percent errs In military time' reallings tin 11 e.IKwrimwinta lock
dials (part 1).

I of the test reappear in part I. Thus, although many of the differ-
(flles between dials on one part of the test and for one( group of subjects
'1rC not .ignificant, the fact that the differences are in the same direction
ill pilr!, II and for the other group of subjects greatly increases the
likelihood that the dlifferences are significant.
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In general, accuracy of readings was somewhat lower in part II
of the experiment, probably because the timing of individual sections
motivated the subjects to work at greater speed.

In table 6.2, an analysis is presented of the various types of error
made on the different clock dials. Most of the errors were 1 minute,

Cloek

A

a ___________ _____,.______

I F7

E. -2 -

Peraent eirrore

"rat4 adlitary persoana K P a (

Ids1t Sohool Atadmts N a 00

Ficvu: 0.3.-Percent errors In military time readings on 11 exporhuieutal clock
dials (part I1).

5 minutes, I hour, or 12 hours in magnitude. The frequency of each
of these types of error is presented for each dial for a random sample
of military personnel and another random sample of high-school
students.
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INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

Twelve-hour vs. Tw ~aty.four.hour Dial

Comparison of the first five with the last six clocks in table 6.1 shows
that there is no major advantage in favor of eitlier the 12- or 2.4-hour

Clock

A .. . . .. *-° 1 "L

C

17,

I, -

| I -- * ' 1

o 2 4 6 110
Seconds por Clock Readt%

,4 aitaiy personnel r ZJ v a ie

H1~h school stiA~nta Wf -a 1
V:1Rii GA.-SpIw'd (if mIlitary time readings on 11 ex1wrinentu1 clock dtels

(part 11).

dIial, although 24-hour dials, types G and .T, are superior to the two
hest 12-hourd(als, types A and B. This is particul true for speed
of reading. The 24-hour clock showed somewhat more 1-hour errors,
probably because of the smaller spacing of the hour flnetalqlo d
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T.nz 6.2.-Frquency of scrcral typcs of error in reading 11 experimental clock
dials (part II of test)

Rated military personnel Uigh.school students
IN-201 IN-201

Clock Size of error a Size of erroe I
type

I minute 5 minutes I hour 12 hours I minute 5 minutes I hour 12 hours

A .... 3 5 3 0 2 7 4 0
B.... 3 1 4 4 I 5 3
C.... 10 3 a 4 11 13 1

1.... 3 9 8 1 5 7 6 3
x .... 4 11 6 6 2 11 a 8
7.... 2 4 & 0 3 7 12 0
0.... 1 4 7 0 1 4 14 0
! .... 10 6 6 1 7 6 12 0

I 36 7 9 0 11 6 10 0
. 2 1 1 1 1 0 a 0

K.... 5 0 2 2 4 0 5 0

I Entries In tahle are total numbers of errors of size indicated. regardles of direction, for 20 randomly
selected subjects.

Numerals vs. No Numerals on Minute Scale

The comparison of clocks A and B does not reveal any significant
advantage to placing numerals on the minute scale of a 12-hour dial.
In the case of the 24-hour dial, however, as indicated by comparison
of clocks F and G, there does appear to be a definite advantage in
favor of numerals on the minute scale. Dials without numerals on
the minute scale show a somewhat higher proportion of 5-minute
errors in table 6.2.
One-minute vs. 5-minute Graduations on the Minute Scale

Comparison of clocks A and C, and F and I indicates a significant
difference in favor of placing graduations at 1-minute intervals when
readings tire required to an accuracy of 1 minute. Clocks C and I
show a high proportion of 1-minute errors.

Numerals at All Hourly Positions vs. Replacement of Some Numerals With Mere
Reference Marks

Compari.,on of clocks A and D, and clocks F and I indicates a
loss in accuracy when numbers are onitted at some of the hourly
divisions.

Addition of a 13- to 24-hour Scale on a 12-hour Dial

Clock E, with the 13- to 24-hour scale added was inferior to clock
A without such a scale.

Placement of 24-hour Position at the Top vs. the Bottom of a 24-hour Dial

Clock G, with the 24-hour position at the top, was best in part I
of tile test, whereas J, with this position at the bottom, was best in

part II of the test. This would suggest that in a situation where an
individuatl call become accustomed to reading a particular clock, as
in part II of the test, there is some advantage to placing the 2.4-hour

positio at the bottom of the dial.
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Placement of the 60-minute Position at the Top vs. the Bottom of the 21-hour
Dial

The results for clock K show quite clearly that the unconventional
location of the 60-minute position at the bottom of the dial causes
a high percentage of errors and should therefore be avoided.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The purpose of this investigation was to evaluate a number of the
possible factors in the desigl of clock dials which laffect the speed
and accuracy of readings in miltary (2.400-hour) time. Five experi-
mental variations of the 12-hour dial and 6 variations of the '.-hour
dial were presented as items in a printed test. This test was designed
for obtaining data on both speed and accuracy of reading of the I I
different types of clock dials. This test was administered to 62 rated
military personnel and to 100 advanced high-school students. From
the results of this investigation the following conclusions are drawn:

1. The best 24-hour dial can be read more quickly and accurately
in military time than the best 12-hour dial.

2. Numerals on the minuth scale (as contrasted with lack of such
numerals) increases clock-reading speed and accuracy, particularly
for the 24-hour dial.

3. When readings are required to an accuracy of I minuto, dials with
1-minute intervals on the minute scale can be read more quickly and
accurately than dials with 5-minute intervals.

4. The replacement of some of the hourly numerals with mere doti
or reference marks reduces the speed and accuracy of clock reading.

5. The addition of a 13- to 24-hour scale to a 192-hour dial for after-
noon readings does not increase the ease of reading a 12-hour dial in
military time.

6. The placement of the 241-hour position at the bottom of the hour
scale appears to be slightly superior to its placement at the top of
the hour scale. This dial arrangement leaves the noon (12-hour)
position in its conventional location, and gives the hour hand a logical
relation to the rotation of the sun about the earth.

7. Placement of the 60-mitte position at the bottom of the minute
scale on a 2.4-hour dial (as contrasted with the conventional location
at the top) greatly decreases the accuracy of clock reading.

8. The results suggest that the best dial for readings in military
time would be a 24-hour dial with the midnight (2.-hour) position
at the bottom of the hour scale, with the 60-minute position at tie top
of the minute scale, with 1-minute graduations on the minute scale,
with nmerals at 5-minute graduations on tho minute scale, with nu-
rnerals at all positions on the hour scale, and with shading of the lower
hlf of the dial to represent nighttime.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

Speed and Accuracy of Dial
Reading as a Function of Dial

Diameter and Angular Separation
of Scale Divisions'

WALTEn F. GRETIER and A. C. WILLAMS, Jr.

INTRODUTION

The pilot of a modern airplane is presented with a large variety of
instruments, all of which must be compressed into the relatively small
area of the instrument panel. In order to make the best use of the
available space, it is important that the size of various dials be in
proportion to the accuracy required in their reading. There are,
however, no known available data which specify the dial characteristics
necessary to obtain a certain degreeof reading accuracy. It was the
purpose of the present experiment to determine the manner in which
the speed and accuracy of dial reading vary as a function of the
(nniaieter of circular dials. Since the accuracy of dial reading must
at the same time be a function of the spacing between graduations,
this factor also was included as a variable to be investigated. In order
to make the data applicable to the varied conditions encountered in
flight, measurements were made under both simulated day and simu.
lated night conditions.

The purpose in carrying out this experiment was to obtain data
which would be useful in definiig the characteristics of instrument dials
to obtain specified degrees of reading accuracy. In other words, know.

L. ' This exlperhmnt wan carried out at the University of lliinv,. by Dr. A. C. William*. Jr..
under a "dollar.a.year" contract with the Air Mnteriel Command, Wright Field. All costs

- eOx"'t for the experimental dials and several other compouits otf the apparatus wer*,
I,.rne toy the University of IIllnol.t. The Initial arrang,,umnts for this projiect were mad*

Lthrough Dr. John T. Cowlce.. who Inter left the university. Dr. Waltar '. (Grether propoed
th PtUly and workeid out much of the experimental design. The nteed for data of the typo
--,tnlnell it this !'tI xt pr.ssed by mwnbern of th,, Instrument anti Navigation Branch
'f thie Equlltnent Laboratory. Englnc,,rlng Division. Wright Fleh. This chapter Is based
lPon re:nearch findIngs reported In IHeadquarters, AMC Engnetring Divlsilo Memorandum
ieport No. TSI-FAA-694-1.
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ing the numerical range to be covered, the graduation intervals which
mnost convenient!y dividethlis range, and the reading accuraey reqired
in. the use of this instrumient, it should be possible from the data of this
Atudy to spedi fy the stnallest dial size which can be read to the required
accuracy with a known statistical probability.

APPARAT1US

For the purposes of this experiment aseries of 16 simulated istru-

ment dials was prepared) of which a sample. is illustrated in. figure -7.1.

0 0 o

FiouaLE7A1.-S.niiic 1'xperirntmennlilal. Actual dials were reverse of above color
relationsi p (uctuziity patle yellow on bleack). Above snmpie is of 4-inch diameter
uzid 20 tangulur sI.pjarzition of sealc divisions.

Tho four followv- sizes of (hl ere used: It 17,234, and 4 inches in
diamctcr. Each size of dial was produced with four different gradua-
t ion i ite rvals, defined; in t!nis of the angular separation between scale
iiiarks as followi: 5, 10,20, and 400. Except for the variations in di-
arneter and graduat ion iiitervaL, aill dials were identical. The width
Hinld length of the graduations and the size of the nunierals were con-
stant, 41ild till dials covered a range of froiui 0 to 50 units, with gradua-
tion inarks ait the 0,10,t 20, 30, .10, anid 50 positions. The width of the
pointers also was constant, although the length obviously varied with

1%I.neh and 2%-Inch dials were chosen becuio ALT Instruments lIaye bevn standard-
lied In tbese Itua size&
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dial diameter. These experimental dials were engraved on bras3
plates The plates were then painted a (lull black and the cngr7avc-d
miarkings filled with orange fluorescing paint (pale yellow in daylight),
as used on the latest type of AAF isrments.

The experimental dials were presented singly in a panel-opening 30
inches fromi and perpendicular to the subject's eye&. Dayligh:'t condi.-
tioms were simulated with a fluorescent-type daylight lamp which pro-
vided an illtumination of 45 foot-candles at the panel opening. Forj
simulation of night conditions the subjects room was completely dark-
ened, and the dial illuminated with a standard C-5 ultraviolet airraftj
instrument-panel light operating at maximum intensity. No means
was available for obtaining a quantitative measurement of the bright-
ness of the scale markings under ultraviolet illumination. Covering
the opening in which the experimental dials were presented was a
mechanical shutter operated by the experimenter.

Oa the experimenter's side of the test panel was a carriage, on which
four of the dials could be mounted side by side. This carriange rods
upon two horizonftal tracks parallel to the screen. To present anyI
one of the dials, therefore, the experimenter inovc-d the carriage so
that the desired dial would appear in the panel opening. At the
experimenter's side of the erirrifigo were four master sitting dials 5
inches in diameter. On each of these dials was a pointer connected
to the same shaft as the pointer on the dial to be read by the suloject.
On the experimenter's dials were closely spaced graduations which
made possible accurate setings in tenths of the space behween grad-
uations on the subject~s dials.,I

Also. provided at thk experimenter's station was a lever for manual
operation of the shutter used to expose the dial to the sub ject. This
lever was used also to operate an electric tinier through a suitable
switch. Thus, the tiiecr indicated the time during which the shutter
remained open. Since the experimenter closed the shutter as soon
as the dial reading had been completed, the reading on the clock
gave a crude met-tsure of the reaction time on each test trial. SeveralI
other methods of measuring reaction time were tried but found to be
unsatisfactory,

TEST PROCEDURE AND SUBJECTS

Eighty male college students were used as subject., in this experi-
Metit. Only men with 20-20 binocular vision (corrected or uncor-
rected) were accepted for the experiment. True subjects were seated
in a chair in front of the seceen wvith their eyes 30 inches from the
paniiel opening and with. the line of sight perpendicular to the panel
Opening in order to eliminate parallax. The subjects were divided
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into groups of 20, each group being lested on a set of 4 diaLs.

T'The 4 dials included one of each diameter and one of each graduation
interval. Each subject was given a total of 80 trials, equally divided
among the 4 dials in a random sequence. Of each group of 20 subjects,
10 were tested under simulated daylight conditions and the remaining
10 under simulated night conditiom.

A variety of dial settings was chosen so as to represent all portions
of the dial from 0 to 50. The actual numbers to be read were the
s-ame fQr all dials although the order of prc-entation was randomized.
The subjects were instructed to read the dials as quickly and accur-
ately as possible to the nearest whole number. As can be seen in
figure 7.1, the reading to the nearest whole number required estimation
to the nearest one-ten-th of the distance between graduations.

On each trial the experimenter set the pointer of the dial to be
presented, then opened the shutter and waited for the subject's verbal
response, following which the shutter was closed and the subject's
reading and the clock score recorded.

RESULTS

For each dial four frequency distributions were made, each distribu-
tion having an N of 200 readings. These were (1) distribution of
errors under day conditions, (2) distribution of errors under night
conditions. (3) distribution of time of readings under day conditions,
and (4) distribution of time of readings under night conditions. Tb-
,tep interval of the error distributions was an error of one digit which,
in each case, was equal to one-tenth of the space between graduations.
Error distributions were made without regar to sign, all errors being
considered positive. Both the error and time distributions were
found to be considerably skewed. This was particularly true of the
error distributions where, in many cases, the modal error was zero.
Because of the highly skewed nature of the distributions, the statisti-
cal treatment in this report has been limited to medians and 75th per-
centile points. Means were computed from the data and found to
show substantially the same picture as the medians.

In table 7.1 is shown the median dial-reading error for simulated
daylight conditions. The median is presented first in tenths of the
graduation interval, which was actually the unit in which the subjects
were required to read the dials. Als', given in the table is the same
error converted into degrees. In table 7.2, corresponding data are
shown for simulated night conditions. The data from these two
tables have bxen combined and are shown in graphic form in figure
7.2. A still different picture of the results is given in table 7.3 which
gives the 75th percentile error in reading of the same dials.
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Fioun 7.2.-editt d1al-reading error in degrees a3 a function of dial diameter

for day and night conditions combined.

In table 7.4 the median dial-reading time is shown separately for
both day and night conditions.

Tm:,x 7.4.-Mcdlan dial.rcading time for simulatcd day and simulated night
conditions

IN for each =41an Is 200 readingls

Graduation Interval

Dial dismet

Seconds per reading for day conditions

I Inch........................................... 1.9S 1.78 1 1.841% Inches .............................................. 173 1. 80 1.86 1.74
...................... 1.73 1.3 I 1.8 1.7

4 hs.......................................... 1.8 1.75 1.68 1.90

Seconds per reading for night conditions

S............................................26 2.101 2.1
I~t Inches ........................................ 2. 1 I 2.14 2.02 2.10
2ilnehes ....................................... 2. I 202 2.02 2.064 nches ............................................. ...... .. . I2

2.02~ I .0 j.

A still further analysis of the data is given in figure 7.3, which shows
the median dial-reading error for each of the 16 dials plotted against
the graduation interval in inches. For this purpose the length of
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the graduation intervals is measured along the arc of the circle joining
the outer edges of adjacent graduation marks. In this graph the two
variables of dial diameter and angular -:eparation between scale divi-
sions have, in a sense, been reduced to the single variable of the length
of graduation interval.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

It is apparent from comparison of table 7.1 and table 7.2 that there
is no consistent difference in accuracy of dial reading for day and
inight, conditions. Only the 1-inch dial, with 50 graduation intervals
showed any real difference in accuracy under the two conditions. It
Was because of the general lack of difference that the two sets of results
were combined in figure 7.2 and table 7.3. This lack of difference
bttweet day aud light conditions came as somewhat of a surprise,

ilice it had been anticipated that the low visual acuity in dim light
wuld be reflected in lower accuracy of dial reading. This did not
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prove to be the case except for the 1-inch, 5' dial on which the grad.
uations were most closely spaced. It must be pointed out, however,
that the ultraviolet light source was adjusted to maximum intensity,
and that the results might have been quite different had a lower level
of intensity been used.

The error results as summarized in figure 7.2 show quite clearly that
the accuracy of dial readings is a function of both dial diameter and
angular spacing of scale divisions. It is interesting to note, however,
that in the case of the 40* dials there is a reversal in the curve and that
the error in degrees for the 4-inch dial is larger than for the 17's-inch
and 2%-inch dials. This suggests that a dial may be too large as well
as too small for greatest reading accuracy. It is quite probable that
the same phenomenon would have appeared for some of the other scale
intervals had the experiment been carried out to sufficiently large dial
diameters. From the data of figure 7.2 it should be possible to esti.
mate with reasonable accuracy the median dial-reading error to be
expected from any specific design of dial. It should be remembered,
however, that these results are for more or less ideal conditions with
little or no parallax, no vibration, and good lighting.

As can be seen in figure 7.3l the two variables, dial diameter and
angular spacing of scale divisions, can be replaced by a single variable,
length of graduation interval. When plotted in this manner the data
for the 16 dials fit a single c!rve reasonably well. It would appear
from figure 7.3 that the accuracy of dial reading, relative to the space
between graduations, increases with the size of the graduation interval
up t0 intervals of approximately 0.7 inch. As the graduation inter-
vals are increased beyond this length there appears to be a slight
reduction in accuracy.

In studying the time of reading for the different dials as summarized
in table 7.4, it is readily apparent that the median time of reading is
somewhat higher for night conditions. On the other hand, there ap-
pears to be no consistent or systematic relationship between the time
of reading and either dial diameter or angular spacing of the divisions.
This finding coines as somewhat of a surprise until we recall that the
reading time was a relatively crude measure and included the time
required for verbalization as well as for perception, plus the experi-
menter's reaction time in closing the shutter. It is possible that actual
relationships exist which were obscured by the crudeness of the time
measure. The difference in reading time for day versus night condi-
tions could very well have resulted from the delay between opening of
the shutter and the fluorescing of the scale markings. Some time was
required for the fluorescent markings to reach. maximum brightness
after being illuminate by ultraviolet light.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

A study was made of the speed and accuracy of reading dials ranging
from 1 to 4 inches in diameter and from 50 to 400 in angular separa-
tion of scale markings. Reading of the dials was required in units
e4uial to one-tenth of the space between scale divisions. Thus, the
problem of reading was primarily one of estimating the position of the
pointer between scale graduations. "Measurements were made for
both simulated daylight and simulatcd night conditions with ultra-
violet illumination. College students at the University of Illinois
were used as subjects. The results of this experiment may be sum-
marized as follows:

1. Except in the case of the smallest dial and the smallest graduation
intervals, accuracy of reading was not significantly different under the
day and night conditions compared, but the ultraviolet illumination
used in the night conditions was of relatively high intensity.

2. Accuracy of dial reading increased with increase in dial diameter.
For 400 graduation intervals, however, the accuracy of dial readings
tended to decrease as dial diameter exceeded 2 inches.

3. Except for very large intervals the accuracy with which the posi-
tion of a pointer was estimated relative to the space between gradu-
ations increased with increase in size of the graduation intervals. The
accuracy of dial readings in degrees, however, decreased as the size
of the graduation intervals increased.

4. The data on accuracy of readings for all 16 dials were found to
fit reasonably well along it single curve when accuracy was plotted as
a function of length of graduation interval. Accuracy was found to
increase up to graduation intervals of approximately 0.7 inch, and
appeared to decline for longer intervals.

5. The speed of dial reading was not systematically related to either
size of the dial or the graduation intervals. Although this finding
may be a consequence of the crudity of the time measure, a difference
was found in reading time for (lay as compared with night conditions
which was probably an artifact resulting from the delay in fluorescence

of the dial markings under ultraviolet light.
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CIIAPTER EIGHT_________________

An Experimental Evaluation of the
Interpretability of Various Types

of Aircraft Attitude Indicators'
RoGoR BRowx LoucKs

INTRODUCTION

The adaptability of the human organism is such that an individual
with normal aptitude can learn to interpret almost any type of flight
indicator. There are important differences, however, in the ease with
which various types of aircraft attitude indicators can be read.
Ground-trainer instructors report that beginning students find tho
conventional artificial horizon or attitude indicator difficult to inter-
pret. Unless extremely vigilant, the beginner tends to move his con-
trol stick so as to increase the amount of roll whenever he trys to
return to level flight. It has also been reported that experienced pilots
with inadequate instrument training sometimes become so seriously
disoriented in a cloud bank that they slip into a spin. It would ap-
pear, therefore, that there is a certain degree of inherent ambiguity
in the conventional type of attitude indicator. The question thus
arises as to whether or not some other type of design might not present
the aircraft's attitude more clearly.

The relative effectiveness of two instrument designs can be deter-
mined by measuring th rapidity with which two representative

1 The Initial report of the invi-mgtiaatlon to he 4lescribeil in thOs chapter wan eirculiat#4 22
June 1945 as Project No. 41. 2"th AAF Iast Unit, AAM School of Aviation Medlcnin. RaBan-
Iiolph Field, Tex. The ,xirimental work Aas eolnettl In the Department of Psychology.
AAP .Sehool of Aviation Xifericie,, of whith Col. Arthur V. MIton was 01alf. Recognitlon
1'4 %IttI Colonel Melton for his active cooperation and aeslstnnt.' In thla project. anti to l.t. Col.

N'Il M. Iitt;, of the Omee of the Air Surgeon, for h|. ait In obtaining tt- grotnd trainer
Ani tle flight Instruments which made the study piossible. Special a1l4%Itanro WaS ren.
dlored by LJt. Earl Grven. )ep:rtment of Stati-dica, A.\I" 14chool of .Aviation Medicine, In
the ntinly .lq of the ex)'oraiental ahita reported In thli sttdy. (ClP. James A. ('zipr. who
tEvt-d a a.taJority of the subjects lit the project, contrllut,., ninny valuablh s;aigeqtloas for
Inilproving the standalrlizatli,,n of the testing tarocealurp. S/Sgt. Alvin M. Willilami wa
lIrgly re'spoisllle for Instituting various :na:iltetaintc procedurv., which u,.rved to keep

he i,,rfruanco of the ground trainer at a tatl-e livel of perforznanr". At.4istittic In the
t'111 , of sulJect~s anti the proc,-slnIg of the data wai rendrred by T/SIgt. AustIn J. Jeral.
gtn. ('Chl. Clharla' L. Phillips , and Pfe. Morton Levle.
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groups of novices master the use of the respective indicators. Con.
sidered merely from the standpoint of efficiency in pilot training, the
instrument which can be correctly read with the minimum of training
has an important and practical advantage over other designs. It is
also significant that any skill which is acquired with relatively little
effort must, for that very reason, be compatible with the subject's
habitual and inborn reaction tendencies. The indicator which the
novice can interpret most easily provides the minimal possibility of
error when used by the more experienced pilot who has been trained
on that same imtrumnent. In contrast, the indicator which is difficult
to master usually causes confusion because it tends to elicit perceptual-
motor responses which conflict with those required for correct inter.
pretation. The ambiguous instrument requires the subject to inhibit
or block his immediate or direct response tendency and forces him to
substitute an "unnatural" or sophisticated reaction. Inasmuch as an
individual's perceptual habits are usually built up over a period of
years and, in many instances, are based upon inborn reaction tend-
encies, an instrument which requires a subject to break up such well-
established response systems is to be avoided wherever possible. Not
only is a needlessly long period of training required to master such
types of instruments, but the possibility never can be completely
eliminated that under conditions of stress or fatigue the pilot may
revert to his original and more "natural" way of interpreting the in-
strumnent. Under the emotional stress of an emergency situation there
is always a certain probability that a pilot will misinterpret an in-
dicator if he has had to disrupt or block his "natural" responses in
learning to use the instrument. Any indicator which is ambiguous to
the novice is thus a potential source of error to even the experienced
pilot, porticularly in those ;tuations which produce excessive emo-
tional stress or fatigue. The instrument which the novice has diffi-
culty in interpreting is thus not only inefficient from the standpoint of
training but a potential source of aircraft accidents.

In attunpting to assess the relative effectiveness of a particular air-
craft instrumneit design, the performance of novices should be
weighted very heavily. In ,he experienced pilot, the veneer of train-
ing has so thickly covered up the initial, direct, and "natural" responses
to the conventional attitude indicator that it is almost impossible to
i ecall the (lifficulties experienced when starting instrument training.
Rated ipilots "an frequently give valuable suggestions as to particular
.,ituations or maneuvers which should be taken into account when
evaluating a paiticular type of instrument. But experienced airmen
generally hold widely differing views as to the effectiveness of a
pair t icula r instrument design or panel arrangement. It is evident that
each pilot's opinion arises out of his particular training and experience.
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The most effective type of arrangement for one man may cause a seri-
ous degree of confusion in another pilot who ham had a different type
of training. Inasmuch as the subjective impressions of consultants,
tend to be so very diverse. the only sound basis for a comparative evalu-
ation of two instrument designs is the objective performance of groups
of representative individuals whose training anl experience are known.
As has been pointed out, the speed and accuracy which the novice dis-

plays in mastering a particular instrument reflects the degree to which
that skill is compatible with his "natural" perceptual and motor habits.
Since this would not be true in the case of the experienced instrument
flier, because of the specialized training he has received in learning
to use specific indicators, the data obtained from the performance of
novices is of unique importance.

Although the fundamental data with regard to the interpretability
of particular instruments must be obtained from novices, there are
certain practical considerations which enter into the over-all evalu-
ation of a specific design. Whenever a new instrument is introduced,

there are large numbers of pilots, trained on conventional instruments,
who must learn to use the new design. It is essential, therefore, that
experienced instrument fliers be tested in order to determine the rela-
tive degree of confusion caused by a new design. Where there is the
possibility of a choice between two new designs, each of which is supe-
rior to the conventional instrument as judged by the performance of
novices, the one which causes the experienced pilot the lesser degree
of habit interference is obviously the better of the two. In certain in-
stances, an innovation can be introduced without causing the experi-
enced pilot any difficulty because the change is so radical that he re-
acts to the modified design as if it were a unique instrument and shows
no tendency to reinstate the habits established during previous in-
strament training.

[ To insure a thorough and comprehensive evaluation of an instru-
ment requires that it be tested in a variety of situations. A particular
type of indicator might be easily interpreted so long as the pilot is
flying solely by instruments, and using the interior of his cockpit as
a fixed point of reference. When the pilot is flying partly by instru-
ments and partly contact, the fixed point of reference may be the true
horizon. It is conceivable that an instrument which proves satisfac.
tory in the first situation might lead to confusion in the second. For
PXaI1ple, many pilots when flying blind see the cockpit ais stationary.
As t consequence, the horizon bar and pointer of the conventional at.
titut-de inlicator are seen to move with re.gard to the fixed inst rwnent
panel. In the second situation where the pilot is flying contact part of
the time and using instruments part of the time, it is possible for him
to p erceive the true horizon as remaining fixed amnd the in. trument

1:inel as rotating about the "fixed" horizon bar and pointer of the lit-
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titude inlicator. A particular instrument should therefore be checked
in each of the above situations. Furthermore, since visual perceptions
of relative motion are influenced to a certain degree by accelerations,
which affect the Inicircular canals and kinesthetic sense organs, data,
obtained with static or moving ground-trainers should be checked by
measurements taken during actual flight. Various pilots have re-
ported a feeling of vertigo in cloud formations when using certain types
of attitude indicators and it is obvious that ground-trainer work with
such types of instruments should be supplemented by tests in the air.

It is of interest to review some of the assumptions which influenced
the specifications set up for the original design of the conventional
attitude indicator. The Daniel Guggenheim Fund for the Promotion
of Aeronautics, Inc. financed an investigation of problems of fog
flying. A research project was organized under the direction of
Lieutenant James 1H. Doolittle, who was stationed at Mitchel Field,
and was imade available for this work through the courtesy of the
United States Army Air Corps. In the first report of this work it
is stated that (3, p. 14), "One of Lieutenant Doolittle's projects was
the simplification of the instrument board and the procurement of a
flight indicator which would be simple and more direct in its indication
and require less translation and mental effort on the part of the
pilot. . . . The next step toward the simplification of blind
flying was the procurement of a single instrument which would replace
a number of other instruments giving less direct indications. The
pilot, when the visibility is good, depends almost entirely on the
attitude of his airplane as seen against the horizon line for determin-
ing proper conditions of flight. It was believed that this instrument
should take the form of an artificial-horizon line mounted on the
instrument, board and arranged in such a way that the pilot by looking
at it would receive the same information in maneuvering as from the
horizon itself. Before initiating the development of such an instru-
ment, two German artificial-horizon instruments, the Anschutz and
the Gyrorctor, were studied by Lieutenant Doolittle and were not
found to be completely satisfactory. The instruments were not only
heavy and bulky but. the gyros showed a tendency to tumble and the
indications were not suficiendly direct. The problem was taken up
with the Pioneer Instrument Co. and the Sperry Gyroscope Co. and
resulted in the construction by the .erry Co. of an instrument which
gives a direct indication of attitude and appears from its first pre-
liniinary tests to be very satisfactory. This instrument is now being
re(signed and will soon be placed in production." The initial
account of this work was followed shortly afterward by a report on
the instruments used in the Full Flight Laboratory (4). In the
de.scription of the special flight instruments used in the demonstration
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flight of September 24, 1029, it is stated that (4. p. 42), "The ideal
ttitude-indicating instrument for airplane use is one that shows a

m iniature three-dimensional airplane integral with the airplane itself
in relation to a miniature three-dimensional space, the bottom plane
of which remains parallel always with the true horizon. Although
theoretically ideal, the manufacture of such an instrument presents
great mechanical complications. The next best instrun ent for this
purpose is one that gives a two-dimensional representation in which
a picture of an airplane maneuvers in respect to i line parallel to and
representing the horizon. The poorest scheme of all is the use of an
indicating hand, the direct or indirect indications of which must be
interpreted by the pilot before the necessary corrections can be made.

"While not quite ideal, the Sperry Artificial Horizon . . . is a
great improvement over other existing attitude-indlcating instru-
ments . . . The face of the instrument consists of a smooth back-
ground, blue on the upper half to represent the sky, shading to a
dark gray on the lower half to represent the ground. Horizontally
across the middle of this field is a straight bar, both ends of which
extend beyond the mask which surrounds the instrument face. This
bar simulates the horizon. In front of the bar and the field is a
small tail view of an airplane held at the center of the instrument

face as part of the mask which tilts with the plane. If the plane
climbs or noses down, the horizon bar respectively falls or rises in
just the same manner as the actual horizon appears to fall or rise as
the pilot looks over the nose. As the plane banks the bar remains[ horizontal whereas the dial and airplane silhouette tilt with the plane."
(In contrast with present-day instruments, this original indicator
contained no pointer or 300 marks.) "The horizon bar is thus free to
rise, fall, and tilt, and can assume any possible combination of these
positions. Further description indicates that (4, p. 47), " . . . the
blue sky always remains above the horizon bar no matter how much
te instrument or ship is tilted. The horizon bar is carried by a link
from the rear part of the gyro casing through a pivot on the gimbal
ring and thence out in front of the field as a light horizontal bar. Tbh
zenson for this reversing linkage is that this corrects the horizon
montion observed by the pilot whzn he climbs or dives. It is the cor.
rection of the behavior of this bar to the normal appearance of the real
horizon for any position or maneuver that makes flying by this instru-
tmm.nt easy for a new pilot and less fatiguing for a pilot who has to
fly blind for long periods of time."
The preceding quotations reveal a number of assumptions, sonle

ilmplied, others explicit, which would appear to have influenced tile
(1 -igmA of the original Sperry attitude indicator. It is not fruitful
to discuss the probable validity of such assumptions omi the basis of
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a priori or theoretical considerations. The fundamental question is,
rather, what do objective and quantitative data actually indicate
with regard to the effectiveness of the conventional attitude indicator
And, as noted, at least three criteria must be considered in evaluating
such data: First, what type of attitude indicator is most easily and
rapidly mastered by the novice? Secondly, of those designs mastered
most easily by novices, which particular indicators cause the experi-
enced pilot the minimal amount of confusion? Finally, what instru-
ments meeting the above criteria prove most generally satisfactory
wlien tested in a comprehensive series of different flight situations?

The effectiveness of a particular instrument design must ultimately
be verified under actual flight conditions. Because of individual dif-
ferences in instrument-flying aptitude it may require a minimum of 60
subjects to determine whether thero is a reliable and statistically sig-
nificant difference between the relative effectiveness of two indicator
designs. Once the superiority of a particular instrument has been
established, it may require a long series of comparative measurements
to isolate the basic elements in the design which cause the difference.
In consequence, it may be necessary to test several hundred subjects
in order to make an analysis that is reasonably adequate. It is appar-
ent, therefore, that the cost of personnel and equipment would be pro-
hibitive were such a study to be conducted exclusively in planes.
The mere factor of the time required to process several hundred sub-
jects in test flights makes such a project relatively impractical. It
should be noted, moreover, that under actual flight conditions there
are so many variables which influence pilot performance that it would
be very diflicult to determine the proportion of the total achievement
which could be attributed to the use of a particular attitude indicator.
Fluctuations in air conditions tend to introduce so much variability in
performance that the effect of ainy one variable, such as the use of a
particular instrument, may be largely masked. Finally, the problem a

of objectively quantifying performance during actual flight is, in itself,
an extremely difficult task.

It view of the various considerations just presented, it is necessary
to conduct the greater part of an instrument evaluation study by mak-
ing comparisons of various indicators in the ground-trainer situation.
This makes it possible to exclude many of the factors which tend to
make the true flight situation so variable. The experimenter thus
gains much more adequate control of the test situation and can stand-
ardize the factors which influence performance. This approach does
not obviate the need to verify various instrument comparisons during
actual flight. There are numerous air maneuvers which cannot be
Aimulated by the ground trainer.
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

The present evaluation of the relative effectiveness of four different
types of attitude indicators is based upon the objectively scored Link
refiner performance of aviation students. A. type C-4 instrument

around trainer was employed in this project. The standard instru-
inent panel was replaced by a black masonite board which contained
two artificial horizon indicators that were to be compared with each
other. These instruments were located near the top of the panel on
either side of the center line (see fig. 8.1A). A central vane or shutter
made it possible to cover either instrument so that only one was exposed
during a particular test period.

The subject's task was to maintain the trainer in level and horizontal
flight under conditions of simulated rough air. He was informed
that the fuselage was fastened so that it could not turn, even though
the pedals could still be manipulated. After an initial period of
instruction and demonstration, the hood was lowered and the subject
was required to fly the trainer by referring to a specific attitude indi-
cator. Following this initial test period, which was 8 minutes in
length, the subject was given a 2-minute rest period. Ile was then
required to fly the Link for a second 8-minute test period. In most
of the comparisons to be reported, the even-numbered subjects were
tested initially with one instrument and then flew the Link during
the second test period by using the other indicator. Odd-numbered
subjects were tested on these same instruments in the reverse order.
This was done in order to control any major shift in the sensitivity
of the trainer over a period of time. To control the effect of position,
half of a series of subjects was run with the conventional Link trainer
artificial horizon on the left, and the other half of the group was run
with this type of indicator at the right.

The standard cam system for providing rough air was removed
from its position just back of the pilot's seat, and was connected to a
synchronous motor which changed its speed from one r. p. in. to four
r. p. m. (see fig. 8.1C). Each 8-minute test session necessitated a con-
tinuous performance on the part of the subject, but the scoring system
was automatically interrupted for 30 seconds during each successive
2 -minute period, for the recording of clock scores.

Independent but similar scoring systems were used to measure the
deviations from horizontal and level flight in roll and in pitch (see
fig. 8.1 B, D, and F). The No. I rols clock records the total time that
the fuselage deviates from level flight more than .830 to the left or to
the right. The subject can thus roll the fu.elage through an angular
distance of 1.67 without causihig the No. 1 roll clock to score. The
No. 2) roll clock starts to score whenever the fuselage rolls more than
1.83' to the right or left from level flight (total permissible are of
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3.670). Roll clock No. 3 starts to record when the trainer fuselage is
more than 2.50 to the left or right of level flight (total permissible are
of 5.00). Roll clock No. 4 records the amount of time that the subject
keeps his stick to the right of center when the fuselage is rolled more
than .330 to the left (see fig. 8.1 D and F). The No. 4 roll clock
thus registers a qualitatively different score as compared with the first
three roll clockq. A similar set of four clocks are set to record devia-
tions from horizontal flight in the pitch direction. These pitch-devia-
tion clocks function in the same way as the roll clocks and are set so as
to start recording at approximately similar angular deviations. These
clock scores thus represent relative inferiority of performance, or
error scores. The higher the score for any clock, the poorer the per-
formance. Clocks 1, 2, and 3, represent increasingly serious categories
of error, whereas clock No. 4 registers a qualitatively distinct type of
error, namely, failure on the part of the student to keep his stick in the
position which would tend to correct the error in the attitude of the
trainer.

It should be noted that the conventional A AF attitude indicator used
in the Link instrument-trainer consists of a pendulum device rather
than the gyroscopic mechanism used in aircraft (see fig. 8.E). All
instruments used in this study contained the special sensitizing modifi-
cation described in AAF T. 0. No. 25-5-12. The sensitivity of the
artificial horizon instruments employed can be stated in terms of clock
scores. The No. 1 roll clock starts to record when the moving pointer
of the indicator deviates more than 5 to the right or left. The No. 2
roll clock starts to record when the moving pointer deviates more than
100 to the right or left. The No. 3 roll clock starts to record when the
pointer deviates more than 150 to the right or left. The No. 4 clock,
which gives a qualitatively distinct type of score, cannot be equated in
these same terms inasmuch as the position of the stick determines, in
part, when the tilier starts to record. If, however, the moving pointer
of the attitude indicator deviates more than 30 to a particular side, and
the stick is not moved to the opposite side of its central position, the
No. 4 roll clock will start to record.

The clock-score daia to be prese.nted in this study are derived solely
from the roll clocks. Inasmuch as the pitch of the trainer is registered
in a conventional way and vi:th comparable sensitivity by all of the
horizon indicators employed in this study, measurements of perform-
ance for these deviations are not of any particular importance. That
is to say, the differences between instruments which are being compared
at this time are variations in the manner by which the roll or bank of
the fuselage is represented on the respective indicators.

A further reason for making comparative evaluations of various
attitude indicators on the basis of roll scores rather than pitch scores
is based upon the fact that the subject's weight under certain con-
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ditions, tends to influence the magnitude of the pitch scores. When
the C-3 trainer was first set up in the test situation there was a notice-
able sluggishness of reaction if a man weighing 190 pounds or more
tried to shift the trainer fuselage from an attitude of maximal climb
to horizontal flight. In consequence, all of the main bellows which
govern the attitude of the trainer fuselage were replaced. This ap-
peared to reduce the sluggishness of reaction in the pitch dimension.
The relationship between performance and body weight following
renewal of the trainer bellows was computed for a group of 169 sub-
jects who used the standard attitude indicator during an 8-minute test
period. The correlation coeflMCients are as follows: No. 1 pitch clock,
.11; No. 2 pitch clock, .10; No. 3 pitch clock, -. 02; No. 4 pitch clock,
-. 17; No. 1 roll clock, .02; No. 2 roll clock, .0.; No. 3 roll clock, 0.06;
No. 4 roll call clock, 0.00. It would appear from these values that with
the installation of the new bellows, weight had no appreciable effect
on the roll scores and only a minimal influence on the pitch scores.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

To determine the consistency with which performance is measured
by the scoring system, odd-even reliability coefficients were computed
for a group of 169 subjects who used the standard AAF attitude indi-
cator. The reliabilities, based upon the sums of the two odd and the
two even trials in the first 8-minute test period, are as follows: No. I
roll clock, 1--.83; No. 2 roll clock, r-.87; No. 3 roll clock, r=.87; No.
4 roll clock, r=.82. These coefficients, uncorrected for attenuation,
show that the present test situation evokes performance that has a

consistency of a high order. The intercorrelations between roll clock
No. 4 and roll clocks Nos. 1, 2, and 3 are, respectively, .62, .63, and .61.
The relatively moderate correlations between scores on the first three
clocks and the fourth clock, taken in conjunction with the high odd-
even reliabilities, tend to verify the hypothesis that this last score
(i. e., for roll clock No. 4) is, to some extent, representative of a differ-
ent aspect of performance than that registered by the first three clocks.
The fact that the first three clock scores correlate highly with each
other is ambiguous owing to the fact that when No. 2 clock scores,
No. 1 must continue to score, and when No. 3 scores, both No. I and
No. 2 must score.

Comparison 1: Two Similar Link Horizon Indicators

This comparison was designed as an experimental control. Its
objective was to determine what differences in performance scores can
arise which are due merely to variations in sensitivity of two similar
instruneiits. The first half of the total population of 102 subjects
used in this comparison was tested in such an order that the odd-
muzm1bered subjects used the No. 1 standard indicator in the right
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position for the first 8-minute test period and used the No. 2 standard
indicator in the left position for the second 8-minute period. Before
running the second half of the population, the instruments were re-
versed in position so that the No. 1 indicator was on the left and the
No. 2 indicator was on the right. The second half of the population
then took the test in such an order that the odd-numbered subjects
were tested first with the No. 2 standard, and during the second 8.
minute period used the second of the two instruments.

In analyzing the data, scores for the first 8-minute test period for
indicator No. 1 are compared with indicator No. 2 scores for this same
initial test period, the position of the instrument being disregar.ed.
Similarly, scores for the second 8-minute test period obtained with the
No. 1 indicator are compared with the second test period scores on
the No. 2 indicator, irrespective of the position of the instrument.
An inspection of table 8.1 shows that none of the four clock scores
yield a significant difference as indicated by the associated t values.
TAur.r 8.1-Compariaon of tio standard AAF-type Link artificial horizon Indf.

cators in order to determine apparatus differences

[Comparison 1)

FIRST 8-MINUTE TEST PERIOD

Ispe4- Numler Clock--mental Instrument Of Statisti

group subjects 1 2 3 4

A No. I AAF standard .......... 51 M ................ 382.6 244.2 157.6 147.6
B No. 2 AAF standard .......... 51 M ................ 369.0 229.3 150.3 141.9

Did ............. 13.6 149 0.S M.
.................. 8 .7 .2 .5

SECOND 8-MINUTE TEST PERIOD

No. IojAA ?standard........... ............. 312.51 152.1 73.52.
No.AAF M. . M............. 201. 151.1 822 114.

t ................ 1.1 1.0

SUBJECT PREFERENCE SUBSEQUENT TO LAST TEST PERIOD

No. I AAr standard !nstrmment given fArA No. 2 AAF standard instrument given first

Preter I No prefetence Prefer 2 Prefer I No preference Prefer 2

prtm Psycet Perctat Pren! Percent P€awd
21 10 W 00 14 17

The highcr the mean clock score, the poorcr the performanm. A t.value of 2.32 is significant at the)
percent level; and a f-value of 2.&S or higher Is sigulfcant at the -percent loveL

This ineans that as far as Link-trainer performance is concerned,
the two indicator, do not show a difference that has statistical sig-
nificance. Any ifference in sensitivity that may exist between the
two instruments is unimportant. It is of interest that subjects tend
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to prefer the instrument they have used most recently, even though
the two are identical.
Comparison 2: Standard Link Artificial Horizon vs. Scaleless Indicator

In the conventional horizon indicator a right roll produces a shift
in the moving parts of the mechanism so that as the pilot views the
indicator the pointer-has rotated to the left of the central index mark
on the fixed scale at the periphery of the instrument and the horizon

*has tilted to the left. A right roll of the plane thus produces a
counterclockwise rotation of the moving parts of the indicator. There
are various possible sources of ambiguity in this relationship between
the true attitude of the plane and the correct movement of the stick
as indicated by the setting of the attitude indicator. Not all of these
factors will influence the responses of each subject, but they constitute
a potential source of error in any group of naive subjects, and they
may occasionally cause errors in experienced pilots under conditions
which necessitate a distribution of attention.

When the pilot is flying exclusively by instruments, his frame of
reference tends to be imposed by his immediate surroundings, his
cockpit. His line of regard does not rotate with respect to the instru-
ment panel, and the case of the attitude indicator remains in a fixed
position with regard to his body. Instrunent-flying instruction is
designed to make the pilot disregard his body sensations because of
their misleading cues. As a consequence, the unchanged relationship
between the instrument panel and the pilot's line of vision tends to
reinforce the traditional relationship in which the main index of the
attitude indicator is at the top and represents "up." When the plane
rolls to the right, the pointer and horizon bar rotate counterclockwise,
as noted above, and because moving objects tend to attract attention,
the novice's first and most direct perception is that the movemene
registered is a left tilt. The pointer is to the left of the fixed index
mark. By tradition, that part of an instrument which moves is desig-
nated to convey the intended change in relationships. In the case of
the artificial horizon, however, lie must learn to regard the pointer
as fixed and the scale as having moved, a relationship which is clearly
antagonistic to his immediate perception of the fixed relationship of
the scale to himself. Many novices report that it is difficult to remem-
her to br; g the center of the fixed scale up to the moving pointer.
Others try to disregard thel poiter and focus their attention on th
miniature airplane which maintains the correct static relationship to
the horizon bar. When the miniature plane is tilted to the right in
respect to the horizon bar, a left movement, of the stick or counter-
clockwise rotation of the wheel corresponds to the movemnent tie
aircraft itself nmust execute to at tain level flight.

Because many experienced pilots report that they always observe
the position of the miniature plane and disregard the moving pointer
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and beeaue compensatory adjustments of the stick or control wheel
conflict with the direction in which the pointer moves, a conventional
indicator was modified by removing the pointer and obscuring the
fixed scale at the periphery of the instrument (see fig. 8.2B). This
nIodified instrunent is designated as the "Scaleless Horizon Indicator.':
Comparison 2 thus involves an evaluation of Link performance scores
when subjects use the conventional attitude indicator and when they
use the "Scaleless Horizon Indicator." The experimental routine is
similar to that used in comparison 1, and the differences between in-
strutnents, shown in table 8.2, are taken irrespective of position. An
inspection of the mean scores for the 115 subjects used in this compari-
son reveals the fact that in their initial 8-minute test session, the
standard instrument yields poorer performance than the scaleless
instrument. The variation between subjects is so great, however,
that the difference between means is not sufficiently important to
overweight the individual differences in skill between subjects of the
present groups. The more skilled individual can largely overcome
any handicap that might be inherent in the conventional instrument
under these test conditions. In a test situation requiring a greater
distribution of attention he might occasionally be misled by the
standard instrument whereas the modified instrument might have
less tendency to confuse him.

TA=LE 8.2.-Standard Link art.cfal horizon vs. acalclcss horion indcator

[CoMpazrbo =1

FIRST S-MINUTE TEST PERIOD

Number Clock-

mnzi Instrument of
group subects Statistic 1 - - -

A AAFstandard ...... 8 M ............. 365.5 2M.6 143.2 10& 4
B ..eks..................... 67 M ................ 344.0 197.2 I16.1 91.3

DII? .............. 21.5 29.4 27.1 11.1
t .................. 1 1 1.5 1.5 L2

SECOND S-MINUTE TEST PERIOD

11 A A Fstandard.. ............ 297.6 M144 71.01 7M9
A scks.... 673 M ............. 7& 3 133.9 6M3 M 0

Diff.............. 19.3 145 &.7 -L.1
.................. 1.2 .9 0.5 016

SUDBECT PREFEIRENCE SUDSEQUENT TO LAST TEST PERIOD

No. I AAF atand"d Instaument given int Ssckeles horizon Indicator given first

Prer I No prefrence Prefer scalel¢m Prefer I No pieference Prefer scaleak

",'.PersA Pttcet* PCTCCM P?CgV P~renL PtcetM

1t 0*
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Comparison 3: Standard Link Artificial Horizon vs. Moving Scale Indicaor

It has been noted that novices frequently report that it takes con-
stant vigilance to remember to move the stick so as to bring the cen-
tral index point of the fixed scale at the periphery of an instrument to
coincide with the moving pointer, instead of moving the stick in the
direction the pointer should travel to attain coincidence with the
center of the fixed scale. To correct this particular difficulty the No. 2
artificial-horizon mechanism used in the first comparison was modified
a second time so that the scale was attached to the inner shield or face
which carries the rotating pointer (see fig. 8.2C). The original fixed
scale at the periphery was obscured except for the large central index
mark. Sixty subjects were used in this comparison. The experi-
mental routine was that eml)loyed in comparison i. Differences shown
in table 8.3 are for the two instruments irrespective of position. Again
it is evident that while the average error scores tend to be lower for
the moving scale instrument than for the standard indicator, the
variation in performance from subject to subject is such as to mask
any statistically significant difference that is duo to the instruments
in and of themselves. It must be remembered that the subjects were
attending to one instrument, and it is conceivable that the stress of
attending to a number of indicators might increase differences in

T.wt 8.3.-Standard Link artilicial horizon vs. moving acate (ndicator

(Comparion 31 *1
FIRST 8-MINUTE TEST PERIOD

Zp Number Clock-
P entda Instrument of Statistic

group subjects 2 3 4

A AAFsta stdard ............... 30 M ............ 374.7 212.5 1 U. , 107.0
B Movlingscale .......... 30 t ................ 3Lt.6 J1.0 122.4 9 .3

DII ............ 26.1 40.5 32.1 12.6
.................. LI 1.4, L , 1.0

SECOND 8-MINUTE TEST PERIOD

B AA1tandard................30 N.............0 143.31 72. 71.
A 'loing .scal.......... ................... 28.'9 129.7 CA.4 7 .

Did .............. 12.1 13.0 11. -4.7
I ................. .6 .8 . 4

SUBJECT PREFERENCE SUBSEQUENT TO LAST TEST PERIOD

No. I AAF standard Instrument given firt Moving "rale Indicator gIven fint

refcr I No prvcrence Prefer moving Prefr I No p Ptrr moing

J'l:cent I'(,nt eeent a Pete'freest lwte
1 10 83 73 7 20
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performances attributable to the two horizon indicators. It should
also be noted that while the movement of the stick required to bring
aircraft to level flight is in the same direction as the movement of
the fixed central index, were it to be conceived of as having to be ro-
tated to the central point of the scale, the actual motion which is
perceived under these circumstances is in conflict with the required
rotation of the stick or wheel
Comparison 4: Standard Link Artificial Horizon vs. British Type of Artificial

Horizon
It has been suggested that one model of the British type of artificial

horizon is easier to use because it has, inherently, less ambiguity in
its action than the AAF instrument. To test this hypothesis, a con-
ventional Link artificial horizon was modified so as to function as the
British type of attitude indicator (see fig. 8.2D). The scale was
moved from the fixed rim at the top of the instrument to the lower
edge of the instrument. The miniature plane was then suppoited
from the upper rim of the instrument as in the British type of indicator.
As the pilot views the instrument, a right roll tilts the horizon bar to
the left an'd the pointer moves around its fixed scale to the right. This
instrument has the distinction that the correct movement of the stick,
considered merely as to the right or the left is in the same direction
as the movement of the pointer in relation to the central index of the
fixed scale. Various individuals report, however, that this instrument
causes a certain degree of confusion because the moving elements of
the instruments are perceived as rotating in a counterclockwise direc-
tion when the plane is actually rolling to the right'in a clockwise direc-
tion. A corrective counterclockwise rotation of the stick about its point
of support or a counterclockwise rotation of the control wheel are in
the same direction as the preceding movement of the elements in the
indicator. That is to say, the motion of the indicator must be followed
by the saimle type of movement in the control rather than by a compen-
satory adjustment in the opposite direction which experience in every-
day life tends to establish as the correct, and therefore, the most im-
mediate or natural reaction. In other words, the correct response is
not the most immediate response to the angular rotation of the moving
elenents in the instrument. It nmst be made to anl inferred position
of the plane which is interpreted from the indicator.

As in. the )revious comparisons, the differences indicated in table
8.1 tend to favor the modified instrument but, except for clock No. 4,
are not statistically significant. Individual differences are so great
that the effect of the variations in the indicators, per 8e, tends to be
masked. The difference for clock No. .1, which favors the British type
of i:-trument, is significant at the 2-percent level.
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T,%MX: 8.4.-Stuadard Link artificial hori-on vs. British type of artifcia horizon

[Comparison 41
FIRST 8-MINUTH TEST PERIOD

Expel. Number Clock-
mental Instrument Of StatLt -

group subjects 2 3 *

A AA F standard ................ 32 M ................. 310.9 2rb. 4 117.1 a. 0
D British type ................... 31 . .. .... 17.V 1t41 64.0 629

Di............. 0 43.6 33.1 17.1
I.................. 1.7 1.6 1.3 ti4

SECOND 8-MINUTE TEST PERIOD

AAFstandard................ 31 1M ............. ZI. 151.71 7&- 7
A British type.... ... 32 M ............. 29.5 114.6 54.4 ax?

MIT ............ -30.4 37.1 21.3 MLO
S.................. 1.6 1.1 12.4

SUBJECT PREFERENCE SUBSEQUENT TO LAST TEST PERIOD

No. I AAF standard Instrument given tirst Brith tylv lndiNtor given first

Prefer I No preference Prefer British Prefer I No preference Prefr British
type type

Pacent Percent Percent percent 'rcent Percent
19 6 75 48 06

I A i value of 2.32 Is significant at the 2-percent level; and a t value of 2.58 r higher Is sgnlfcaut at the
I-percent level.

Comparison 5: Standard Link Artificial Hlorizon vs. Reversed Rotation Type
of Artificial Horizon

Because in none of the instrunents used in the previous coinpari-
sOlS do the moving elements rotate in a clockwise direction whev the
plane rolls to the right or exhibit a counterclockwise rotation when tile
plane rolls to the left, a standard Link artificial horizon was modified
so as to provide this relationship (see fig. 8.2E). This was achieved
merely by lengthening the pin which engages with the bank imndulum
(see fig. 8.1E). Table 8.5 shows that the average clock error score
made with the reversed rotation type of artificial horizon is lower
than that made with the standard indicator and that the differences
are statistically significant at the 1-percent level. Tables 8.1 through
S.I show that the individuals who served as subjects in. the first four
comparisons generally expressed a preference for tile p..articular instru.
Innt which they used in the most recent test period. In this fifth
comp:rison, those subjects who were tested oil both the standard and
reversel rotation indicators showed a decided preference for the
1,,,,dified instrumient rcgardless of whiether or not thiat was the illstru.
mIet most recently used. 'hus both in the perform:nce which it
evokes and in expression of l)reference on the part of the subjects,
the reversed rotation artifeihd horizon proves to be clearly superior.
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TABL.E 8.5.-Standard Link artiflciai horizon tvs. rccrcd rolatiou type of

artifcial horizon

|Comparlson i

FIRST S-MINUTE TEST PERIOD

Number Cock
-mental Instrument o sub- Statistic

group Jecs" 1 2 1 4

A AA F itndard ............... (A 'M ................. 3.11.2 246.7 161.1 90.1
B Reve1ne.irotation ............. (. "M ................. 312.1 183.7 102.2 67.7

Did . 45.1 63.0 W89 2 .4•t .................. t . 3.4 13.4] -13.0

SECOND 8-MINUTE TEST PERIOD

B AAF standar d........ ...... t . 33 ............. 3 54. 6 206.0 121.5 $ 0A Revered rotation ....... 3 ifM..............32. ...................... . 1 9 127.7 60.4 520.5

Did ............. 69. 8 -44.3 61.1 20.0
'33 3.9 '5 '3.1

I' ................... 13,3 1 3. 13.6 3 .1

SUBJECT PREFERENCE SUBSEQUENT TO LAST TEST PERIOD

No. I AA F Standard Instrument given first Reversed rotation Instrument givu fins

-Prefer I \o preferenoe Prefr reverse Prfr I o p Prefer reverserotation" Pee ,opdrn rotation

'erce Percent Percent Perceta Percewn Percnt
6~9 0 ?61 76

A I value of 2.58 or higher Is sivlcant at the 1-percent level.

Seventy-two subjects of the 137 cadets in the fifth comparison con-
tinued to~use the same horizon indicator during the second test period
that they had used in the initial period. In the case of these 72 sub-
jects it was found that the highly significant differences between the
standard horizon indicator and the reversed rotation instrument hold
only for the fi'st S minutes of practice and not for the second test
period. This should not be taken to mean that the difference in per-
formance yielded by these instruments is merely a temporary plie-
nomenon. It should be emphasized that the subject does not have a
full panel of instruments to which he must attend, but only the rela-
tively simple task of keeping the trainer in level and horizontal flight.
by attending to a single flight indicator. Under these circumstances,
it is possible for the subjects who use tile standard, and inferior,
instrument to attain a level of performance in two practice periods
that is comparable to that achieved by the group using the superior
or reversed rotation ilstrulnent. Given two 8-minute practice
periods in succession, both groups achieve a relatively high degree of
proficiency. The group using the reversed rotation instrument soon
reaches a leveling off in its performance, and the group with the
inferior instrument overtakes them. It will be shown in a later sec-
tion that when the remaining 65 subjects in this fifth comparison who
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were tested on both instruments shifted from one indicator in the first
period to a, second indicator in the next period, the effect, of habit inter-
ference revealed a difference that carried over into the second 8-minute
period. It should be emphasized that there is always the possibility
that under conditions of stress a pilot may make-an error because of
the ambiguity of the conventional instrument wlich could have been
prevented had the indicator possessed optimum interpretability.

In view of the striking differences in performance which have been
obtained with the reversed rotation and standard instruments, the
question arises as to the similarity of the-two groups using the respec-
tive instruments. Table 8.6 shows the characteristics of the subjects
when they are segregated on the basis of the particular instrument used
during the first 8-minute test period. These data show conclusively
that the two groups are comparable in hours of pilot training (primary
ships only), pilot stanine, and in previous experience with an experi-
mental test that involves 8 minutes of contact flying in a Link ground

*' trainer.

Tmntx S..-Equiralcnce of groups uscd in the Afth comparison itvoting the
standard AAF instrument and the recmrscet rotation Inutrumcnt

AAF tandrd u~od ~st Revrr ,d rotation in.

AA FAandard uol tint sirmwnt us d first

other
Hours Pilot IM Link o th xzrs 1q)t Had Link Link

contact other contact to-truinin nine flying I ink ito flying
test test lest

:.M n .......................... 2 6.9 &63 .................. 47 t . ..... ........
8D .............................. 1I00 1.7 .......... 7.53 1. .............
Number iubects ............... 68 '62 ii 53 0 !63 12 37
Percent 2.......................................... 2 7 ................. 17 WS

I Staniiues not available for a subJect.

Can the differences in performance obtained with the two instru-
mients in this fifth comparison be accounted for in terms of the relative

* sensitivities of the two instruments? A calibration of tie two indi-
cators demonstrates that the reversed rotation horizon is of somewhat
,greater sensitivity than the standard. Table 8.7 shows that when the

T.wIx 8.7.-Rchltire sentiivity of standard AAF Link horizon indivator and
rcrcracd rottion instroeint-,t us utilizcd in cminparixon 5

Nuntbr of clock starting to record a - - -

AA F standargd ind fwor
Clockw. e rotation in dee .................................................. S 10 Is 3
CoUnt rciockwtse rotation In degrees ........................................... 3 10 is 3

Rererscd rotation, Intlirfor
('tinkwl. rntntlon In l(eg ............................................. 14 3) 4

1,,ttrClockwi!* rtatoN In defreMP .................................... 7 123 16 4
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fuselage-has rolled to the point where the first clock starts to score,
the standard horizon registers a displacement of 5. At this point
the modified indicator gives a reading of 70 to 9, depending on the
direction of roll. The fact that the pointer of the reversed rotation
instrument has moved furthef than the pointer of the standard indi-
cator might, conceivably, give the subject an earlier and more em-
phatic warning that he has drifted off level flight.

To establish the significance of variations in sensitivity, the reversed
rotation indicator was desensitized by lengthening the pin attached
to the gimbal ring assembly which engages with the bank pendulum.
The length of the standard pin as measured in the vertical dimension
is %6 inch. Its net moment arm is %6 inch as measured down
from the rear bearing of the gimbal ring. The first model of the
reversed: rotation instrument, used in the fifth comparison, has a pin
approximately 2%;e inch long with a net moment arm of approxi-
mately %2 inch as measured above the rear bearing of the gimbal
ring. The desensitized instrument has a length of 11Ae inch with
a net moment arm-of approximately %e inch as measured above the
rear bearing of the gimbal ring. The calibration of the desensitized
version of the reversed rotation indicator is presented in table 8.8.
It is clear from these data that the pointer of the desensitized instru.
ment moves a shorter distance than the pointer of the standard instru-
ment when the fuselage banks to one side or the other.

TAm. 8.8.-Relative .cnsititft of standard AAF horizon indicator and desens-
1i:cd rcrcrscd rotation instrument as utilized in comparison 6

Number ot cdock starting to rem 1 2 3 4

AAFsdfmrd ixJkef.
ClockwLw rotation In dcrces .................................................. 5 10 15 3
Counkr! ckwLs iotatkoe In deir .......................................... 10 15 3

Deseusillid rewstkd raefall ikecv
Clockwlse rotatka In dees......................................4 1 12 2
CounterclockwlS3 rotation In degeM ................................ 4 7 12 2

Seventy-eight additional subjects were run for 8 minutes in com-
parison 6 to determii.e the direction of the difference in performance
when the desensitized reversed rotation instrument is compared with
the standard. Table 8.9 gives the data from this last group. All of
the clock scores for the desensitized reversed rotation instrument are
superior to the scores for the standard. All differences are significant
at the 1-percent level.

The differences appear to be greater than in the original group V
comparison involving a more sensitive reversed rotation instrument.
The data of the original 137 subjects and the data from this supple-
nentary group of 78 subjects, making a total of 215, are in accord in

establishing the superiority of the reversed rotation instrument. The
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T 8.9.--ltandard Link arlificial hor:on vs. dcacmitl:lcd rcrcracel -rotatlon
type of artiftcfal ori:os

(Compario )
IMIIE6i I*,ilrne led Period

INo previous intrument experkaftc

Number C)Kk
Instrument of sub- Btlsle - -

Jects 1 2 4

AAFstan ad ................... 40 M ....... 411.4 2 7I3.2 I 1W.1 9.7.
D sftitlued reversed rot*o ..... . 38 M....... 312.4 13841 89.1 &&1DI. ... 0 118. I 107.1 44.6

I A . .Vm Of 2.38 of higher Is significant at tle I-percnt level.

experimental test of variations in sensitivity has shown that the ob-
tained differences cannot be explained as due to this factor. It. is
concluded, therefore, that the superiority of the reversed rotation
instrument must be due to its mode of functioning.

DISCUSSION

Significant Factor In the Superiority of Horizon Indicator with Reversed
Rotation

It should be noted that the superiority of the reversed rotation type
of artificial horizon has been exhibited in spite of the fact that when
the aircraft assumes a right-roll attitude, the indicator registers this
maneuver by showing the miniature airplane with its left wing dipped
below the horizon bar. Although this static relationship must ulti-
mately be interpreted as representing a left-roll attitude, the dynamic
relationship of the moving elements is such as to suggest a right roll.
In consequence, it would appear that the direction of rotation of the
moving elements in the instrument comprises the factor which the
novice reacts to most immediately-a factor which the more experi.
enced pilot has learned to disregard. It also seems reasonable to
believe that if the correct static pattern were presented along with
the appropriate dynamic relationship of the moving elements, e. g.,
when the horizon remains fixed and the miniature plane rotates, the
resulting instrument might be superior to the reversed rotation hori.
zon used in the last comparison of the series. Data on such an instru.
nient have been reported by a Brit ish investigator.

Since circulation of the initial report on the present study, two
lapers have been made available to the writer, describing a study
conducted at the request of the instrument department of the Royal
Aircraft Establishment, Farnborough (1, 2). The British investi-
gation differs from the present study in several respects. Its objective
Was to compare a single experimental indicator with a conventional
instrument. Two groups of 20 cadets were employed as subjects.
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The cadets, who had had no instrument instruction, were required to
fly a standard Link trainler onl a straighit and level course while the

machine wits periodically deflected by its standard rough-air mech-
anism. Although the reports contain no reference to a modification
of the turning mechatism, there is a statement to the effect that
"... the only indication before the subjects was one or other of the
two attitude indicators which were being tested" (2). It is not clear,
therefore, whether the British subjects were required to maintain a
heading or whether they were free to devote all of their attention to
the attitude indicator. Performance was scored by means of two
mechanical integrators connected directly to the fuselage of the trainer.
The scores, in arbitrary units, are proportional to the angular devia.
tion in attitude multiplied by time. In addition to the two mechanical
integrators for measuring roll and pitch deviations, there was a graphic
recording system for tracing the actual deflections. Each subject was
required to fly the trainer for a total interval of 12 minutes, and per-
formance was measured in successive 2-minute samples. The data
in table 8.10 represent the performance of two separate groups of
cadets, each of which was tested on a single instrument.

The type of attitude indicator compared with the conventional
instrument consisted of a two-dimensional model aircraft which moved
in relation to two fixed horizon bars at the edges of its wings. The
author of the reports was of the opinion that with such an instrument,
"the pilot identifies himself with the model instead of imagining
himself to be a fixed point in space with a moving real horizon-a
conception which does not fit the facts and which may be difficult to
grasp" (1). As demonstrated by the figures of table 8.10, both the
graphic r-cords and the integrator scores show that the modified
design is significantly superior to the conventional design. It was
also found that tie preference of a group of cadets tested on both
instruments was clearly in favor of the new design. The general

TAux 8.10.'-Comparison of indicator* in terms of graphic records and
inteprator scores

iitch Rod Pitch RoU

Rcorling Indittor Idldcator RcordIi ldlcato lndlcale
method tethodIniao Idctr

Old New Old New O4 New Old New

UraptkU ...... M ....... 27.2 15.3 121.8 95.8 Integrte4.... ... 22.3 X0.0 29.8 25.1
81) ...... 34.6 17.1 52.9 a.2 81) ...... 7.31 4.9 9. 4 6..3

DI.. 11.9 26.0 Dift ..... 2.3 4.7
S~ u|#... 4.1 8.19 S YI fn... 1.0 L31

I The mean value$ Of ail the observations for new and old Indicators and for both inethods of recording.
The dfilercnce vtwetn' old and now Indlcators Is unlikely to be due to chanc. -ince In every case the differ.

qnce ,twvc the mean i nore than twice th stantard error. Frum Flying 'ersonnel Ileseirch Commit.
tio Rpet ve. c1l (a) by H. C. BwW tm
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trend of the findings is thus in keeping with the results of the present

study in the sense that an indicator which contains a moving element

rotating in the same direction as the aircraft rolls was found to be

clearly superior to the conventional instrument.

In the present study, a series of four different modifications in

attitude design were studied in an effort to analyze and isolate the

basic elements which make one instrunent superior to another. In-

cluding the control measurements, a total of six comparisons involving

555 subjects provided the experimental data upon which the present

discussion has been based.

Further Research Suggested by the Present Study

To round out the present investigation it would be highly desirable

to study three additional attitude-indicator models. The exact num-

ber of comparisons required would depend upon the trend of the

experimental data. Model No. 1 of this proposed series is shown in

figure 8.2F. It should have the following characteristics: (1) moving

element, consisting of a three-dimensional miniature aircraft model

enclosed within a transparent sphere; (2) fixed horizon reference line

and fixed scale at periphery of stationary transparent sphere surround-

ing the miniature aircraft; (3) direction of rotation of moving element

to be varied in successive comparisons; (4) panel indicator activated

by autosyn mechanisms interposed between trainer fuselage and base.

Model No. 2 of the proposed series would be characterized by the

following features: (1) moving element of indicator similar to that

in the new Sperry Attitude Gyro, i. e., a sphere; (2) fixed horizon line,

fixed scale at periphery, sphere marked as AAF models; (3) direc-

tion of rotation to be varied in successive comparisons; (4) autosyn

activating mechanisms.
AModel No. 3 of the proposed series would include "le following

characteristics: (1) moving element of indicator consisting of trans-

parent hemisphere with meridians embossed on inner surface, and so

placed that it surrounds the anterior half of a miniature )lane which

is fixed in position and heads away from the pilot; (2) reference

lhorizon line on the hemisphere moving up when the l)arent ship dives

iand down during a climb; (3) direction of rotation to be varied in

successive comparisons; (4) autosyn activating mechanisms.

It was not found possible to test these three models in the time

allotted to this investigation. The definitive analysis of the basic

relationships insuring optimum interpretability must therefore await

further study.

Basic Requirements for Attitude Indicators In the Light of Present Experi-
mental Data

From the various considerations reviewed in the preceding discus.

sion it would appear that the most easily interpreted horizon indicator
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for blind flying is one in which the moving elements directly register
a s1hift in attitude by a displacement in the same direction. It tends

to follow fron this basic requirement that the horizon line must re.
niain fixed in relation to the pilot's instrument panel. It would seem
that tihe best results could be achieved by the construction of an in.
strument which contains a three-dimensional minature aircraft that
banks or pitches about a horizon which is fixed in relation to the in.
strument panel and not with regard to the true earth's horizon. Thus
when the attitude of the plane is that of a right roll, the miniature
aircraft rotates clockwise; when the plane rolls to the left, the minia-
tire model rotates in a counterclockwise direction. During a climb,
the nose of the miniature model rises and the tail sinks (see fig. 8.2 F).

It should be emphasized that all of the data of the present investi-
gation as well as the findings of the British study were obtained from
subjects who were flying blind and unable to see outside the trainer.
It is essential that in future work these findings be verified in a situa-
tion which involves a combination of blind and contact flying. As an
initial check, it would be desirable to test subjects in a situation some-
what like that used by the Canadians in developing a screening test for
student pilots. The Canadians employed a special Link trainer with
biplane wings. This was flown contact in relation to a cyclorama
painted to simulate a view of the earth as seen from an elevation of
several thousand feet. To adapt this test situation to the needs of
the proposed study, it would be necessary to install only the proper
instrument panel, rough-air mechanism, and scoring system as de-
veloped for the present study. The subjects would be required to shift
from contact to instrument flying in a standardized but irregular
sequence when given the appropriate signal by way of their earphones.

Finally, those instruments which proved superior in the combination
contact-and-blind-flying trainer situation should be checked under
actual flying conditions. Both novices and experienced pilots could be
tested for specified periods in which the task was merely one of flying
level and horizontal. Ultimately, those acrobatic maneuvers which
cannot be simulated by the Link trainer should be studied, using experi-
enced pilots as subjects and a check-list inventory scored by an
observer.

In the situation where the task is merely one of flying level and
horizontal, performance could be scored by some system which records
roll and pitch deviations. One relatively simple system for obtaining
such types of scores eflploys mercury switches which close circuit to
various counters when the plane rolls or pitches through successively
increasing angles. Each counter circuit is interrupted at a fixed rate.
The different counter scores thus represent the time interval during
which the aircraft deviated fron straight and level flight by various
pecified amounts. Probably a more refined method for recording
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such data could be developed by using the pitch and roll components
of an electrically operated gyro-horizon to close successive timing
circuits.
Possible Habit Interference in Shifting from Old-Style to New-Type Indicators

The data in tables 8.1 to 8.5 indicate that there is a general tendency
for minus signs to appear in the differences for the second S-minute
test period as subjects change from one instrument to another. This
means that those subjects who used a modified indicator following
practice with the conventional horizon did less well than those subjects i
who used the conventional horizon indicator after having had an 8-
minute practice period with the modified instrument. Tile negative
differenCes point to the effect of interference from habits that were
established during the first 8-minute test period. Tley were clearly
significant, statistically, only in the case of the reversed rotation
horizon indicator used in the fifth comparison. One po-sible explana-
tion of the predominant direction of the interference is suggested by
previous studies of the learning function. The brief initial learning
period in which the subjects use the conventional indicator requires
so much effort and attention, and the subjects get so much practice
in correcting their errors because of the inherent difficulty of the
standard instrument, that they tend to fix their responses relatively
well. In contrast, the reversed rotation indicator fits in so well with
past habits that less effort is required to perform the task satisfactorily.
It is thus somewhat easier to break up these habits, temporarily, when
the subjects transfer to the conventional instrument in O. econd 8-
minute test period. There is some indirect substantiation for this
interpretation, possibly, in the fact that the subjects express a decided
preference for the modified instrument and regard it as easier.

The question as to how difficult it would be for experienced pilots
to master an attitude indicator of the new type, referred to just above,
cannot be answered by armchair theorizing or a casual expression of
opinion. A satisfactory and dependable answer requires objective
and quantitative evidence.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

It has been pointed out that although pilots can learn to use almost
any type of artificial-horizon indicator, the novice may be retarded it%
acquiring proficiency in blind flying, and even the experienced pilot
may have difficulty during emergencies because of the inherent am-
biguity in the conventional type of instrument.

Four different types of artificial-horizon indicators have been comi-
Pared with the conventional instrument in terms of the objectively
scored Link ground-trainer performance as the subject attempts to
S maintain the fuselage in level and horizontal flight under conditions
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of rough air. These indicators comprise the following types of in.
strunients: (1) a scaleless horizon indicator in which the moving
pointer and fixed scale of the conventional instrument have been re-
moved; (2) a moving scale indicator in which the scale rotates but
the reference index inark remains fixed; (3) a British type of hori-
zon indicator in which the fixed scale and pointer are at the base of the
instrument dial; (4) a reversed rotation instrument in which the
Rioving pointer and the horizon bar tilt or rotate in the opposite direc-
tion from that of the standard AAF flight indicator.

All of the miodified horizon indicators tend to show some slight
superiority over the conventional instrument as contrasted with the
differences arising when two instruments of the same design are com-
pared. In the case of one category of measurement, the British type
of horizon shows a difference in its favor which has some degree of
statistical significance. The indicator in which the moving pointer
and the horizon bar rotate in an opposite direction to that of the con-
ventional AAF flight indicator is the one instrument that shows a
superiority which has unquestionable statistical significance. Thi re-
verse rotation indicator is also the one instrument which is most
consistently preferred by the subjects.

An analysis of the various factors which have been studied in the
series of comparisons between the modified instruments and the stand-
ard suggests that the most easily interpreted attitude indicator for
blind flying will be one in which the horizon remains fixed with regard
to the instrument panel and the moving element rotates in the same
direction as the plane rolls. It would appear that for blind flying the
moving clement of the indicator should consist of a three-dimen-
sional miniature aircraft which banks or pitches within a horizon
circle which is fixed in relation to the instrument panel rather than
with regard to the true horizon. Thus, when the attitude of the plane
is that of a right roll, the miniature aircraft rotates clockwise; when
the plane rolls to the left, the miniature model rotates in a counter-
clockwise direction. During a climb, the nose of the miniature air-
craft rises anmd the tail sinks. It should be noted, however, that before
a final and definitive analysis can be made with regard to the basic
factors essential for an ideal design, at least three additional types
of instruments, described previously, should be studied. It must also
be emphasized that additional work is required before it can be stated
which typo of instrument will insure minimal confusion when used
in situations other than blind flying or when used by experienced pilots
who have been trained on conventional instruments.
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CHAPTER NINE
Direction of Movement in the Use

of Control Knobs to Position
Visual Indicators'

Miimvx J. WRRICK

Numerous situations exist in aviation where visual indicators.are

positioned by rotation of a control knob. In a simple control-indi-
cator system there are two possible alternate relationships between the
direction of motion of a control and the resultant motion of its indi-
cator. For example, a clockwise motion of a control could move an
indicator either clockwise or counterclockwise. For greatest efficiency
of operation it seems desirable that the relationship between indicator
and control motion be such as to conform to the response tendencies
of the majority of the operators. For further discussion of this prob-
lem see chapters 2, 3, 10, and 17. The two studies reported in this
chapter represent an initial investigation of this problem and were
planned and carried out concurrently.

EXPERIMENT I

Purpose

The purpose of the first experiment was to determine the direction
in which opernators most frequently turn control knobs to accomplish
a certain direction of motion of an indicator in several arrangements
of controls and indicators.

For this initial experiment a knob was selected as being a commonly
used type of control. A straight row of light positions was used asStho indicator, primarily because other types of displays might so
resemble an aircraft instrument as to elicit a response biased by ex-
perience with that instrument. Five of the more common spatial
relationships between the indicator and control were arbitrarily
selected for study.

'This chiater is baed upon resenrch flnzlugs rfported In Itntdquarle:s A.MC, Inginer-
hig I)vlhd NMemorndium Iteport No. TS1AA-GOI-1C. The assistance of Jo.ieuh 13akalus
tant Ilelmut Mu-hhauser In constructng the alpparatus and In tetIng ithe subJects greatly
facilitated the experiment.
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Apparatus and Procedure

An apparatus was built containing five separate panels each having
an indicator (a row of lights) and a control knob, as shown in figure
9.1. Each panel presented a different relationship between the location
of the indicator and the location of the control.

/
PANEL NO. I PANEL NO. 2 PAH'EL NO. 3
A 8 CO 0

100:
OA

PANEL'NO. 4 PANEL NO 5

OE
0C

PlForu 9.1-Control-Indicator panels used in determining direction of response
preferences.

It will be noted in figure 9.1 that the panels are numbered from left
to right and the lights on each are numbered in sequence from left
to right, bottom Uo top, or front to rear. An indicator position will
hereafter be referred to by number and letter to designate the panel
,and the light position.
Ti equipment operated in the following manner. A light appeared

on any one of the panels in a position other than C (center). The
subject, using his right hand only, moved the light to center with the
appropriate knob. The control for each knob was so wired that no
matter which way (clockwise or counterclockwise) the subject rotated
the control, the light moved toward the center. However, once the
light was moved from its original position, the relationship between
the direction of control motion and the resultant direction of the indi-
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cator motion was established and remained the same until the problem
was solved or the light returned to its initial position. Either a
clockwise or a counterclockwise response was correct. in that it moved
the light to center and solved the problem.

A series of 40 successive problems was presented in a randomized
order of panels and light positions (except that the same panel never
succeeded itself). Rand'Oni time intervals not exceeding 1 secold
occurred between the solution of one problem and the onset of the next.
Each light position (excluding the center) appeared twice during the
series. Thus there were eight problems on each panel, four on each side
of center. With no wrong or unrewarded responses possible, with a
randomized order of presentation, and with a definite emphasis on
speed of reaction, it was hoped that the subject's responses to a particu-
lar problem would be least likely to be influenced by his responses to
previous problems.

Fifty subjects, all rated military pilots, were employed in this study.
They were divided into 10 groups. Each group started at a different
indicator position (A or E) in the series of 40 problems. They were
instructed to move each light to center as rapidly as possible and were
told that their score would be the amount of time it took theni to com-
plete the series. Cumulative reaction times over the series were ob-
tained and recorded. The subjects were shown the unidentified time
scores of other subjects before the test as a stimulant to faster reactions.
They were not told that they could move the control either way to move
the light to center.
Results

In table 9.1 are presented the percent of clockwise and of counter-
* clockwise responses to (1) each problem; (2) problems on the same

side of center combined; and (3) all the problems of each panel com-
bined.

There are two possible directions in which the knob can be rotated
to move the indicator in the desired direction. If neither direction
of response is preferred over the other, the subject would be as likely
to respond with a clockwise as with a counterclockwise movement of
the control, unless othei; factors such as difficulty in making certain
movements are influencing the responses. Thus, the responses to par-
ticular problems would be split 50 percent clockwise and 50 percent
counterclockwise within the limits of chance variation. With 50 sub-
jects the probability is only one in a hundred that the number of clock-
wise (or counterclockwise) responses would exceed 60 percent. Thus
if there are more than 66 percent clockwise responses or more than Go
percent counterclockwise responses, it is assumed that there is a pre-
ferrvd response in that direction in the particular situation.
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TAnILT O.1 .-- Pcrcc1t of c!ock tcsc (C) and countcrclockwise (CC) responses to
thc fice indicator panels

Indlvl4ual Positions

lIndicato pitions ooinbled Entlr panel

postin Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent
C cc C cc C Co

' ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ..... ....................-.. S
.... ....... 61...... 9i"1 18 .......19.'. ..... ..

it 1*2 81 19 '81
A4 ....... . .

2.......................... U 190 10 8 12 56 44) . .23 ' .......... ........
I x 6 74 24 376 J

'A 67 4 . ....... ...
3- ... ..... 4 46 56 44 37 43

51 ... 4311 .......... .......... 1 t

It: 60 40 L9 42
A 2-'78 2 2 ............

4 ...... .. ......... 2 77 22 878 223 693
D61 3 9...... ......

A 32 6 ...... W"t' " 6li6'4 16 283 17-1
Anl Tnels 59 4t

I hd all .Nequal to the siumberrof responses rather than the numberof subjects been used an "indlvidual
Position" percent figure woud he blguilflcant at the I.percent level if it excieded 61.6 percent (N-100);a oiplons-tognlbhld g ie aigniflcnt It t exr ded 58.2 percent (N-200); an "entire-panel" iure
ignlfcnt if Itei ecild ZG.0perctent (N- 400): ans thetotal significant lilt exceded 52.Gperccnt (N- 2.00).
Thus in terns of a sanple of r ponLsm.,, not individuab, the significance of the reults Indicated In ithe table
Is greatly enhanced.

'Significant at or above the 1.pvrcrlt level of confidence for N-O.

Tile obtained response tendencies might be due either to the varia-
bility between individuals or the variability within individuals. For
exanliplc, the percent of clockwise responses to positions A and B
combined, of panel 3 may be due to 56 percent of the subjects con-
sistently re~sponding clockwise and '14 percent consistently responding
ctounterclockwise whenever one of these lights came on. Or the
percent of clockwise responses may be due to each subject responding
soIetilmes clockwise, sometimes counterclockwise. Or it may be some
combination of these two possibilities. (The response frequencies to
positions A and B and to positions D and E of each panel (table 9.1)
are so consistently similar that they may be considered as like
problems.)

Since each light on each panel appeared twice, the subjects made
fotlr responses to each like pair of positions. In table 9.2 is presented
the nunber of subjects resj)ondillg four, three, two, one, and no times
clockwise (no, one, two, three, and four times counterclockwise) to:ch l pair of lights on either side of center for each panel.
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'TABL. 9.2-Numbcr of Subicets rcejpondlng with four, thrce, isco. one, and remo
clockiwiso (0) responscs to pro blcms on each aide of center of each panel

Panel Indicator positions combined Sjl S ubnijects .I1ajI'(Is iu'jcO S 11~h)ecTU

.Andli RI.......... 42 0 1 0
I......D andP F 5......... 2 443

A an .......... 3 7 1 4 2

canno A and anc by, ............ .ot t 16 thc zarlyo u 3 ede torsodcok It
and B , I .... n.d ... 22i

4,*-of---D n ta l ... 2..i...ic... tes tha t12r 4s co sd rbl i

t......eJ ndene R rsne I t....bl..... 9. 2r no enirl a eslto
i ndiaocntl Eragmn of p....n...l... 34 an 3 1 whc

I Inicaestat hchershow ctheeteson rmstarInbilty diretin Indi du h ale
citntraonti)bextindu a e ote tate li f Ca )lct r ito will be nloted

tocmie "tsAalway rBpode clckds to piton A ond Bw tha
Examnatmi f tble9.2incaterclckwthee ionesertald tvata

bty withlf ndi2)a teoind respons to arcla problemte
biasednby responses topretdiu prble? 9.hseo etiels cannout bf
conerediul with urhonspeistentbtin oposievreonl then
cirst Trespone o-oo achgeen of ph0sbet acnesdered it wic fon
tal 9.1 peetd the most aons reslokwse) whichndes nr otife
osintanble frowicso the geensy (vaprialit whn .10 esjtonse
oach betec wereduls cOnied lliis worl xindiae hit thlerneda

* I~rtabl 6 sigec falwty responded~ okwthe ubo poficlockse rendontha
to inbcrs dalwayesrsaa respoddcurlofekienc tee on te, apartat

22hect owigponclusitha: (ea) ne controlindiemtor arrangemon
oftel 1 thsibe opeatos.s~ytre h oto lcws omv
Tho ictoer taor ieiond conterclaise()i to oe teondecator

tof thlkeft (2s) nste antrol-actdicator b aradesmgn of ptel 2pptha
tpsrtsy unually ture the oantdreoncse to iov pathla indror

llanwre ithut furtheris to move theidtr d own.r~he ( o)y the n

firt esozse f ac o te 5 sibecs wtscosierd, t i141un
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i rol-indicator arranfgement of panel :3 the operators showed no Iuniform
response preference; the control was turned clockwise slightly more
thlan 50 percent of the time regardless of the direction in which it was
desired that the indicator move. (4) In the control-indicator ar-
rangement of panel 4 the operators most frequently turned the control
clockwise regardless of which direction they wanted the indicator to
move. (5) In the control-indicator arrangement of panel 5 the opera-
tors usually turned the control clockwise to move the indicator down
and counterclockwise to move the indicator up. On all panels opera-
tors tended to make clockwise responses more frequently than counter-
clockwise iesponses. This was particularly true of the responses to
panel 4.

Conclusions of Experiment I
In the situations where an indicator moved in the same plane as its

control (panels 1, 2, and 5), the operator usually moved the control
io that the paxt of it nearest the indicator moved in the direction in
which he was attempting to move the indicator. In both situations
where the control did not move in the same plane as its indicator
(panels 3 and 4) the response tendencies were ambiguous. Thus, in
equipment design, the indicator-control arrangements of panels 1,
2, and 5, if used in accord with the results of this experiment, are to
be preferred over those of panels 3 and 4.

EXPERIMENT 2
Purpose

From preliminary investigation it seemed likely that the control-
indic:'tor arrangements of panels 3 and 4 of experiment 1 would yield
:1mbiguoos responses. (This was borne out by the results.) It also
seemed likely that it would occasionally be necessary to use these
arrangements.

To study these two relationships in more detail, experiment 2 was
planed an d conducted at the same time as experiment 1. The purpose,
of experiment 2 was to determine which of the alternate motion rela-
tionships is most efficient in terms of speed or minimum errors in these
two specific arrangements.

Apparatus and Procedure
The apparatus used in this investigation is shown in figure 9.2.

It consisted of a large box with the control knob in the center of one
side and a row of it indicator lights across an adjacent side parallel
to the axis of rotation of the knob. The same box, in different posi-
tions, was usel to obtain the two indicator-control arrangements.
Each light, except the center and two extreme lights appeared an
equal number of times in an irregular sequence of 40 trials. The sub-
ject was required to turn the knob and move the light to center. A
clock cumulated the reaction time for the -10 successive trials. If the
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PANEL POSITION 100000000000

1

7Z)

PANEL POSITION t

Fiouur DA2-Cotro-Ini~dcator urrangemcnts used In experiment 2.

control was turned the wrong way, the light, moved from the center
and an error was accumulated on a counter. Ani error was recorded
only if the knob was turned in the wrong direction enough to light
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an indicator bulb. A switch allowed the administrator to reverse the
direction of the indicator movement in relation to the control move-
ment. The test was self-paced with an interval between the solution
of one problemf and the onset of the next of approximately 0.6 second.

Forty-two rated military pilots were tested. Half the subjects
started with one indicator-control relationship and half the subjects
started with the alternate relationship. In order to test each subject
using each control-indicator relationship and to counterbalance for
interaction effects, the relationship between indicator and control was
reversed after the first and third of the four successive 40-trial se-
quences. Thus, half the subjects were run in a ABBA order and
half in a BAAB order on each panel position. The subjects were
told that the relationship between indicator and control might be
reversed froml one series of trials to the next. They were told their
time scores at the end of each series of trials but were not told that a
count of their errors was being made.
Results

In table 9.3 are presented the means and the standard deviations
of the time and error scores for each relationship of the two panel
positions. The differences between the mean error scores and between

TAB. 0.3.-Rclatirc CeffccUtrcncs* of al(trnate confrol-indicator motion relation-
shipa in two arrangcencnta of control and indicator

PANEL POSITION NO. 1 (N-42)

llel.ationsip Mean SD 9 r

"A" (60trialst) ......... .............................. 7.74 3.5 ..............
8................................... 62 5.65 0.88 +0.12

CU.UIATEI RZACTIO4 TIMI (1% IaECONDF)

$A" (1) trialsy ............. .. .. .. . .. .. .. ..............  59.82 6.72 ................
.................... 6........................... 18 6 6 o +.5

PANEL POSITION NO. 2 (N-42)

Relatlonship MNtcn SD 11 r

IRh'ORq
A" (4tr&L) .............. ............................. 11.17 &26. ............

"B" (bo trasb) ............................................... 79 5.97 '2.22 +0. 37

CVHMLATI'V't itOx. TIUK (IS SECONDS)

"A" ( tr ls) ......................................... G 78 8.30 4 ................
"it ( 0 trials) ........................................ C1tx' 6.9W .78 +.CA)

I "A" re.8tionship, a clockwLb.w motion of the knob rnovcd tho light to the left and a oounterclockwLse
moticin move,,, the light to the right.1 "0j" 5,rhlttIonllhl,. a ClovkwL. aIiotkm of the knob movedt the light to the right and a countcrclockwise
motion mnovId the light to the left.
I 'ihiaflctant at the .iwr, nt le't.l of confidence.
I "A" n'l.ltiohilt. a clovkt IN nmotlon of the knob movt"I the light away from the oixwrator and a countcr-

€lockwLse motion of the knob moved tile light toward the slubk¢et.$."B" rlationhlip. a clovk%% be I-totin of the knob moved the light toward the opirator and a counter-
clock, *,- mution of the kntb nmovel the light away from the subject.

* 2:11aiflrawt at the 5-14-rcvut levrl of tonhdenuc.
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the mean time scores for each panel position are presented in terms
of t.

In panel position 1 an operator worked slightly, but significantly,
faster when the relationship between indicator and control was suck
that a clockwise motion of the control resulted in an indicator motion
to the left, and a counterclockwise motion of the control resulted iln
an indicator motion to the right. The number of errors was also
slightly but not significantly reduced by this arrangement.

In panel position 2 an operator made significantly fewer errors
when the relationship between indicator and control was such that a
clockwise motion of the control moved the indicator toward him anti
a counterclockwise motion moved the indicator away from him. The
speed was also increased, but not significantly, by this arrangement.
It will be noted that the differences in speed or errors on either panel,
even though significant, were extremely small.

A comparison of the first 40 trials was made between the 21 subjects
starting with one motion relationship and the 21 subjects starting with
the alternate motion relationship of each panel. The results agreed
with the results from the total group as pre.wnted in table 9.2.

Conclusions of Experiment 2
In the control-indicator arrangement of panel position 1, operators

respond more rapidly, and perhal)S with fewer errors, when a clock-
wise motion of the control results in motion of the indicator to the
left, and a counterclockwise motion of the control results in motion of
the indicator to the right. In the control-indicator arrangement of

panel position 2, operators respond with fewer errors, and perhaps with
greater speed, when a clockwise motion of the control results in motion
of the indicator toward the operator and counterclockwise motion of
the control results in motion of the indicator away from the operator.
However, the practical difference in efficiency resulting from use of
one coutrol-indicator relationship as opposed to ts alternate in these
two indicator-control arrangements is so slight as to be easily out-

* weighed by other considerations important in the design, installation,
and use of indicators and controls.

GENERAL SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The purpose of these experiments was to determine the preferred
relationship between the direction of motion of a control and its in-
dicator in five arrangements of indicators and controls. These
arrangrements are shown in figure 9.1.

Fifty rated military pilots were required to move a light to center
from various positions in a row of lights by a right-hand operated

control knob. Each of the five arrangements of control and indicator
were presented to subjects in a randomized order. The apparatus was
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built so that no matter which way the control was moved, the light
would move toward center.

It was found that arrangements 1, 2, and 6, where the indicator
moved in the same plane as its control, yielded consistent responses,
the subjects preferring the motion relationship such that the part of
the control nearest the indicator and the indicator moved in the same
diretion. It was found that arrangements 3 and 4 (in which the
indicator did not move in the same plane as its control) did not yield
consistent responses.

A second experiment was performed using only arrangements 3 and
4 (p nel positions 1 and 2 of-fig. 9.2) to determine which alternate
motion relationship would result in the greatest speed or the fewest
errors. Forty-two rated military pilots were tested, using each alter.
nate motion relationship of each control-indicator arrangement.

It was found that the subjects worked significantly faster and with
slightly fewer errors if the motion relationship of arrangement 3 (fig.
9.1) was such that a clockwise motion of the control knob moved the
indicator to the left and the converse; and that the subjects made
significantly fewer errors and worked slightly faster if the motion
reiationship of arrangement 4 (fig. 9.1) was such that a clockwise
motion of the control knob moved the indicator toward the subject
and the converse.
Because of the systematic consistency of response to the control-

indicator arrangements illustrated by panels 1, 2, and 6 of experiment
I these arrangements are recommended for use in that order pro-
viding, of course, that the botion relationship is such that the part
of the control adjacent to thi.indicator aid thi indicator move in the
same direction,

it.
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CIAP TEN_

A Study of the Most Effective
Relationships between Selected

Control and Indicator Movements'
LAuxoi F. CAWME AND NoXROM L. Munn"

INTRODUCTION

Grether (see ch. 2) and Brown and Jenkins (see ch. 3) have dis-
cussed the theoretical aspects of the display-movement, control-
movement problem. An experimental approach to the problem has
been described by Warrick (see ch. 9). A somewhat different method
of attacking this problem with a more complicated display.control
relationship is reported in this chapter. In the operation of equip-
ment such as the visual bomb sight and the radar tail-gun sight, it is
necessary for the operator to manipulate controls in such a manner as
to cause a target and cross hairs to coincide. In the performance of
this task the question often arises as to whether it is more natural to
think of bringing the cross hairs to the target or the target, to the cross
hairs. The question is indicative of the confusion sometimes attendant
in the operation of equipment of this type. It has many times been
observed nt naive subjects operating equipment of this typo for the
first time make many errors in control movement, i. e., move the con-
trois in it direction calculated to bring a target and cross hairs into
coincidence only to find that the displacement between the two has
increased. It has further been observed that with practice the dif-
ficulty is overcome and a learned response is made in the correct
direction. It has been hypothesized, however, that under conditions
of stress the operator will revert to the old or natural set and it is
desirable, therefore, to determine the most natural control movements
for bringing the target and cross hairs into coincidence.

This experiment was dcsigned to investigate the relationship be-
tween the line of movement of the spot on the face of the oscilloscope
and the axis of movement of two control knobs. Sinde it was also

'This chapter Is baed upon researeb findinxe reported In Heidquarters AMC, Engineer-
In# Division Memorandum Report No. TSEAA-494-T.
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p)ossible to vary the relationship between the direction of display move-
inent and the direction of rotation of the control knob, this problem
also has been investigated.

APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE

The apparatus 2 consisted of five distinct units: an RCA. 5-inch
cathode ray osilloscope, a pair of control knobs, a stepping switch,
lplafe-of -mo1veileia Switches, and counters and timing mnechanisms.
Th'le assenibled apparatus (without the timers and counters) is illus-
trated in figure 10.1. A commercial cathode ray oscilloscope wvas

a Pf&AEC Oe VOYMAT~ SWIT~C

a POKLII SWITCH~($

C, CON.TROL **05(1

0 CONTROL nUOM

C CATHiOE44 R 'I.? Om.SCGP9

P. SCOPE FACE 10T?" SPOT

M'umr 1.1.-Apparatus used Wi the study of control-lndicator movement
relationshIps.

inodified su that the potential on the plates could be varied and would
hold ii direct-current charge. By varying the potential, the spot on
the face of the scopj could be displaced either right andl left or up and
dlown. Cross hairs wer'- positioned on the face of the scope so that
they intersected at the cetr iiigteface into four quadrants.

are illustrated in fiue1..Ec osse fakuldknob
niountedonshaft. Trie knob bushing was oversized 0.005 inch allow-

igitorotate idlndnoftesatTwstsfpits(electric
cnat)suppocted o Oit -hpdbaktweemutdo h con-

'Theautorswish to acknowledg~je the avulhstance of Hlmtut Mueb~hauser both In the
rioLnptruction 4-f the apIpAratus and I12 the running of the subjects.
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A
A CONTROL KNOB

E 8. U-SHAPED BRACKET

F C. ADJUSTABLE SPRINGS

0. ADJUSTABLE POINTS

E. COMMUTATOR

F. BRUSHES

G. POTENTIOMETER

tG

FzouRz 10.2.-Diagram of control mechanism.

trol knob in such a way that the arms extend perpendicular to the plane
of rotation and parallel to the shaft. The arms of the bracket were
1800 apart, one extending below the shaft and one above.

*A three-ring commutator was also mounted on the shaft and fixed
in position by a setscrew. The arms of the control-knob bracket
meshed with a slot in the face of the commutator in such a way that
clutching action was obtained along with electrical switching. Tie
two contiacts at the top of the slot in the face of the commutator were
wired to one of the slip rings. Each of the contact points at the bot.
tom of the slot were wired to separate rings. The contact points of the
control knob were positioned midway between the top and bottom
points of the commutator by a(ljustable spring-s. Thus, when no torque
was applied to the knobs, they were self-centering, contact was broken,
and no current passed. If, however, force was applied to the control
knob, contac', was made between one of the upper points on the face
of the commutator and the opposite point on the lower face, thereby
completing a circuit. The current was led off by brushes to the clocks
and countes of the scoring device. It should b pointed out hero
that as force was applied the control knob slipped on the shaft
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and moved in the direction of the applied force. As the spring
tension of the centering device was overcome, contact was made be-
tween diagonally opposite points in the face of the commutator, com-
pleting a circuit between separate rings of the commutator, and the
current was in turn led off by brushes to the clocks and counters con-
cerned. Although the clocks and counters began to record both time
and direction of motion as soon as the spring tension was overcome,
it was not until the applied force was transmitted by the points of the
control knob to the opposite points of the commutator that the inertia
and friction of the shaft was overcome and it began to rotate. A gear
train driven by the shaft controlled the rotation of the wiper arm
of a potentiometer which was wired in series with a battery and the
plates of the oscilloscope. It can be seen then that there was an initial
latency between the movement of the control knob and the visual dis-
placement of the spot on the face of the scope. This time delay was
desirable as it afforded the subject no clue to an incorrect response
before actual recording was begun.

A 40-position stepping switch was provided which, when it stepped
to a new position, varied the resistance in the circuit, thereby dis-
placing the spot on the face of the scope and presenting a new problem
to the subject. The subject was then required to center the "spot"
which he did by balancing the system, i. e., by rotating the wiper of
the potentiometer. The stepping switch was stepped to a new position
by depressing two spring-loaded switches.

Switches were also provided for changing the polarity of the
current, thus making it possible to change the direction of motion
of the 'spot," in relation to the control knobs.

The clock and counter mechanism consisted of three clocks and four
counters which were provided to record time and direction of motion
of the control knobs. One clock recorded the time that the left control
knob was in motion either clockwise or counterclockwise. Another
clock recorded the same information for the right control knob. A
third clock recorded the total operating time, i. e., the time necessary
to complete the 40 problems. One counter recorded all clockwise
motions of the left control mechanism; another counter recordedl all
counterclockwise motions of that control mechanism. A third counter
recorded all clockwise mnetions of the right control mechanism; and
another counter recorded all counterclockwise movements of the right
control mechanism.

Thie subjects, Army Air Forces pilots, were divided into two groups
of 2.1 each. The first group was tested under condition C, in which the
axis of miovemnent of the control knobs was perpendicular to the plane
of movement of the spot, Thus, under condition C a movement of
the left control knob caused a horizontal movement of the spot and a
movement of the right control knob caused a vertical movement of
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the spot. The second group was tested under condition N, in which t
the line of movement of the spot was parallel to the axis of control
movement. The control boxes were fixed in position and maintained
their relationship throughout the experiment. The left control box
was fixed in a position such that the axis of rotation of the control
knob was vertical, and the right control box was fixed in position such
that the axis of rotation of the control knob was horizontal. Under
condition C rotation of the left control knob produced horizontal dis-
placement of the spot either to the right or to the left, while rotation
of the right control knob produced vertical displacement of the spot
either up or down. Under condition N, rotation of the left control
knob produced vertical displacement of the spot either up or down,
and rotation of the right control knob produced horizontal displace-
inent of the spot either right or left. There were four distinct rela-
tionships between display movements and control movements under
condition C and four distinct relationships under condition N. The
four relationships under condition C were (with R and L for right
and left and U and D for up and down) CRD: CRU, CLD, and CLU.
Similarly under condition N the relationships were NDR, NUR,
NDL, and NUL. All of the above relationships refer to clockwise
movement of the knobs; of course, a counterclockwise movement of
the knob resulted in the opposite movement of the spoL

The subjects were seated before the apparatus and instructed in the
operation of the apparatus. First, the problem switches were pointed

* out and it was explained that they were to be depressed in order to
begin each succeeding new problem. The operator next pointed out
the spot and the cross hairs and demonstrated how they are made to
coincide by the simultaneous manipulation of the control knobs. Her
again it was pointed out that once the spot was centered the subject
was to remove his hands from the control knobs and depress the two
problem switches to present a new problem.

There were 40 problems in each series. The subjects were run
through one series, given a short rest during which time the direction
of control movement was changed (a new relationship presented), and
then the subjects were run through another series, until all four series
were completed.

A counterbalanced experimental order was used involving '18 suh-
jects. Twenty-four of the subjects were run under condition C and
24 under condition N. Within the two conditions the order in which
each of the four relationships was presented was completely counter-
balanced.

RESULTS

Three different )roblems can be investigated with the data collected.
First, the best display-movement, control-movement relationship
under condition C, where the line of movement of the sx)t was per-
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pendicular to the axis of control movement. Next the best relation-
ship under condition N, where the line of movement of the spot is
parallel to the axis of movement of the control knob. Finally the
relative accuracy and speed of response under condition C and con-
dition N can be determined.

Under condition C there were four control relationships, CRD, CRU,
CLD, and CLU. 'Table 10.1 shows the means, standard deviations,
correlations, and critical ratios both for the average nunber of starts
and for the average time per control knob. Figure 10.3 gives a graphic
presentation of the means for both the number of starts and the aver-
age time. The number of starts given in table 10.1 is the number of
starts in either direction averaged over the four counters. The time
is given in terms of the average amount of time either of the control
knobs was turned, that is, the times on the two clocks averaged and
expressed in minutes. An inspection of table 10.1 and figure 10.3
reveals that there are very significant differences in the number of
starts required to center the spot with different control relationships.

TA IIz 1O.1.-lcans, standard deviatioins, correlations, and critical ratios for the
number of starts and time scores for condition 0

IN-241

Number of starts

Mean SD r CR

CRI) ......................................................... 40.57 8.41 0
CR ......................................................... &'A 42 1.17 0 4.8
V Itj).......................................................... 40.4% 0.41

Pd)... ............... .................................. .67 10.10 .54 &S1
l ......................................................... 40.58 A.41
RLU .......................................................... 61. M 1.55 . M 3

CHU .......................................................... £3.42 16.17 .76 1.26('L ) ..................................................... A.7 10.10CH' U .......................................................... 53.42 its. 17 .6 7

|U ........................................................... 61.( n 11.55 .34 OAS

CHI) .......................................................... t .17 0.4 t .67 3.4

CHU .............................................. ........... 61.41 1.42

L ....................................................... .. 1.41 .42
CLU ........................................................... .53 .39 .

When there is correspondence between the axis of movement of
the control knobs and the line of movement of the spot the relationship
CRD is by far the best, that is, a relationship where a clockwise move-
ment of the knobs causes a right and down inoveinet of the spot.

This relationship allows the completion of the problems with the
siiailk.st number of false starts and in the shortest time. The relation-
ship CLU is the poorest relationship, with the'two other relationships,
CRU ald CLI), falling about halfway between the best and poorest
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CLO
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0 .25 so .15 1.00 1.25 I !,0 1.75 .Q 0

TIMC PER SCRIES (IN MlIUTIS)

FIGUi-: 1O.3.-tiilurisoil of illiilbenr of starts ndt) tothl tim tscores for en.h
i t'~onidtflon btuidled .

relationship. 'Tite best, display-control relationship is assiciatedl with
about oeiilalf the number of false stars associated with the l)orest
relationship. To deterine tli e approximate tnuiber of false starts

h1i aiy series the approximately 20 correct starts ill each series l11ulst
be subtracted from the total number of starts. It will be noted that

differences between the times from relationship to relationship aro

not as significant as the differences between the number of starts.
However, both the tiles and nlumber of starts inhicate the superiority

of tlie CRD reliations hip.
Under Condition N there were four coitrol relatioii.thps sinilar to

tilo(, ill Comditioni C. iese relatilnilip were NDR)l, N U, NDI)L,
and NL'L. For ,xamiiple. NI)R diff'ere'd from (D because a molove-
nitent of tile Control kilol) Illlllit e ill thie iorzontal plalle callsed
a vertical movemnIlt of the spot, aid nmovemnent of tile Control klob
iiloilited illi a V'elical pllie ciit,d a horizontal nioveillivilt of the Spot.
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Table 10.2 shows the means, standard deviations, correlations, and
critical ratios for the number of starts and for the average times for
two relationships.

"rA.,. 10.2.-Means, standard deviations, eorrelation, and critical ratios for the
number of starts and lime scores for condition N

IN-241

Number of starts
Comparisn

MeaIn 8D r CR

NDR ......................................................... 63.92 28.75
0UR ........................................ I-7 .............. .870 12.85

NDR ......................................................... 6392 2.75 .87 .79
N1)L ......................................................... 61.62 25.77
NDR ......................................................... G.92 2&75 .
NUL ......................................................... 57.83 23.55
NUR ........................................................ a. 70 12.85 .74 .79
NDL .......................................................... 61.62 2.77 .
NUR .......................................... A 70 12.85 .2
NUI ............................................ 7.83 2335 .0
N DL ................................................ 61.62 25.77
NUL .......................................................... 57.83 23.35 .80 1.84

Time (minutes)

D ........................................... 2 I 8 .0 1.04f
.................................................... ~ 1: 0.711 ._

Table 10.2 shows that there are no significant differences between
the number of starts for any of the relationships in condition N.
Similarly there are no significant differences between the times, since
the critical ratio given is between the two most divergent mean times.

TAW.k 10.1-Means, standard deviations, and t values for the number of starts
and time scores for condition C and condition N

IN-241

Number of starts
CompLboa-

Mean SD 8

CRD ..................................................................... 40.58
NR ..................................................... 6.9 8.41 &79
CRU .................................................................... 42 16.17 1
NUR .................................................................... 68.70 12.85 1.26
CLD .................................................................... 0. 67 10.10 1.9ANDI, .................................................. GL62 25.77 - "

CLU................................................... 61.96 11.65 79NUL .................................................. .7.83 23.33
CRD ................................................. 40.68 8.41 3
NUL ..................................................................... a7.83 23.35

Time (minutes)

CRD .................................................................... 1.27 0.48
NDR ..................................................................... 1.80 .88
CRU ..................................................................... 1.41 .42 2.46
NUR ......................................................... 1.77 .57
CLD .......................................................... 1.37 41 2.8
NDL ..................................................................... 1.91 .22
CLU ......................................................... 1.3 .39
N ........................................................... 7' 1.37
C .15........................................................ 127 48 324NUL.............................................................. 1.74 .55



While these results are based on only 24 subjects for each relationship
it seems apparent that any differences found with a larger number of
subjects would not be of great practical importance.

Table 10.3 shows the means, standard deviations, and critical ratios
between condition C and condition N for the different relationships.
The first four comparisons are between the corresponding movement
relationships for the two conditions, that is, a clockwise movement
of the knob caused the spot to move in the same direction in each
case. The last comparison in each part of the table is between the
empirically best control relationship under each condition.

Table 10.3 shows that while the number of starts or times under
condition C are usually less than under condition N they are not
always significantly different. However, there is no doubt that tle
empirically best relationship under condition C is significantly better
than the best relationship under condition N. This is true for both the
number of starts and the time taken. It should be noted that the
poorest relationship under condition C causes more starts than the
best relationship under condition N.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

These results demonstrate the very large change in efficiency and
speed of response that can be effected by changing the relationship be-
tween the movement of a control and the resulting movement of the
display. Even though the control may be associated with the proper
plane of movement of the display its effectiveness may be greatly re-
duced by having it associated with the display by an inappropriate
relationship between its movement and the movement of the display.

Vince3 has demonstrated that in a very simple display-response
problem there are considerably fewer errors in direction of response
made when the control-display relationship is in the "expected" di-
re!ction. This superiority of "expected" display-control relationship
held only when the subjects were required to respond very rapidly; as
soon as the subjects were given considerable time in which to make this
response the "expected" and "unexpected" relationships gave similar
results. The present results seem to be consistent with Vince's findings,
since in a rather complicated display-control relationship probleml
it was found that the relationship between the axis of movement of
the control and the line of movement of the display was important and
also that the relationship between the direction of movement of the
display and of the control was important in reducing errors and time.
It would seem that, if the display and response required are very simple
and if considerable time is allowed for responding, the display-control

I Vince, NI. A.. Direction of movement of machine controls. Flying i'cersonnel Research
Committee, Report Vo. 637, August 1945.
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relationships may not be important, but if the display or response re-
quired is complex or if the operator is hurried, the display-control
relationships are of extreme importance.

Data presented by Warrick (see cl. 9) have been interpreted as
showing that when the axis of movement of the control is perpendicu-
lar to the line of movement of the display a consistent operator pref-
crence with respect to direction of response exists, but that when the
two movements are not in the same plane there are less marked
preferences. ThIe )rseit results seem to len(l weight to such an hypoth-
esis since the fewer starts and shorter time were taken by those
operators working with the relationship where the axis of control
movement was perpendicular to the line of the display. However,
the results also show that the advantage of having proper axis of
movement relationships may be nullified by improper line-of-niove-
ment relationships.

The results of this experiment suggest the following hypotheses'
1. In a display-control relationship it is important to insure that

the axis of movement of a rotary control is perpendicular to a line
parallel to the line of movement of the display.

2. The relationship between the plane of movement of the display
and the axis of the control movement will be effective only if there is
also a proper relationship between the direction of movement of the
control and the direction of movement of the display.

3. When the controls are located between the operator and the
display and the axis of the control movement is perpendicular to a line
parallel to and below the line of movement of the display, a kuob con-
troliing horizontal movement of the display should be so related to the
display that a clockwise movement of the control causes a movement
of the display to the right, and a knob to the right of the operator con-
trollin-g the vertical movement of a display should be so related to the
display that a clockwise movement of the control causes a downward
movement of the display.

While the hypotheses above appear to be consistent with other
research, they should be verified and extended. Particularly should
other axis-of-movement, direction-of-movement relationships be
determiined. Subjects should be run with only one control knob and
one direction of movement of the spot. It would also be instructive
to substitute levers for the present round control knobs. It is often
stated that although a particular display-control relationship may
be awkw'ard for the naive subjects, trained operators have so learned
the required responses that that particular relationship has become
"natural" for them. This hypothesis should be investigated as well
as the possibility that the trained operators will revert to their
original "natural" response relationships under stress.
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SUM3ARY

The purpose of this study was to investigate the rehptionshi) between
the line of movement of it Spot on the face of an oscilloscope and the
axes of two control knobs located between tie subjects and the display.
Forty-eight AAF pilots were tested on each of the variables in it coum-
terbalanced sequence. The following conclusions and hypotheses are
formulated:

1. When the axis of imovemient of the control knobs is perpendicuhlr A

to t line parallel to and below the line of movement of the spot, the
best relationships are as follows: (a) for a control knob at, the opera-
tor's right, controlling up-down movement of the spot, downward
movement of the display should be associated with clockwise move-
ment of the control knob, and (b) for a control knob on the operator's
left, controlling right-left movement of the spot, movement of the dis-
play to the right should be associated with clockwise movement of the
control knob.

2. In this study, when the line of movement of the spot was parallel
to the axis of movement of the control knobs there were no significant
differences for any of the relationships.

3. The empirically best relationship when the axis of control move-
ment is l)erpendicular to a'line parallel to and below the line of move-
ment of the spot was sigmificantly better than the best relationship
when the axis of control movement. is parallel to the line of movement
of the spot.
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CHAPTER ELEVEN

Comparative Interpretability of
Two Methods of Presenting

*, Information by Radar'
H. RIcHuR VA. SAux

INTRODUCTION

The physical development of radar, television, and other now and

proposed methods of presenting schematic or pictorial information
to be utilized by human beings has brought with it numerous psycho-
logical problems of perception, orientation, and reaction. Some of
these psychological problems are sufficiently unique as to require spe.
cial investigation. The whole field of electronically instrumented
display is in a state of flux, and any experiment, even one on a specific
problem, is potentially of widespread application. The present study,
which deals with a relatively specific problem of radar presentation,

is also of general interest insofar as it throws light on the perceptual
problems facing the radar operator.

Operational employment of radar has been considered to require
equipment having different attributes for various specific useq. As
a navigational aid, it has been assumed that the radar scope should
present a display of as great an area of the terrain around the aircraft
as possible.2 The inclusion of azimuth or north stabilization in the
equipment, causing the scope (lisplay to be oriented with north tit the
top has also been regarded as a desirable characteristic for naviga-
tional use, inasmuch as such an arrangement enables the navigator
to transpose the radar display directly to his conventionally nioth-
oriented maps. For other special purposes, however, such as the
use of radar for bombing, blind landing, or intensive terrain study,

'This chapter Is bno -I upon data reported In Headquarters AMNC, Engineering Divison
Memorandum Report N, TSF.AA-604-5.

$The Plan Position Indicator, or PPI scope, has been primarily used for nayigational

purposes. This scope presontm a 3f,00 polar grid display of the terrain below and around
the aircraft for distances up to 100 mil.'p. This diplay raesUble$ & rough map Kith land
areag, built up areas, and mountains appearing as successively brighter imaigv and water
u.reas appearing as dark or empty spaces.
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a restricted area is of interest to the operator. Tlis area, it is pre-
bullied, should be presented as large. and with. its inuch definition as
thle equipment, ik capable of prodlucing. Moreover, it seems desirable
for bombing and other special purposes that thle radar display be
oricsnted to the heading of the aircraft 3 rather than niorth. as is the
case for navigation.

Rladar insallations for OliC two jobs, natvigation and bombing, have
generally been de ,ignied in accordanice with the assumptions expressed
in thle previous par:%grup)h. The advent of new, highi speed bombard-
iint aircraft, where design characteristics seriously limit thlt' space
available for personnel and thus require the consolidation of thle
duties of navir'ltor, radar operator, and bombardier into one job to be
performned by one mian, has raied certain problemis regarding the de-
sign of the equipment to be so used. Two such problems, broadly stated,
are first, what type of radar boinbing presentation mnakes for thle most
rapid and accurate identifivation of targets first presented onl the PPHI navigation scope and second, what is tile effect on thle speed and ac-
curacy of identifying targets, when thle FF1 scope is north-.stabilized
and the bombing scope is heading-stabilized? It is with these two
problems that the pre.,sent study is concerned.

In attacking the problem of the op~timal sector scope to be used in
conjullctioll With thle FF1 scope, p~rototypes of the two basic display
systems, cartesian grid anmd polar grid "were compared on, tile basis
of tile speed1 and accumracy with which targets presented onl the PPI
scopi were recognized onl the sector scope&.

lit attacking the p~robleml of thle effect, on efficiency of shifting the
attention- fromt it north-stabilized PP1 scope to a heaitdiniig-stabilized
sector scope, a comparison wus mande of tile speed and accuracy with

a The radar scopae In air-horne operation Ito conrentionaily locatedl with the face or viewing
screen In a vertical or near vertical plane. The iaeture jare-lente on the sco;pe Is usauaity,
braailt atailiet. 1. e., utabillICii sog that tile rittlar Imiage of a portion of the terrain
lying ditrectly ahead of the aircraft Ainwars first At the top of the ,icupe snl (disregarding
the effect of r.tnd) graslualy iaaaoe Atraigat %flown over tile tact of the mcope And off
the lautlin as the 2trcraft filie over the psarticular Area. fly tying the radlar aicola. Into
tile fluagate comp'ass, tqwever, It In possaile to effect azimuth fir north sabilization which
elsanges the orienattion 0d the ratinr almisaa no that north in Always ait the top of the
arove. and thle radlar image of thle t'*rrairs Patima cro-4* the face of thle scole in accordance
with thk alirection thle airc~raft W~ flying. For example. if tile aircraft were flying due
wri ethe rmaa Image would move aerosa the scope face !vior left to right.

I There are, two fundlamental Pystiels fir thse tpresntatIon of radar Information such as Is
uPsd fly the hoalaraiier and OUVIgAtor. Thee Are cnrtesian-gritl tuisilays nail polar-grid fi.
Was. Thle formear tirrsaontio A instuare fr rectaungulasr pIblture whervin equlal stepsA of Angular
direction froni the aircraft are Iniciaatrol by aiiunily spaced pa~rallel verticlien ana4-l1 equalI steps11 of %litanca'el are nialltl by tvually spared Intraniet horizontal linaes. The polar.grlddisplay prevents a circular (or Netfor-of-a-circle picture) wherein equisl steps of singulardirrlreon fromn tile uureraft are taaaitntaml by equally spaced linest madlitlasig fromn a common
focus at (lie crontar of ttle circle anal eslual sti-ps of dIstaenca' Are InaleAted tby vilually spaced
conenatric circles whoor centers; are conmnon to the center of tile circle. 1itamilles of these
fl)stea of radar Mtlitpsy an- fud In this repvort as figures 11.1. If.!. and 11.3 for polar

fgrid aud figure 11.4 fair earteilan irik
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* which simiulated targets were recognized when the scopes hiad thle
same orientation and when the PPI scope was Ilorth-stalliized andi the
sector scope was heading-stabilized. The practical significancc of the
results have immediate and important applicat ion in the design and
use of radar bombing scopes.

METHOD AND PROCEDURE

Inasmuch as various components of the equipment investigated in
this study were hypothetical or existed only in the blueprint stage and
inasmuch ats it pract ical, proven, p)aper-negat ive technique of prodlucing
simulated radar-scope photographs had beeni developed and utilized
in printed tests of radar-operator proficiency by the Psychological
Research Project (Radar) ,5 the study was designed around a series
of simulated radar-scope photos.

To obtain comparable data on the two variables under investigation,
200 items, each consisting of a PPI scope photo with a terrain feature
indicated as a target and a sector scope photo with the same target
and a number of misleads indicated by letters, were organized into
various sections and parts of the test according to the arrangement
presented in table 11.1.

TABLE 11.1 .- Conupositlon of tsct used in cealuatlng radar presentation#

Section A: All scope photos heading-stabilized.
Part 1: 501 iteius, consisting of ['1P1 scope photos followed by polar-grid sector

scope photo.
Part 2: Go items,. consisting of Pill scope photos Identical to those used In

part 1, followed by cartesavn-grld sector scope photos.
Section B: P1PI scope photos azliniuth-stabilizcd, sector scope photos heading-

stabilixed.
Part 3: 50 Items, consisting of P-PI &scope photos followed by polar grid sector

scope photos.
Part 4: 50 Items, consisting of PPI scope photos Identical to those used In

part 3 followed by cartesian-grid sector scope photo.

As indicated in table 11.1, section A of the test was designed to
yield comparative data on the two sector scopes under the condition
of heading stabilization of all scopes. Sect ion B wats designed to yield
similar dlata undIer the condition of atzimutth stabilization of the PP[
scopes and heading stabilization of tlie sector scopes.

Thue preparation of the scope photos to fulfill. the requiremfenits set
up in the test organization was accomplished its described in the follow.
ilng paragraphls.

Seventy-five basic paper nlegatives for the photos were prepaired,
25 each~ for the PPI scope 12hotos, polar-gri1 sector scope~ photos, and

* Conk, .4. W., M1. P'sycholop ial Resarch OR Bailiff Ob'errrr Training. AAF Aviation
P'Iycholog'y 1'ri.grn tta'earch lleportm. No. 12. Wrn~tIng-ton: Guvrtnent Printing Ofe.
204?. Ch,. S.
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cartesian-grid sector scope photos. The size of each type of negative
was dictated by the useful area of a 5-inch oscilloscope tube face..
Thus the PPI scope photo negatives were 41/2 inches in diameter, the
cartesian-grid sector scope photo negatives were squares measuring
3 j6 inches on a side and the polar-grid sector scope photo negatives
were 60 sectors of circles measuring 4/ inches in the greatest
dimension.

The outlines of terrain features were drawn on the PPI negatives
and shaded to simulate scope photo negatives. (To produce the bright
areas of the photo, areas were darkened on the negative.) The sector
scope negatives were prepared in the same way, reproducing a 600
sector of the PPI negative. Range marks 6 and heading markers1

were added to the negatives by drawing suitable circles, arcs, and
vertical and horizontal lines. (See figs. 11.1, 11.2, 11.3, and 11.4 for
examples of heading markers and range marks.)

In preparing the contact prints from the PPI negatives, a film-trans-
parency azimuth stencil was used to give the prints an azimuth scale,
and a small triangular piece of black paper was used as an arrow to
indicate targets. By varying the azimuth scale and the arrow, each
of the PPI negatives was made to yield two sets of four different
problem-presenting photos, to fulfill the test organization requirement
set up in table 11.1.

Prior to printing the sector scope photos, the relevant PPI prints
were examined to enable the exact designation of the target on the
sector scope photos. The targets were designated on the sector scope
negatives by letters. In the case of the polar-grid scopes, the letter
was one of the series from A to J inclusive. In the case of the
cartesian-grid scopes, the letter was one of the series from Q to Z
inclusive. The letters used to designate targets were selected at ran-
don from within the letter series. Misleads, usually nine in number,
were also lettered on the negatives, utilizing the remaining letters of
each reslpctive series. The same terrain features were indicated as
misleads on both comparable sector scope photos. The order of the
letters was randornized. Since all sector scope photos were to be
hea'ding-stabilizcd according to the test organization, four prints of
each negative were Iade with the proper azimuth scale. Figures
11.1, 11.2, 11.3, and 11.4 illustrate the four types of simulated scope
photos used in the study.

I ltange marks may be caused to appear on the scope facts as equidistant bright circles,
arcs, or lines, depnliing on the typo of scope. They are used to measure distances of ter-
rain features from the aircraft.

I A heading marker may be causel to appear on the scope as a bright line extending from
the po.itlon of the aircraft to the azimuth scale It Indicates the longitudinal axis of the
aircraft wirn the scope is liealing.stabillized and, In the case of PPI scopes, it Indicates the
direction the aircraft i flying when the itcope Is azimuth, or north-stabilized.
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Ftutuio: It .2.-Simiulatvd PPlI ,.cope photo, aziu it uth-st aiized. This Ibi also a

E rolem-pI~lrem-ihtting phloto. I t pre.-ets the samet terraiit as figure 11.1, bit,
idia(i'te~s how,~ the radazr (Ii6play wvould app~ear if the radar ,(-t were azinitth-

i-tahilized mtid tit( aircraf~t hendiuig were 108 dlegrees. Note that the headingnuirker jx~in'ts' to thiS VA11ue.
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Fmitm I I 1.3.-Siniiladted poiIlar-gri(I ,velor scope. ph~oto, ?'IjtI.fIii*4.1This
photo Jprem-l it polar-gridI sector of t he (Ii.I)Ilt jpresm-tte(I ini fitarq.. 11.1 itildE
11.2. Thet -ect or is O 60 1ie and~t is Ibi~etedi by the hieading~ mairker. Note
ta the terran feattiirts are enlalrgedI. Thue I(*tter "'A'' indiicattes the terrain

feattiro corre.,pondinglI to the target preM'l- Ited iii thw jrevioiis pictiare~. In the
te.st, 1wnadiuig't ahbilizeI :.eet 4)r ,copc Ipict iires were w-ed withI both heading- And
liikuzthl,.taIbilized( 1111 :Col~c photos.
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Fvwlutr: 11 ...- Siata ted "arteA.iaii-,ritl -ector scope phloto, heading-stabilizcd.
Th'lis phoIIto premstnts it (arte~in~-und display of at sector of the photos ill figitres
11.1 mnid 11 .2. As indicated 1w tie azintuth se-de and range marks, the area
n prt-viited in t his ihtoi h aea iti igure 11.3. The heading
IIIiarker bim-cct 0 he i iplity. Note, t hat the terraini feat lires are enlarged anid
416to rt sd liori,.i Oly.(n this type of display thle tzimith Ii cale is lit thle
hot t oiut the h:ading of Ow hetreraft is ,till toward the top) of the pict tire,

)owver. 'lhik di'cepnicy in thew locat ion of azilnth Iicales Was dlictatedl by
lie differviiev- in actua::l %v~t installattions.) Teletter "eI" indicates (fther

rain feat sire corrv.,pomiding to the target presenitedl in figuires 11.1 andI 11.2.
Note that the minleads onl t 11i photo corre.-j)ond~ to those in figure 11.3.



The photos were then assembled into the proper pairs, PPI scope
followed by sector scope, roughly ordered according to difficulty, and
inserted in loose-leaf binders. Each pair of photos constituting an
item was inserted so that the PPI, problem-presenting photo was on
the right-hand page, followed by the sector photo on the left-hand
page, so that it was impossible to view them simultaneously. The
PPI photos in each of the four parts of the test presented the same
target, item for item. Furthermore, each test part was divided into
halves to enable the computation of measures of test reliability. The
terrain of each item in the second half of each test part matched that
of the first half, item for item, except that a different target was indi-
cated in the items in the second half.

The test was administered in two sessions to 4 groups of 12 pilots
each according to the schedule presented in table 11.2

T.&nrL 11.2.-Tcat administration sctedule

FIRST SESSION

Group I It III IV

Tt . part I ............. Part 2 ......... Part ............. Pat 4.
component order .... ....{Pt2........ Pat I ............. Part 4 ............. Part L

SECOND SESSION

TOO. . Part3......... I ........ ........
component order. ........ Part ........ Pt.......] Prt .

Part i: feding-stablilhed PPI scope to h dlng-.stabllhtd polar-grid sector scop.
Part 2:. Ileadlng stablIZc PPI scope to hcding-stn hiizcd cateian grid sector sco"p
Part 3: Aztm uthstabilized PPI scope to heidlng.stbhiIzcd polar-pid "dct scope.
Part 4: AzImuth'stablUzcd PPI scope to hcding.stabIllhod cortest-n.grd Sector scope.

In general, because of administrative convenience, the two testing
sessions were separated by 24 hours. A few random subjects, however,
were administered the test with a shorter intervening period between
the sessions, and one subject with a longer intervening period between
sessions. In every case, however, there was some intervening activity,
if only a short break for a cigarette. Inspection of the data for these
subjects did not indicate any material deviation from the general
configuration of answers.

Each part of the test was administered with a 10-minute time limit.
At the end of 5 minutes the subject was started on the second half of
the items even though he had not finished the items in the first half.

Prior to the first testing session, subjects, predominantly without
radar experience, were given extensive standardized instruction in
which a sample PPI scope photo an( both types of sector scope photos
were employed. Both speed and accuracy were stressed as being im-
portant in locating the targets on the sector scopes.

M .iss Sally Ilhdworth assisted in adminilatering the tests and computing the statltics In
the study. Mrs. Sue Dlggles assisted In the preparation of the scope photo negatlyem.
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The procedure followed in taking the test, and so outlined in the
instructios, was for the subject to study the PPI scope photo until
he had the size, shape, and location of the target well in mind and
then turn to the sector scope photo and select the letter most nearly
indicating the terrain feature he believed was the target. Ile then
printed the letter on his answer sheet opposite the number of the
item an1d proceeded immediately with the next item. Ile was not
allowed to turn back to the PPI photo.

RESULTS

Tle results of administering this material to the 48 pilots were
analyzed in terms of the number of targets correctly recognized on
the sector scopes and in terms of the number of errors in target recogni-
tion within the time limits of each part of the test. Tables 11.3 and 11.4
present the results of the test administration. Figure 11.5 is a series of
bar graphs summarizing the pertinent differences in performance
with the two sector scopes.

TAnU. 11.3.-Means, sandard derlatlons, and signiflcance of d4fferences betSW"
the sector scopes in tcrins of the average number of targets correctly recop-
nf.cd and the average numbcr of errors it target recognition

PPI and sector scopes beadlng-stabflied

Type ot sector sop Mean number
of targets 8D 8Eim CR
cowrt1ctly

rceognhzed

polgrd .................... .2& 78 1.14 12.08 .a
Catrtolso grid ................. 22.0 &8 .4.

Mean number
at errors

Polar r ............... . . . 0 07
CartesLa grld ............ 14.79 &0.0 02

IPP scopes tulmuth-stablted: sector sco s headlng-stablllwd

Mean numberoItag'rts 8D SEdgto CR t
clrrrcctty

rrcognIt

POW ............... . 17.81 &41
CarteLi guid ................ .. 567 8.94 0.95 '.25 .71

Me'an number
o( errors

Pol id .................... 13.46 6.16 .
C'rtetau r04 ............ 14.21 60 0.78 0.9 .64

I Fhn1fMc-nt :t I-percnt level.
'85IgllAnt at 5-percent Wrel.
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TAlI1.- 11-4.-310,11, stIt~dord edcrialbnR, and isign ifica,,ce Of difft'reitcCA betweten
icect',r scoJJC under condition; of a.-infth sin bilizaiu'n f PPI $4-opeg and
heading sfabili.zation of I SeOpes

Pill Scopes MeAn number
of tarets SD) SK~j CR

I Orrectly

Mean number
of errors

1Ielin m.abhiwd ........ 1.54 5. 07
Atlmulu tabilte.......... 13.48 &.16

Cartesian-grid sector scope

Mean number
of targets, 81) BFAJ, rR

]enet nstabilized ............. .. 0 M .3 80 .0
AllmUth stabili ... d... 1.& 67 &9

Mean number
(errors

flcadin mstsbilized ......... ..10

Sector smole data omnbined

Mean number
oftargets 81 rj CR
crectlyze

Hlaini stabilited ....... 4&.44 11-q 3
AlgulutIt sbIII~d .......... 07 2.41

Mean uumber
of erfort

hdigstabili zed. ... 8X33 9.97 13 6
AInut stab flhie1.. 27.07 11.47 3

I SIRnOfctnt at I-lwrcent level.
I I)I1lemk-nce is IllmnsLstamt with othe~r rc.sulit, more errors beitg made undtr conditkons of the Pill scope

being hewaing-stnhilitei than undeir cwu'litiotut of tile i'I sc1)0 being tmuthbAttallf. liowect. 1114
proportion of errors Is much less for the head Ing-stabl ited condition.
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CCIDITIOII At PPI AflD SECTOR SOPES HEADING STABILIM

TYPE OF AVtAAGC NU)OCR Or CORRCT ANSWCRS
SECTOR SCOPE

POLAR-

CART SIAN -

AVERnAGE. NUMBER Of ERRnORS

CONDITIOfl 8t PPI SCOPES AZIUUTH STABILIZED SECTOR SCOM
HEADING STA.XLIZED

AvIcRAOC NUMBER Of CORREGT ANSWERS

POLAR

CARTESIAN

AVERAGE NUMIER Of ERRORS

CARTESIAN

S;, CTOR SCOPE DATA OF 01DITION A c OAMED TO THAT OF CONDITIOU| 8"

AVERACG NUMBER Of CORRECT ANSWERS

CONDIION A

CONDITIO'S___________________

AVERAGE NUMlER 9F ERRORS

CONDITION A Ii
CCNDITION a

-- 5 0 Il to Is

F'otn: 11.5.-Graphic pre.entation of the results of the sector scope comparlsons.

First-half versus second-hfalf test reliabilitics were computed in

terms of thoiniunber of targets correctly recognized and in terms of

the number of errors in target, recognition for each of the four parts of

the test. Theso relationships are shown in table 11.5.
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T.% xn I1.5--Rcliabilitics of thc different parts of the tea

Section A: All scopes heading.stabilized:

Part 1: Polar-grid sector scope: CU (SP14.l/) S

Targets correctly recognized ---------------------------------- 0.90
Errors in target recognition ----------------------------------- .69

Part 2: Cartesian-grid sector scope:
Targets correctly recognized ----------------------------------. 82
Errors In target recognition -----------------------------------. 70

. Section 11: P[lI scopes azinuth-stabilized; sector scopes heading-stabllized:
Part 3: Polar-grid sector scope:

Targets correctly recognized ---------------------------------- .87
Errors In target recogniltion ----------------------------------- .7

Part 4: Cartesian-grid sector scope:
TMrgets correctly recognized ---------------------------------- .&
Errors in target recognition ----------------------------------- .8

Corrected by Spearman-Brown formula.

Learning curves were prepared in terms of the average number of
targets correctly recognized and in terms of the average number of
errors in target recognition. These averages were computed from all
the data on the basis of the order in which the material was presented
to the subjects, thus counterbalancing the relative difficully of the
different parts of the test. The curves are shown in figure 11.6.

DISCUSSION

The results of the analysis of the number of targets correctly recog-
nized and the number of errors in target recognition presented in tables
11.3 and 11.4 definitely indicate that in terms of the number of
targets correctly recognized the polar-grid sector scope is superior
to the cartesian-grid sector scope, both when the PPI scope and the
sector scope have the same orientation (both scopes heading-stabilized)
and when the scopes are differently oriented (PPI scopo azimuth-
stabilized and sector scope heading-stabilized). One of the critical
ratios between the means for this factor is significant at the 1-percent
level and the other is significant at better than the 5-percent level.

The data concerning the number of errors in target recognition are
not as clear cut as are those for the number of targets correctly recog-
nized. Only thl critical ratio between the mean number of errors
when the sector scopes and PPI scopes have the same orientation is
significant (1-percent level). The general pattern of critical ratios
for error scores on. this variable, however, are all in the same direction
and the actual proportion of errors is considerably smaller. .These
facts tend to support the superior interpretability of the polar-grid
sector scope.

It is believed that the superior performance exhibited with the polar-
grid display is due to the fact that it expands the image of the terrain
proportionately in all directions thus retaining the original configura-
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-- AVERAGE NUMBER or IARGET REOCOGTION FARORS

Fiouz 11.O.-Grajihaic presentatlon of the change In performance with learning.

tion, whereas the seemingly advantageous horizontal expansion of the
cartesian-grid display results in a distorted image that sufficiently
masks the original configuration of terrain features so as to make
them difficult to recognize.

The data concerning the effect of PPI scope orientation on sector
scope interpretability presents a picture similar to that discussed in the
previots paragraphs. T,%ble 11.4 shows that, in terms of the number
of targets correctly recognized, the situation wherein both PPI and
sector scopes have like orientation (both scopes heading-stabilized)
is far superior to the situation where the scopes are differently oriented
(PPI scope aziimuth-stabilized and sector scope heading-stabilized).
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More targets were correctly recognized in the former situation on both
types of sector scopes, the critical ratios all being significant at the
I-percent level.

The error scores are again less informative, only the critical ratio
bet ween the mean number of errors on the polar-grid scope showing a
significant difference (1-percent level) between the two conditions. In
the other situation, concerning the cartesian-grid sector scope, fewer
errors were made when, the PPI and sector scopes were differently
oriented. Other than this instance, however, the data tend to support
the superiority of performance when both PPI scope and sector
scope are heading-stabilized.

The superior performance demonstrated with displays having ideal-
tical orientation is to be expected, inasmuch as the change in. orienta-
tion of the sector scope, manifest when it is heading stabilized and
when the PPI Scope is azinmuth stabilized, adds but another confusing
factor to the altered figure-ground relationship inherent in the prob.
hem of shifting the attention from one scope to the other.

* The reliability coefficients presented in table 11.5 indicate adequate
test reliability. Tle learning curves presented in figure 11.6 indicato
that a relatively large amount of learning took place during the test
administration, the proportion of errors materially decreasing as test-

*ing progressed. The presence of learning suggests that the test might
well be readministered to a group of experienced radar operators to
check the results. Inasmuch as the effects of learning were counter-
balanced by the order of administration 9 (see table 11.2), it is doubtful

*if such a readministration of the test would materially affect the re-
stilts of the present study.

Possible future research, in addition to the readministration of the
present test to experienced radar operators discussed in the previous
paragraph, might profitably be directed toward investigating the
effect that simultaneous presentation of the PPI and sector displays
would have on the relative interpretability of the two types of sector
scopes.

Another profitable avenue of future research might be an investiga-
* tion of the effect memory-point markers would have on the relative

interpretability of the two types of sector scopes. Memory-point
markers, as proposed, consist of some imication suchi as bright cross
imirs, which may be caused electronically to appear on a target in the
PPI display and maintain their relative location when the scope is
converted to a sector presentation, or appear simultaneously on a sepa-
rate sector presentation.

D In combining th: data for the varloom parts of the test it was aslunrd In one case that
taking parts I and 2. In that order, was equh'alent to taking the parts In the order 2 and 1.
The same assumption wai sade In another caPA concernin the .xperirnci value .f parts 3
and 4 as cunijmaredi to that of parts 4 and 3.
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Furthermore, it would be very desirable to repeat the present study

adl~ to conduct additional investigations with dynamic display, i. e.,

displays more closely simulating actual operation by changing in

relation to the aircraft's movement over the terrain. Such investiga-

tions would provide a criterion for the methodology of using static

scope photos in studies of this type and would make possible the study

of dynamic factors of scope interpretation per 8e.

SUMMARY

A test of 200 items, each consisting of a simulated PPI scope photo

wid a simulaed sector scope photo, was administered to 48 pilots in an

effort to establi.h (1) the relative superior interpretability of one of

two types of sector scopes, a polar-grid sector scope and a cartesian-
grid sector scope, and (2) the effect on sector scope interpretability of

like orientation of the PPI and sector scopes compared to unlike
orientation of the scopes.

The results of the administ ration support the following conclusions:
1. The polar-grid sector scope is superior in interpretability to the

cartesian-grid sector scope in terms of the average number of targets
correctly recognized on the sector scopes.

2. 1%th sector scopes are more easily interpreted when the PPI
scope and sector scopes have the same orientation in terms of the

average number of targets correctly recognized on the sector scopes.
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CHAPTER TWELVE___ _

A Psychophysical Investigation of
Ability to Reproduce Pressures'

WILLIA3 0. JE.'KlXS

INTRODUCTION

The present series of studies are concerned with the accuracy with
which pressures can be reproduced or discriminated on aircraft-type
controls in a laboratory situation. The problem is of interest both
for the theoretical aspect of the operation of Weber's Law in pressure
discrimination, and for the design of control mechanisms which in.
volve the pressure cue, particularly pilot controls in aircraft,

The execution of maneuvers in an aircraft requires the pilot to learn
and to apply varying degrees of control pressure in various directions.
Introduction of booster systems into aircraft control mechanisms re-
duces the absolute amount of pressure which needs to be applied.
The practical question arises whether these reduced pressures result
in a greater or lesser degree of variability and error in control opera.
tion by the pilot.

It is widely reported by pilots that "feel of controls" is a basic cue
in flying. It appears reasonable to assume that accuracy in discrimin.
ating pressures is an important element of "feel of controls." A de-
sirable aim in the designing of control systems is to achieve that "feel
of controls" which will yield most accurate performance. From the
engineering standpoint the problem becomes one of maximizing "feel
of controls" according to the criterion of accuracy of human operation.

* From a behaviorji point of view the *question concerns the operation
of Weber's Law over a wide range of pressure; that is, the determina-

* tion of the relative and absolute accuracy of discrimination or repro-
duction of pressures applied by the hand or foot in different directions.

The limitations of generalizing the results of a laboratory experi.
ment of this kind to actual conditions of flight are recognized. A.
number of cues which are probably used by the pilot in controlling the

I This chapter Is based upon research findings reported In leadquarters AMC, Engtnote-
Ing Division Memorandum Reports Nos. TSEAA-694-3, TSAA-694-3A., and TSEAA-
94--33.
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:aircraft in the latter situation are absent in the former. These cues
include extent and rate of control movement, and visual and auditory
stinmuli. On the other hand, the laboratory situation permits the iso-
lation and control of the variable under examination whereas at this
stage these possibilities do not exist in flight. Research should be
undertaken on the other variables alone and in combination with the
one studied here before design principles for practical use are made
available to engineers (see ch. 3 for a treatment of a number of
variables basic to the motor side of equipment design).

A vast amount of data has been accumulated in psychophysical
studies of lmimaji capacities for discrimination (5, 12). While con-
siderable information has been gathered in related fields, namely
weight discrimination and discrimination of pressures applied to body
surfaces, there do not appear to be any studies directly concerned with
tei problem of pressure discrimination in the present sense and the
application of Weber's Law in this area. Several studies (3, 6, 7)
have been concerned with the problem of the maximum force exertable
on hand and foot controls. Tie findings are summarized in chapter 3.

In a study related to the present one, Hick (8) investigated the pre-
cision with which small increments or decrements could be made to
relatively constant basic muscular forces in a nearly isometric situa-
tion. Subjects were required to push or pull a hand control against
basic forces ranging up to 5 pounds. With a basic force of 4 pounds
a constant error in the direction of overshooting was found of the
order of 5 to 15 percent. The overshooting was most marked when the
subject A as letting off force, particularly when relaxing from a steady
pull. The standard deviation appeared to be independent of the basic
force within plus or minus 3 percent, but an examination of Hick's
data indicat.s that the Weber Fraction was not constant throughout
the small range of standard values employed.

The studies reported below were concerned with the accuracy with
which pilots and nonpilots could reproduce pressures ranging from 1
to G0 pounds on a stick-type control, a wheel-type control, and rudder-
pedal-type controls.

APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE

The first study dealt with accuracy of pressure reproduction with a
stick-typo control. Preliminary testing indicated that a hydraulic
system was inadequate for use in the study because of friction and lag
and because the cue of extent of movement was not minimized. It wias
also found that sutliciently sensitive equipment was not immediately
available to record through strain gages changes in resistance induced
by application of pre.,sure to the handle of a semirigid stick.
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mounted as shown in figure 12.1. The stick was welded to it plate
which, in turn, was bolted to a reinforced stand. Pressures applied
to thc handle of the control stick resulted in slighit movements which~
were transmitted over two cables, one for lateral and onie for Iongitili.
nal action, to a mnirror pivoted for movement in both dimensions.

FIOuuNE 12.1.-Sketch of the appatritus employed In it 1mychItyagica study (if
ability to reproduce pressures on at stick control.

These cables worked against two springs which were connected front

the mnirror to its mounting. A lighlt, beanm fromn anl adjustable gal-
i'anomieter lamip 'was projected onto the mirror and reflected from it

to a screen. This indicating system was approximately isometric ill

nature withi %-inch of movement resulting at tile stick handle whenl a
pressure of 50O pounds was applied.

The screen was calibrated dlirectly in pounds by mieanls of weight.4

placedi in at pan which was attached to the handle of the stick by a Cable
p~assing over* it pulley. Thli reliabilities of the calibration andt of the
recordling lprocedure were found to be satisfactory.

The indicating systems empIloyed in the studies of performance with

wheel-type flhld rtidder-pedal-type controls were eswentially similar to
that described above. in the first case anl aircraft wheel was welded

to the same semnirigidl shaft employed with thie stick. mhe shaft, was

The ald of J. R. Brick. '.A. It. Allonstein. and A. Plpitone in dcusiltalm: *nal caantructinir
this apjaarttux lit grateftully stekniowli-alged. The hydraulle mystem Ill the V.rtIR1uhary In-
voidigat Ion waw di-AIgncal by J. R. Blrihk anad tile iiei'Iy was4 carraal tauit bir A. Puiilton,.
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welded to a plate which was rigidly fixed in a metal framework in
such a manner that the shaft was parallel to the floor and the wheel
could be operated with both hands for aileron (right-left) action.
The sliaft turned in a ball bearing pressed into a block of wood bolted
to the floor of the apparatus. The torque effect about the shaft was
measured.

In the study involving the rudder pedals a rigid 1-inch bar of steel
was welded at. right angles to a /-inch steel shaft which, in turn, was
welded to a plate. The plate was bolted to the floor of the apparatus.
Corrugated metal pedals were welded to the ends of the bar. The
torque around the -inch steel shaft was measured. This apparatus
was less sensitive than the apparatuses employed in the other studies,
moving only %-inch for 60 pounds pressure applied to one of- the
pedals. The units of the calibrated scale were not as fine, being in
1-pound units as compared with 12-pound units in the other studies.

In determining the position of the seat relative to the controls and
the height of the control anthropological principles of cockpit seating
were followed (10).

An Army Air Forces specification (1) sets forth the maximum and
iinimum desirable pressure limits in aircraft control mechanisms.
In the present investigation the range of standard pressures employed
went below the prescribed lower limit, and in most cases approximated
the upper limit. The only major discrepancy was in the case of the
rudder pedals, where the upper limit was 00 pounds as compared with
the specified value of 180 pounds.

The standard pressures employed in the case of the stick were, for
fore-apd-aft action, 1, 5, 10, 20, and 40 pounds; for lateral action, they
were 1, 51,10, 20, and 30 pounds. Subjects had considerable difficulty
attaining pressures of 40 pounds laterally, so that 30 pounds was made
the upp.!r limit for both right and left action. The corresponding
values far performance with the wheel operated with both hands to
the right and left were 1, 5, 10, 20, 30, and .40 pounds; with the rudder
pedals worked separately with each foot, they were 5, 10, 20, 40, and
60 pounds. In the latter case it was found that merely resting the foot
on the pedal caused a deflection of the light beam beyond 5 pounds,so
that 1 pound was employed with only a few subjects for exploratory
purposes. There were, of course, only 2 directions of control operation
for the wheel and rudder pedals in these studies.

The order in which the various combinations of pressures and direc-
tions were presented to the subjects was randomized. A few adjust-
ments were made in the orders so that sufficient information could be
collected concerning the effect of a preceding trial at a high pressure
on a succeeding trial at a low pressure, and vice versa.

The procedure was as follows. Each subject was strapped in the
cockpit seat, which was adjusted until he reported he was comfortable.
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le listened to the instructions explaining the purpose and procedure
of the experiment and then put on a pair of blacked-out goggles. For
the first test, with a particular pressure and direction of control opera-
tion, the subject was given practice trials until lie was approximating
the desired pressure. During these trials, lie gradually applied pres-
sure and was told when he had attained the specified value. The prac-
tice trials were not scored. The practice session was followed by 20
successive test trials (15 in the case of the wheel and rudder pedals)
for the same pressure and direction. During these trials the subject
applied pressure gradually out to the point that he thought was the
desired value and then returned the control to the zero position. He
was told the pressure he had attained at th9 end of each successive
trial. The same practice and test procedure was employed for the
other pressures and directions.

It will be noted that the technique is the psychophysical "Method of
Average Error." One modification was introduced which consisted in

, not permitting the subject to make adjustments about the pressure
, under test as in the usual psychophysical situation, but rather to have

him move the stick gradually out towards the desired value until he
attained what lie thought was the specified pressure, and then return
the control to zero. The maximum excursion of the light spot was
scored. This change was introduced in order to simulate somewhat
more exactly the performance of a pilot in manipulating controls in
flight.

Three independent groups of 20 Army Air Forces pilots each were
employed as subjects with the stick, wheel, and rudder controls. A
group of 13 nonpilots was also tested with the stick-type control with
the procedure described above. The performance of two special
groups was measured with the stick control. The first consisted of
11 AAF pilots tested with a learning procedure in which the practice
trials were omitted in order that the coitrse and extent of learning
in this task could be determined. The second group was comlnosed
of 28 AAF pilots of the standard and learning groups who applied
pressures without knowledge of results for 3 successive trials at each
pressure in each of the directions after coinpletion of the regular ex-
periment in order to determine perfornmance trends in the absence
of this cue.

The difference limens (DL's) were computed by the standard tech.
, nique for the method of average error by computing the standard

deviation of each individual's performance about his own average
at each point, combining individual siginas to obtain the SD of the
group, and dividing the standard deviation by the standard at each
point. The constant errors (CE's) were, of course, taken as the differ-
ence between the standard and average attained pressures at each
point.
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RESULTS

The results friom the three investigations are presented separately
ini the following paragraphs with a fial section devoted to a com-
parison of performance with the three types of controls.

Stick-type Control
The data were collected separately for the four directions of control

operation (front, back, right, and left). The analysis began with
these results which are suimimiarized in table 12.1 for the group of 20
pilots tested with the standard procedure. An examination of the
standard deviation and DL values in table 12.1 reveals that there are
no consistent differences favoring one of the directions. The only
differellce exceediing the 5-percent level of significance is that between
the stanlahrd deviation for 1 pound to the front in comparison with the
other 3 staidard deviations involving 1 potlid. Comparable results
were found for the other 3 groups. In view of these findings the data
for the different directions of control operation have been combined
in the succeeding treatment.

The basic data of this study are summarized in table 12.2 and
fignures 12.2 and 12.3. It can be seen that the standard deviations
(SD) increase directly as a function of the magnitude of the standard

TAn.: 12.1.--Stanlard deviation (RD), dlftcrcnc lincn (SD/IS), and constant
error (CB) in pounds for 20 pilots tcslcd with . different dircetions of stick-
tipe control operation

Front Back Iigbt Lfttan'!d pts
sut In 3 SD 81)/S CH S) SDIS CE S) SDIS CE SD SD/8 CE

............... 0.16 0.16 0.07 0.26 0.2%M 0.10 0.20 0.20 (t 0.20 0.20 0.09
5............ . .48 .10 .13 .% .11 .10 .49 .20 .09 .50 .10 .11
10 ........... .. N! .09 .14 .5 . ON .17 . CC) .07 -. 01 .91 .09 .05
20 ............ .34 .07 .08 1.34 .07 .09 1.50 .08 -. 02 1.60 .08 .03
30...................... ............... 2.01 .07 -. 20) 1.9 .07 .07
40 ............ 2.42 .08 -. 47 2.34 .06 .04............. .....................

'rAlt.;: 12.2.- -Standatrd derlatlons (D). differcnce liicns (RD/S), and constant
errors (Cl:) It pounds for four directions of stlck operation combincd for 20
lilots and 13 nolnpflots tvtted icith a standard procedure, II pilots testd with-
out practice trials (h'arning), and 28 of the same pilots tcstcd without knowi.
cdVc of rcsults

20 pilots: Stantatil 13 noniullots: Stind. 11 pilots" L.enrulng 24 pilots: No knowl-
st:eesr,! proctelure nrt proceure Iwocdtiure cilge of results

lrvtire In

SD IS)/S CF S) S1),S CE l) SDIS CE 8I) SD/8 CE

I.. .... 0.21 0.21 0 W 0 32 0.32 0.13 1.30 1. M 0 49 0.33 0.33 0.62
S............. .. M .,0 .11 17 .13 .- ,, 2. .25 .32 1.13 .2 1.46
10 ............ .0 M W W .10 .72 1.47 .25 1.53 . 1.62
-. . .......... .46 .i 7 .f 1.6 . I -. 01 2.64 .13 -,4 I , 3 .5
3,. ........ 1.V) .07 - 07 2.18 ., -. 19 3.t9 .13 -1.15 1.94 .03 -1.53
403 .......... 2.40 .06 - 22 262 .G1 -. 2 4.69 .12 -I1 2.,5 .07 -. 03

i nh'.21.1 It lri'clnim only.
Ftqr and a dirm-duns only.
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pressure. While it was found that a straight line fitted these data
somewhat better than a power function, it is obvious that a larger
number of points are needed, particularly at the high pressures, be-

J fore a final conclusion concerning the shape of the curve can be
drawn (2). It is possible that the exponential function would have
fitted the poin(s better than the straight line if lower and higher
pressures had been employed since, as Guilford (4, p. 79) has pointed
out there is "... a stubborn theoretical demand that the curve
shall pass through the origin." Iovland's (9) data concerning esti-
Ination of line lengths indicate a better fit for a power function as
contrasted with a straight line.

It can be seen from figure 12.3 that the Weber Fraction is not a
constant, but decreases markedly from I to 10 pounds. The difference
in the DL's between 1 pound and 10 pounds is significant at the 1-per-
cent level of confidence for all groups. The difference between the
DL's for I and 5 pounds is significant at approximately the 10-percent
level. For the pilot and nonpilot groups (of 20 and 13 subjects respec-
tively) tested under standard conditions the DL for 5 pounds was
not significantly greater than the DL for any other standard at the
5-percent level. Beyond 10 pounds Weber's Law appears to hold
moderately well with the curves exhibiting approximate linearity for
both of the standard groups.

It is of interest to note that individual differences were not large
either in kind or magnitude. The shapes of the DL curves for in-
dividual subjects were quite similar, exhibiting the same downward
trend from 1 pound to an approximate asymptote at 10 pounds for
92-percent of the curves (33 subjects of the standard groups each
tested in 4 directions of control operation).

Anothe2r item apparent front table 12.2 is the fact that the pilot
group tested under standard conditions exhibited a lower standard
deviation, and, correspondingly a lower DL at all 6 points as con-
trasted with the nonpilot group. When the data for the 4 different
directions were compared it was found that the pilot group yielded
lower values at 19 of the 20 points, with the one exception being a
tie. The chances of this situation's arising by chance are less than
I in 100 (11).

'The difference in DL's between the pilots and nonpilots can be seen
to decrease from 1 pound to 40 pounds. The critical ratio of the
over-all difference is 2.8, a value significant beyoM the 1-percent level.
The major background factors differentiating the pilots from the non-
pilots appeared to be that the pilot group had undergone the psycho-
logical and physical selection l)rocedures and had had considerable
flying experience.

The performance of 11 pilots tested without practice trials in order
to determine the course and extent of learning is also summarized in
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I able 12.2. It can be seen that the DL's follow the same general
function for this group as for those tested under the standard pro.
cedure, but that the absolute values are shifted upward in all cases.
It might be noted that a majority of the upward shifting appears to
be attributable to the early trials in a given test session where devia-
tions from the standard were greatest. Such a trend was not found
in the groups tested under the standard procedure where practice trials
were given. The course of learning indicated a tendency for the
11 pilots to start above low pressures and learn to come down to them,
and, conversely, start below high pressures and conic up to them as
learning proceeded. Small amounts of learning occurred in the middle
range of pressures, i. e., 10 and 20 pounds. Learning continued for 8
to 10 trials before a plateau was achieved. These findings are in line
with the data concerning constant errors which are treated below.

The results for the men tested without knowledge of results yielded
values at the high pressures -comparable to those obtained when the
pilots were tested with it, as can be seen in table 12.2. At pressures
of 1, 5, and 10 pounds, however, the SD's and DL's of this group are
significantly poorer at the 5-percent level as compared with the corre-
sponding data for the standard pilot group. The shape of the func-
tion of DL's.plotted against standards is approximately the same as
that for the other groups.

The data regarding the magnitude and direction of the constant
errors for the four groups are summarized in tables 12.1 and 12.2. It
can be seen that in most cases CE's for low pressures are positive and
those for the high ones are negative. On the average the constant
errors are smaller for the pilot group than for the nonpilot group
and those for the group tested without knowledge of results are
greatest of all followed closely by those of the group tested under
the learning procedure. None of the differences in CE's between the
performani 3 of the pilot and nonpilot groups tested under standard,
conditions is significant at the 10-percent level of confidence. Over
all, the CE's for the learning group and for those pilots tested without
knowledge of results are significantly greater at the 5-percent level
than the corresponding figures for the standard groups. The direc-
tion of the constant errors was not greatly different for the four planes
of operation. The magnitude of the errors was slightly, but not sig.
nificantly, greater for the fore-and-aft dimension than for the right-
and-left plane.

For the pilot group a comparison was made of amount of flying ex-
perience with performance in the present experiment. In the group
of 20 pilots, 8 men had less than 800 flying hours and 12 had flown
more than 1,000 hours. There were no differences significant at the
5-percent level or better for the following measures: mean perforn-
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ance and standard deviation of performance for 40 pounds and for
1 pound. The differences for other measures were practically zero.

In setting up the order of presentation of the various pressures in
combination with the four directions of movement for the stick con-
trol a random order was employed. In order to check for interaction
effects an analysis was made of performance of a high pressure whichihad been preceded by a low one in contrast to a high pressure pre-
ceded by a nedium or high one. A corresponding analysis was made
for low pressures. The differences were in the expected directions;
e.g., when a low pressure preceded another low one, the mean of the
:iecond was smnaIler than when tie low pressure was preceded by a
heavy one, but no differences were significant at the 5-percent level
of confidence. It appears likely that interaction effects did not dis-
tort the present findings to any -appreciable extent.

It was thought desirable to check the effect of body weight on per-
formance in the present task, larticularly for the high pressures.
Correlations were computed between mean attained pressures and
standard deviations of these on the one hand and body weight on the
other, The resulting values were distributed about equally around a
mean of zero with a range of -0.35 to 0.30. None of them was
significantly different from zero at the 1-percent level of confidence.

The intercorrelations among standard deviations and constant er-
rors were computed. Weber's Law assumes a perfect correlation of
the errors of observation whereas the Fullerton-Cattell Square Root
Law assumes zero correlation (5, p. 138). The obtained values for
standard deviations for the 20 pilots and 13 nonpilots for the aft di-
rection ranged from 0.15 (1 pound versus 40 pounds) to 0.53 (5 pounds

Sersus2:.0 pounds) with an average of 0.30. Five of the 10 correlations
were significantly different from zero at the 5-percent level, but only
two coefficients were significant at the 1-percent level in this small
satmple. There was no systematic variation in the cofficients. These
data on this small sample suggest a closer approximation to Guilford's
Generalized Psychophysical Law (4) than to either of the other two
possibilities.

The correlations among CE's ranged from -0.21 to 0.51 with an
average of approximately 0.00. Tie coefficients between standard
deviations and CE's became l)rogressively smaller from 1 pound to
40 pounds. The value for 1 pound was 0.88 while that for 40 pounds
was -0.09.

Wheel-type Control
The standard deviation values, the difference limens, and the con-

stant errors are sunmarized in table 12.3 fol perfoG;nance at each level
of pressure for the two directions of control operation.
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T.Mn.u 12.3.-Standard dcriations (SD), difcrence Iflnen. (,RD/S). and conjtant
errors (GE) in pounds for 20 pilots opcratng a schcdl.type control laterally

Right Left Cqutblnc4
Standard preure

in p SD SDIS CE 81) SDS CE SD DIS Cc

1 ............................ 0.22 0.22 0.13 0.24 0.24 0.15 0.23 0.23 C14
5 .................... .9 .24 .45 .09 .22 .44 .09 .23

0 ..................... A W .26 .69 .07 .32 .67 .07 .29
........................... 1.22 .06 .25 1.17 .06 .30 1.2) .0Ev .21

30 ........................... 1. b6 .06 .28 1.31 .05 -. 02 1.69 .06 .1340 .......................... 2.06 .05 .19 2.00 .05 .01 .04 .0 .10

It is apparent from table 12.3 that the standard deviations increase
in a roughly linear fashion. With regard to the DL's it may be seen
that these decrease in a nonlinear manner to 10 pounds and are roughly
constant beyond this point through 40 pounds. The DL for 1 pound
was found to be significantly greater at, the 1-percent level than that
for 40 pounds. None of the other DL's differ significantly at this
level from any other. The DL's for the two directions of action of the
wheel are not significantly different from one another a.tVthe 10-percent
level.

The constant errors are about the same for the two planes of opera-
tion through 20 pounds. Above ihat value they are smaller for action
to the left. The numbers, however, are not significantly different at
any statistically acceptable level. For the two planes of action com-
bined the CE's are all positive and show a maximnium at 10 uounds.

Individual differenees were not large, with a vast majority of the
DL curves for individual subjects showing the same downward trend
from 1 to 10 pounds followed by a levelling off beyond that value.

Rudder-pedal-type Control
The basic data derived from this experimentation are summarized

in table 12.4. The standard deviation values increase with an increase
in the standard pressure in an approximately linear fashion. It Can
be seen that Weber's Law holds approxiniately beyond 10 pounds.
Below this value the DL's increase. For the data of both feet coin-
bined, the DL for 5 pounds is significantly higher at the 5-percent

T.DLtE 12.4.-Standard deriallons (SD), differenec limcn (SD/8), and constant
errors (GE) in pounds for 20 pilots operating ruddcr.peda.t ype controls

Right Lft Itight and kt
Standard preare in ---

pounds 81) 81)18 CE 81) 81)18 Oz OD) 81)18 Cz

3 ........................ 0.47 0.09 0.31 &50 0.10 t 2S 0.40 0.10 0.26
10 ....................... . S .07 .19 .6 . 1 0 ..7 .il .07 .Z
20 ...................... .04 . .24 1.12 .04 .42 1.09 .05 .34
40.................. 2.132 .05 -. 05 3.1 .05 .05 2.05 .0s .00
0 ...................... 2,b3 .0 -. 36 251 .04 .101 267 .04 -. 83
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level than the DI's for 40 and 60 pounds. Further support for the
lack of constancy of the Weber Fraction below 20 pounds may be
found in the data for the 5 men tested with 1 pound. The DL was
0.218 for the right foot and 0.22 for the left foot with a combined value
of 0.2G. This finding supports the data at 5 pounds in suggesting that
Weber's Ltw does not hold below 10 pounds in the present case.

Further inspection of table 12.4 reveals that the relative accuracy of
the right foot was somewhat better at low pressures than that of the
left foot, but it should be noted that none of the differences on the
group of 20 pilots is significant at a statistically acceptable level.

With regard to CE's it can be seen that over all those for low pres-
sures tend to be positive and those for high pressures are negative
or zero. The values for the two feet separately show negative CE's
for high pressures for the right foot, but a slightly positive one when
the subjects were working with the left foot. The other CE's are
about the same for the two feet.

COMPARISON OF PERFORMANCE WITH THE THREE CONTROLS

The curves of DL's plotted against standard pressure for the per-
formance of the three groups tested with the stick, wheel, and rudder
pedals are shown in figure 12.4. It can be seen that the general shape

3-au

x I0 yQ MA-*2 PLTS. '*"CL CON~TROL
4 9--*20 PILOT$. STiCK coxn*RL
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0 ------ I 0 3S 40 4$ s I I I0

PRESSURE i PotioS

F.ouina 12A.-Difference ihnelnq (standaird deviation/standard) plotted as a
function of the tlandard pressure for 3 groups of 20 pilots each tested with
stick, whe .1, and rudder pedal control.

of the curves is the same in all three cases. Although the values
decrease slightly beyond 10 pounds it appears that the Weber Fraction
is roughly constant beyond this figure. Performance with the wheel
as contristed with that with the stick yielded lower DL's at five of
the six points. It cannot be concluded, however, that performance
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with the wheel is more accurate than that with the stick since neither
the differences between individual points nor the over-all difference
are significant at the 5-percent level of confidence.

Performance with the rudder pedals was about the same as that
with the wheel and somewhat better than that with the stick, al-
though less accurate discrimination with the feet as compared with
the hands might have been expected. None of the differences among
the three sets of data was significant at the 5-percent level. The
finding that performance with the rudder pedals is as good as that
with the stick and wheel may be partially accounted for in terms of
the fact that there was additional support in resting the heel on the
floor when working with the pedals, thus permitting the application of
pressure with the ankles rather than with the entire leg, the analogue
of which was not available for the pilots reproducing pressures with
their hands. Differences reported previously between the apparatuses
employed (particularly the fineness of the calibrated scales) may be
involved in this finding.

All three groups showed positive CE's for low pressures (see
tables 12.2,12.3, and 12.4). The Ogs for high pressures were negative
for the pilots working with the stick and rudder pedals and slightly
positive for the performance of those men who operated the wheel.
For the stick the CE's showed an approximately regular decreasing
trend from 1 to 40 pounds; for the leals and wheel, however, the
CE's increased to a peak around the middle of the pressure range and
decreased beyond this point. It should be noted that none of the differ-
ences among the three groups was significant at the 5-percent level of
confidence for the number of cases employed

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This series of studies was concerned primarly with the accuracy
with which blindfolded pilots were able to reproduce pressures on a
stick-type control, a wheel-type control, and rudder-pedal-type con-
trols. A nonpilot comparison group was tested with the stick as were
two other groups to determine the course of learning and the effects of
lack of knowledge of results. An approximately isometric indicating
system was employed in which pressures applied to a. seiiiirigid con-
trol resulted in the transmission of slight movements through cables
to a pivoted mirror. A light beam was reflected from the mirror to a
screen calibrated in pounds. Five pressures (six with the wheel) in
the range of I to 40 pounds were used with the stick, and five values
from 5 to GO pounds in the case of the rudder pedals. The technique
was eentially the psychophysical "Method of Average Error."
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The findings may be summarized as follows:
1. The accuracy of performance as measured by the standard devia-

tion increased directly as a function of the magnitude of the standard
pressure in the results of all three studies. The shape of the curve
did not deviate significantly from linearity although too few points

were involved for a final conclusion to be drawn.
2. Weber's Law did not hold throughout the range of pressures

employed. The difference limens (standard deviation divided by
the standard) decreased appreciably from I to 10 pounds for the data
of the three investigations. Beyond the latter value the Weber Frac-
tion was approximately constant at about 0.06.

3. Individual differences were relatively small with the records of

most subjects exhibiting a negative growth function when the DL's
were plotted against the standards. Differences in the magnitude of

the DLs between individuals were not appreciable.
4. The constant errors for all three groups for low pressures were

positive; for high pressures they were negative for the subjects operat-

ing the stick and rudder-pedal controls and slightly positive for those
pilots who applied pressures to the wheel. Differences in CE's
between groups were not significant

5. A comparison of the performance of pilots and nonpilots work-
ilg with the stick control indicated more accurate performance, i. e.,
lower standard deviations and correspondingly lower DL's at practi-
cally all points for the former group. The over-all difference was
highly significant.

6. There were no appreciable or statistically significant differences

between data derived from operation of the three controls in different
directions. This finiling held for both DL's and CE's.

7. There was no statistically significant evidence that performance
with one control yielded more accurate performance than operation

of any other control. The fact that accuracy of 6peration of the
rudder pedals was equal to that with the stick and wheel appeared to
be due, in pnrt, to the Sul)l)ort derived from resting the heel on the
floor in this case and apparatus differences.

8. The course of learning indicated a tendency for the 11 pilots to
start above low pressures and learn to come down towards the stand-
ard, and, conversely, to begin below high pressures and come up to
themi as learning proceeded. Small amounts of learning occurred in
the middle range of pressures employed. Learning continued for
8 to 10 trials before a plateau was attained. The shape of the Weber
function was similar to that obtained from the subjects tested under
the standard procedure, but the magnitude of the values was greater
for the learning group.
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9. Twenty-eight pilots were tested, after the completion of the
regular experiment, for three trials at each standard pressure without
kliowledge of results. The shape of the curve of DI,'s plotted against
standards was tpproximately the same as for the other groups, but the
values were appreciably increased, particularly at the low pressures.

10. It was concluded that amount of flying experience, body weight,
and the order in which the pressures and directions were presented
were not contributing appreciably to the results.

11. The intercorrelations among standard deviations and constant
errors suggested that the data approximated Guilford's Generalized
Psychophysical Law more closely than Weber's Law or the Fullerton-
Cattell Square-Root Law.

On the basis of the findings of these studies recommendations were
made to higher authority that, in control systems where pressure or
force is the major cue employed by the operator in working with stick,
wheel, or pedal controls operated by the arms or legs, and where rela-
tive consistency of performance is an important consideration, it ap-
pears desirable to minimize the frequency with which operators must
apply pressures in the range from 0 to 5 pounds. The use of a wide
range of pressures, up to a limit of 30 or 40 pounds, was also recom-
mended in order to maximize the number of just noticeable differences
for the operator. Pressures much higher than this limit were recom-
mended as undesirable because of the likelihood of fatigue effects with
frequent applications of high forces.
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CHAPTER TIIIRTEEN

The Coding of Airplane Control
Knobs

Josvex WErrz

INTRODUCTION

How does the development of one set of habits affect the learning of
a new set of habits similar to but not identical with the firstl This is
a problem confronting a pilot each time he changes from one type of
airplane to another. In his original training, the pilot may learn that
the throttle is to the right of the mixture control whereas in the next
plane he finds the throttle in a quite different position. Does this affect
the speed and accuracy of his performaitce? Actually this problem
involving changes in position of controls is part of the larger problem
of cockpit standardization. The present chapter, however, is concerned
with the specific problem of habit interference due to a lack of stand-
ardization of controls.

In many cases, the change involved is not only one of position, but
the shape and color of the control handle is also changed. That is,
the throttle may have a round red knob in one airplane and in another
have a square blue handle. It is possible that this too may lead to
some interference with performance.

From the above considerations several questions may be asked which
can be answered under experimentally controlled conditions. (1)
Does changing the shape of the control handles produce more or less
interference than changing thr, position? (2) If changing position
leads to interference, does coding the shape and color of the handles
differentially, nccording to function, have any effect on this inter-
ference? (3) If siiape coding does lessen the interference caused by
position changes, will it also be effective in the absence of visual cues?

It did not seem advisable to investigate these three problems initially
in an airplane. Therefore, an experimental set-up was designed

I The research studies reported In this chapter were carried out while the author wan
assigned to the Department of Psychology, AAF School of Aviation Medicine. Randolph
Field, Tex. The work was Initiated as the result of discusions with Col. Arthur W. Melton,
Chief of the Department, and Lt. Col. Paul M. Fitts In Headquarters, AAr.
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from which conclusions could be drawn and applied to the cockpit
situation.

EXPERIMENT I
Procedure

The first1 problem (1) was investigated in the following manner.

The apparatus used was a mock-up of a control cohunn in which there

were four controls. The handles were so constructed as to be easily

removable and interchangeable (see fig. 13.1). These controls were

used in operat ing the SAM Sel f-pacing Discrimination Reaction Time

Test.2 This test is one consisting of a panel which permits the presenta-

tion of pairs of lights, one red and one green. The red light can be

above the green, to the right of the green, to the left of the green, or

below the green. If the correct control is pulled backward a now set-

ting of lights appears; if the incorrect control is pulled the lights are

turned off for 2 seconds, and no response can be made during that

period. The efficiency of the subject's performance in this study was

measured by the number of correct responses made in four 1-minute

periods. There was a 15 second rest period between each of the four

trials.
The experiment was designed to determine the interference resulting

(1) when the positions of the controls were changed and (2) when

both the shape and the position of the controls were changed. A com-

parison situation was also required; this was one in which neither the

shape nor the position of the controls was changed. The three ways

in which the controls were varied were called conditions A, B, and C.
The., are shown in table 13.1.

TAnix 131.-Arrangcment of rontroli for the three condlitions i expcrtment I

Coniltlon Position of control Shape of control Signal for operation

I......... ......... Barrel ....................... Red right of green.
A ................ 2 ................. Trncntd cylinder ......... Red below green.

3 ........................ Sphere ...................... Red left of green.
4 ........................ Cube ....................... Red above green.

I ........................ Truncated cylinder ......... Red below green.
..................... Barrel ................ Red tight of green.

................................. C................ led above green.
4................... Shere............... Red left of green.

I ................ Cylinder .............. Red right of green.

............... .............. Cylinder .............. Red below green.
3 ............ Clnr.... R. left of greet.

14 ....................... Cylinder .................... Red above green.

It can be seen that conditions A and C had the same correct positions

but differed in the shape of controls. Condition A differed from B in
position of the correct control but was the same with respect to the

shape of the appropriate handle. Condition C differed from condi-
tion B in both shape anl position of the correct controls.

' This test was designed by Judson S. Brown.
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The procedure was as follows. One group of subjects (group 1) was
,given four trials on condition A, was allowed to rest 1.5 minutes, and
then was given four trials on condition B. Ilere the interfering factor
was the position of the appropriate control; the shapes of the handles
were the same in both conditions. Group II had four trials on con-
dition C, then after 1.5 minutes of rest was given four trials on con-
dition B. For this group not only was the position of the correct
control varied, but the shape of the appropriate handle was also
changed. Group III had four trials on condition B and then, after
a rest of 1.5 minutes, four more trials on condition B. This group
served as the comparison group and its performance would show the
advantage, if any, of maintaining the same shape and position of con-
trols. It will be noted that condition B was administered to all three
groups as their second test run. If the initial four trials had no (hf-

ferential effect on the subsequent four trials then it would be expected
that the average score on the last four trials would be equal for all
groups.
Results

The results are shown in table 13.2. In comparing the results of
performance on the second four trials (B) for the three groups, it
can be seen that some differences did occur. The difference between
the last four trials for groups I and III gives a critical ratio of 1.50,
indicating little loss in performance when shape coding was constant
even though position was changed. Changing both shape and posi-
tion (group II) compared with no change (group III) resulted in
a statistically significant amount of habit interference, as shown by the
critical ratio of 3.18.

T.nL1 13.2.-Mean numbur of corrcct rcspon.cs for tach condition, czpcrimcent I

Group

I II 1I

Chsngo Involved ..................................... PoSItIon { Shae ano

ConditIon ............................................ A to f CtoB BtoD
.. ............................................ 23.7 .125.9 W 1 . 3I2 . 9 i 115.7 93.4 1L

N ................................................ 45 2. 4 3

The same trends are obvious with respect to error scores. This can
be seen in table 13.3. Here again the largest difference occurred when
the number of errors on the second run of B for the group where no
change occured was compared with the group having both shape and
position varied. The critical ratio between these two sets of perform-
ances was statisfically significant at better than the 5-percent level of
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confidence (CR=2.24). It should be remembered in considering the
error data that in an airplane one error may be of great practical
significance.

TAwry 33.3.-.Ican number of crror : for each conditton fi e.rpcriment 1

Group

Chan'" Involved ..................................... Position Shape and Non*
position ) Nn

Ccn4n .................................... A to B C to B B to B
M ............................................. 23.51 1&3 22.41 I.9 21.01 12.2
N....................................... 4 I54

It would seem then that changing both shape and position of the
cont rols concomitantly had the greatest detrimental effect on speed and
accuracy of performance. However, these data do not show conclu-
sively which of these variables had the greater effect.

Two other groups of subjects were run to determine the effect of
varying the shape of the controls while holding position constant.
Group IV was tested first on condition A and then on C; Group V was
tested first on condition C and then on A. Here it will be noted that
the correct, position of the controls was identical in both cases, but the
shape of the appropriate handle was changed. The results of these
experiments are shown in table 13.4." It can be seen that there was
little loss in performance on either of the second sets of trials when
compared to the second run of condition B in which both shape and
position were held constant. It may be assumed, then, that if the rela-
tive position of the controls is maintained constant there will be little
if any habit interference regardless of changes in shape of the control
handle.

TAIU.F. 13.4.-Mcan number of correct rcaponscs for cach condition, czpcrin)cnt I

Group

IV V III

Change Involve4 ...................................... Shape Shrpe None

Condit$" ............................................ A to C C to A B to BS............................................. ... 94.8 I 139 9. I 116 [ 14
21. 1 33.9 g5.6 1131:6 g3.4 I 134.3...................................... .:: 2 36.2 26.61 31 1 26.1 1 2.8N ................ .... ............................ 20 2o 43

EXPERIMENT 2
Procedure

In many cases, because of engineering difficulties, it is not feasible,
to maintain constant the position of the controls froni one plane to
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another., The next study (2) was designed to determine whether or
not shape and color coding would reduce the interference caused by
changing position.

The apparatus employed was essentially the same as that used in
the first study. However, in the second study the mock-up control
column had seven different controls (see fig. 13.1), of which only
four were used. These controls were used again in operating the
SA Self-pacing Discrimination R1eaction Time Test. Scoring was
accomplished in the same manner as in the first study with the only
difference being that eight trials were used in each sequence instead
of four.

The following four basic test situations were used:

Condition A.-Eight trials on handles coded with respect to appro-
priate response.

Condition B.-Eight trials on handles coded the same as condition
A but differgnt with respect to correct position on the control column.

Condition ('.-Eight trials on noncoded handles (all the same shape
and color) with positions the same as those in condition A.

Condition D.-Eight trials on noncoded handles (all the same shape
and color) with the correct positions the same as those in condition B.
These four conditions are shown in table 13.5. It will be noted that
condition A differed from condition B with respect to correct position,
but was the same with regard to shape and color of the appropriate
control handle. Condition C differed from conditiom D -with respect
to correct position in the same way that A differed from B, but in the
case of conditions C and D there was no differentiation of the control
handles in terms of shape or color.

Four experimental groups were tested as follows in order to deter-
mine the habit interference resulting from the combination of these
conditions:

Group 1.-Condition A followed by condition B. This involved
habit interference resulting from the changed position of the controls
when the handles were coded with respect to shape and color.

Group H.-Condition B followed by eight more trials of condition
B. The second trial served as a comparison for the performance of
group I on condition B.

Group III.-Condition C followed by condition D. This involved
habit interference resulting from a change in position of controls when
the andles were not coded with respect to shape and color.

Group lV.-Condition D followed by eight more trials of condi-
tion D. The second eight trials of condition D served as a control for
the performance of group III on condition D.

For all groups there was a rest interval of 1.5 minutes between the
two sets of eiht trials.
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Results

The effect of coding on performance when the position of the
correct controls is changed can be determined by comparing the per-
formance of group I on the second eight trials with that of group I
on the second eight trials (condition- B), and by compariing the second
eight trials for group III with the second eight. trials of group IV
(condition D). Table I3.6 shows the results for the four groups.

T.xmur 13.6.-Mean ,unabcr of correct rcsxonsca for cack contdition, expcrlscnt 2

otoap

I (Mod) 1 (odled) IIt (wncodd) IV (noncoded)

Chaae Involved ................... Poitloa Non. rostios None

Condition ......................... A to H a to N C t4 D D to D
M................................... 7 314.2 23K 7 337.8 2a6 23&2 12&91 29.
8D ......................... 66.9 4.9 3.? I 56.1 &13 41.71 63.4
N ......................... 25 25 2 5

Since the changes in position of controls for groups I (A to B)
and III (C to D) are idertical it follows that if the slumpe and color
coding used with group I have the effect of reducing habit interfer-
ence, then :her should be less loss in efficiency of perforniance when
comparing the last eight trials for group I with those for group 11
than there is when comparing the last eight trials for group III with
those for group IV. The data in table 13.6 verify this expectation.
The difference between groups I and 1I for the last eight trials is not
statistically significant (critical ratio-1.74), whereas, the difference
between the mean scores on the last eight trials for groups III and IV
is highly sigrnificant (critical ratio=4.05). There is little loss in per-
formance when position is changed if the control handles are coded
with respect to color and shape. There is a much larger and a statis-
tically significant habit interference when the positions are changed
and there is no color or shape coding. The difference is even more
striking when the mean score on the last eight trials for group I is
compared directly with the mean score on the last eight trials for
group III. Here the changes in position are identical, the only dif-
ference is that in group I coding is in effect, whereas there is no coding
of the handles for group III. The difference between these two sets
of means is highly significant (critical ratio= 5.56), showing a definite
superiority in performance with the coded handles.

The results in terms of correct responses are further borne out when
the error scores for the various conditions are compiared. In table 13.7
are shown the means and standard deviations of the total error scores
for each condition. In terms of the number of erroneous reactions
made there was no loss in efficiency when the positions of the controls
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TAvrZ W ..- Mfcan numbeir of error* for each condition In experimnent 2

Cbahnge Inyolved ........... Poaltion Nono Position Non*

Condition ................. .......... A to D B to D C toD DWI)S................................... 27.91 1 10.2 31.41. 1 4.16 .37.2 1 33.0 3 39.3 1[ 1 &,62N ....................... 25.16.0_ _

Nvere changed if the handles were coded. The difference between the
average error score on the last eight trials for groups I and II is not
statistically significant (critical ratio= 1.52) and the direction of the
difference is the opposite from that expected. In the case of noncoded
handles, there is a statistically significant difference (critical ratio-
2.99) between the average error score for the last eight trials for groups
III and IV. Here, the difference is in the expected direction, namely
a greater number of errors when the position of the handles was
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FIGIM. 13.2.-Ave!rage number of correct reslxmses per trial lit experiment 2.



changed. Finally, a direct comparison of the mean error score in the
last eight trials for group I and group III reveals a highly significant
difference in performance in favor of coded handles (critical ratio-
4.67).

A graphic presentation of the interference caused by changing the
positions of the correct controls is shown in figures 13.2 and 13.3. It
is apparent from figure 13.2 that learning took place in all groups
during the first eight trials of the test. That is, the average frequency

2 --

g II ••• • I a.4

IA -

TRIALS

Fxoui 13.3.-Average number of errors per trial I experiment 2.

of correct responses increased from trial to trial during the first eight
trials. The second group of eight trials is the critical set to which
attention should be directed. It will be noted that during the second
group of eight trial.s, points representing the average correct responses
for group I consistently fell below the points representing the average
correct responses for grou) II, thus indicating sone slight amount
of habit interference resulting fron the change in the position of the
correct controls even when the handles were coded for shape and
color. Comparison of the curves for groups III and IV reveals, by
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contrast, the large amount of habit interference which resulted from
changes in the positions of the correct controls when the handles were
not coded. These curves also reveal that the maximum habit inter-
ference occurred during the first transition trials on the conditions
which involved changes in the position of the correct controls, and
it is further indicated that this initial habit interference was ex-
aggerated when the handles were not coded. The difference between
the scores on the first transition trial for groups I and III is highly
significant (critical ratio=7.62).

These conclusions hold equally well when consideration is given
to accuracy of performance as shown in figure 13.3. The number of
errors decreased on the first eight trials for all groups. On the first
transition trial group I showed a very slight increase in error, but
it can be seen that the remainder of the curve shows the performance
of this group to have been certainly as good as its comparison group
(group II). On the contrary, when the handles were not coded
(group III), there was a very large increase in the number of errors
on the first transition trial, and the tendency to error in this group
did not disappear during the following seven trials on that arrange-
ment of control handles. That is, group III never made as few errors
as its conparison group, group IV. The difference between the error
scores on the first transition for groups I and III is highly significant
(critical ratio=5.16).

It is evident that changing the position of a control in a series of
controls having handles of similar shape had a detrimental effect
upon the speed and accuracy of performance. However, this effect
was minimized to a very marked degree when the control handles
were coded with respect to color and shape and the individual being
tested was permitted to use vision in the selection of the correct control
handles.

EXPERIMENT 3
Procedure

The third question to be answered was, does shape coding lessen
the interference due to position changes even though visual cues are
restricted? This tudy (3) was designed in the same way as study
2 with one exception: in this case, the control box was placed behind
it screen which concealed th' controls but did not restrict the movement
of the hand in manipulating the controls. The same four conditions
were used and the same four groups (different subjects, of course)
were used.

Results

Table 13.8 shows the results for the four groups with respect to the
total number of correct responses made. Since the changes in position
of the controls for groups I and III are identical it follows that if
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coding has a beneficial effect there .should be a smaller loss of pro-
ficiency on condition B for group I when comparing it to condition
B for group II than there is upon comparing condition D for group
III and group IV.

TABLE 13.8.-Mran numbcr of corrcct rcRpoives for each co'lition, experiment 3

Group

I (coded) ii (coded) III (noncomld) IV (nnncoded)

ChanCe Involved ..... ............... Poitlon None Position Noe

Condition ........................... A to R D to B C to 1) D to D
M ............................... 191.24123.58 28OO. 1 2702 IM.&8 1 277.76 130.18 219.44
SD................. : 78.M21 Z&.13 70.55 MWb~ I8.0! 40.53 62.51.
N ................................... 50 s o W

It would appear from these comparisons that there was a consider-
able loss in performance due to changing position and that there would
seeni to be no advantage shown for the coded handles. It should be+
pointed out, however, that the groups using the coded handles showed
a somewhat superior performance throughout. When the second eight
trials for group I are compared with the second eight trials for group
III, it can be seen that there was a marked superiority in favor of the
group using coded handles. The initial correct positions and the
change, in positions were identical for these two groups and yet there
were 99.9 chances in 100 that group I would show a superior per-
forinance on the transition trials (critical ratio-4.3l). From the
data, it is obvious that the coded handles led to better performance
even when no transition occurred. This is observable when the second
eight trials for groups II and IV are compared. Here, again, there
are 99.9 chances in 100 that there is a true difference in favor of the
group using coded handles (critical ration=4.39). The beneficial
effect of shape coding even though visual cues are restricted is further
evidenced by comparing the error scores made by the different groups.
Their error scores are shown in table 13.9. Here it can be seen that
the difference between the number of errors for condition B for group
I as compared to the number of errors for condition D for group III

TABLE 13.9.-Mcan number of errors for each c4enidition in erperiment 3

Group

I (coded) 11 (coIled) III (nonolctl) IV (noncoded)

Change involved .................... Position Nout Position None

Condition ........................... A to 11 II to 22 C to D D to D
M ......... ..................... 37.92 1".70 4q. I 23.34 44.021 37.42 49.78 31.44
SD .......................... 21. 501 19.5M 25.251 21M9 19.721 J&.45 23.38 1 24. W
N ................................... 0 0 60 80
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is highly reliable (critical ratio=3.61). Since the changes in position
were identical for these two groups, the shape coding had the effect of
significantly reducing the number of errors on the transition trials
when comparing the performance on the coded and noncoded handles.

It is evident that changing the position of the appropriate controls
led to marked habit interference when visual cues were eliminated.
This interference effect was reduced in its initial amount after transi-
tion and was less persistent when the control handles were coded in
terms of shape. This study indicates that the coding of control
handles in terms of shape is a desirable procedure even though visual
cues are eliminated, as in the case of flying in a darkened cockpit.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

It may be concluded on the basis of these three studies that if changes
are made in the positions of the controls after an individual has
learned one set of positions, marked habit interference results. If
the controls are coded with respect to color and shape, this interfer-
ence is minimized even when visual cues are restricted. If both posi-
t ion and shape are canged, interference is maximized. Consequently,
if position of the controls must be changed from one airplane to an-
other, it would be of definite advantage to use shape and color coding
of handles according to function.
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CHAPTER FOURTEEN_

The Tactual Discrimination of
Shapes' for Coding Aireraft-Type.

Controls'
WILLIAMc 0. JE.;Kt.-s

INTRODUCTION

The present studies were designed to determine the extent of con-
fusion among several series of control knob shapes, including shapes
now in use in aircraft and a number of experimental ones, in a situation
where the subjects employed primarily tactual cues, and the use of
vision, kinesthesis, size, and position was minimized or elhiinated.
On many occasions aircrew memb.rs, particularly pilots, must react
rapidly and accurately to one of a closely bunched group of controls
where positional cues are minimized and the operator is attending to
certain instrument indications. Errors in this regard have produced
many accidents, particularly in transition training where unfamiliar
aircraft are being flown. One of the most common accidents results
from confusion between flaps and landing gear controls which are in
close proximity in Lome aircraft ad are not cod-d with respect to
any of the several possibilities.

Investigations by Weitz at the Army Air Forces School of Aviation
Medicine (see ch. 13) have shown that accuracy of performance is
significantly affected by position cues and by shape and color coding
of aircraft-type control knobs. The present studies provide specific
information, without particular samples of knob shapes, concerning
which shapes yield the fewest recognition error.s where size, position,
vision, and mode of operation of the control are held constant or
eliminated as cues.

1 'rhI mi CaptI4r Is baied npon research flndItins reported In 1headqua'trr A.M0 C, Furinet "-

Ing lDMl.-on. .Memloranlt t el lort , No. Tr.:iAA-0;1J-4, rsFAA-t691-4A. nui,! TSENIA-

691-413.
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APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE

In the first major study (study 1), 25 plastic shapes, 11/2 inches in
the largest dimension, were each mounted on a rod which was bolted
to the periphery of a turntable. The knobs and their mode of pres-
cntatioi are shown in figure 14.1. In the second major study (study
1I),2-2 plastic shapes, 1/1 inches in the largest dimnension, were mounted
on the turintable with their shafts parallel to te ground as shown in
figure 14.2. In both studies the procedure was followed of examin-
iig standard control knob shapes in the cockpit and on AAF equipment
such as radar and radio sets and attempting to select shapes for study
which maximized the characteristics typical of a group of related knob
shapes.

In these studies the practical interest was in finding sets of knob
shapes yielding a minimum number of errors for use in the cockpit
and on radio and radar equipment. For this reason separate studies
were made of different series of knob shapes mounted vertically and
horizontally. It is quite possible that mode of mounting is not a
critical factor; evidence reported below suggests it is not.

The procedure employed was as follows. Each subject was seated
before the turntable and the instructions were read to him. A given
knob was then presented to the blindfolded subject who felt it for
1 second. The experimenter then rotated the turntable to a pre-
designated point and the subject went from knob to knob, feeling each
one in turn until he found and reported what he thought was the test
shape. The same procedure was followed for each of the knobs, once
while the subject used his bare hand and once while lie wore a medium
weight flying glove (A-1i-A).

The conditions of bare hand and glove were counterbalanced so that
half the subjects started their test under one condition and the other
half under the other. In addition, the order in which the test and
comparisonm knobs were presented was varied systematically in order
to check intraserial effects.

In both investigat ions two types of errors were recorded. The first
was the obvious case in which a subject incorrectly identified one shape
as another. The second u as called a hesitation error and was defined
as the ease in which a subject spent more than the allotted second in
handling an incorrect shape, but did not identify that shape as the
correct one. This type of pause might well be undesirable in the
operation of controls in the cockpit.

A paired-comnparisons follow-up study was conducted using the
eight best shapes of the first investigation. This investigation is
descrilbed in a later section.
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The subjects in these investigations consisted of two separate sam-
ples of 40 Army Air Forces pilots who appeared to be representative
of tile pilot population.il RESULTS

It was found that the order in which the test and comparison shapes
were presented did not affect the number and pattern of errors appre.
ciably, so that the data for the several different conditions have been
combined in the succeeding analyses. The fiadings have been divided
into two sections: those concerned with distribution statistics, and
those dealing with the pattern of errors.
Distribution Statistics

The distribution statistics for the two studies are summarized in
table 14.1. It can be seen from this table that the percentage of error

T.DLI 14.1.-Distribution statlstics concerning the errors made by 40 p lots in
two serics of knob shapes cniploycd in itnirligatios of shapcs for coding
aircraft-type controls

Study I Study II
Condition ....

Cdtn Mnum, SD Percent Meannum. Percent
beroteroorserrror tc

Frror, ban hand ......... 2.9 2.2 12 3.7 2.6 IT
Frror, glove ............---- 4.8 2.7 19 4.9 2.8 22
Hesitation, bare hand ......... 7.2 4.1 29 1.5 1.5 T
he-itation, glove ............. 9.7 6.3 40 2.1 2.1 tO

, ranges front 12 percent to 22 percent and tihe corresponding figures for
i hesitation-type errors vary fromn 7 percent to 40 percent. Ak satisfac-
' tory spread of scores was obtained in every case. In this connection

it might be noted that practically every subject made sonie errors of
both typeo.,

The differences in table 14.1 between performance under conditions
of bare hand and whih wearing the flying glove are significant in
most cases at the 5-percent level of confidence or better.

In order to obtain an estimate of the reliability of the method, rank
order correlation coefficients were computed between the frequency
of errors and hesitations under conditions of bare hand and while
wearing the flying glove. The figure for errors was 0.70 while for
hesitations it was 0.72. For errors and hesitations combined the
value was 0.75. This degree of consistency between the performance,
under the different conditions indicates a satisfactory reliability for
the testing technique for the present purposes.

One condary analysis was performed in regard to the frequency
of errors. This'break-down consisted of comparing the proportion
of errors; for Iilots in study I having less than 900 hour. of flying
experience with that for pilots having more than 1,100 flying hours.
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While the more experienced pilots made a slightly higher proportion
of errors under both conditions of bare hand and glove than did the
group with fewer flying hours, the differences were well within the
range of values expected on the basis of sampling fluctuations.
Pattern of Errors

It was found that the pattern of errors was comparable for, errors
and hesitation-type errors, for conditions of bare hand and glove, and
for the different orders in which the test and comparison knobs were
presented so that the data for all conditions have been combined in
the following treatment.

2 14 I I I
1 30

I 7Q * 4 II 21 1-1 1
11 2 2 I I - - 2- -2 23 1 1 I

1 3 2 17 319 4

r

I 1I 16 2 2 2 5 2

I 25 2 1 1 IS

o 29 1 2 6 4 I I

S 2 I 1 2 I I I

A!2 1 IS 2 2 1 2

2 6 2 2 1 2 2
5 14 2 -I I 16

24I 2 ? I a _ 7 1 3

t~ 15 1 4 I I 5 1 12-- --

22 6 2 12 ,it I

2 36 1 17- 1 7

1 1 3 12 a 1 96 1 3 2 2 2

1I 127 2 1 1 4 7 52

1 4 1 1 I 117 3 74 2 1

333 1271 1V~~~~~~~ 115I---------- - -l2. 125 L2 I I +31 1

IGURE 14.3.-Error pattern aniong 25 vertically mounted knob shapes.

The next step in the procedure was to rank each knob shape accord-
ing to two criteria. The first was the total number of hesitations plus
errors made by the subjects when a particular shape was. presented.
The second was the total number of knobs with which a giyen shape
was confused regardless of the number of errors or hesitations in-
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volved. It might be noted inl pasing that the rank-difference correla-
tion between these two measures was of the order of 0.50. A two-way
table was then constructed in which those knob shapes yielding the
smallest number of errors and smallest numbee of knobs with which
they were confused were placed side by side. Further refinements in
grouping were accomplished by an empirical procedure designed to
obtain the largest possible number of knobs with the fewest intra-
group confusions. The resulting two-way tables for !tudies I and It
are shown in figures 14.3 and 14.4. From this analysis two sets of
eight knobs were derived in study I in which the number of errors
were minimized and one set in study 11. These groups are set off by
heavy lines in figures 14.3 and 14.4, and the knobs are shown in figures
14.5 and 14.6. The best set of eight knobs in study I yielded a total
of six errors or one-half of 1 percent of the total number of errors. In
study II the best set of eight knobs yielded zero errors.

An examination of figures 14.3 and 14.4 reveals that in general
knobs with similar shapes tend to be confused with one another but
not with knobs of different shapes. There is a suggestion that the
shapes tend to be grouped into families on the basis of shape, for ex-
amlple, shapes characterized by corners, edges, and flat surfaces (cubes,
wedges, etc.), with the errors occurring within a family, but not across
family lines.

Suggestive evidence that the two modes of mounting employed in
these studies were not critical for the findings may be found in a cor-
parison of the best eight shapes of each study in figures 14.5 and 1.1.6.
It can be seen that four of the best knobs in each study are the same in
shape and one is similar. One of the best shapes of study II appears
nset2 of study I. The remaininag knobs were not used in both studies.

A follow-up study was made of the best eight knobs in study I along
with three novel shapes employed in an "ideal" cockpit developed by
the United States Navy Department. The set-up is shown in figure
14.7 with the three Navy knobs in the top right-hand'corimer. The
method of paired comparisons was used with the usual precautions
being takem of counterbalancing the order in which a given pair of
knobs was presented, and varying the order of the series. Each of the
11 shapes was paired with every other shape including itself once,
but no knob followed itself at any place in the series. A total of 30
AAF pilots was tested while wearing blacked-out goggles, once with
the bare hand and once while wearing a medium weight flying glove
(A- il-A).

In the 1,080 comparisons a total of 9 errors was made by the 30
pilot: or .about one-hialf of I percent. It is of interest to note that

S 0f t: e I errors involved the 3 nm Navy knobs which were added
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to the earlier set, but the N is too small for the difference to approach
an acceptable level of significance.

DISCUSSION

On the basis of the present findings, recommendations have been
made to the appropriate authorities that action be taken to decide
which knob shapes are to be employed on which controls in the cockpit
and on radio and radar equipment. Te need for standardization with
regard not only to shape, but also to size, position, color, and mode of
operation is obvious and has also been recommended.

There is a need for further research in this area particularly on
such problemisas the optimal control-liandle shapes for different modes
of control operation, the use of mode of operation as a cue for differ-
ential reaction, and the type of color, coding (e. g., brightness differ-
entials) yielding most accurate and rapid performance under con-
ditions of both day and night flying.

D

SUMMARY

These studies were undertaken as a basis for selecting sets of con-
trol knobs of different shapes for use in the cockpit and on radio and
radar equipment which could be recognized immediately and ac-
curately by touch in a situation where the use of vision, size, position,
andi mode of operation was held constant or eliminated as a cue.

Two sets of 25 vertically.mounted and 22 horizontally mounted knob
shapes, including some knobs now in use in aircraft and a number of
experimental ones, were presented to 2 separate groups of 40 blind-
folded pilots who compared each shape with every other one in the
series. One test was made with the bare hand and another while
wearing a medium-weight flying glove. The findings may be sum-
mnarized as follows:

1. A percentage of errors ranging from 12 to 40 percent was found.
Practically every pilot made several errors.

'2. A significantly greater number of errors was made while wear-
ing the flying glove as contrasted with the condition of bare hand.

3. The correlation between frequency of error with the bare hand
and tlat while wearing the flying glove was 0.75, indicating a satis-
factory ieliability for tihe technique.

4. Pilots with larger numbers of flying hours made slightly, but
not significantly, more errors than those with fewer hours.

5. Two sets of eight knobs were found in the first study which yielded
a minimum number of intra-set errors and there were no confusions
among the best eight shapes of the second study.
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6. A paired comparison.. study of the best eight knobs of the first
study along with three additional knobs yielded a very small number
of errors.

Recommendations vere made to the appropriate authorities that
the shapes yielding the fewest errors in these studies be enmployed on
aircraft equipment, and that the use of these knobs be standardized on
equipment of a given kind.
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CHAPTER FIFTEEN
A Study of

Location Discrinmination Ability'
PAU l-t . FIMT

INTRODUCTION

How accurately can an individual, without looking where he is
reaching, move his hand to a precisely designated location? The an-
swer to this question is important for the design and location of ma-
chino controls that must be reached for and grasped without the
assistance of direct vision. ,fany situations arise in flying where it is
desirable fir individuals to use controls in this manner, such as when
the pilot is landing and does not want to take his eyes away from the
ground long enough to look down into the cockpit in order to locate a
control, or when the radar operator is watching the scopo face and does
not want to look away in order to adjust the gain control. Yet errors
in control operation are so frequent that most aircrew members consider
it inadvisable to operate a control without first making a visual check
to determine its identity.

It has been suggested that the most effidient design and arrangement
of controls for operation without the aid of vision would involve cod-
ing of control knobs with respect to shape and color, differentiating of
controls with regard to their mode of operation, and optimal location
of controls around the body. It is also proposed that these character-
istics should then be standardized in all aircraft. In the two preceding
chapters of this volume have been reported investigations of the prob-
lem of shape coding. The present chapter contains a report of investi-
gations of the accuracy of aircrew personnel in reaching to different
positions about themi when in the seated position.

The purpose of the investigation was to dehtrmine the magnitude of
errors made in positioning the hand to a number of locations of equal
diance but varying directions from tho body. The study also in-
hi.hed an investigation of the direction of positioning errors and the

'This c'. ipt,-r Is based upon research flndinga reported In I ErtldIu artert A.MC, ?Fngtneer-
tig LIvM, . tretorandum Report No. TS.AA-6O1-4D.
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coistancy of thee error patterii.. The study was planned in relation
to a practical alitil)miet design problem, but it is felt that several
basic (luest ions of human motor abilities are involved.

APPARATUS

The al)laratus eminloyed in the lpr,ient study consisted of a wooden
framework on which were mounted 20 paper targets arranged sym-
metrically around the midpoint of the shoulders of a seated subject. A
)hotograph of the apparatus, with one side removed to give a view of
lie subject, is shown in figure 15.1.

Each target, was placed at a distance of 30 inches from the reference
point and was mounted 1)erpen(lieular to a line connecting it to the ref-
verence point. Seven |argots were located level with the reference point,
one directly in front of the subject and three on either side. The side
targets were 150, 900, and 1350, respectively, away from the one
directly in front. These seven targets are referred to as "center" (C)
targets. Seven targets were placed 450 higher than the level of the
reference point and directly above each of the center targets. Six
other targets were placed 4.50 lower than the reference point and
directly below the six center targets on either side. The target space
directly in fron of and below the reference point was required for the
subject's legs. The space directly behind the subject. was not used,.nor
was the space directly above his head or directly beneath him.

A 30-inch distance from the mid-point of the shoulders to the targets
was chosen because anthropological data on AAF personnel 2 show that
30 inches from the mid-point of the shoulders is the maximum distance
at 1:ict controls can be placed if it is desired that more than 95
percent of the population be able to reach them easily.

The paper targets were 14 inches iutare. The target pattern con-
sisted of a series of six concentric circles. The radius of the inner circle
or bull's-eye was one-half ich and the radius of each succeeding circle
increase.l by one additional inch. Each target was divided into
quadrants by two diagonal livies which passed through the center at
angles .15" from the vertical. Since it was the purpose of the investi-
gation to study Ole ability of individuals to reach to various locations
while looking elsewhere, and not while in complete darkness, a constant
visual reference was pro.-ded. Two small red lights located forward
of, level with, and equidistant from the subject's eyes, and 450 apart,
were used for this purpose. A special pair of goggles was provided
which permitted subjects to see only the red lights. Apertures in
these goggles made it necessary for subjects to hold their heads in
a forward-looking position in order to keep the reference lights in

l Randii. F. E., ot Ai. Human bndy I:.e in mnII(tary aircraft and prronai equlpmct.
AA: Technkil Ithport No. 5501, AA- Air .Mntriel Commlnd, Wright Fi1eli June 1946.
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view. This insured a relatively constant head position during the
test trials.

Each subject was provided with a marker, about the size of it
togg-le switch handle, which had a sharp point that permitted hlim to
mark the tarkets by pressing against the paper.

An adjustable stool and a footrest were provided. A, stool without
a back was employed since the pilot or other aircrew member often
leans forward in his seat while operating his equipment and iw, this
case obtains no position cues from the back of his seat.

PROCEDURE
Test Administration

Subjects were seated in the apparatus and the height of the stool
was adjusted until the mid-point of each individual's shoulders was ats
the reference point.: The purpose of the study and the experimental
procedures were explained. Subjects were told that different targets
would be designated in turn and that their task would be to reach with
one smooth motion to the position where they thought the target was
located and to mark the Iist point of contact. Left-hand targets were
marked with the left] hand; forward and right-hand targets with the
right hand. For purposes of this report each vertical row of three tar-
gets is numbered from one to seven Iegining with the extreme left.
hand target. The middle target in each vertical row of three is called
the "center" (C) target, the upper one is called the "up" (U) target,
and the lower one the "down" (D) target.

Each subject was given a series of (0 practice trials, three trials
to each of the 20 targets. In the practice sequence two successive trials
were given to each target so that subjects could observe their errors on
the first trials and attempt to make corrections on the second. The
final 20 practice trials, one to each target, were given in a randomized
order. Subjects were permitted to remove their goggles after each
trial and look where they had marked. These practice trials were
given immediately before the test proper.

During the actual test each subject was given 100 trials, followed
by a 5-minute rest period and then another 100 trials. The sequence
of trials was randomized, but no target ever followed itself, Each
target received a total of 10 trials. Subjects were permitted to remove
their goggles after each trial and secure immediate knowledge of
results. A signal light which flashed every 7 seconds was used by the
examiner in standardizing the rate at which targets were marked.
The exaniier sat directly behind the subject. If the subject mnissed.
the t :trget entirely, the examiner recorded the miss antl the direction

3 ,, . ":orinek anil Pet*r S. MclCt-wen ran most of fihu subject.sl It th experiment and
al",' d Ih 41-,-lop !ng the tipptritI mi d annl)zing the dith. Mrs. Kztthryn 1). Yonng antd
Sh rl, y Co 11:a '!h as.o i.,%slst ed Ill the M illd h .
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of the error. If the ,ubject attempted to mark a wrong target, the
examiner stopped hini and the trial was repeated.
Ten of tie subjects used in the major investigation were run for

200 additiond trials on each of 2 successive days in order to obtain
data oin changes in accuracy scores and changes in error patterns with
additional practice. The standard procedure was followed during
this period and knowledge of results was given after each trial. The
order in which targets were marked was in a different randomized
order for each successive day.

The group of 50 subjects used in the major study was unselected as
regards hand preferences. On a short handedne,s questionnaire, I
man was markedly left-handed and 5 men showed a mixed preference.

Scoring Procedures
Targets were scored for over-all accuracy by the following pro-

cedure. A mark in the center or bull's-eye of the target was scored
zero and the marks in subsequent circles were scored one, two, three,
four, and five, respectively. Any mark which fell outside of the out-
ermost circle was scored six. Since all marks that vere farther than
five inches from the center circle were arbitarily recorded as six, the
scoring procedure did not give full -weight to misses that were quite far
from the center. The average accuracy score, nevertheless, is a close
approximation of the average distance in inches of the marks from the
exact center of each target. A small score indicates accurate per-
foriance.

Targets were also scored in terms of the direction of each mark from
the center. Since targets were laid off into quadrants, a top (No. 1),
a right (No. 2), a bottom (No. 3), and a left (No. 4), it was possible to
record the total number of marks in each sector. This total for each
quadrant was broken down into the number of marks within and out-
side of the outermost target ring. The latter figure gives the number
of atteipt,; in which the response was more than 51/2 inches away from
the exact oenter of the target.

RESULTS
Analysis of Accurary Data
The average accuricy score for all 50 subjects on each of the 20

targets was 3.27 or an avrage error of somewhat more than 3 inches.
A total of 15.6 percent of the 10,000 trials made by all subjects re-
sulted in marks outside of the outermost circle. In other words, 15.6
percent of all trials were in error by more than 51/2 inches. The
accuracy scores, however, Varied greatly from target to target. In
order to study systematically the influence of target position upon
accutracy of location discrimination, three comnl)risons were made:
(1) a comlparison of average accuracy in reaching for all targets on
the right, and for all targets on the left ; (2) a comparison of accuracy
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in reaching for targets directly forward, anl for targets to either
bide of the forward pohition; and (3) a comparison of average ac-
curacy in reaching for targets above, even with, and below th level
of the shoulder. For the right-left comparison al average score for
all right -side targets was compared with the average score for all left.
side targets, For the f ront-back comparison, all targets which were
at. equal angular distances from the front, including both right- andleft-side targets were groupe(l. Similarly for the up-down comparison,

all targets at the saine angular elevation where grouped (except that
targets 4U and 40 were omitted, since there was no -1D target). In
making each of these comparisons a new distribution of combined
scores was made for each group of targets inl question, and meaus,
standard deviations, and intercorrelations for these dist ributions were
computed.

In table 15.1 are summarized C basic findings for each individual
target. The mean accuracy scores, and the percent of marks that oc-
curred in each of the four sectors of each target are given. In table
15.2 are given the mean accuracy scores, standard deviationls, and
correlations of scores for various combinations of targets. In figure
15.2 the same data are represented graphically. In this figure a dia-
gram of the different targets has been made in which the diameter of
each target is proportional to the mean accuracy score. The four
small circles in the quadrants of each target have a relative diameter
proportional to the total number of marks in each sector.

TAnxi 15,1.-Mcan accuracy scores, standard dct'iatlons, proportion of marks in
each target sector, and proportion of major errors bt c4zch targel sector for
the 20 dtfferent target areas

Mea Proportion of total marks In Proportion of total marks that
Target SCCu- SD each sector were major etrors In teh $ctdor

score 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

IU ................. 4.04 0.78 5.2 11.4 45.7 37.7 0.4 2.8 128 10.1
IC ................. 3.72 .W 37.3 2.5 12.0 21.2 11.4 9.0 2.2 4.3ID ................. 4.0 .99 C0. 8 22.9 4.2 12.1 21.4 .4 .2 2.3
2U ................. 3.2. .79 21.2 17.2 27.8 33.8 2.7 1.9 6.8 3.9
2C ................. 3.42 .79 33.5 2'.5 17.8 26.2 .3 4.2 2.8 &52D ............... . 3.02 .(A 22.5 24.6 25.1 27.8 1.4 2.2 1.8 3.6
3U ................. 3.49 .09 7.4 11.0 59.1 2-5 0.0 .8 14.9 3.4
3C ................. 3.13 1.09 72.9 12.5 2.9 3A7 2.2 1.2 3.9 9.1
3D ................. 3.03 .97 3X.9 11.4 9.2 42.5 4.2 .6 0.0 &B
4U ................ 2.46 .79 15.8 2n.3 63.5 8.4 o.0 0.0 3.8 0.0
4C ................. 2.14 .90 40.7 24.9 2).8 13.6 1.6 .4 .8 .2
8U ................ 3.21 1.05 7.0 30.3 51.1 11.0 .4 .8 6.6 .68C ............... 3.07 . M 19.2 3.2 27.1 35.5 1.2 .9 39 1.4
5W ............... 2.7 .77 31.0 37.0 13.5 14.9 4.2 4.4 .6 1.2
6U ................ 3.21 .77 14.6 32.9 35.7 1.8 .0 &4 6.0 1.0
C ............. 3.18 .71 21.5 2.1 21.7 27.7 2.2 48 2.6 &A
1) .......... 2.91 .70 13.3 21.5 39.8 2.1.4 .6 .8 .8 7.4

W ........... IS .91 5.8 3.2 4--1 9.9 0.0 11.3 18.5 .H
7C ................. 3.61 .R 27.A 23.6 16.8 32.0 4.0 I 3.6 1.4 &......... ....... 3.30 .09 42.2 W.8 .4 Z. 9.7 18 0LO 3 1

Lfet-rligt comnparsom.-From an iispectiou of table 15.2 it will
be noted that the average accuracy score on the nine right-hand targets
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Tal.: 15.2.--Mcan.. Vzddard dfriiationx, corrlation,.s, and 9 values for contbincd

scorcs on 4leCcted groups of targets

Ix - W1

Targvt group M SD r Dil. I

All left-h* ol ' t. ........... ............. 34 .14
All tight.hand targets ............................... 3.27 .1.
.,ll ,plxr targets ............. ............. . .. . 32 M.7
All rntur taxats ................ ............. 35 Sol .58 .21 2.7
All Cent r t~u g(3 ............ ..... .............. 3.35 ' 1) .17
All lowe'r t.ucts. .. _..........__..... ............. ills M .42 .7 20
flows I Anil 7 cmlnlm - ............................. 3.81 z , .66 9.6
Rows 2 anti 6 Cmmblnd........................... .1: Is .548 .0 9
Ilows 2 and 6 combined..... .................... 3.1 43 5 ..4 .5
Rtows 3 and t combined ............................ 3.11 .70) " .04 .5

was better than the averzige score on the nine left-hand targets. The
difference is significant at the 1-percent level of confidence.
The right-left comparisons are based on a total of 90 trials to

each side for each subject. A correlation of 0.81 between scores for
the two sides indicates a satisfactory level of reliability of the test
procedure, since the'reliability of the total test would be considerably
higher.

Frot-buck couiparii.o.-From an1 inspection of table 15.1 it will
be noted that the two targets located directly in front of the subject
(targets .1U and 4C) were marked with considerably greater accuracy
than any other targets. The average score for these two targets was
better, at the 1-percent level of confidence, than the score on any
other individual target or group of targets. Referring to table 15.2
for a comparison of targets at different distances to either side, it will
be noted that the average score on targets located 450 away from center
(rows :! and .4) did not differ appreciably from the average score on
targets located 90u away from center (rows 2 and 5). The small
difference that was found could easily have occurred by chance. Ac-
curacy in marking tile rows of targets located 135' to the rear (rows 1
t1od 7) was considerably poorer than for targets nearer the front. The
differeice is highly significant statistically and is of practical im-
por'taiice. It can be concluded from these findings that individuals
can reach most accurately to positions directly in front of them, that
they can reach wit h somewhat less accuracy to positions its much as
900 to tie side, and with far less accuracy to positions more than
900 to the side.

Up.down counipriso.-It will be noted in table 15.2 that targets
located at, -153 below the level of the shoulders were reached for with
somewhlt greater acculracy than horizontal targets, and that targets
located .150 above the horizontal were located least accurately. The,
difference between i and center targets is significant at the I-percent

level of confidenice and the difference between the center and down tar-
gets at the 3-percent level. Of the two targets directly in front of
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the individual the center one was located more accurately than the
upper one.
Analysis of Error Patterns

Data on the distribution of marks in each quadrant of each target
are given in table 15.1 and are shown graphically in figure 15.2. If
marks had been distributdd equally about tie center of each target,
25 percent of the marks would have fallen in each quadrant. Apply-
ing the Chi Square Teit to this hypothesis, it was found that in only 1
target (target 2D) out of the 20 could the total distribution of all
marks be accounted for by chance variation from an unbiased pattern.

Several systematic characteristics of the error pat terns can be noted.
On all except three of the 11 targets marked with the right hand,
including the two center targets, individuals tended to reach too far
to the rear; that is, errors were made toward the back more frequently
than toward the front. On seven of the nine targets marked with the
left hand, errors also were made more frequently toward the rear.
It also was found that on all seven upper targets the majority of
marks were too low. In the case of four of the six targets located
downward the most frequent error was to reach too high. However,
in the case of the two targets located downward and directly on either
side (targets 2D and GD) the predominant tendency was to reach
too low.

An inspection of the error pattern data given in table 15.1 and rep-
resented graphically in figure 15.2 shows a high degree of mirroring
with regard to the direction of the error patterns for corresponding
right- and left-hand targets. Ifi eight cases out of nine, when the
errcr pattern on a left-hand target was predominately toward the
front or toward the back, the error pattern in the corresponding right-
hand target was found to be predominately in the same direction. To
a lesser extent corresponding up and down targets gave mirrored error
patterns.
Analysis of Learning Data

In the learning study it was found that the 10 subjects tended to
improve in over-all accuracy from day to day. The average accuracy
score of the group on all 20 targets was 3.18 for the first day, 2.85 for
the second day, and 2.73 for the third day. The difference between
first and third (lay was highly significant. Improvement was shown
in locating practically all target, the differences in scores for indi-
vidual targets between the first and third day being highly significant.

The error-pattern data- for the three successive days were analyz, .I
as follows. The two sectors of each target that had been marked most
fr£quently by the 50 sub jeots in the first study were determined. The
t(Aal number of marks which the learning group made in these two
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sectors of each targt~ Was determnined for each day, including the
first day when they were a part of the larger group. These data wore
combined for all 20 targets. It was found that on the first day the
learning group placed 00.0 percent of all marks in the two sectors of
each. target inarked most frequently by the total group of which, they
were apart. On the secon d dlay thle learn ing groutp p)laced 60.4 pe rcent
of all marks in these samne quadrants and on the third (lay, 6 .1 percent.
F urther analysis showed that for 8 of the 20 targets the original group
placed miore than 70 percen~t of all marks in the 2 most frequently
marked sectors of each target. The peQrcenlt of all marks made, by the
learning group on these samne 8 targets was 75.9 percent for the first
(lay, 70.0 for the second, and 73.3 for the third. It should beremnem-
bered in connection with these findings that subjects were given knowl-
edge of results after each trial and had opportunity to correct their
errors. It should be pointed out also that any errors of measurement
(unreliability of testing procedures) on the first day would have
resulted in a lower incidence of miarks (closer to the expected 50 per-
cent) on subsequent days for the two sectors mnarked miost frequently
on the first day. From the learning data it can be concluded, there-
fore, that error patterns were highly stable. Trho directional char-
acteristics of the patterns dlid not change appreciably with additional
practice accompanied by knowvledge of results, even though the over-
all scatter of miarks became less.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The findings with regard to the areas to which typical individuals
can reach most accurately could possibly be explained by referenco to
the miuscle groups employed and the relative ease of reaching to the
different locations. An alternative explanation could be made by
reference to previous habi ts and miore f requent experience in reaching
forward and downward than in reaching backward and uipward. The
slight superiority of the right hand over the lef t hand is in agreement

with findings f rom many other studies.
The data on accuracy of discrimination mnay have been influenced by

the fact that the visual reference lights were located in a forward
position. It would be worth while to simulate, the condition existing
when an individual has his head turned and is looking to one side, and
to study location-discrimination ability for various areas while, visual
reference is other than directly forward. It would be of interest, also,
to study the effect of no lights and of only one light.

Trwo different liypothe: es can be suggcz~tcd to account for the evror-
p"Attrmi (ata. One hy13pothiesis is that the, error patterns are primarily
a function of the projprioceptive and tactual cues available and the
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muscle groups employed in reaching to different locations. It is
possible, on the other hand, that d" ,ction of errors for any particular
target is a function of the over ,i pattern or gestalt of targets em-
ployed. The finding that most iadividuals make errors toward the
center of each vertical row of three targets suggests, for example, that
there may be a tendency to make errors toward the center of a group
of associated controls.

These questions cannot be settled by reference to the present data,
and must await the results of further studies. It is proposed to study
the effecton location discrimination ability of different points of origin
for the reaching movement and to study the accuracy of location dis-
criinination in three dimensions for a number of points closer to the
body than the maximum extent of reach. The hypothesis is sug-
gested, in connection with the latter study, that individuals will be
able to position their hands more accurately in cases where it is possible
to use a cue of extent of movement or to judge the position of the hand
in relation to the effort involved in making movements of different
amounts. It should be remembered that in the present investigation
distance of movement was constant, since the surface of the target
was perpendicular to the direction of movement of the hand, and
therefore that extent of movement was not employed as a cue.

With regard to the application of the findings of this study to the
location of control equipment, several conclusions are made. For
greatest accuracy in locating a control without the aid of direct vision
the control preferably should be located directly in front of the indi-
vidual, and if this is not possible, then no farther to the rear than
directly at the side. Controls preferably should be located below the
level ,uf the shoulders and if this is not possible then certainly not
much above shoulder height. With regard to the distance by which
control:3 should be separated, if it is desired to make it very unlikely
that art operator will grasp a control by mistake, it appears that
roughly a 6-inch separation is necessary for controls that are located
tit arni' reach and in one of the preferred areas, and approximately
twice that. separation for controls located to the rear of the subject or
ait the side abo;ve the level of his shoulders. Smaller distances could
be used if operator, are to be highly trained.

SUMMARY

1. A study was made of the accuracy of 50 pilot subjects in reaching
to 20 targets mounted in different areas around them and at distances
of 30 inches from tile mid-point of the shoulders. Visual reference
was provided, but vision of the target or the body was excluded.

2. When tle data were analyzed in terms of average accuracy of
location discriminat ion, it was found that accuracy was best for for-
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I walrd areas. For areas on either side, accur:acy was best for areas
lower than the level of the shoulders and for areas niear the front.

3. Consistent error patterns were found for each target area. In-
dividuals tended to reach too low for targets located above the level of
their shoulders, too far to the rear for targets located on either side,
and too high for targets below shoulder level.
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CIAPTER SIXTEEN_________________

Principles of Control Arrangement
for Sequential Operation'

NoitMtAN L. MURRAY

INTRODUCTION

In navigating andl bomibing operations rad~ar operators use com-
plicated control equipment involving levers and knobs which are{ manipulated in response to complex visual stimuli. Frequently, in an
attempt to meet space and weight requirements, very unsystematie

4 control arrangements are evolved. It is hypothesized that in the
operation of complex equipment, arrangement of controls and in-
dicators according to f unctional patterns would be best from the stand-
point of lcarning and ease of operation. Especially should this be
true where speed of operation is important, as in the op~erationl of "Fer-
ret" equipment where the operator is called upon to make a whole
series of adjustments in it matter of seconds. The reactions in this typo
of task belong in the categories of what Brown and Jenkins in chap-
ter 3 call adjustive and connective serial.1 reactions.

It is important to determine how best to comabine separate movements
into a series or pattern to produce the greatest efficiency in terms of
speed, accuracy, and ease of learning. 'Tue purpose of this experiment
wvas to determine the effects of two variables on the basic problem.
These were regular and irregular spacing of knobs and clockwise,
counterclockwise, and alternate (clockwise-counterclockwise) rotation
of the knobs. The first study involved connective reactions, and the

second adjustivo reactions.I APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE

The School of Aviation Medicine Finger Dexterity 'rest (CMA16A)
was ciniployed as it secimed wvell suited to a p~relimlinary investigation of

tThIli chtipter Is b~ased upon research findllg roporte'd In Ileadquarters AMC. Engineer-
Ing D1vi'don, fetnorandunt Report No. TSFMA-G0ii-MA The ausistance of Juuiion B.
flru* n fi nthe demi;n of the iworriment atnd thitt of WIlliam 0. Jenkins In analyzig the
data -and prieparIng the report Is gratefully acknowledged.
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this problem. This test consists of a board in which 48 square holes
are cut; round-headed pegs with square bases are inserted in the holes.
The basic task is to lift the pegs from the holes, rotate them 1800, and
reinsert them in the holes.

Eight problems or tasks were set up. The first 6 problems dealt with
the direction of rotation of 2.4 pegs arranged in a linear pattern on the
first and second rows of the board. The last 2 problems involved the
manipulation of 2.1 pegs arranged regularly and irregularly over the
entire board. In problem 1 the subjects were required to work from left
to right across the board rotating the pegs through 1800 in a clockwise
direction (CW) and then back along the second row from right to left.
Problem 2 was identical with the preceding one except that the rota-
tion was counterclockwise (CCW). In problem 3 the subjects were re-
quired to work from left to right across the board and back from right
to left along the second row. The odd pegs were rotated clockwise and
the even pegs counterclockwise through 1800 (A). In problem 1-a
the subjects were required to work from right to left across the board
rotating the pegs through 1800 in a clockwise direction and then back
along the second row from left to right. Problem 2-a was identical to
the preceding one except that the rotation was counterclockwise. In
problem 3-a the subjects were required to work from right to left
across the board and back from left to right along the second row. The
odd pegs were rotated clockwise and the even pegs counterclockwise
through 1800. In problem 4 the subjects manipulated 24 pegs arranged
regularly on the 4 rows of the board with every other peg removed.
The subjects worked from left to right along the first row, from right
to left along the second row, then left to right along the third row and
back across the fourth row from right to left. Problem 5 was identi-
cal with the preceding one except that the pegs were arranged in ir-
regular order. In the latter two problems there were six pegs per
row and the distance traveled was the same in both cases. The three
pegboarl arrangements are illustrated in figure 16.1.

It will be noted that paired problems 1 and 1-a, 2 and 2-a, and 3 and
3-a, respectively, are essentially the same. They differ in that the
subjects were icquired to begin at the upper left and work to the
right in 1, 2, and 3, and to begin at the upper right and work to the
left in 1-a, 2-a, and 3-a. Comparisons are made in. the results section
between the 1-r and r-1 conditions.

The subjects, Army Air Forces pilot, were divided into 2 groups
of 21 each. The first group was tested with problems 1, 2, 3, 4, and
5. The second group was tested with problems 1-a, 2-a, 3-a, 4, and
5. The subjects were seated at a table and the peg board was placed in
such a manner that the center of the board im its long dimension was
alined with the midline of the body. 'Tie subjects were given instruc-
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FlatI 16.1.-Pegboard arrangements for problems CW, CCW, .A, R, and I.

tions which defined the specific task at the beginning of each now

problem and were told the number of times it wa to be performed.

Four trials were given on each problem and each trial was timed with

a stopwatch. The thne scores from the four trials were averaged and

the individual mean scores were used in computing the group means,

standard deviations, correlation coefficients, and critical ratios.

A counterbalanced experimental order was used, involving 48 sub-

jects. As has been pointed out, 2.1 of the subjects were tested on prob-
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lenis 1, 2, and 3, in which the subjects worked from left to right, while
the secom, group of 2.4 were run on problems 1-a, 2-a, and 3-a, in
which the subjects worked from right to left, and the data from the
two groups were combined. All subjects were run on problems 4 and
5 which are referred to hereafter as i (regular) and I (irregular).
Half of the subjects started with four trials on I (I-R group) and
the other half started with four trials on R (R-I group) ; in each
case the first four trials were followed by four of the other condition.

RESULTS
Direction of Peg Rotation

In the fir-st six problems, clockwise, counterclockwise, and alternate
(clockwise-counterclockwise) rotation of the pegs was investigated.
Since in the first six problems one-half of the group, i.e., 24 subjects,
began at the left and worked to the right, and the other 24 subjects
began at the right and worked to the left, it seemed desirable before
combining the data to compare the left starters with the right starters.
An examination of the mean time scores reveals that there is no signifi-
cant difference in mean scores for the groups that began from left to
right as compared with the ones beginning from right to left. The
critical ratios were 0.4, 0.0, and 1.7, respectively, for the two orders of
starting on the CW, CCW', and A problems. It seems appropriate,
therefore, to combine the data for these two conditions.

It can be seen from table 16.1 that CW is slightly better than COW
but not signiificantly so, the critical ratio being 0.87. It is interesting
to note here that some subjects remarked that CCW seemed to be an
easier task than CIV, although on no single occasion did the time scores

TADL. 1O.I.--Suminary of the data for lockwise (OW), counterclockwise (COW),
and clockwizc-countcrclockwlse (A) rotation of pegs in control arrangemcns
cxpcrltet

IN-48J

Test condition M SD

W...............................................................2 3 2.7
C W ............................................................................. X 33 2.47
A ............................................. ................... ...... .27.56 2.89

r

CCW A

CW ........................................................................... 0.61 0.8
CCW ......................................................................... .59

CR

COW A

CW ................................................................... 0.7 226
cCW ........................................................................................ . 2.44
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support the ob-ervation. CW and CCW are both statistically signifi-
cantly better than A, the data yielding a critical ratio of 3.26 for the
former difference, and one of 2.44 for tile latter.

Regular Versus Irregular Spacing
In the study of the two variables R and I apprecial)e learning effects

were encountered. From table 16.2 and figure 16.2 it can be seen
T.BnLr 16.2.-Mcans and standard dcviations of each trial for regular (R) and

irregular (I) spacing of pegs for the group starting with 1Z (?--I group), that
starting with I (I-1 group), and the tgco combined

TrIal

Oroup Condl- 1 2 3 4

M SD M SD M 8D M SD

R-1 ........ ... R 31.54 3.10 21.0 3.0 2.40 2.91 2kN 74 3.22
1-2..................9 2 27.67 3.0 27. 3.9

I-R.:R .27 3.30 29.05 4.07 -. 52 2.95 '_. 04 3.75
............. 3.0 5.58 3.84 29. 81 3.52 29.15 2.97

Combined .................. 30.41 3.39 29.18 3.79 23.46 2.03 '1.39 3.51
1 30.9W 5.17 29.12 3.70 29.74 3.47 23.37 3.23

34 - 1* STARTERS

R- STARTERS

33 -
I
I

3Z I
32

z

0 31

WI

o 30 ".
o

2 9

26 '

0S C

0" L.I i I

4 k 1 2 4 4

FIRST 4 TflIALS. SECOND 4 TRIALS

,'.;t'L: IG.2.-Men i thie scores from trials 1 to 4 for group I-I and group R-.
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that a considerable amount of learning occurs from trial 1 to trial
4 in the first set of four trials, but there is no appreciable learning
for the second set of four trials. The d(egree of learning in the first set
of four trials is statisically significant at the 1-percent level for both
the R-I and I-R groups from trial 1 to trial 4.

For the R-I group, i. e., subjects who began with four trials of regu-
lar spacing followed by four of irregular, performance on the I condi-
tion was si6Aificantly better than on R, and for the I-R group, R was
significantly better than I. The means, standard deviations, correla-
tions, and critical ratios for these comparisons are given in table 16.3.

TAnr.: 16.3.-3Mcan4 and standard deviations for all four trials averaged for
rcgular (14) and irregular (1) spacing of pegs for the R-1 group, the I-R
group, and thc two combined, and corrclatlons and critical ratios betwecen
conditlons

Group Cond. N Mean SD Differ- r CR

flon ~ ence r C

R-1 ................................ 2R ...... 24 29.53 2.70 1 1.4 0. 83 &0
1 .... 24 27.89 2.77 1 10 .3 80

.R 24 28.73 3.12 129 a 4.00
- ........ . 24 30.72 3. 5.

Combined ..................... ....... 48 29.13 2.98 0.17 .56 .38
1 ......... 48 29.30 3

From these data and from figure 16.2 it can be seen that the subjects do
better on the second four trials whether they start on variable R or I.
Group R-I did slightly, but not significantly, better than group I-R on
both I and I conditions. When data for both groups are combined,
performance under R and I conditions is not significantly different
(CR=0.38).

i is noticeable that the variability between individuals for condi-
tion I onI the first four trials is considerably greater than that for R.
The difference in variability for trial one is significant at the 2-percent
level of confidence. Over all, the critical ratio of the difference in
variability between R and I on the first four trials is 1.7.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The resulis demonstrate that adjustive serial reactions, either clock-
wise or counterclockwise, are superior to reactions requiring alterna-
tion of these movements. It is concluded from this finding that a group
of controls that must be adjusted rapidly in sequential order should,
if possible, all operate in a similar direction.

Clockwise rotation in the present experiment was not significantly
better than counterclockwise rotation. It is suggested, however, that
this variable might be studied further when all connective movements
are made in the same directions, i. e., always to the right or always to
the left. There was no significant difference between the scores of
those who began at the left and worked to the right and those who began
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at the right and worked to the left. The procedure in this experhient,
it should be recalled, was for one-half the subjects to work from left
to right followed by right to left, and the other half to work from right
to left followed by left to right, and each subgroup worked an equal
number of rows in each direction. As has been suggested, it would be
interesting to determine the results if the subjects were required to
work across both rows of the peg board in one direction only.

The lack of any significant differences in speed of performance with
the regular and irregular arrangements of pegs could be explained in
several ways. It could be that there is a lack of any real difference
between regular and irregular spacing, although the curves in figure
16.2 seem to indicate that learning effects are distorting the results and
tend to obscure the experimental variables. The test was carried out
under direct visual control of the subjects and it may be that under
such conditions the factor of regular versus irregular spacing is unini-
portant. It would be of interest to repeat the study in the absence of
vision. Also it is possible that in the particular peg-turning test em-
ployed, the time required for connective movements is small in relation
to the time required to make adjustive movements, and hence the test
was not sufficiently sensitive for studying factors affecting the speed
of connective movements.

SUMMARY

1. In this study two variables pertaining to serial reactions were
investigated. The variables were regular versus irregular spacing of
pegs and clockwise versus counterclockwise versus alternate clockwise-
counterclockwise rotation of pegs. Forty-eight Army Air Forces
pilots were tested on each of the variables in a counterbalanced
sequence.

2. The results indicate that (a) in this study clockwise rotation of
pegs is not significantly better than counterclockwise rotatioi; (b)
clockwise or counterclockwise rotation of pegs is significantly superior
to alternation of these movements; and (c) there was no significant dif-
ference in performance between regular and irregular spacing of pegs.
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CHIAPTERI SEVNTEEN_____ _________

Efficilency ofL Several T ypes ofl Con-
trol Movements in the Perform-
ance of a Simple Compensatory

Pursuit Task'
WVALTER F. GitL-rimR

INTRODUCTION

In nmany types of -control operations performed by human beings,
movements of the limbs are made more or less continuously in response
to visual indicators. The flying of an airplane is one such type of con-
trol operation. Relatively little is known concepning the factors
which influence the efficiency with which such movements can be made.
Many variations tire possible in the p~articular muscle groups being
employed, depending on the limbs or portions of limbs being used, and
the direction of movement. Mlany factors in the controls themselves
also may be varied, such as f riction, backlash, damping, spring center-
ing, mass, extent of movement, aire of rotation, and direction of move-
ment relative to the indicator.

A number of research studlies on this general problem are kniown to
have been carried out during the war. Hick (4) working ini Great

flritin ivestgate the advataes of friction versus no friction in
crank-type controls under conditionis simulating jolting and no0 jolt-
ing. This investigator concluded that friction increased cfficiency
of operation under jolting conditions. For simpIle to-and-fro move-
ments friction was unfavorable under no-jolting conditions. Vince
(7), also working in Great Britain, showed that in general a nonlinear
relation between at control and a display is undesirable. In another
studly Vince (6) showed that fewer errors are, made wheit control
moves in the expected direction n relation to the movement of thpe
indicator.

'ThIs chapter Is bnsed upon rehcarch fInilingq re'portedl In Hea~dquiarters AMC Engineer-
Ing Dlvkluon, Memoranidumn Report Number TS1HAA-694-9.
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A number of German workers under the direction of Henschke
(2) studied a considerable numbei of variables which might be ex-
pected to iihilclice control efliciency. Among the conclusions reached

by this German, group were the following: (1) control is less efficient

with the feet anl legs than with the arms and hands; (2). control with

the em)tire arn a1d shoulder including the wrist and hand is more

efficient than umse of the fingers only; (3) control is best when the joints

a. at a moderate degree of flexion; (4) friction, mass, and backlash
are all undesirable in controls; and (5) a. single control grasped by

both hands and moved in two or three dimensions can be'controlled

I ith greater precision 'than can the necessary number of separate
controls having unidirectional movement (3). These German studies
were, however, carried out with sniall numbers of subjects and ap-
l)ar(!ntly were not given adequate statistical treatment to establish
significance of the differences. For this reason the German conclu-
sions cannot be accepted as final.

Tlie present series of studies was in part stimulated by the German
and British work cited above and is merely the beginning of a com-
l)rehensive program of investigation. The purpose of these studies
was the measurement of efficiency of several types of control move-
ments in the performance of a simple compensatory pursuit task.
This type of task had been used in an experimental aircrew selection
test developed at the AAF School of Aviation Medicine (1), and had

been shown to have high reliability and it relatively flat learning
cuirve. Both of these were considered significant advantages for the
present investigations. Another reason why a very simple control
task wos chosen in preference to a more complex one was that it was
considexed advisable to begin with single-dimensional movement and
reserve multidimensional movement for later studies.

APPARATUS

The apparatus consisted basically of a Single Dimension Pursuit
Test (supplied by the AAF School of Aviation Medicine) which was
modified to suit the needs of these particular experiments. The sub-
ject was seated in a siml)lified cockpit shown in figure 17.1 which pro-
vided it pair of rudder pedals (from a P-47 aircraft) and an inter-
changeable wheel and stick (from it Link trainer) as controls. The
inst rument panel contained a single autosyn indicator with two point-
ells. On the black dial of the indicator were two white reference marks
or targets, one it tle top and one at the left side. The task of the
subject was to keep one of the pointers centered on its corresponding
reference mark by use of one of five pos sible control movements. These
movements were as follows: (1) reciprocating fore-and-aft movement
of the right and left rudder pedals, with resting of heels on floor per-
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FIGURE 17.1-Compensatory pursuit apparatus used in the study of effieiency of
several types of control movements.

mitted; (2) lateral (aileron) movement of stick with preferred hand;
(3) fore-and-aft (elevator) movement of stick with preferred hand;
(4) rotary (aileron) movement of wheel with both hands; and (5)
fore-and-aft (elevator) movement of wheel with both hands. With all
rudder and aileron movements the upper reference mark was used.
The pointer moved to the right when the right rudder was pushed,
when the stick was moved to the right, or when the wheel was rotated
clockwise, and vice versa. Thus the upper pointer was operated in
much the same manner as the rate-of-turn indicator in air airplane.
The mark at the left side of the indicator was used only for fore-and-
aft movements of the wheel and stick, and the pointer moved down-
ward in response to forward movement of the control, thus simulating
the rate-of-climb indicator. Tlie.e seemed to be the most natural of
the available relationships between indicator and control movements,
particularly for pilots.

Random movements on the indicator were produced by the cam
follower of the SAM Single Dimension Pursuit Test, which was linked
to an autosyn. transmitter. The cam in this test was mounted directly
on the shaft of a synchronous motor which was supported on a small
wheeled carriage riding on parallel tracks. Compensation for the
movements of the cain follower, and hence the autosyn indicator,

could be made by appropriate movements of the motor and cam.
To accomplish this the carriage bearing the motor was linked to a
drive shaft by a rack and pinion gear. Three continuous cables from
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the rudder, elevator, and aileron controls were led around pulleys on
this shaft.. Selection of tie control to be linked to the motor carriage
was by insertion of a pin through the hub of the appropriate pulley
into the drive shaft. The ratio of control to indicator movement could
be varied by exchange of gear, on the drive shaft.

The measure of performance on this test was the time during which
the pointer on the indicator was actually held on the white reference
mark. To obtain this measure a scoring contact, moving with the cam
follower, rode over a stationary inlaid contact and activated an elec-
tronic relay. This relay in turn energized the clutch of a Standard
Electric time clock. A width of scoring contact was chosen which
would allow the average subject to score during approximately 50
percent of the testing time. The width of the white reference mark
on the indicator was then chosen so that the scoring would occur
whenever the pointer overlapped any part of the white area.

One of the two pointers on the indicator was always used with the
reference mark at the top of the dial, and the other pointer with the
mark at the left side. Selection of the pointer to be used was by means
of a rotary selector switch. A third position on the switch reversed
the direction of movement of the upper pointer.

Timing of test trials was by means of a mnicroswitch operated once
during each revolution (one RPM) of the motion-controlling cam.
This switch, connected in parallel with a "start" switch on the experi-
menter's panel, controlled the current to the cam and clock motors.
The test trial was begun by closing the "start" switch, and was ended
whenever both this switch and the cam microswitch were open. Thus
the test could be stopped accurately at any multiple of 1 minute.

EXPERIMENT 1.-COMPARISON OF RUDDER, STICK, AND WHEEL

CONTROLS WITH UNEQUAL EXTENT OF MOVEMENT

Purpose

The purpose of this experiment was to compare the efliciency of
operators in performance of a pursuit task using the following five
control movements: rudder, elevator (stick),. elevator (wheel),
aileron (stick), aileron (wheel).
Procedure

Twenty-four miale subjects were used in this experiment. Each
subject reported for 2 experimental sessions, usually 1 in the forenoon
and 1 in th afternoon. Half of the subjects used rudder and stick
cont iQls (3 test conditions) in the morning and rudder and wheel con-
t rols (:I test conditions) in the afternoon. For the remaining half the
.,eqmenco wias reversed. Each of the experimental sessions was begtm
wit h I minute of pract ice on each of the 3 movements (rudder, elevator,
aileron) to b performed during the test session. The actual test con-
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sisted of six 5-iinute test periods with 3 test conditions presented in
counterbalanced order. The 6 possible counterbalanced orders of 3
conditions were equally distributed among the 24 subjects. For each
of the 1-minute practice periods and the 5-minute test periods the time
score was recorded on a suitable data blank.

The maxinmum distance of the control movement required to keep
the indicator centered was approximately as follows for each of the
five controls: rudder, 4 inches; elevator (stick), 8 inches; elevator
(wheel), 8 inches; aileron (stick), 8 inches; aileron (wheel), 11 inches.
These distances have roughly the same ratio to one another as do the
maximum distances of control movement in aircraft. There is con-
siderable variability among aircraft in the ratios of these distances.

Results
The results of experiment 1 are summarized in table 17.1, which

gives the average time scores for the 24 subjects under the 5 test con-
ditions. In the table are also given the differences between the aver-
age scores for the 5 conditions and corresponding critical ratios. Those
differences and critical ratios which are significant at the 1-percent
or higher level of confidence are marked by an asterisk.

T.Mram 17.1.-Compartson of control efficicncy on a sinple conlpcitsatory purmfit
task- using rudder, stick, and wheel controls with unequal extent of movemcnt'

[Bxperlment 1. N=241

Typo of Movement

Flcvator Elevator Aileron AticronIludder (stick) (wheel) I(stick) (wheel)

PzRCICNT TItIx Om TAROE
Mean ............................................... 51.C8 Ci.12 CA. 97 593 84.71
8D ................................................... 8.c0 17.72 11.62 0IG.41 9. (A

DirIRXNCZ$

fludder .......... .......... '-9. 44 "-9.9 .- 25 "-3.0.Elevator (sick)...................... + . I '+. 19 -. 33
Elevator (wheel) ............................................. ................... "+& 04 0+6.23
Aileuon (stick) ............................ .............................. +1. 19

CR
Ruder ............................................ .... 63 16.78 "3. 19 42.47
Elevator (stick) ......................................... . 12 4. Z6 'S. 31
Elevator (wheel) .................................... ............. ...... 4.0 06.22
Aileron (stick) ....................................... .9..................

I All dilTcrenctlr, and critical ratios imorked by an msteri,,k () art- : igniflc:ant at the l.rI3erent or greater levcl
Oat con fldtenve". Critlth tl ratios \tt ere toniplitr~ ,i IhIle .t anlard ).!eq ,tat iit,is of I hc iit ribilIons ofhinilvilual
difhi-reneo scores rather than frot: the ulstributions of raw scores. lhus each ntbject scrved as hds own
control In the statltca! analysis.

In determining the significance of the differences in table 17.1 the
differences between scores made under the five test conditions were
computed for each individual subject. Critical ratios were then coin-
pited from the means and standard errors of the distributions of these
differences (for exact method see Peters & Van Voorhis (5), pp. 165-
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167). By this statistical procedure each subject served as his own

control.

Discussion
It is apparent from table 17.1 that control with the rudder (feet and

legs) was significantly less efficient than with the stick and wheel

(hands and arms). Also, the aileron (lateral and rotary) direction

of control was less efficient than elevator (fore and aft) control for

both the stick and wheel. Although performance was slightly better

with the stick than with the wheel, for both directions of control, the

differences were small and could have easily occurred by chance.

These findings are, however, subject to a number of qualifications.

It will be recalled that the extent of movement was not equalized for

all of the controls and this fact may have affected the results. This

possibility was checked in experiment 2 in which the extent of move-

ment was equalized on the rudder and both dimensions of stick move-

ment. Other possible influences which could not be precisely equalized
were slack, friction, and inertia in the control systems. Evaluation of

these factors is needed in future studies.
Experience during the war with similar tests used for selection and

classification demonstrated that the major cause of differences in scores

(aside from the individuals themselves) was variation in the effective
width of the scoring area. In this and the following experiments the
same scoring contact was used for all controls, thus eliminating this
os a possible cause of differences in performance. Both friction and
inertia (mass) were so low in this experiment that it is doubtful that
they could have been significant influences. Measurements of slack
showed this to be virtually zero for the rudder, 1/2 inch for elevator
control (both v'heel and stick), 3/4 inch for aileron movements with
the stick, and 1/-, inches for the aileron movements with the wheel.
The poorer performance on the rudder could therefore hardly have
been caused by slack (unless slack is desirable). The somewhat poorer
performance for aileron as compared with elevator movements with
the wheel might have been caused wholly or in part by differences in
slack.

In this first experiment niany of the subjects complained of eye
strain resulting from the 5-minute test period. For this reason,
shorter test periods were used in the subsequent experiments.

EXPERIMENT 2.-COMPARISON OF RUDDER AND STICK CONTROLS
WITH EQUAL EXTENT OF MOVEMENT

Purpose

The purpose of this experiment was to compare the efficiency of

control on the pursuit task using the following types of control move-
ments with equal extent of movement: rudder, elevator (stick), and
aileron (stick).
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Procedure
Thirty-six rated pilots served as subjects in this and the following

three experiments. Each of these men reported for a /! hour test
session on each of four successive days. This experiment was ad-
ministered on the second of these days, following the test reported as
experiment 3. The '/-hour session consisted of six 2-minute test
periods with test conditions presented in counter-balanced order as in
experiment 1. The three test conditions used were (1) rudder, (2)
elevator (stick), and (3) aileron (stick). The maximum extent of
movement required on each control to keep the pointer centered was 4
inches.

Results
In table 17.2 is presented a suinmary of the results for experiment 2.

The average scores for the several test conditions, the differences
between the scores, the critical ratios, and the significance of the dif-
ferences are presented as in table 17.1.

TABLE 17.2.-Comparison of control cfflcicncy on a simple compensatory pursuit
task using rudder and stick controls with equal cxtent of movcntwn s

[Experiment 2. N=301

Typo of movement
Elevator Aleron

Rudder (stick) (stick)

PZRCz.a TIt o.x TAat?
Mean ........................................................... 55,78 67.3 60.83
8D ............................................................. .19 6.15 7.05

DlrzaXZCxt
Rudder .................- 4.03
Elevator (stick) .............................. .......................... '+. t0

CR
Rudder .................................................................... *17. 17 0.80
Elevator (stick) ............................... .......................... 01.57

I All differences and critical ratios marked by an asterisk () are significant at the l-pcrcent or greater
level of confidence. Critical ratios were coinputed froin the standard deviations of the distributions of
Individual difference scores, rather than from the distributions of raw scoers. Thus each subject serve4
as his own control in the statistical analysis.

Discussion
The results of experiment 2 agree closely with those of experiment

1 in showing that rudder control was least efficient, and that aileron
control was somewhat less .fficient than elevator control, even when
the extent of movement was equalized.

EXPERIMENT 3.-EFFECr OF A REVERSAL IN DIRECTION OF INDI.
CATOR MOVEMENT UPON EFFICIENCY OF CONTROL

Purpose
'1'he purpose of this experiment was to determine the effect upon

control elliciency in performance of a pursuit task of a reversal in

the direction of indicator in relation to control movement.
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Procedure
Thirty-six rated pilots served as subjects. These were the same men

used in experiments 2, .4, and 5. This experiment was run during the
first of the 41-hour test sessions. Each subject was given eight
1-minute test periods during each test session. Half of the subjects
were tested on the rudder duringf the first four test trials and on the
aileron during the last four test trials. For the remaining half of
the subjects this sequence was reversed. Tests using the rudder were
made under two conditions which were counterbalanced in ABBA
order for the first half of the subjects and BABA order for the
remaining lalf of the sul)jects. The same counterbalancing procedure
was used for the tests on the aileron control.

The two test conditions used for the rudder were (1) rudder direct,
in which the upper indicator moved to the right when the right rudder
pedal was pushed and to the left when the left rudder pedal was
l)ushed, and (2) rudder reversed, exactly the reverse of the above-
mentioned condition. The two test conditions used for the aileron
were (1) aileron direct, in which the upper pointer moved to the left
when the stick was movAd to the left and the pointer moved to the
right when the stick was moved to the right, and (2) aileron reversed,
which was exactly the reverse of the above-mentioned condition. The
maximum movement required on the rudder to keep the pointer cen-
tered was 4 inches, and the movement required on the aileron was 8
inches. The stick rather than wheel was used for aileron control.
Time scores were recorded on a suitably prepared data sheet at the
completion of each 1-minute test p)eriod.

Results

In table 17.3 are presented time scores, the differences in scores for
direct and reverse conditions, and the critical ratios for this experi-
ment.

TAIII: 17.3.-Comparion of control efflcicncy on a simple compensatory pursuit
task taing rudder and stick controls cith direct and reverscd movement on
the indicator

(Experiment 3. N=361

Type of movement

Rudder Rudder Aileron Aileron
direct reversxd direct revered

riRciN? Ti(Ig ON TAIOit?
Mean ................................................. . 49.65 44.25 64.25 2.35
S ) ................................................... . 6.12 8.84 &4 e,29

)irec1-Reveri ..................................... . +& 40 q-1.90
CR ................................................... "oo 1.48

I All difTerences and critical ratlos wanzked by an aisterisk (') are sItgniflcant at the I-percent or greater
ieveI of c.uifld'enc. ('ritica ratios were computed1 fron the standard deviations of the distributions of
Indi id1iuaJ differvnce kores. rather than from t he dIstributIons of raw ,cores. Thus each subject served a
bis own control in the statistical analysis.
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Discussion
It will be noted in table 1.3 that the difference for direct and reverse

control on the rudder was significant. For the aileron, however,
although, tie average score was somewhat higher for the aileron direct
condition, the difference was not statistically significant. T"lhe lack
of significance of the difference for the aileron control may very well
be attributable to the previous experience of the subjects in use of the
artificial horizon. On this indicator the upper marker moves to the
right when the aileron is displaced to the left and vice versa (see ch.
8). Thus rated pilots had all had considerable experience with the
aileron reverse condition during actual flight.

EXPERIMENT 4.-EFFICIENCY OF RUDDER CONTROL AS A FUNCTION
OF ANGLE OF KNEE FLEXION

Purpose

The purpose of this experiment was to compare the efficiency of'
rudder control in performance of a pursuit task under three conditions
of angular flexion at the knee.

Procedure
The 36 rated pilots used as subjects served on this experiment dur-

ing the third of the four 1/-hour sessions during which they were
tested on this apparatus. The actual test consisted of six 2-minute
test periods, with three test conditions presented in counterbalanced
order. The 6 possible counterbalanced orders of the 3 conditions were
equally distributed among the 36 subjects.

The three test conditions were maximum extension, medium exten-
sion, and minimum extension. The degree of extension was defined
in terms of the angle formed by the knee joint as measured by a pro-
tractor which could be placed upon the ventral surfaces of the thigh
and lower leg. The angles formed at the knee when the rudder pedals
were equalized were for the three conditions of 1:350, 1200, and 1050.
This appeared to be the greatest angular range which could be used
without having the subject's reach exceeded duriing maximumn control
movements and without causing excessive discomfort. These changes
in leg angle were accomplished by shifting the position of the subject's
seat. The time-score data, were recorded on a suitable data sheet as
were also the subjects' statements as to the relative comfort of the
three positions. The maximum movement of the rudder required to
keep the upper pointer stationary was 4 inches.

Results

The average time scores, the differences, and the critical ratios for
experiment 4 are shown in table 17.4.

The subjects' statements as to the relative comfort of the three leg
angles are summariz(d table 17.5.
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TAUIL 17.-Comparison, of rudder control effliciency in the per-formance of a
idinapic coipensat ory pursult task for thrcc angles of legftexion"

(Experiment 4. N=361

Angle of leg flexion

Maximum Medillm Minimum
extension extension extension

Pxzac.-r Tiuz oi TARuS?
... n 00.53 60.35 50.48

El) ..... 26 8.22 7.02

Dtrvzxx.%czs
Maximuin extension ..................... ....... +.20 +1.1)5
Meium extnint........................ o....... a........ +

C R
Maximum extension.................................... .............. .32 1. M
MedJium extension ................................... .............. .............. 1.67

I Criticatl ratios we~re computed from the standard (lesintionsi of the distributions of
individunl difference iscores, rather than from the distributions of raw scores. Thus each
subject serred as Ills own control In the statistical analysis.

TAnist 17.5.-Rein live corn fort of three anglcs of leg flc--ion during pcrformance
of a simnple conipensa tory pursuit task by use of rudder con trol

I.Experiment 4. N-36j

Relative comfort

Oreatest Intermedi. Least oonx.
comfort ate comfort fort

FaxQuizxcr 0o.1 coami zsrs roil Tn FouLOWINo CO~wNDTONS

Maximum extension (133) ................................. 8 13 is
Mediumn extension (two) ..... ............................. 25 9 2
Mtbdlm extension (106 .................................. 3 14 i

Discusb!O1n

It will be noted in table 17.4 that the efficiency of rudder control wag
approximately equal under the three conditions of leg extension. All
of the dliffrences aire very smnall and lack statistical significance. It
will be noted in table 17.5 that the miedium angle of leg flexion was
judged to be mnost comfortable and that the inaximnum and ininimum
It, d1es of leg flexioni uIsed :n this experiment were judged to be approxi-
m.1 tely equal in comfort.

EXPERIMENT 5.-EFFICIE!NCY OF ELEVATOR CONTROL AS A
FUNCTION OF' ANGLE OF ARM FLEXION

Purpose
The purpose of this experiment was to compare the efficiency of

elevator control in performance of a pursuit task using a wheel tinder
three conditions of angular flexion at the elbow.

Procedure
The 30 rated pilots used ats subjects served in this exp~eriment on

the latst of the four '/,hiour test periods. The actual test consisted of
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six 2-minute test periods with 3 test conditions presented in counter-
balanced order. The 6 possible counterbalanced orders of the 3 con-
ditions were equally distributed among the 3G subjects.

The three test conditions were maximunm extension (1350), medium
extension (1200), and iniiniun extension (1050). This appeared
to be the greatest angular range which could be used without having
the subject's reach exceeded or the wheel strike the seat during maxi-
mun control movements. The angle formed by the elbow was meas-
ured in the same manner as the angle of the knee had been measured
in experiment 4, except that the measuring instrument was placed
on the dorsal surface of the upper and lower arm. As in experiment
4 the time scores and the subjects' reports of the relative comfort of
the three positions were recorded. The variations in angle formed
by the elbow were accomplished by changes in the position of the
subjects' seat. The maximum extent of wheel movement required to
keep the upper pointer centered was 4 inches.
Results

The time scores, differences, and critical ratios for this experiment
are presented in table 17.6. The subjects' statements as to the relative
comfort of the three positions are summarized in table 17.7.

TAnDU 17..-Comparison of elevator control efficIcncy in the pcrfornancc of a
simple compensatory pursuit task for three angles of arm flexion

(Experiment 5. N=361

Angle of arm flexioa

Maximum Medium Minimum
exten.'ion extension extension(O3W) (13)*) (10M")

Pzatcz.T Tjxz o4 TARot?
Mean ......................................................... 65.5 (.38 65. 95
8D ........................................................... 7.34 8.08 7. 00

DxsrnZaNCZS
Maximum extension ............................................ -. 7' -.30
Medium extension ....................................................... +. 41CR
Maximum extension ........................................................ 1.38 .0(
M edium extension ............................................ 7...........................7

TABx 17.7.-Rclutive comfort of three angles of arm fle.rion during performance
of a simple compensatory pursuit ta k by usc of clerator (tcherl) control

[Experiment 5. N=30)

Relative comfort

oreatest Intermedlato Leattt com-
Cumfort comifort fort

FaxqExcr OF 3DGMtENTS FOt Time FOLLOWI.N Co. MnDoN

Maximum oxtension (135") .................................. 3 5 3I
Mediun extension (1 ).) ..................................... 16
Minimum extenAon (100 ) .................................... 14 15,
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Discusidon
It will be noted in table 17.6 that the greate-st time scores were

obtained under the medium extension condition. As in experiment
4, however, the differences are exceedingly small and are not sta-
tistically signifficant. It will be noted in table 17.7 that the medium
and minimum extension conditions of elbow flexion used in this ex-
periment were considered about equally comfortable, whereas there is
almost universal agreement that the condition of maximum extension
was least comfortable. The most reasonable conclusion from this ex-
periment would seem to be that there are no significant differences
in efficiency of control under the three degrees of arm flexion used in
this experiment, but that the condition of maximum flexion should
be avoided because of the discomfort to the operator..

GENERAL SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

1. Control with the hands and arms was found to be more efficient
than that with the feet and legs. Of the two directions of hand
and arm control used, the fore-and-aft (elevator) movements were
found to be more efficient than lateral or rotary (aileron) movemeiits
(experiments I and 2).

2. Efficiency of control was approximately equal for stick and wheel
controls for both elevator and aileron directions of movement (experi-
ment 1). The stick was operated with one hand and the wheel with
two.

3. The use of a direct relationship between control and indicator
movement on the rudder (i. e. pointer moving to the right when right
-rudder is pushed) resulted in significantly better performance than
a reversal of this relationship. A reversal of the relationship on the
aileron control caused only a slight (and not statistically significant)
reduction in control efficiency (experiment 3).

4. Three median angles of leg flexion, 1350, 1200, and 105, resulted
in approximately equal efficiency of control with the ruddler, although
the position of medium extension (1200) was judged by the subjects
to be most comfortable (experiment 4).

5. Three mediaii angles of arm flexion, 1350, 1200, and 1050, resulted
in approximately equal efficiency of elevator control with the wheel.
The condition of maximuhi extension (1350) was judged to be least
comfortable, and the othev two conditions were judged to be about
equally comfortable (experiment 5).
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CIAPTER EIGUTEE _______ _______

An Experimental Comparison of
the Accuracy of Sig'hting and
Triggering with Threce Types of
Gun-Sight Handgrip, Controls'

j A. P. JOHNSON AND J. L MILTON

The ist~atons INTRODUCTION
Theinvstiatinsreported in this chapter were undertaken as part

of- a comprehensive research programn on the design of gun-sight con-
trols f'or most efficient uire by the operator. The studies were concerned
with the comparison of several types of controls for use when the

4 primary task of the operator is to move the sight itself in such a
manner as to keep the reticle on a, moving target.

The standard handwheel, controls eniployed on the B-0-9 PedestalISight during the7 war were subjected to considerable crifticismn by -the
mnenw~ho, used them. In operatitig this sight the-gunncr's right hand
mnust operate tio, wheels on the samne shaft, a serrated one controlling
ranging (trin ing) and a smooth one whichi aids the left hand in
elevation tracking. Frequently, in order to track the target properly
in elevation and in order to range correctly at the saine time, the ser-
rated wheel, must be rotated in a, direction opposite to that in wh~ichI the smnooth whiel is woved, This often causes one movement to inter-
fere seriously with the other. A further difficulty arises because of the
small radius of the handwheels which are on the axis of rotation of the
sight. This lack of adequate leverago is asserted to result in fatigue
and irregular elevation tracking. If the right hand is used only to
ope-rate the ranging wheel, then the left hand must carry the major
p~ortion of the task of tracking in nzinuti and in elevation. As the

left hiands miust be imoved over flexible rubber covers in order to press

_______ riviiht MuoadmRprsN.TEGD12ad HAG92and
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the triggers. At extreme positions 1. thmbs are frequently below
or above a satisfactory triggering pu. .- ion. Unless the thumbs are
raised well above the rubber trigger coVr "S, friction against the rubber
causes the thumbs to drag from one . levation position to another.
Furthermore, the triggers both require a great deal of pressure to
operate. Persons using these controls complain that their hands be.
come fatigued if they operate the sights for more than very short
periods of time.

In 19.15 Project ACO-9 I of the Applied Psychology Panel, N. D. fR.
C., published reports (2, 4) describing the design of two alternative sets
of hand controls for the B-29 pedestal sight. One report (4) gave
the results of an experimental study of the efficiency of sighting per-
formance with a set of modified controls. Another report (2)
described a still different design for hand controls but gave no experi-
mental data on the performance of gunners in using this revised
design. On the basis of these reports the Armament Laboratory,
Engineering Division, Air MatdrieI Command, constructed two sets
of hand controls. The Aero Medical Laboratory was requested to
repeat the initial N. D. R. C study with the first set of hand grips and
also to study the second design. Studies were undertaken, therefore,
to determine the relative superiority, if any, of the two new designs
over the old type B-29 hand controls, and to determine which of the
proposed new designs was superior. These studies were believed
worth while for several reasons. It was considered desirable to repeat
the validation study reported by Project A--9-1 and to add triggering
which was not included in the previous study. Since the present
research utilizes an apparatus that is different from the one employed
by Project AO-94, the repetition of the earlier study is of further
interest from the standpoint of comparing research findings with two
different methods of investigation and two different apparatuses.

EXPERIMENT L-COMPARISON OF CONTROLS A AND B

Apparatus

A convenient apparatus for carrying out experiments 1 and 2 was
provided by the SAM1 Pedestal Sight Manipulation Test, shown in
figure 18.1. The construction, calibration, and operation of this test
hamve been described by J udson S. Brown (1) and reliabilities have been
reported by 'Moncreif 1I. Smith (3) in publications from the AAF
School of Aviation MNedicine. This tesL was originally designed as
a selection device for 11-29 gunners. It provides a realistic and stand-
ardized series of pursuit-course attacks requiring tracking, ranging,
and triggering by the operator. For each series of attacks there can
be obtained a time score for tracking correctly, for ranging correctly,
and for triggering correctly, and also a time score for any combination
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of these functions. Independent scores can also be obtained for azimuth
and elevation tracking. The critei-ia, of correctnesm was defined in
terms of angular degrees of divergence of the line of sight, from the
target. It is believed that the scores provided by the appa,'iatus are as
good criteria of gunnery performance as any currently "ivailable.

Description of Controls
The standard hand controls for the B-29 Pedestal Sight have already

been described. A view of these controls is shown in figure 18.2. The
standard control will be referred to as control A for the purposes of
this report. In experiment 1, this control was compared with con-
trol B which is shown in figure 18.2. The latter control was designed
originally by Mr. Richard L. Solomon of Project AC-94 with the as-
sistance of 'Mr. Nicholas Yakiniovich of the Research Division, Laredo,
Army Airfield (4). The new control was designed to fit the hand
comfortably. Triggering was acconiplished by the thumb of the left
hand on a trigger which was a part of and moved with the control.
Ranging was accomplished by applying-pressure with the fingers to a
spring-loaded trigger-like extension on the right-hand control. As the
target came nearer and increased in size, the operator of this control
squeezed his fingers together, moving the trigger-like extension in to-
ward the rest of the handle. The two sets of hand controls were easily
interchaneable on the test apparatus.

Experimental Procedure
Two groups of s-ibjects were used, one group beginning with the

hand control A, the other with the hand control B. A counterbalanced
experimental testing sequence was followed in order to equalize practice
effects. Each group operated the hand control A for two 10-minute
test periods and the hand control B for two similar periods, each test
period occurring on a separate day. The order of testing for one
group (N=9) was ABBA and for the other (N=10) was BAAB. The
groups consisted chiefly of enlisted men. None had any previous ex-
perience with the apparatus or in the use of the 13-29 sight.

Each 10-minute trial included four successive 21/-minute series of
eight different attack courses (half beginning on the right and half on
the left). The test was carefully calibrated prior to each day's test-
ing in accordance with standard procedures. Azimuth and elevation
tracking scores were obtained in minutes and hundredths of minutes on
target. "On target" was defined as the time during which the center
dot of the reticle was within approximately 10 mils vertically or hor-
izontally of the center of the target. Ranging within approximately
0 mils was scored as correct. On each trial two scores were obtained
simultaneously: a score giving the amount of time during which the
gunner was simultaneously sighting and ranging correctly; and a score
indicat ing the anmount of time lie was simultaneously sighting, ranging,
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and triggering correctly. Each person was instructed to trigger only
while he was tracking and ranging correctly. Since a high proportionSof- the group thought they were tracking and ranging correctly nearly

Vall of the time, they held the trigger down almost continuously.
Results

The results obtained in this experiment are summarized in table 18.1
which gives the scores obtained on controls A and B expressed as mean
percent of time on the target, the standard deviations of these scores,
the differences between scores obtained by the two hand controls, and
the significance of these differences. Scores are presented for each of
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TRIALS TRIALS
EXPERIMENT NO. I EXPERIMENT NO. 2

Flioam: 18.3.-Comparlson of combined tracking, ranging, and triggering perform-
ance-expericat 1. control A versus control B; experiment 2, control B versus
control C.

the two grotips of subjects and for the groups combined. Data for
combined tracking, ranging, and triggering are shown graphically in
figure 18.3 for each of the four trials of each experimental group. It
can be seen from table 18.1 and from figure 18.3 that there was con-
siderable learning during the trials and that the order of testing had a
signific.mt effect on the results for the two subgroups. These results in-
dicate t hat for the combined tracking and ranging scores, the new hand
control B is markedly superior to the old type hand control A. The
differences are significant at the 1-percent level of confidence. For
combined tracking, ranging, and triggering, the new-type hand con-
trols are even more nmrkedly superior.
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For aill of the data combin~ed it will be noted that the p~ercenltage
of time dur-ing which subjects sighted, ranged, and triggered correctly
with haznd control. was 32.1 percent while the percentage of timef with
hand control B was 41.6 perc ntTis superiority of ap)proximately
one-fourth more timie-oii-target is not only of statistical Significance
but, from a practical point of view, is highily significant in indicating
thei amount of improvement that can be gained by designing controls in
relation to humian abilities.

TaIKLi 18.1.-lca, scores exrpressed as~ pcrcitt of tinc on turgct, standard dcv1a-
tions, and t ratiox for hand controls A1 and H

(N-191

Hand control Hunt! control
(A) (B)_____of

s~. xpvlmctal - - cmidiffor.
Enrm nta q ffenceSoasrOup Meaaitn o c between

W,~ SDw~rcent f erene ~~
tim time re

____________ ____on_ on

ABBA ..... 9 40.4 4.6 47.9 &.6 .4 4.2 5&0
Tracking and ranging ...... AAB........ 10 411.4 11.4 43.0 10.2 1.6 &.2 .9

Combined.... 19 40.9 & 9 4A.4 I.6 4.5 &.6 .4
Idtrg.ABA ........ 9 310.6 &.2 4G. I &3 1S.5 &. 1 6Tracking. ranging, and trgBAAII....10 3 3. 6 13.2 37.2 12.0 3.6 7.2 1.5

CC1ing................ .. Comblned.... 19 321 10.6 41.6 10.2 16 a 8.6 4.7

EXPERIMENT 2.-COMPARISON OF CONTROLS B AND C'j

Description of Controls-
* In this investigation the new-type hand control B, which was found

in the preceding study to be significantly superior to the old-type hand
control A, was comnpared with a third control which for the purposes of

* this study was designated control 0. This control is shown in figure

* 18.2. The left-hand grip was the same for controls B and 0. The

terned after a design. proposed by K. U. Smith of Project AC-9.I in
collaboration with Frank Crossley of the Research Division, Laredo
Axriny Airfield, (2).

With the new hand control 0, the movement required for framing
is dlistinct f roin and independent (of the tracking movements in azimuth
and elevation. The finger and wrist movements required for f ramning
(10 not change appreciably as the Sight travels in azimuth or elevation.
However, the hand accomiplishing the framing moves with the azimuth
and elevation movements of the Sight adsre osaiietetak

11.Inthe original design p~roposed by Project AC-94, this ranging
control was to have been operated by the left hand :tnd the tracking and
tri-gerig control by the right hvand. However, since the B-20 Pod.

31re. Sue Dig9Iva Asssted thle author In the testing of subjects and the analysis of data.
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stal Sight is so designed that ranging can be accomplished only by the
right hand, the control was tried out in this study oni the right hand.
Apparatus and Procedure

The apparatus used in experiment 2 was the same as that employed
in experinent 1 and the procedure was similar. In experiment 2, a
total of 42 rated pilots were used as subjects. The scoring system was
arranged so that an independent ranging score was obtained, in addi-
tion to a score which indicated the time during which simultaneous
tracking and ranging was accomplished correctly, and the time during
which simultaneous tracking, ranging, and triggering was accom-
plished correctly. Subjects were divided into two groups and a coun-
terbalanced experimental testing sequence was employed as in experi-
ment 1. Subjects were given the 10-minute test trials on four successive
days.

Results
The results of experiment 2 are summarized in table 18.2 in which

are given the scores for each experimental group and for combined
groups. It will be noted from an examination of this table that
TABIL 18.2.-Mean scores cpressecd as pcrccnt of time on target, standard devia.

tions, and t ratios for hand controls B and 0
(N=421

Hand control Hand control D(It)(C) SD of
differ-

Excrimental Mean encegroup IN Mea ea n of dif bet. I
percent percent D CreV

time D time keon onf scores

IICCI ........ 21 52.6 9.5 60.2 9.0 2.4 6.9 1.6
Ranging only ................ CII11C ........ 21 50.6 7.0 4M.8 8.1 3.8 9.7 1.8ICombined.... 42 51.6 &3 48.5 8.7 3.1 8.5 2.3

|nCCn ........ 21 4Z6 &2 39.4 &0 3.2 &2 2.13
Tracking ad ranting. CIJC....... 21 41.7 9.6 37.0 7.4 4.7 8.8 2.4Combined .. 42 42.1 7.6 3& 2 7.8 4.0 7.6 3.4

tiBCC1 ........ 21 3.4 9.8 34.6 7.4 1.8 6.7 1.2T rkng . . . , and trig. C1111C ........ 21 37.0 6.4 33.0 7.9 4.0 7.3 2.4gtrn................[Combined .... 42 3.7 8.2 33.8 7.6 2.9 7.1 2.g

the hand control D3 was in all cases superior to the hand control C
when all data were coiibined. The ranging score with control B was
superior at the 2-percent level of confidence. Combined tracking and
ranging scores were significantly higher and combined tracking,
ranging, and triggering scores were also much higher for control B.
These differences were significant at better than the 1-percent level.

The retest reliability of the scores is indicated by a coefficient of
0.40 for the 13 condition and one of 0.50 for the C condition for the data
of the 42 subjects.

N,
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By comparing the data in table 18.1 for hand contrA -.
in table 18.2 for hapd control C, it will be noted that pert
control C was intermediate between that on controls A. aud 1 1'
data suggest therefore that ranging control C is somewhat bhtter 1t a
the original control A employed on the 13-29 Pedestal Sight but Ui - l
good as control B.

In considering the results cf the comparisons made in experiment
2, it should be remembered that coi rol C was initially designed to
be used by thre left-hand. It is possible that if control C had been
operated by the left hand in this experiwent, tracking and framiing
would have been accomplished with somewhat greater accuracy. The
comparison between controls B and C is believed justifiable since in
both cases the right hand did the ranging.

GENERAL CONCLUSIONS

The results of experiment 2 as well as the results of experiment 1
indicate that changes in the design of the controls employed in operat-
ing a gun sight" can result in marked changes in the accuracy with
which the sight can be used. Since statistically significant results were
obtained in both experiments with relatively small numbers of cases,
it can be concluded that the apparatus and procedures employed in
these studies provide a reliable method for the systematic investiga-
tion of problems in the design of controls for equipment in which the
operator is required to keep a moving object centered on a set of cross
hairs.

SUMMARY

1. This .tudt-y was undertaken as part of a comprehensive research
program on the design of gun sight controls for most efficient use by
the operator. The study dealt specifically with controls for the B-29
Pedestal Sight.

2. In experiments 1 and 2, the tracking, framing, and triggering
performance of subjects was recorded when using two new-type hand
controls as well as when using the original hand controls.

3. The resulting data indicate that changes in the design of controli
can result in marked changes in the accuracy with which a gun sight
can be used. Both new-type controls were found to be superior to
the original controls on the B-29 Pedestal Sight.
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CHAPTR NIip_

The Effect of Anoxa On Visual
Illusions

W.&LTz- F. G-mni Jo. on- T.. Cow r ,.%-D Rcu.qlm R. Joxs'

LNfRODUCI1ON -

A variety of environm-ntal ifluences, such as long periods of work,
reduce oxygen suppLy noise, and extremes of humidity and tempera-
ture are generally assumed to inpair human efficiency. But in most
cases experimental attempts to measure this inpainnent in terms of
decrements in performance have bcen rmatirely u-uccessfuL When
placed in a test situation, human beings ap-trtntly are able to rsists
the erm-ronmenta!l in 3uenwes and achieve an approxinutely normial
test score. This is particulary true when the envirenmental influ-

encs being sudied canmrnrAobe concealed from the experimental su-
jects. Moreover, nuot experiments have been concertd w-ith the sub-
jec's ability to perform a motor or intellectual taA -,ih w -iupih asis
upon speed and accuracy. In such tests the subjects are well acqtuanted
with the criteria on which their performance is being scored

During the recent war, a German re.carch vorker, AV. iphrensten 2

relmrted a technique for meamring fatigue by mcar.s of visual il-
lusions. He tested shipyard workers at ili beLgining and end of a
9-hour day of hard ph)ical labor, and found that the extent of the
illusions %.as greater at the end of the day. This technique is of
special interest becaise it involves perceptual judgnents of equality in
which there are no right or wrong respoxk'-s i:n the usual scnse. Thus,
the subjects would not be expected to conceal the effects of fatiguo by
concentration of effort during the test. Such a test, if suficiently
discriminative and correlated with more direct measures of human
efficiency, has considerable potential application.

The experinients relmrted here were stinuilated by the German ex-
periment mentioned above. As a starting point it was decided to

1 The first author exerdsc.- reer.a1 svI rT!on -rer exp;*nlo I a=4 prrar- thin
rcprt. The rrcrnl nuthor di ma t of the d tallcd l3wlogan d sw tc admIUtrIvtoa fto
exprerInint 1. The thirl author asIsted Sn S-zr srimnt I &n4 csrrl,, out esp1Irnat 2.

2i'Itt. P..M. Cc-r=A nppl.-4 ps~yhaoley dring World Wa. IM TA, AncrICa4 Pyrk4 .-
g o'tr. 290. 1. 151-161.
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Iest the effect of mtild anoxia an visual illusions, since this condition
was much easier %00 produce in the laboratory and control experimen-
tally than was f atigue, and since the sywiptnis of ammoxiz in several re-

srects resemble those of fatigue. R, was though tAtfcercu

3 results were L4Aained for anoda, die tmlinique would merit further

study in relation to other envirenm-enta4 inflauenceL-:I EXPERIMNT 1-TIIE EFFECr UPON FOLTZ V!SAL MWLS1O'-%S OF
ANOXIA PRODU'CED BY EXPOSURE TO A PRrE-SSURE AMMTLDE OF

'The purpx~c of this experiment wa s to coinpare the magnitude of
the illusory effects an four visual illusions ander the following two
conditions: (1.) a pizwure.-itude of 15,OOO feet with supplementary
oxygen sup~plied by mask (no anoxia) ; and (2) a pressur altitude of
15,O(W fet with subjkcts brething through a miask but not raciving
suipplementary oxgn(anioxia).

'The four visual ilusions used in this experiment are shown in figure
1 19.L. These illusionsi wer-e drawn on white cardboard, wi'th the di-

mer-ions as shown in the figure, and p-laced ina~ stand on a table top..

Tenge of th i warts tuh lntht the wrol. ine as -eradjusted

t oys of a wooden f ram surrounding the f igure. The tas-k of the subject.
was to adjust the v-erticaml lino un'til Its judged it to be cquaI to the
horizontal line in length. 'The second illusion (B in fig. 19.1), namedj ~for Poggeridor' rired the subject to alinse the twoedofa
terruiptcd disgonal line. This alinem-ent was accomplished by adjust-
img a slide w-hich extended beyond time frarne at the side In bothJ of these illusions a --mlo at the bc indicated to the experimenter
the magnitude of the ilusry error in the subiect's adjustment

Thme e.naitming two illusious were of the memible-figure type andI were scored in ternis of the number of reversals indicated by the sub-
ject who operated an 0iectric counter by nmans of a Iand switch.I A swall altitude chamber was suitmbly instrumented for conducting
thi*s experiment. Tro subjecta' positions wver provided at either side
of a saII table on which there were standi for supporting the -Ilu-
Sioni. The experitnenter's stAtion was Itt on* end of tho table *and
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11 l,- lluyY .u u.ed in study of effvct of anoxia upon visual
Muitslorms

included a microphonm for communicating with tie s, bjects and with
tfho chamber operator on the outside. The chmmber oierator also
was provided with a microphone, and all four of the men, that i., the
two subfects, the experimenter, and the chamber operator, wore head-
set-, Bloth the subjects anti the experimenter wore demand-typo oxy-
gen masks, but a valve was provided by which the experimenter could
cut off the supplementary oxygen supply to the subjects without their
knowledge.
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Procedure
Each exi.erimental run was begun by fitting the subjects with oxygen

masks, auid then scating then at their stations in the alttude chamber.
During the simulated ascent to 15,000 feet the subjects were given gen-
eral instructiois and were told in general terms the purpose of the
experiment. All subjects were told t:aL tiey would receive no oxygen,
but that it was necessar" for them to wear nin-ks since other subjects
would rxeeio oxygen, and since it was necessary to keep the experi-
mental conditions corntant in oilier respects for all subjects. Only
one of the subjects apparently suspected that se had received oxygen
during part of the test run.

After the pressuro altitude of 15,000 feet had been reached, % 10-
minute adaptation period was introduced before admidnistration of
the illusions was begun, in order to insure a stable level of anoxia.
Ten trials were given on each of the adju-table illusions, A and B,

"*beginning alternately with the slide set to full deflection at either side
of the equality point. The subjects were allowed to move the slides
back and forth until apparent equality had been achieved. The read-
ing on the scale at the back of the illusion was recorded for each trial.
Each of the reversible illusions was viewed for V/. minutes with the
s6ubjects indicating reversals by hand switches which operated count-
ers. For figure C, the staircase illusion, the subjects were told to press
tie switch down and hold it down as long as the staircase appeared
to be seen from below and to reease the switch whenever the staircase
appearetd to be seen from above. For figure D, the book illusion, the
subjects were instructed to push the switch down and hold it down
as lng as the back of the book appeared to be away from theni with
the pages open as if for reading. The switch was to be released when-
ever the back of the book appeared to be toward the subject. On the
reversible illusion.% therefore, the counter score indicated only one-half the total number of reversals.

During the first administration one-half of ite subjects received
no oxygen, and the remainder received oxygen. Immediately follow-
ing completion of the tests the oxygen valve was either closed or
opened, dependin~g upon the conditions for the first test administra-
tion. Ten minutes of re-t was then interposed to allow physiological
adaptation to the changed condition, following which the adminis-
tration of the tests was repeated.

In addition to the counterbalmcing of the oxygen versus no-oxygen
conditions, eight different test stluences were used to counterbalance
for possible interference, learning, and fatigue effects, making a total
of 16 different experimental sequences. Two subjects were tested in
each sequence, making a total of 32 subjects, all of whom were adult
males
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Revolts
The results of this experiment are presented in table 19.1 which

gives tie mean illusory effed% the standard deviations for the oxygen

TaIaLEM .L--Summ ary of dr -m oni z ec of ar.ozxia produced b a p -irsmW altile
of 15000 fool up-am jomr isifa1 illuxtoxj

tExe.lzeat L N=221

In. 1z-om ,Y 'C UT_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
0OW2 I ooW - Oiyccu N@c.l

-ex -- -.............................. 4 I. 11 .312
• .. . ...... . .. . . ........... -- -- -- --- --- -

•.. .... .. . ...........................

Mem as= m~rsw- ------ _------- ------ h 1S.4I 6SD(ru~Q------ -- --. IL4 ILS it. I M
SDt em ......... . .. . ..................... .I .81.-- ---.-- -- ----- --------- . .- ---

.- --- -.--- . . .------ .74?

versus no-oxygen conditios, the coefficients of correlation, and the
t value for the two sets of results. For figures A and D the mean
illusion is given in inchls. For figures C and D the mean illusion
isgiven in number of reversals, which was double the counter readings.
It will be notcd ftlat the results are virtually equal for tho oxygen
and no-oygen conditions for all four of the illusions. Moreover, all
of the t values are very .inall, indicating that the results have no
.tatistical significance. The results indicate that the degree of anoxia
that results at a pressure altitude of 15,000 feet has little, if any,
effect on the magnitude of visual illusions.

EXPERIMENT 2.-TIE EFFECT OF PROLONGED ANOXIA PRODUCED
BY A PRESSURE ALTITUDE OF 10,000 FEET UPON TWO VISUAL
ILLUSIONS

Purpose
The purpose of this experiment was to determine the effect upon

the magnitude of two visual illusions of prolonged exposure to a pres-
sure altitude of 10,000 feet without supplementary oxygen.

Apparatus and Procedure
An experiment which was being run by the Physiology Branch of

the Aero 'Medical Laboratory provided ani opportunity to measure
the effect of prolonged mild anoxia on the magnitude of visual illu-
sions. In this experiment, subjects remained in the altit tide chamber at
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a Pres-sure altitude of 10,000 feet for a period of approximately 8 hours

without supplementary oxygen, and without wearing oxygen masks.

Only the two adjustable illusions, A and B, used in experi-ment I were

used in this experiment, and each test consisted of 20 instead of 10

trials. As in the first experiment the altenation in initial position of

the slide at either side of the apparent equality point was used.

The illusions were administered to 10 subjects under 4 different

conditions as follors: (1) at the beginning of the simulated flight, but

after the 10,000 foot pressure altitude had been reached; (2) after 5

bours at altitude; (3) after 7 hours at altitude; and (4) aft ground level

prem-ure in the chamber on the morning of the day following the

flight. Tests I and 4 may be- considered as no-anoxia conditions, and

tests 2 and 3 as wild-anoxia conditions. Under conditions 3 and 4,
however, influences other than anoxia were probably atso acting upon

tie subjects. The subjects had eaten no bre:-kIfast on the day of the

test and were provided with une package of K ration for consumption
at any time they chose during the chamber run- During the latter

part of the flight most of the subjects were quite hungry and also some-
what bored with their experience. They had, however, not been re-
quired to perform physical exercise or work in the chamber and thus
could hardly be de c-ribed as physically faitigued.

Results
The re-slts of experiment 2 are presented in table 19. for the four

experimental conditions. It will be noted in the table that all of the
differences between means are relatively small and lack statistical
significance. We may conclude from these results that the conditions
acting upon the subjects in this experiment, had no effect upon the
nmgnitude of the visual illusions used.

TAt1x 392-Sunsmary of data on cifct o prolongcd anozia upon two vitual

IlluNXIOU

IEXPERIMENT 2. X-101

Tcst condttlon

2 3 4 a4 2u43

M era l 1on tchb ) ........... . ... .1.25 25 I 1.I4. 1 .13 1.21

SI) ntchs) ........................... . S .64 .55 .72 .& .
I............... ........................................................ 98

_________-___ Is . _I_ _ _

.......................................... .......... I ... ...... * ..... * .........uO c ............... sI • I .t 1 .:

Me=3a 1'u!!on (loch..) ......... ... 0.41 0.43 0.40 1 .42 0.4C!3 0.41
S2) (tnche4........................ .16 .22 .19 .18 .12 .05
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SU31MARY AND CONCLUSIONS j
1. In experimient I a total of 32 subjects were te-ted on four '-ual

illusions in the altitude chamber at a pressure altitude of 15,000 feet.
Two of these illusions were geometrical illusions adjusted to the point
of apparent equality by the subjects. The -rxmaining two illusions
were of the reversible figure type. A comparis-n was nmde between
the illusory effeds obtained when the subjects were receiving no sup-
plementary oxygen (anoxia) and when the subjects wero recei'ing
supplementary oxygen (no anoxia).

2 In experiment 2 a total of 10 subjects were tested on onl- the first.
2 (adjustable) illusions under 4 experimental conditions: (a) inmedi-
ately after reaching a pressure altitude of 10.000 feet; (b) after 5 ,
hours at 10,000 feet; (c) after 7 hours at 10,000 feet; and (d) on the
following day at ground-level pressure.

3. The results of these experiments indicate that the illusory effects
studied in this investigation are not influenced by mild anoxia. It is
possible, of course, that the extent of the illusions might be influenced
by more severe anoxia or by other environmental conditions.

I

t
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* CI1APBR TWENT _______________

Effect of Increased Positive
Acceleration (G) on Ability

to Read Aircraft Instrument Dials
31rMIvz J. WA,,IRCK, ItAla-1[ R NELSON, AND DouLA s W. LJ.Na2

INTRODUCTION

When a force is applied to a body to accelerate it (change its speed
or direction of motion), the body in turn, because of its inertia, exerts
an opposite force. This force may be expressed as multiples of the
acceleration of gravity-32.2 feet per second per second. Under the
normal influence of gravity a body exerts a force of 1 G. A body
accelerated at the rate of 64.4 feet per second per second exerts a
force of 2 G, etc. This force may be in any direction with reference
to the humnan body, being always equal and opposite to the accelerating
force. Thus when a car is accelerated forward, its occupants expe-
rience a force backwards against the seats. When a car is turned to
the left, the occupants exert a force to the right.

In aircraft, G forces are incurred with any change of speed or
direction, particularly in flight maneuvers. In a turn of radius 1,000
yards at C;75 mph, a force of slightly more than 3 G is produced (2).
If a pilot is seated, as in a conventional aircraft, this force acts to
"pull" the body and its components "downward" toward the feet
(positive G). The limbs become virtually heavier and the blood tends
to leave the head because of the "inability of the heart to overcome the
virtual increase in the weight of the Zood.

The human centrifuge produces G forces in exactly the same man-
ner as does the turning itircraft. A rotating boom carries a seat

sThIs chapter Is Isased upon research flilings reported in Headqzuarters AMC. Engineer-
Inlg Dlvision, Memorandum Report TSEAA-694-10.

'The first author was responsible for the de.Agn of the experiment, for the equipment,
for thp procedures ubed. and for the writig of this report. The second author was rempon.
blise for the construction, InIntintlon. and maintenance of the apparatus, and for the test
mdmlnintration. The third author Chief of the Acceleration Unit, contributed the use of
the centrifuge and contributed to the writing of the Introduction of this report. Ray
WhItiley. the cerntrifuge operator, by the generous contribution of his time and experience.
waterialiy facilitated the experiment
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carriage around in a horizontal circle. The carriage is free to pivot
:woout a horizontal axis tangent to the eirclh of rotation of the boom.
As the speed of rotation of the boom increases, the G force increas s
and the bottom of the carriage swings outward and upward toward
the horizontal. Thus the G force is always directed toward the sub-
ject's feet.
It has been demonstrated (1, 2) on the human centrifuge that as G

is increased, the subject may experience a dimming of a relatively
bright light at about 3.5 G. As G is increased, peripheral vision is
lost and at about 5 G foveal vision is lost and "blackout" occurs. At
this point the subject is still conscious and able to respond to a gross
auditory stimulus. If the G force is reduced, recovery from blackout
takes place within a matter of seconds. At about 1 G above the black-
out level unconsciousness occurs. Return to consciousness may take
about 30 seconds, followed by a period of a minute or so of disorienta-
tion and confusion. It should be noted that the maximum effects of
increased G are usually felt within 5 to 8 seconds after the onset of
the force and that the body can tolerate rather large values of G if
they are of short enough duration (3).

The techniques of locating the points where visual dimming, loss
of peripheral vision, and blackout occur have been used to determine
the effectiveness of various types of anti-G (4) suits which have been
found quite effective in raising the G tolerance (2, 4).

Although it is obvious that under conditions of excess G a pelion's
ability to pilot an aircraft would be seriously hampered, it has not been
demonstratted that under relatively low G forces his ability is im-
paired. It was the purpose of this experiment to determine whether
or not such. a simple, practical function as reading aircraft instru-
inents is impaired by relatively low G.

APPARATUS AND PROCEDURES

An instrument-reading test was assembled containing eight rows
of the nine common aircraft instrument dials used ,it the AAF classi-
fieation test, Table and Dial Reading Test, CP-622-A. The dials
were I1iou1nlted oil1 a 16- by 1-inch piece of bristol board, four rows
miummered 1 through 4 on one side and four rows nmnbered 5 through
8 on the reverse side (see fig. 20.1). Each row presented similar
instruments in the same order but with different readings.

Immediately above each dial was presented a number whill corre-
spomded to or was markedly different from the reading of the dial.
Thtus the test was essentially a true-false test of whether or not the
dial r':id the same as the number above it. Tiis number was inten-
tion:ll dr awn quite largo in hopes that it would remain clearly
rL:tiable unler couditions of moderate G. The test items were se-
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lected with care to equalize the difficulty of reading the comparable
instruments of each row and at the same time avoid a Systematic
pattern of right and wrong items. The misleads were chosen to avoid
any such debatable misleads as an erroneous sign, a misplaced decimal
point, or an incorrect unber of zeros. If the answer was right it
was as nearly correct as the authors could read the dials under ideal
conditions. If the answer was wrong it was in error by at least one
scale division.

The test panel was held on the centrifuge carriage in front of the
subject by a special wooden frame which allowed the panel to be re-
moved or turned over readily. The wooden frame also acted as a
windshield partially protecting the subject from the wind blast en-
countered in rotation of the centrifuge and provided a mounting for
the reading lights illuminating the test.

The reading lights were mounted at the top and bottom of the frame
to provide maximum illumination of the test panel and minimum
illumination of the surroundings. It was felt that extraneous illumi-
nation of either the walls or floor would be distracting to the subject
and perhaps cause dizziness. Without visual cues the subject was not
acutely conscious of his abnormal position, nearly horizontal, nor of his
circular motion. The reading lights were controlled by the test admin-
istrator who during the test run was located in an adjacent control
room. Accurate timing of the effective test runs was obtained by use of
a synchronous motor timer which, under control of the operator, kept
the reading lights on for exactly 30 seconds.

The subject was allowed to adjust the seat to bring the test panel
holder into what he considered a comfortable reading position under
the circumstances. Actually the subjects invariably left the seat in its
normal position so that the test was about 18 inches from the eye, per-
pendicular to the line of vision, with the center slightly below eye
level.

Since it was known that increased G interferes with motor activity,
it was deemed necessary to provide as simple and convenient a method
as possible for the subject to respond to avoid the possibility that
difficulty in responding would bias the results. It seemed that a
vocal response would be least likely to be affected by increased G and
at the same time provide a convenient method for the administrator
to record the responses accurately. An interphone system was installed
and a microphone mask and head-set helmet provided for the subject.
Corresponding equipment was )rovided for the administrator. The
subject's microphone was always open so that he could communicate
with the administrator at any time, while the administrator, in turn,
cOuld give the necessary directions to the subject at the appropriate
times. The use of an interl)hone communication sy.tem was also of
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vaile ini reiucilg the appreienfs!iof of thie subject, for he knew tiat.
at any time hie could reque~t. that the rn-n lbe terminated

Although sonme staflt was encountered in the interplione system irci.
dent to tile rotation of the centrifuge, thsere were no reports by either
sub~ject or -dininstrator of an inability to understand clearly any oi
the instructions or re. jxjrL-es. Thfe volume of the interphione amplifier
,wns maintained at n. rather abnormally, but not distractingt"ly, high
level to counteract the pwu, ibility that auditory acuity might bie im-

tween teA~ runs, 'when (h eldn ih vsof ~allight behind
the subject providedl sitfficiezit illunmination for thle ol-.rver to notice
if the subfrt becaie sick or slumped forwvucl Leause of unconscicus-

ne &s Such eff-ects were not anticipated nor did they arise at the moed-
erate G levels used.

The safety lighit served another very usvful function during the
interval between tests wihen the r-cading ligh-t was off, by providing
sufficient illumnation for the subJect to keep the test paniel located
andl, at tile proper time, turn it over. Care was take-s in positioning
flie safety lihto make certain that the il lumination of the test dials
was insufficient to aflow a suibject, to read any items pre =turely. It
is also -very likely that by providing this ambient lighting any effect
that G tniight have on the ability to dark or igtadapt was ninimnized.

It was quite obvious thist, at be-st, there were many factors incident
to riding the centrifuge other than a simple sicrease in G. Unless all
thesm- factors couild be accurately controlled, equated, and measured,
it rould seemi inadvitable to compare directly resu.lts obtained from
the centrifuge with results front other test conditions. 'Thusto obtain
u best tipproximaition of tile results to be expected under normal G
withl nll the distraction, factors present, a very slow speed of rW-.ation
of the centrifuge was used as the control condition. Thuns, strictly
speaking, the question becaine that of determnining the effect of in-
creSing G on the centrifuge fromn a very low positive value to a

ililerteposhtive ale
It should be iioted thlit zdthough the distraction factors- incident

sAntic in the iilterplhone incrensed, and that a slight momentary loss
of orient.Ltion occurred at thle higher G whni the head was moved
rapidly in shifting froin the end of one row of test dials to the begin-
ning of the next. However, it was believed that these factors were not
p~oteitt enough to affect, the results seriously.

Front what was previousliy k-nown about huinbehlivior under in-
crewed G it was felt that 3 G was thle nnxin'unisife G level dhat could
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be tolerated without definite symptonis of vi~aal dimming. An exami-
nation of unpublished records of 151 centrifuge subjects revealed
that about 9 percent reported some dimming at or slightly bWlow 3 G.
One and one-half G (, G above normal) was selecled as the control
condition primarily because of the ease with which it. could be ob-
tained and maintained. hus the experimental comparison was made
between the two G conditions, 1/: and 3 G.

In order to equalize the effect of any differences in diictulty of the
test items and to counterbalance for learning, the subjects A'ere divided
into two groups of equal size, one group following a sequence of 1P,
3, 1/2, 3 G, and the other group following the alternate sequence of 3,
11/:, 3, 1/, G. Each group had the same test in the same order of test

items. Thus the first group had at 3 G the same items that the second
group had at 13/ G.

An optimum test interval of 30 seconds was established in pre-
liminary investigations. No subject was able to complete two rows
of instruments in that time interval; however, most subjects were able
to complete one row. Furthermore, it was believed that surely within
30 seconds the maximum effect of increased G would be obtained, but
that loiiger periods would not only make the administration Illore
difficult but might place undue strain on the subjects. Since it took
about 15 seconds to accelerate the centrifuge to the desired G value
and to instruct the subjects between test runs,'and about 3:0 seconds to
turn the panel over, the subjects were under conditions of increased G
for a maximum of about 4 minutes including starting and stopping.
There is no evidence that physical harm would or did accrue from such
G experiences.

Thirty-four rated military pilots were used in this study. Tile
subjects had had no previous experiences on the centrifuge, but, of
course, had experienced varying amounts of G in flight maneuvers. It
was assumed that since the subjects were on flying status their physical
conditions, particularly their eyes, met the physical standards estab-
lished by the AAF. None of the subjects wore glasses during the test
although the use of glasses or goggles might have eliminated the
distrtction, if any, of wind against the eyes.

The day prior to the test proper the subjects were individually
indoct rinated concerning the centrifuge. Essentially the same mate-
rial was covered as is discussed in the introduction to this report, with,
however, a shift in emphasis considered desirable to minimize any
apprehension incident to the forthcoming unique physical experience.
The procedure for reading the dials and for rehponding was explained
in detail. The subject was instructed to read silently the number
al)mpearing above the dial, th]en to read the dial, then determine whether
or not the dial was reading the same i as the number above it, and
finally to respond verbally with the name of the inst rument and either
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t "lirue" or "fLt e." "Tito !ubject Was in~trueted that lie could Ilse the

cM11111 191M identifying the intrument and no necevarily the
i name printed on tie dial.

Tito subject was then given a smple tet which was read and
reixtuded to in the pre.cribed manner. At this time tln subject
al-o -w sas itt-strue-ted how to turn the panel over so as to be able to

read e item onthe back of the panel. Mistakes, which were few,
*were explained and corrected, and the limits of accuracy required

explahned in detail. Following the indoctrination and the sample
test, the subject was given a practice test ses Aon which duplicated
in every way the final test. This was considered desirable since in such
a very new experience the subject might be so distracted as to forget,
or be confused about, the test procedure.

The practice te-A procedure exactly duplicated the procedure used
with the test proper except that after the practice test any errors
were clarified and in tle case of a few individuals assistance was re-
quired during the test run. A description of the procedure followed
i. the tet proper is given in the following paragraphs.

The subject was seated on the centrifuge and instructed to adjust
the seat so that ie would be able comfortably to read test material
placed on the test panel holder. He was strapped loosely in the seat
as a precautionary measure against the remote possibility that he
might become unconscious and in slumping forward strike his head
on the test panel. The safety light was adjusted to provide minimum
illumination of the test dials. The subject put on and adjusted his
helnet, containing the headset, and his mask, carrying the microphone.
Tile mask was adjusted so as not to impede either mouth or nose breath-
ing. The test administrator checked the interphone system to deter-
mine thit it worked properly both ways.

The test procedure was then reviewed with the subject. He was
given the sample test panel and again asked to read it, respond in the
proper fash ion, and turn it over in the prescribed manner. By the
secold day, during the test proper, the subjects seemed to understand
the procedure thoroughly.

Tle readiilg light was then turned out, leaving only the safety
light for ilhuitmination, and the test panel was placed in position. The
administrator retire(i to his post and took up communication with the
subject by interphone.

The subject was not informed of the sequence of G conditions lie
would experience. Actually the sequence was the same as that on
the previous day's practice test. As the centrifuge accelerated to the
operating speed, the administrator said, "When the light comes on
start readig- at line one; when you finish line one, read line two."
Just before turning on the reading light and starting the 30-second
test run, the adminiistrator reiterated, "Start reading at line one."
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The-o in.-tr wtions were repeated for each of the four test runs in
rlferences I,, im one, tiree, five, and .even. At the end of the second
30.ecoid run the centrifuge was maintained at or slowed to 1t/2 G and
the subject was instructed in detail how to turn tile test panel over.

h"len le acknowledged that he lind completed this operation tile
iitructions were given concerning line five atid the test continued.
No subject evidenced any difficulty in following the instructions during
the test proper.

The administrator recorded each response as correct or incorrect
according to a predeternmihed correct key. Fortunately there were
no omits. The subjects were not told their scores at the various G
levels or how they compared with other subjects.

RESULTS

In table 20.1 are presented the means and standard deviations of the
R-W (rights minus wrongs) scores, the number of errors, and the
number of attempts at I'/, and 3 G. The significance of the difference
within each pair is indicated by the t values. 'Thoso significant at or
above the 1-percent level of confidence are so indicated.
TuLmC 20.1.-Effcct of incrcascdt positive 7 on ability I# rcad aircraft instruments

dials

(\--34)

0 force M.in 81) r t t

R-W f fej .......................................... jIH 12.OS 4.00 1 &44 t2.73

3...10.. 3 0.41M '.2.3
Errors ............................................... I 3.47 t.03

3 4.71 106 .3 13.54
Attempts ................................. 19. " 3.40.............. 9.9 31.44) &" t

I These data are baOd on the totas obtahned fron two 30-second tests per IndivIdual at each 0 loye.
I SIgnlflcant at tho I-prcent level of confidence.

In computing these statistics the raw data from till the lh/A G runs
for each individual were coinined and till the raw dattt froll the 3 G
runs for each individual were combined. All 3.1 subjects were then
considered as a group in which it was hoped that the influences of
learning, order of tests, and difficulty of test items were equitably
Counterlanced. ie coniput atilis of the various Sail)le l)aralmete.'
were then performned ill the standard inaliietr. Riglht-minus-wrong
scores were used, not to correct for "guessing," but to provide a better
index of the proportion of correct re.lmon.es than would be obtained
if a percentage figure were u.zed since tile iiuniber of attempts varied
considerably.

Inislpect itn of table 20.1 inidicat' tlit thIt, subjects made significantly
itiore e1rtrs in reading '4iitluated aircraftt dials under conditions of
3 G than under conditions of i14 G. This finding is perhaps par-
ticularly significant .illce tile ta'k is a relatively simple otte as coln-
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pared to the tA of manipulating an aircraft under conditions of
incrensed G. How mucia the performance of other perceptual tasks
would be impaired if the task were compounded or how well an
indvidual would eventually adjust to increased G are problems for

j further study.
Thie subjects attempted to read slightly more dials at 3 G than at

1 . Although this difference is not statistically significant, it
perhaps indicates that extraneous factors were not binsing the results
or perhaps thit the subjects' critical abilities were impaired to the
extent that they did not recognize or were less concerned with wrong
response

The data from the practice test were recorded and analyzed in the
j-inic manner as those of the test proper. Analysis of these data,
although not conclusive, supports the results of the test proper.

It seems quite clear from the results that ability to read the dials
was inpaired; how'ever, there is no evidence indicating why this
phenomenon occurred. At least two hypotheses can be offered pending
further investigations; vision may be impaired or the interpretation
of visual stimuli may be impaired. In any case the common factor
is probably anoxia caused by a reduction in the blood supply to the
eyes or to the brain.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

1. The purpose of this study was to determine whether the ability
to read aircraft instrument dials is impaired under conditions of
moderately low G. Thirty-four rated military pilots were required
to read printed sinmulated instrument dials under conditions of V/2
and 3 G i.s produced by the human centrifuge. It was found that the
subject's made significantly more errors under conditions of 3 G than
they did under conditions of 11/ 0.

2. Since the ability to read simulated aircraft dials accurately was
decreased under conditions of 3 G' as compared to conditions of 1/2 (,
it is concluded that moderate G impairs the ability to read aircraft
instruments.
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OIIAPIEl TWENY-ON______________

Summary and Evaluation
Exr Frrn

SU4113TARY OF RESEARCHI FINDINGS

relationship of man and. nuchine
It has been possible to draw conclusions regarding severail important

visual display problems. The conditions under which quantiftItive
data should be displayed in tabular or in graphic, formi have been
specified; several factors have been. shown to be important for the
dc-signi of scales emiployed in measuring and plotting air navigation,
courses; a. number of features have. been found to contribute signifi-
cantly to speed and accuracy of clock reading; the slpacing of scale
divisions and the size and number of intermediate numerical iniarkings
on instrument dials have been shown to be major determinants of
reading accuracy; the direction -and p~lane of movement of controls
and indicators have been shown to be an important factor in, deter-
mining human efficiency in initiating appropriate control movements;
and the coordinate system and typ~e of directional stabilization u1sed
with radar-scope presentations have been found to be significantly
related to speed and accuracy of interpretation.

Capacities of individuials for discrimitnting pressure, shape, and
location have been studied, and praictical findings obtained that are
of wide interest beeause of their significance for understanding the
proprioceptive and tactunal control of behavior and beause of their im-
p~lication for miaximnizing the cues available to the mian who is operating
machine controls.

Investigations of the efliciently of different typesi of adjuistivo reac-
tions have shown that there are important differe'nces between the
accuracy of the hands and feet in controlling a visuial, indicator; that
there are significant differences in the accutracy of control toward and
amay f rom the body as compared wit h left-righit cont rol movements;
anmd that successive clockw ise or COmi t erelockwise adjutst ments lire
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mado with speed and accuracy superior to a series of alternating
adjustments. In a following-pursuit task (tracking a target with a
gun sight) it lhas been found that the shape and mode of action of
hand controls has a rery important influence on the accuracy of
performance.

In two studies of the effects of unusual environmental conditions
upon perceptual abilities, it was found that mild anoxia has little or
no influence upon the extent of illusory visual judgments, and that
the amount of positive acceleration is significantly related to the
accuracy of dial reading.

FUTURE RESEARCH

Investigations of the kind reported in this volume will continue
to be emphasized by the Psyehology Brancl. In the future, moreover,
it is hoped to establish soine of the theoretical principles underlying
engineering psychology. The number of theoretical problems in this
field is large. Information is needed, for example on such questions
as how men orient themIeves in three-dimensional space, what sensory
cues are reliel on in making precise connective and adjustive control
movements, and how interpretation of single instrument displays is
influenced by the total pattern of surrounding objects in the workplace.

During the coming year it is planned to undertake several studies at
a iore complex level than any carried out thus far. It is expected
that equipment will be available in the laboratory for simulating with
a high degree of validity some of the tasks of the pilot and of the radar
operator and for obtaining detailed quantitative records of perforn-
ance. It. is also expected that an air-borne psychological laboratory
will be available for obtaining reliable records of pilot reactions and
flying proficiency.

A niunber of university psychology laboratories have initiated
research on equipnlent-design problems under contract with tle Air
Mat&'iel Command. These universities should make a significant
contribution to engineering psychology. The research at universities
will complement the work of the Psychology Branch, and make it pos-
sible to investigate certain problems more intensively and more sys-
tematically than is possible at Wright Field.

One university contract calls for systematic study of different types
of visual and auditory warning devices. 'Fle effectiveness of differ-
ent stimuli is being studied in a situation where the environment and
the task given the subject are carefully controlled, and also in a Link
trainer where the subject is engaged in a complex and changing
problem. Two related university projects involve the study of factors
influencing the ability of individuals to interpret dials, scales, and
computers, and the ability to read various kinds of verbal materials,
including numerals and letters, quickly and accurately. Factors such
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as style of numerals, illtunination, noise, and vibraition will be studied
systelia~tieally. Aniother university laboratory is studying oriena.-
thon probleins in relation to the designi of variouis typ-s of equipmInent
used by the pilot, radar operator, and navigattor in keeping track of
girounI position, heading, and attitude. Two other university p~roj-
cts are concerned chiefly with control-design problems and questions
of motor abilities. Design of controls for use! n thle prone and, sipinle
positions and study of the effect of general bodxy position on miotor
abilities is the topic of one p~roject. The other project concerns the
design of controls to provide mnost effective tracking by the gunner,
and the frequency analysis of tracking errors ill relationi to such fac-
tors as thle mnass of thle instrumnent, being positioned. anigular ,.pml of
the target, cont rol prine!Iple emnployed, and miuscle -rll" i' ed. Sey-

cral additional university contracts are concerned with more specific

problems.

stecopiqes of enineer-ptiin syhlog aewfedar braid, tshepch-
loicnal vrbles ore nobuderstoand ete asestions nfr ini
cttn hes pltio researens prgad earsnititg ar yered agond
as been ofr artsieeople hot studyn nihiirment aesgn

l iscmisea ov ngeri pctoy thptiear wroenr poor ial esig

is used, nd that the difference in nuinber of errors when a good and
a poor dial is used is almtost tenfold. As another examiple, research
data indhicate that the efficiency of the defensive fire-control system of
a large bomniber-a system that has cost millions of dollars to produce-
can be increased by tipproxiiately ()5 percent, Finply by changing thle
shape and niode of action of the hand grips twed by the gunner.

For tho past 200 years mnan has been adjuisting constantly to the
newv devices of a mnachine age. The imiportance of designing machines
in relation to mian's own capacities for p)erceiving and reacting is
finally coming to bo recognized. The application of psychological
researchi techiniqutes to this problem is an exciting challenge.

Since the scope of this new field of psychiology is so broad, and the
need for basic psychiological informiation so -widespread, it is hoped
dint. in the fture inany psychiologists w~ill undertake research oil
ecju ipinent-design problems.
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APPENDIX A
Names of Personnel Who Were

Assigned to the Psychology Branch
of the Aero Medical Laboratory at
Some Time Between 1 September

1945 and 1 October 1946

Months of service with the
Military status at rsychology Biranch

Nae ttlime of i(.i+ratkor as o( Oct. 1. 1944 Military Civilian Total

Aborn, .Murray ............................. . It ................. 1 0 1
Ah~ranms Oeorge D............................Cor p ................. 7 0 7
Alknstin, ,orion B .... ................. Ft... ........ 2 0 2
Ils. Joph........................g ...... ......... 0 3 $
lhtworth $a ................. .............. 0 2 2
lcr. oet.................................Corp.................. 7 0 7

Boory, John ........................... fZt..................3 0 3
lrlck, Jay R. ........................... Ma)................. 5 0 $
lIrown. Judson ....... ................ 0 6lBrown, Walter T............................ t.................... 1I 0 1
Carter, Launor r ........................ Mal................. 7 7
Cerf. Arthur Z ......................... ?:::::.......... . 0 2
ChrtensIn. Jullen M ............... 3 9
Connell, Shirley C ............................ ....................... 0 2 2
CowliJ, John T. ................................. Firt Lt ............... 0 2 2
Cowl.. Mary E.................................. .O .................... 0 7 7
l)hs, ue .............. ............. ....................... 0 4I)uCndy, Michael M ......................... $g lt ........... 0 5
E~klof, tarhs R ............................. C(orp................. 2 0 2
]itus, Iaul. .................................. .. Cal .... .1 2 13
(a Ue, lo"bert M ........... ...... First I...............I 0 1
(hun, Vernon l ........................ .First LI ............... 5 0 $
(irother. Walter F .................. ................... 6 7 13
Scnkins, WlIialn 0 ......... ....... 0 it it
John-on. Albert P ........... ............ Ma.................. 5 0 3
Jones, Ilichnril . ................. apt.................. H 0
3ocph, Itobert.t T ................. 4 0 a
Korinekc, (;orge ....................... apt.................. 3 0 S

h~manl Thm...................... it ...... ; ............ 4 0 4
L, on, \%ol'tt N ........................ (orp ...... : ........... 4 0 4
.McKe n, I r 8..................Cori ................r. 7 0 7
.Me iew, Itolert I ................................. 81t .................... I 0 1
.Milton, John I ..................................... Flrst.Lt ............... 0 4
Mi.hllmu.er. ichmut ................ I ......t..... 3 0 5

l.rray Ni,rn1, h ................................ C 'pt .................. 6 0
X: u' l, , n~dlh E........................Capt.................. 1 0.Ncston, \VIila .................. ,un ......... i 0
l'ar h J e ................................... (apt .................. 3 0 3
l'ei'it-on, Albert ................................... $gt ................... 4 0 4

il{ sl Iving ............................ iS...................... a
Its-ct'le, { rt I ................................. xt .................. 4 3r,. h.-r,!1 , Hol.ert ................................. I. irst Lt ............... I 0 I
.'a'cly, John A........................... , ) .................. 1 0 a

ualter IlFh ..H...................... .cund IA ............ 2
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Months of s"rvlce with tho
Military status at Psychology Branch

NAMr time of separation - -or as of Oct. 1. 1944 Military Civilian Total

Smith, Ra7mond B .............................. Sgt .................... 4 0 4
Socwder, V n1 I ....nu .................................................. 0 5 5

taulfer, Nell P .......... ................... ................... 3 0 3
Ftrung, Fvlyu.......... ............. ........................ 0 5
Teny, Jeanette .................................... ........................ 0 5 3
Thomas. Frances ................................... ........................ 0 1 0
Van Faun, If. Itchsd ....................... Capt .................. 0 7 7
Warner. Jerom ............................ Sgt .................... 1 0 1
Wal1. 'atridci A .............................................. 0 13 13
Varrlck Melvin 0........................irt it............... 07 7
Webb, Ill B ..... First Lt ......... 1 0 1
Young, Katharine D ................... ........................ 0 8 8
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Abel, T. M., 00. Davis, D. It., 33, 52.
Abrams, G., 81. Dlggles, S., 163, 245.
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